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PREFACE

Since the subject of this thesi~J is wide, the nature of the

sources used necessarily has been so. The chief repository of

the sources that I have used has been the British Museum. All of

the printed primary sources can be found there, while the Additional

and Sloane collections of manuscripts contain many of the travel

journals that I have consulted. Other journals have been found in

the Harleian collection in the British Museum, among the Isbam

papers stored in the Northamptonshire Record Office, and in the

Rawlinson manuscripts to be found at the Bo41eian Library, Ox-

ford.

The Rawlinson manuscripts, along with material in the

Pepys Library at Magdalene College, Cambridge, and certain of

the printed sources, also provided material for the background to

English travellers, especially to the ideas on the benefits of travel

that were held in the seventeenth century. Miscellaneous inform-

ation on travellers when they reached France was gained from the

State Papers on France during the period 1660 to 1715.

Considerable material of scientific interest was found in

the Library of the Royal Society in London, where the miscellaneous

manuscripts and letters, the Oldenburg correspondence and the



letters of J. Monro were of value. In addition, Cassini’s records

stored in the Biblioth~que de l’Observatoire de Paris, and the

Tournefort correspondence kept in the Biblioth~que du Museum

d’Histoire Naturelle in Paris, were fruitful sources.

The Collection Delamare among the MSS Francais in the
2

Biblioth~que Nationale, Paris, contains plentiful material on the

French government’s attempts to regulate the conditions of travel

in the seventeenth century. It deals with the themes of transport,

taverns and state affairs which were relevant to the question of

communications.

Within the thesis itself, I have modernised the spelling

in quotations, eliminated the capital letters that often appear within

sentences in seventeenth century writing, but have left punctuation

marks in the original form unless it was absolutely necessary to

alter them for purposes of clarity. To aid the reader a list of the

chief abbreviations used in the thesis is included at the beginning.

An appendix is added listing biographical information on some of

~:he travellers whose record~ have been extensively used. A note

on the value of French money during the period is also included.

Most of the research for this thesis was undertaken while

I was a student at the universities of Hull and London. I should like

to record my thanks to Professor J.P. Kenyon of Hull, and Dr



iii.

H.G. Roseveare of King’s College. London for the help that they

gave me. In Trinity College. Dublint Professor T.W. Moody

assisted me. and to him I also record my thanks.
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%Vorcester A short account of my lord marquess of

Vv~orcester’s voyage into France in anno
1673 (B.I~/I., 51oane MS 3187)

Young W. Young, The history of Du!wich college
(lSSg), ii

NOTE ON FRENCH MONEY
t_ i i,i         i , ,IJL i,    u ,      _

During the period 1660 to 1715 French money was divided

a s follow s:
1 Louis d’or (or 1 pi’~tole)

J

1 ecu = 3 livres

1 livre = 20 sous

1 sou = 12 deniers

= 11 livres

The basic unit was the ’livre’, vchich in English money v:as worth about

one shilling and six pence; travellers usually exchanged their money

at the rate of about thirteen ’livres’ to the pound sterling.
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Part I :
l,,,i ii    i

Ie

TH~ TOU,~

When travellers arrLvecl Ln France, the majority toll ’*"

itineraries so popular that writers were able to attach labels to them.

In examining Snglish travellers in France, these Lt[neraries can be

studied to learn exactly what it was that travellers saw when they

toured France, what it was Ln the different parts of the country that

interested them.

The routes that were most c~:mrnon were first 5escr[bed in

wrLting by Alcide de S Maurice Ln x.e guide fidelle des etrangers Sans

le voyage de ~-~rance (167Z) ; they were later expresse::!i in ~nghsh

by 2,ndrew Balfour Ln ~etters to a friend
|ll t i i i i

routes, ’le petit tour’ and ’le grand tour’.

(1700). There were two such

These courses(1) followed

the great river basins that penetrate France. The ’petit tour’ was

basically a study of the /~oire country; one version of it in fact stopped

at I~antes (from where the traveller simply returned to o "s), x art while

the more elaborate journey then turned south across the lowlands of

the Venaee into the great wine-producing regions of the ’~vharente an¢~

the G[ronde, terminating at Bo~’deaux. The ’petit tour’ avoiied the

highlands, with the partial exception that the return from ~ordeaux to

,, ¯ " . -., , , .., i, ,.

See maps ~,~, vii-viii(,)
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Paris passed through Limoges on the western rises of ’la h4ancheI

mountains. The ’grand tour’ similarly avoided mountainous routes

where possible. After following the course of the ’petit tour’ as far

as Bordeaux, it turned south-east along the Garonne to Toulouse.

From Toulouse to Narbonne it remained in the river v~!ley, keeping

the Cevennes to the north and the Plantaurel and Corbiere~ mountains

to the south. The excursions in lower Languedoc and Provence were

for the most part restricted to the low-lying RhAone basin, ~phile the

return to Paris could again avoid the mountains by remaining in the

Rh~ne ~ A- ~aone valley as long as possible before crossing to Paris.

On consulting the maps it can again be seen that the two

tours concentrated on the most habitable and prosperous areas of

France, taking in the leading towns and the mo~t fertile agricultural

regions. The more barren provinces were omitted, the Alpine districts,

for instance, were avoided (although many travellers did in fact opt to

tour them), and Brittany, arid in many parts, steeped in regionalism,

and of suspect loyalty to the crown{1) al~o offered few enticements to

the traveller. Another area untouched by the tours wa~ northern France;

for English travellers, however, this did not matter since most of them

See J.J. Hurt, ’The parlement of Brittany and the crown: 1665-1675’
in French Historical Studies, iv, no. 4 (Fall 1966), pp 41)-33



.

landed at Calais or Dieppe and saw pa rts of northern France en route

to Paris. When travellers formed their ideas about France, there-

fore, they were drawing on their experience of the most popuiou~

parts of France only; they had little knowledge ~ its more de~olate,

isolated parts.

Most English travellers, Locke. Veryard, Clenche, Bertie,

Dowries and Worcester to name but a few, followed either the ’petit’

or ’grand tour’0 but there were exceptions who are worthy of note.

James Hume is one, for in 1714 he broke away from the

beaten track and explored Brittany. During a six weeks visit to France,

he landed at Dieppe, travelled via Rouen and Caen to S Malo, and from

thence skirted the hills of Brittany, passing through Morlaix, Bre~t,

Ouimper and Hennebont to Nantes. From here he did the ’petit tour’

in reverse, travelling along the Loire to Orleans and Paris before

returning home.

Another traveller whose journey followed an unusual pattern

was Richard Ferrier, who combined the ’petit tour’ with part of the

’grand tour’. Beginning at Paris he travelled through Sens and Dijon

to Lyon. Then, instead of going south along the Rh~ne (as the ’grand

tour’ provided), he branched north-west across the Lyonnais mountains

to the Loire, which he followed to Nevers, Saurner and Orleans, from

where he followed the normal ’petit tourt.



@

Again, there is James Preston who travelled in north-

western France in 1710. A student at Douai, he wanted to inspect

the fortifications along the frontier, and so visited the defence systems

at Arras, Cambrai, Bapaume, B~thune, Aire and P~ronne.

Finally, modified ’grands tours’ were undertaken by people

like Bunyan, Bromley and Englefield who travelled along its eastern

branch. They started at Paris, crossed to the ~one, and then

travelled down the RhSne to the south of France.

The ’petit tour’

From Paris, the first major destination for the traveller on

the ’petit tour’ was Orl/eans. The ’messager’ service ran two coaches

a day. The slower one, costing 12 livres per passenger, left Paris

at 6.00 a.m., the coach arriving at Organs at 9.00 p.m. the following

evening; the quicker coach, charging 14 livrez, departed at 10.00 p.m.

and reached Orletans at 5.00 p.m. the next day. (1) It was an agreeable

journey, especially the section between Etampe~ and Orleans, for the

coach travelled through beautiful vine-filled country, and the road was

ii i ilLi i i ¯ i I [ I    I J I . I ILL ............ I iii1! i i

(1)
Letters, to a friend, by the learned and judicious Sir Andrew

Balfour, M.D. containin~ excel!ent direction~ .and advices
_ I i ¯ i i | l ii I III

for travelling thro’ France and Italy (Edinburgh, 1700),
p.20 (hereafter cited as Balfour)
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paved and in good repair. (1)

JOrleans itself turned out to be a disappointment. Clenche

judged it, ’ill built, ill paved, not one good house or gentleman living

in it, ... the fortifications gone to ruin’. (2) Locke was not so clear-

cut in his opinions. During his first visit there in May 1677, he con-

sidered it ’a large, fair town with large & broad streets & a great

many fair buildings’, (3) but when he returned in July 1678 he changed

his mind: ’by the houses & buildings to be seen in most part.~ of it, it

seems decaying & not over rich’. (4) The traveller could see all that

(5) and among the sights that travel

records mention are the ’place du Martroi’ in the heart of the town, (6)

he wished in only one or two days,

(4.)
(s)
(6)

’Diary of Charles Bertie. During a journey in France 1660 - ’

in LindseY MSS (Historical Manuscripts Cornmi::~sion, lxxix,
London, 1942), pp ~.95-6 (hereafter cited as Bertie); A short

account of my lord marquess of Worcester’s voyage into France

inanno 1673 (B.M., Sloane MS 3187), f. 4 (hereafter cited as

Worcester)

IInL
J. Clenche , A tour in France & italy. Made by an English

gentleman, 1675 (London, 1676), p. 10 (hereafter cited as Clenche)

J. Lough (ed.), Locke’s travels in France 1675 - 167.9 (Cambridge,I I II I fll I I I I I Ij II I I11 I I

1953), p. 148 (hereafter cited as Locke)

Ibid., p. 205
Balfour, p. 20
Bertie, p. 296
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the church of Ste Groix that had been burnt by the huguenots in 1567

and still stood uncompleted, (1) the mall where people flocked each

evening to stroll, converse and be seen,(z) and a statue of Joan of

Arc at one end of the bridge.(3) Joan of Arc was still revered, of

, (4)
course, and on 8 May each year celebrations were held in her nonour.

Finally, travellers with an interest in educational matters could go to

see the university; strong in its law faculty, it attracted large numbers

of German students.(5)

Continuing the ’petit tour’, travellers, now took a boat for

a short day’s trip to I31ois.(6) As a town, travellers found I~iois

utterly undistinguished,(7) but it had compensations in other directions.

S Maurice expressed them thus:

’La bouts de l’air, la puret~ de la laugue, 1’    / agreement de

la promenade, la douceur de l’entretien, la d/elicatesse des

viandes & du vin, & l’excellence de toutes sortes d’exercises,

#%
soit pour l’esprit, soit pour le corps, arretent beaucoup

d’~trangers. ,(8)

Dertie, p. 296; it was not completed until 18Z9

Ibid., p. Z96; Ferrier, p. 38    (3) Bertie, p. Z96; Ferrier, p. 38
~. Veryard, An account of divers choice remarks ... ().~ondon,

1701), p. 73 (hereafter cited as Veryard), says that they were held
on 9 May; Worcester, £ 4v says IZ May

Worcester, f. 4v
D alfour, p. Z 1
Clenche, p. II; ~. F.E. Ferrier and J. A.H. Ferrier (ed.), ’The

journal of major l~ichard ~’errier, M.P., while travelling in

France in the year 1687’ in Camden Miscellany. (London,

1895~p. 34 (hereafter cited as Ferrier)

S Maurice, L e guidefidelle, p. I00



There was general agreement with this diagnosis. (I) It could be

1

amplified by pointing to the easy access from Blots to some of the

most magnificent ch’ateaux, not to mention the one at Jdlots itself. {g)

After viewing the cha~’teaux and the town, t1"avellers on the

’petit tour’ again travelled by boat, this time to ’Fours. On the way,

many interrupted the journey at Amboise to call and see the famous

stag’s horus in the chapel of the cha~teau. This gigantic specimen was

one of the spectacular sights along the Loire. SettEe claimed that the

horns were eLghteeu feet long, twelve feet broad, had twenty-two

branches and weighed forty pounds.(3) Ferrter, on the other hand,

assessed them at eleven and a half feet long, and eight feet broad;(4)

Locke put them at fifteen feet long and seven and a half feet broad.(5)

Whatever other attractions Amboise had, they were as nothing corn-

pared with the spectacle of the horns.

(6)
When they came to Tours,    travellers found a town whose

amenities an] attributes far surpassed those of Orl~’ans or Blots. Although

inclined to oe narrow, the streets were attractively laid out!7) there

(i)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Locke, p. 148; Veryard, p.74

15alfour, p. gl; VVorcester, f. 5

SettLe, pp 299-300

~errter, p.34

~ocke, p. 147

On Tours see E. Giraudet, I-l[stoi~’e de la ville de Tours......... ¯ ,,J , J ,, t i t i

(Z vols, Tours, 1873)
Clenche, p. ll; Ferrier, p. 34
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was a fine mall. ’the broadest, the most plain and delightful in France.

It hath three walks and a row of trees betwixt every one’;(I) the suburbs

were ’very stately’. (2) A peculiarity of the domestic architecture of

Tours was that the houses were covered with a blue slate. (3) In

addition there was a number of impressive public buildings that

travellers could inspect, such as the cathedral of S Gatien, (4) the

church of S Martin, (5) and, of a more private nature, although always

welcoming visitors, various monasteries. (6) A further distinction of

the town was its considerable silk industry, (7) although Locke, who at

one stage in his diary described Tours as ’a large town, well peopled

& thriving, which it owes to the great manufacture of silk’, (8) never-

theless discovered evidence that the industry was declining: oncenthere

were 6, C0O weavers in Tours, but in 1678 there were but 1,200; more-

over, their income had dropped from fifty sous per ell of woven silk,

to thirty or thirty-five sous. (9) Its comparatively attractive planning

and its vigorous industrial activities made Tours the most interesting

town on the tour so far, demonstrating to travellers that in urban

development Orleans and Blois were not wholly typical.

111 111 nil ......... ii I i - . u i ii i i i1[ i [ i uu J

(I) Bertie, p. 299

(2) Ibid., p. 299

(3) Clenche, p. II

(4) Bertie, p. 292
(5) rbid., p. 297
(6) Ibid., p. 297
(7) Balfour, p. 26;

(8)
(9)

Locke, p. 146
Ibid., p. 216

Clenche, p. 11; Veryard, p. 75
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The next town on the tour, Saumur, u~ually drew more

foreign visitors (especially from protestant countries) than most, be-

cause of the protestant university there, the strong protestant popul-

ation, and ’by reason of its pleasant situation, cheapness of living,

and divers expert masters of all sorts of exercises for the education

of young gentlemen’. (1) Because of this, Saumur usually had large

numbers of Germans and Englishmen staying and studying there. (2)

The walled town was, according to Clenche, about the ~ize of ~Vind~or

(3)
castle, and had the usual buildings that travellers could visit, such

as the twelfth century church of S Pierre, the famous Notre Dame

des Ardilliers (outside the walls), (4) and the monasteries of the

Cordeliers, Recollects, Ursulines and Capuchins. (5) Set dramatically

on a hill just outside the town, visible from several miles away, and

Adominating the surrounding country~ide, there wa~ also the chateau,

garrisoned by about 200 troops. (6) It was again from S~un~ur that

travellers went to view the magnificent chateau and town of Richelieu

some twenty-five miles away. Locke called that superb piece of

architecture, ’exactly regular and magnificent’(7), adding that it was

Veryard, p. 75

Balfour, p. 27; Clenche, p. 12
Clenche, p. 11
Bertie, p. 306

Ibid. , p. 307
Ibid., p. 306; Clenche, p. 11

Locke, p. 145
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’the most complete piece of building in France, wherein the outside

is an exact symmetry, in the inside convenience & beauty, the richest

guilding & best statues that are to be seen anywhere, the avenues on

all sides exceeding handsome & magnificence on all sides’.(1) ~ocke

was not alone in his opinion. Worcester considered Richelieu without

(z)
parallel,    and Downes, a traveller rarely inclined to give lengthy

accounts of the buildings that he saw, gives a careful description of

(3)
the chateau and its contents, so impressed was he.

After the return to Saumur, the ’petit tour’ was taken up

again,~assed through Angers.(4) Ferrier considered it an elegant

town with pleasing streets,(5) but Clenche dismissed it as ’ill built’.(6)

v~hatever his opinion, the travellel- was unlikely to spend much time

there, for apart from the cathedral of S Maur[ce(7) and the university,(8)

it had little to offer.

He would continue to ’l’oeil de }3retagne’, as Nantes was

commonly termed.(9) It too could quickly be inspected, for it was

(I) ~ocke, p. ZZ8
(Z) Worcester, f. 6

(3) Dr Downes, Observations in trave!ling through ~.rance.etc. 1664
(Sloane MS 179a): ff 3z13 (hereafter cited as Downes)

C~n Angers see L. i%/I. Thorode, ~otice de la rifle d’An~ers
(Angers, 1897)

Ferrier, p. 35
Cienche, p. 13

Dertie, pp 317-8; Locke pp ZZ3-4

Veryard, p. 76
Ibid., p. 77

(4)

(5)
(6)
(v)
(s)
(9)
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smaller than Angers (although better constructed in Clenche’s opinion),

Ahaving a cathedral and chateau. Its particular significance was that

it acted as the principal port in western France for exporting wine. (2)

For the ’petit tour’, Nante~ had further significance in that

the tour stopped at this point.

headed back to Paris, and in S

In Balfour’s journal~ the traveller now

Maurice too, the traveller on the

shorter ’petit tour’ did so, passing through Rennet. The Loire country

was truly magnificent, easily justifying its popular title ’the garden of

France’, offering some sublime examples of French architecture, and

presenting the traveller with urban centres of varying size;~ and

functions. As a short tour, there was nothing in France to equal it.

Travellers undertaking the longer ’petit tour’ as described

by S Maurice, turned south from Nantes into the Vend/ee, Saintonge,

and Haute Vienne, aiming first of all for la Rochelle. It was three

days journey from Nantes, and the traveller had to arrive before sun-

set when the gates into the town were locked. (3) As a town, Bertie

thought it ’commendable in that its otreets are the large,t, nearest

and most uniform in France, every one so like unto the other that in

two or three days’ stay one i~ ~carce able to distinguish them. In

(1) Clenche, p. 13

(2) Balfour, p. 31 ;

(3) Balfour, p. 73
Clenche, p. 13



many you find porticos, with walks under them, like our piazzos in

~ondon.’(1) Locke too believed the ’streets of this town ... the

straightest & largest I have seen in any town in France,’ and app-

roved of the ’arches under which one walks free from sun or rain, a

convenient fashion, methinks, of building a great town either in a hot

oz- cold country, having its convenience for walkers in both. ,(Z)

Travellei=s found la IRochelle lacking in architectural splendours, for

most journals mention only the cathedral (a former huguenot church

appropriated by the catholics) as a building of grand proportions. Its

harbour development, however, made up for that. ~very traveller

went to see it, guarded as it was by two towers (’la GhaTne’, and ’S

Nicholas’) on either side of the entrance, across which a huge chain

(3)
hung.     As an important huguenot town, the clouds of persecution

rested ominously over it, an~ at the time of his visit Bertie noted

that some 600 protestant families had recently been expelled.(4)

Travellers need not remain long in la z~ochelle, for if they

wished to study harbour development, they had a finer example at

(1) Dertie, p. 330

(Z) Locke, pp 232-3

(3) Bertie, p. 330;
(4) /~ertie, p. 331

~,ocke, p. 23Z; Veryard, p. 77



Bordeaux, (1) where the great port was popularly known as ’le port

de la lune’. (2) Most of the ships there transported wine and salt,

and many travellers were impressed at the large number of ships with

which the port could cope. Locke calculated that it handled about 2,000

vessels per annum;(3) Worcester put the figure between 500 and 600 per

month at the height of the vintage season, some ships of 400 tons coming

right into the town. (4} Without question0 its maritLme activities were

the greatest attraction that Bordeaux offered to the traveller. There

were others too. The traveller interested in education could inspect

the university, where legal studies in particular flourished;(5) if he

were concerned with j ~A ,’ce’a/ affairs¯ he could see where the

’parlement’ met;(6) for the trav.~ller with architectural curiosities there

was the cathedral of S ,~on~re, a mixture of Romanesque and, Gothic, (7)

(-. Q

and the church of S c:eurxn, built between the eleventh and fifteenth

centuries¯ and pos~essing a cemetary where the warriors of Charlemagne

, ,, ,, , r, ,, ................ : "": ...... - "’ %: - n, la i, I I i

(2)
{3)
(4}
(5)
{6)
(V)

On Bordeaux see C. Jullian¯ Histo.irede Bordeaux depuis les u    ,,| , ,,,~

0ri~ines ju~:quJen 1875 (Bordeaux¯ 1895) and T. Malvezin,

Bordea.~ apercu historique,~ sol, populat i0n, industrie,. �ommerce¯
afiministration (Bordeaux¯ 1892)

Maurice Le ~uide fidelle, p. 119

Locke, pp 237-8

V/orce~ter, f. 8

S Maurice, Le guide fidelle, p. 117; Veryard, p. 82
~7 Maurice, op. cir., p. 117
Bertie, p. 334; Worcester, f. 8
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were said to be buried, and where there was a mysterious tomb con-

taining water that rose and fell with the moon.(I) Again, visitors

saw the Jesuit church,(z) the Minims’ church,(3) the chuzch of S

Michel, that had the highest spize in the south of France,(4) and

just outside Bordeaux, the Chartreux.(5) The most awe-inspiring

sight of all was the Chateau-trompette, a huse fortress of four bastion~6)

that had originally been constructed in the fifteenth century, an.i that

had been extended by Louis XIV after the troubles of 1675.    The in-

habitants of the city detested it as a symbol of royal coercion.(8)

~3ordeaux was in several respects the high point of the ’petit tour’. It

was the largest city on the tour, and it dominated south-west France

economically and politically. As such it acted as a focal point for

regionalism, that ever-present menace against which the ceu~raltsing

policies of the regime fought, and the perspicacious traveller was able

to examine in Bordeaux not only the life of a large seabord town, but

lhe tensions between central authority and a provincial capital.

(i)
(z)
(3)
(4)

Bertie, p. 335;

Dertie, p. 334;

1~ertie, p.334

Worcester, f. 8

(5) 13ertie, p. 335

(6) Locke, p. Z37
(7) Veryard, p. 8Z;

(8) Clenche, p. 14

i~e utc~e fldelle, p. I19

Worceste~~, f. 8

see below~ p.226
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Now began the return to Paris, a zigzag route that passed

S .
through Saintes, Angouleme, Perlgueux, Limoges and Poitiers, none

of which could detain the traveller for long. As for Saintes, the country-

side around it was exceedingly pleasant, for the Charente flowed through

lush meadows where walnut and fruit trees abounded, (1) but the town it-

self was dull. There was little beyond a cathedral of no great archi-

tectural distinction(2) and the ruins of a Roman amphitheatre.(3)

Angouleme was notable only for its paper industry, (4) and according to

Veryard, Perlgueux had only three things worth seeing: the fountain

of Marsac that "constantly ebbs and flowz"; a fountain of hard water

that covered anything that was thrown into it with a stony crust; and

a huge underground cavern. (5) Lia~aoges, the centre of a flourishing

enamelling industry, was little better, (6) and although Poitiers contained

:~ university, a splendid cathedral, the vcell known church of S Hilaire,

and some Roman ruins, its chief impression, certainly upon Clenche,

was of a ’straggling, ill situated town, low marshy ground about it,

and no good water in it. ,(7)

(1) Locke, p. 235
Bertie, p. 332;

(3) Bertie, p. 333;

(4) Veryard, p. 79

(5) Ibid., p. 81

rb d., p. So
(7) Clenche, p. 15

Locke, p. 235
Locke, p. Z36; Veryard, p. 78
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Thus ended the ’petLt tour~’. It may have traversed only a

ILmLted area of France, but Lt demonstrated to the traveller what a

dLverse country France was. On the ’petLt tour’ he saw peasants

au,~ townspeople, he saw inland towns and coastal towns, he saw

centres of catholLc and huguenot strength, he saw agrLcultural, Lu-

dustrLal and commercLal actLvLtLes, he saw sLgns of royal authority

and he saw regLonaILsm at wolok. The ’petit tour’ undertaken wLsely

wLth the traveller ready to reflect ou what he observed, taught many

lessons about the socLal, ecouon-~Lc, and religLous state of France;

[t was no mere second-rate tour leavLng the traveller wLth a few, un-

tellable snapshot impressLons of France. ~_ater Ln thLs study Lt wLll

be seen exactly what lessons EnglLsh travellers dLd learn.

The ’grand tour’

Travellers able to spen<] a lengthy tLme Ln France could

follow the ’gran~ tour’, that in effect was the ’petLt tour’ with much

more ad4ed.

After reachLng ]~ordeaux the t~’aveller now turned south-

east along the Garonne. TouchLng on CadLllac, la ~eole, Marmande,

and TonneLns, he arrived through fertLle country at Agen, a town with

a magnLfLcent view of the i{~yrenees.(I) It was little mo~’e than a

(1) Clenche, p. 15
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resting place, for Clenche dismissed Lt as ’neither well built, large,

nor otherwise consLderable’,(1) and ~,ocke found it ’a poor town, ill

(z)
built and but one street Ln it of any bigness’.

Montauban, some forty miles further on, was a great im-

provement. It was ’a little town, built of brick, well situated upon

a rise on the right side [of] the ~ar. [T arn ] The streets are

broad ~ handsome enough, & . .. the situation very healthy. ,(3) i~ven

Clenche, who was usually hyper-critical of French towns, conceded

that it was ’pretty well built’. (4) A particularly attractive feature of

the town was the market place, where the houses stood on arches be-

neath which were the shops, (5) and in addition there was ’a public

fountain, which no town else in France can boast, nor so good wine

and provisions’. (6) Montauban had one other distinctive characteristic

in that the majority of its LnhabLtants were huguenots. (7) After

~iordeaux, ivlontauban was so far the most attractive town along the

Caronne; it was by no means outstandingly noteworthy, but Lt surpassed

the others.

The string of mediocre towns came to an end, however,

(i)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(v)

Glenche, p. 15
Locke, pp 1 39-40

Ibid., p. 241
Glenche, p. 15

Ibid., p. 15
Ibid., p. 15

Ibid., p. 15; S Maurice, Le guide fidelle, p. 133



when the traveller reached Toulouse, one of the leading cities of

18.

south west. For the casual tourist there were four curiosities in the

Toulouse: ’le basacle’, a huge water mill that operated fifteen mill-

stones; the church of S Sernin where saints were buried,(Z) ’la

belle pole’, a phrase given to seven desiccated corpses in perfect con-

dition preserved in the church of the Cordeliers; and Matoulin, a

celebrated local musician. (3) The more serious traveller could see

far more than this. As a seat of a provincial ’parlement’ since 1443

it possessed a ’palais’ that visitors could inspect(4), as well as a

number of elegant mansions built by the parliamentarians. (5) There

was too the university. ~ertle in fact foun~ it a great disappointment,

for the colleges were ’not to be compared to ours iu England, being

pitiful and in them uothlng remarkable;’(6) the schools of divinity,

medicine, and civil law were so poor that a ’good barn would make a

better show.’(7) The ’hStel de ville’, on the other hand, was beyond

reproach. A fine structure, it contained a number of admirable paint-

iugs and sculptures(8)" a peculiarity was that anybody who visited it

(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(v)
(8)

On Toulouse see L. Ariste & L. I~rau3, Histoire po~ulaireL de

Toulouse depuis les o r.!~i.nes jusqu’~ce jour (Toulouse, 1898)

See below, p.306
~Bertie, pp 338, 340; S Maurice, op. cir., p. 136
Balfour, p.66; ~ertie, p. 341

Bertte, p. 341

Ibid., p. 339

Ibld., p. 341

Ibid., p. 339; Balfour, p. 66; Clenche, p. 16; Locke, p. 139
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had to leave his sword with the guard and wait for a soldier to conduct

him round the building.(I) As for the churches the travellers in-

spected, the archbishop’s church of S bZtienne was surprisingly

among the poorer; it was ’a very irregular old building, the roof all

(z)
awry ... the meanest in town both for ornament or building. ’

A superior church belonged to the Jacobins, for it possessed ’one of

the most magnificent high altars in France, built of marble richly

guilded and very high;’(3) Locke judged it ’the finest altai~ I have any-

where seen. ,(4) Travellers also saw churches of the Capuchins, the

Carmelites, and the Oratoriens.(5) Toulouse thus had numerous

attractions for the traveller, and easily surpassed any of the towns

previously visited along the Garonne. And yet it did not h-npress

travellers as a first class town, for Dalfour found its population strangely

(6)
small considering the area of ±oulouse , and Clenche complained that

,(?)
it ’swarms with lawyers and is poorer than any other part of France.

(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

I~A. ~etts (ed), Francis Mortoft; his book. ~eing his travels

thr,ough France"and. .. .... .!.taiy,’ ",!,6’51181
jmpl    I m~111659.... {The Hakluyt’"~ociety, ’

Znd series, Ivii, 1925), p.21

Bert[e, p. 340; see also Locke, p. Z4~

i~e~-t[e, pp 337, 341

~ocke, p. 139

~ertie, pp 337, 341

~alfour, p. 66

Clenche, p. 16



The ’grand tour’ now continued some sixty miles down the

river valley, with the C~¢ennes on the north bank and the ~auragais

on the south, to Carcassonne.(1) In effect Carcassonne was two

towns. There was the fortress, ’In cit/e’, that stood on a hill top on

the eastern side of the Aude, and ’le bourg’ (now the ’rifle basse’) on

the opposite bank. Of the two ’le bourg’ was the larger, it was be-

girdled by a wall, and was well planned, ’for the streets are parallel

& perpendicular one to another and sufficiently wide, with a large,

square market place, so that at every cross street one may see the

walls on all four sides. ~/ere it as well built as [t is laid out, it would

(z)
be the prettiest town in France’. Carcassonne badly lacked

(3)memorable architecture, for its cathedral was ’a pitiful one’.

and its only other sizeable building was the ’hoStel de ville’. (4) The

town was by no means insignificant, however, for its cloth industry

{using Spanish duty-free wool) was a thriving concern, as was its

manufacture of combs.
(5)

Nevertheless, travellers soon passed along the Aude to

Narbonne, one of the most unpleasant towns on the whole tour. No

.......... .j ii . i .IIILI. , r i, 1    ,i.l     1 , tl

On Carcassonue see ~... ~. Viollet-le-Duc, J~a cit~ de Carcassonne
_,,, .. I ......

’ (Gar -(Paris, 1858) and ~. 2eclte, Hist0ire... de...Carcassonne, ~.~, cassonnej

18sv)
Locke, pp 130-1; see also Bert~e, p. 342

i~ocke, p. 131; see also t3ertie, p. 342
t]ertie, p. 342

Ibld., p. 342; J~ocke, p. 131



traveller stayed longer than was necessary. It was set in flat, marshy

terrain a few miles from the Mediter~0anean, where the atmosphere

was most unhealthy. (1) The town was encircled by walls and moats(z)

(3)
that stifled it, and within, the streets were ’narrow and ill-built’.

Given a situation like this, no traveller could be blamed for leaving

quickly and setting out on the tour-in-miniature of lower ~anguedoc,

that the ’grand tour’ prescribed. This involved calling at towns such

i
as Pezenas, Frontignan, Agde and l~eziers, before heading for Mont-

pellier, the next port of call in the ’grand tour’.

Montpellier(4) was among the two or three most rewarding

towns of the whole tour. It was set amid a fertile plain where corn,

(5)
vines and olives grew in lavish quantities,    and unlike INarbonne, the

atmosphere was dry; it was this latter quality that made it such an in-

ducement to English sufferers from that widespread ailment, con-

sumption. (6) Within Montpellier the streets, according to Clenche,

were ’insufferably narrow’, (7) and for £1ay they were ’very narrow,

(,)
(z)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

Locke, p. 1 33

S Maurice, :ue guide fidelle, p. 139
Locke, p. 1 33

On Montpellier see A.G. Germain, Histoire de la commune de
Montpellier (3 vols, Montpellier, 1851); C. d’Ai’grefeutile, ’

Htstoire. de la vHle ...... de h4ontpellier.                _ (4 vols, lVioutpellier, 1875-

i88z)
Bertie, p. 346

Ibid., p. 345; [W. Bromley] ,

France andj!taly (London, 169Z),
Bromley
Clenche,) p. 17

~qemarks in thegrande tour of
pp Z6-7 (hereafter cited as



short and crooked, without any uniformity or beauty at all, so [ut~dicate

that it’s half a years work to understand them all. ,(1) Their narrow-

hess was nevertheless helpful iu one sense, for Lt enabled the in-

habitants to stretch cloths between the housetops so that their rooms

were kept in the shade.{g) Again, for all their lack of space, the

streets were ’ever clean by reason that their conveyances are all

underground’.(3) The warmth, the dry atmosphere, obviously benefited

the inhabitants, for they were ’far hands,met in Lauguedoc than in the

[ oth  .] (4),     a judgement shared by S Maur[ce, who wrote:

’le peuple y est doux & humaiu, principalement les filles quo sour des

plus belles de France’.(5) Apart from the climate, Montpellier’s

principal attribute was its university that included one of the most famous

medical faculties in Europe. Some travellers went there to study,

but the schools themselves were one of the chief tourist attractions

of the cit,(.6) Allied to the medical faculty, which it supplied with herbs,

were the botanical gardens just outside the city. They were

(z)
(4)

(6)

J. ;~ay,- Observations ... made in a journe,      y through par.t of. the
bow-Countries,’ Germany, itai~, aud France (London, 1673). p.454
(hereafter Cited as i;ay)

De~’tie, p. 345
Ibid., p. 345

Balfour, p. 60; Bertie, p. 346;

(3) Ibid.. p. 345
(5) $ Maurice, Le guide fideUe, p. 140

..... ~ ,.,    ~ .J i       . L

Bromley, p. Z7; Clenche, p. 17;

J. ~., A descrLption,,,,, of France in its several governments: _        ~        _, (London,
169Z), p. 99 (hereaffer cited as J.S. ; Locke, pp 50, 54, 57-8, 59;
P. Sklppon, ’An account of a journey ...’ in A. & J. Churchill, A

c0!!ection0fvoyages,    ,~           , ~       , ~,, .... and travels (.oudou, 173Z). vi, p. 715 (he,-e-
after cited as $kippon)



the oldest in France, having been founded in 1593 by Henri IV, and

(1)
as with the medical schools, proved a powerful tourist attraction.

Montpellier naturally possessed the more conventional public buil fings

that travellers founc~ in most towns. There was for instance, the

(z)
’ho~el de ville’ (used by the estates of Languedoc when in session),

(3) (4)
the cathedral of ~ Pierre,    and the church of Ik~otre Dame. In

all these ways, Montpellier proved a magnificent cl[maxto the tour

of southern France.

When he left Montpellier the traveller v~nt on to h~nes,

a town wealthy in archaeological treasures.     It was predictably the

extensive ~oman remains that dominated every traveller’s acc~unt of

his visit. The great amph[theatre, elliptical in shape, an,J capable of

seating Z4,000 people was head of the list, and several travelle~s took

(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Balfour, p.60; Bertie, p. 345; M. ~anyan, ’A pocket book con-

raining observations made in t~-avelling thro’ part of ~ng. Z’"r.
Italy etc.’ (B.i%4. Sloane MS 15ZZ), f. 96 (hereaftez cited as

Bunyan); bocke, pp g0, 43, 5Z, 59, 67, 109; Skippon, p.715

Locke, pp 18, 19, 114-5; Skippon, p. 717

Bertie, p. 346; ~unyan, f. 96; Locke, p. 98

i~ertie, p. 345

On ~1~.es see H. bazin, l~nes ~allo-romain (l~%aes, 1891);

~. Menard, Histoire civile, ecc’~" "i .... ’- " ".... lestastt~ue at htt~ratre de la
rifle de NTmes (7 vols, Znd ed, N1"mes, Ig73, I%75); ,~.

~9eyre, l~imes, Arles, Orange, Saint-~erny (?aris, 1903)



(i)
careful record of it. In addition there was the temple of Diana

that probably was associated with the baths, (Z) the ’maison care/e’,

a splendid temple in the style of the Parthenon, (3) and the Pont du

(4) As
Gard, the stately aqueduct that carried water into the city.

well as the Roman ruins, travellers could visit the more modern

buildings such as the cathedral of Notre Dame (5) or the ’h~tel de

ville’, (6) but these paled before the magnificence of ancient N~mes.

At this point the ’grand tour’ left France politically, if

not geographically, for it took the traveller into the papal territory

of Avignon, a city enclosed within fourteenth century ramparts. The

traveller had to arrive before sunset when the gates were closed, (7)

he had to produce a bill of health, and surrender any weapons to the

guard. (8) Cpinions differed as to the quality of Avignon: Locke

considered ’the streets wider & the town better built than any between

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Bertie, pp 346-7; ]Sromley, p~.5~.Dr. ~dward t~rowne’s journal
of a journey iu France 1564 (~loane MS 1885), j. llv (hereafter

cited as ]Browne, J0urna!~ ’Portion of a diary kept in France by

John Buxton’ in H. M.C. Various Collections (~oudon, 1903), ii,

p. Z73; Clenche, p. 18; ~ocke, p. 14; Skippou, p. 713; Worcester,

ff 11-11v

Bertie, p. 347; Bromley, p. gS; ~rowne, Journal, f. ll;Bunyan,

f. 96; Buxton, p. Z73; Skippon, p. 715

£~ertie, p. 347; Bromley, p. ZS; Bunyan, f. 95v; Skippon, p. 715

Bertie, pp 347-8; Bromley, p. g4; Clenche, p. 18; i~ocke, p. 15

Bertie, p. 347

Skippon, p. 713

J.S., p. l14

Skippon, p. 71 Z



thio & ~yons~, (1) but ~kippon maintained that ’the generality of the

buildings are mean, and the streets narrow; the inhabitants fear

every night the rogues should creep in at their windows’. (Z) An

oddity upon which several travellers remarked was the fact that

Avignon had seven gates, palaces, collegiate churches, hospitals,

monasteries an¢~ convents. (3) The leading sights of the town stemrne~:

of course from its papal history. There was the small !~omauesque

cathedral contalniug the immaculate tomb of John II, a wonder of

(4)
Gothic craftsmanship; also, the colosgaI palace of the popes, a

Gothic structure strongly remtuiscent of a fortress. (5) There were

(o)
too fine churches like the Celestlues, with its beautiful altar~    and

the Cordeliers that contaiued the tomb of Laura, the immortal figu~’e

(v)
of Petrarch’s poetry.     ~ further distinctive feature of AvLguon was

the large number of Jews who lived there. They were concentrated in

the centre of the town where they had their synagogue: acco~-dtug to

~ocke, ’the place where they inhabit is the nastiest & most stinking

{l)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(s)

(?)

Locke, p. I Z

~ktp~on, p. 71 3

J. ~., p. I14; ~ Iviaurtce, ~e gu~de fldeUe, p. 145; Veryard, p. 97
I~ertie, p. 34~; Locke, p. I~; ~ ~tppou, p. 71Z

Bertie, pp. 349-51; Veryar~, p. 95
Bertie, p. 35Z; ~le che, p. 18; £~ocke, p. 12

Bertie, pp 351-2; Clenche, ~. 18; ~kippon, p. 712



that ever I was yet in, & they all clad like beggars, though we were

told some of them were rich. ,(1) The beggarliness of the Jews ~=~rew

comment from other travellers too. BottLe called them ’very great

(z)
frippiers, and to gain the least money will make twenty errands’.

Browne’s experience was that ’as soon as [I] lighted off my horse

the Jews came about me’. (3) To mark them out the Jews were com-

pelled to wear a yellow l~at, (4) and each Saturday, whLle the others

were at the synagogue, ~ue member of each family had to attend a

lecture given by a Dominican, purposing to prove the messiahship of

(s)
Jesus. Avignon was an eccentric city. Its peculiar politLcal

position, its unusual history, its sizeable Jewish population, gave it

au atmosphere that no city in France could equal.

The ’grand tour’ took the traveller to yet another historically

unusual city when he went to Orange. In theory it too was independent

of ]~rance, but in 1660 Louis XIV’s armies seized it, and Lt remained

under French occupation until officially incorporated into the French

kingdom by the treaty of Utrecht Ln 1713. Travellers went there

primarily to see the i~omau ruins, such as the triumphal arch and the

(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)

J.ocke, p. IZ
BottLe, p. 351

Browne, Journal, ff 10-10v
t~ertie, p. 351; Clenche, p. 18;

Worcester, f. 14v

Locke, p. lg; ~vorcester, f. 14v
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theatre. Orange had a large number of huguenots (as late as 1675

council had equal protestant and catholic representation)(Z)the town

and a protestant university. Most symbolic of all perhaps, was the

demolished fortress on the summit of a nearby hill; Louis XIV’s

troops had pulled it down and left a small garrison in command; any

doubts as to who effectively controlled Orange were thereby answered. (3)

Many travellers in fact omitted Orange and went directly from

Avignon to Arles, another town steeped in Roman history. Several

antiquarian items from the town’s r~oman period were put on display

in the ’h~tel de ville’, (4) in front of which a forty-seven feet high obelisk

(s)
stood, The most spectacular of all the remains was the amphitheatre

capable of seating 25,000 spectators; it was not only a building of

archaeological interest, for houses had been built within it and people

were living there. (6)

In the south of France, most towns were more fascinating

than those on the ’petit tour’, but few could equal the next town to which

the ’grand tour’ now turned; Aix. Bertie in particular enthused about

it: ’for my part I have scarce seen any such houses in Paris, every one

(1) Bertie, p. 360;
Locke, p. 11

Bertie, p. 350;

(4) Bertie, p. 355

(5) Bromley, p. 32;

(6) Dertie, p. 355;

Locke, p. 11

Clenche, p. 19;

Locke, p. 69
Bromley, p. 33

Locke, pp 10-11



resembling a palace. The streets are very large and neat’.
(1)

This

southern town, although by no means among the largest in France,

nevertheless boasted a spacious mall where the townsfolk took their

(z)
evenLng walk, a ’palais de justice’ where the ’parlement’ assembled,

(4) (5)
a cathedral, numerous monasteries and convents

(3)

and a university.(6)

Only the mentally indolent couldst find Aix dull.

So far, the ’grand tour’ had avoided the Mediterranean coast,

but on leaving Aix it headed directly to iVIarseille, taking the traveller

through hills that were dotted with ’bastides’, country houses belonging

to the Marseillais. ~rhe ’bastides’ were a unique feature of the hilly

outskirts of Marseille, and travellers approaching it calculated them

in thousands. (7) When the traveller arrived at the town he had to re-

port his presence to the city authorities and obtain a pass to remain

there. (8) Marseille,(9) as the principal port for the bevantine trade,

(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)

(e)
(7)

(8)
(9)

Bertie, p. 358;

tdertie, p. 358; B romley, p. 39;
Bertie, p. 359; Bromley, p. 39;
~ertie, pp 358-9

Locke, p. 83
Bromley, p. 39

see also Bzomley, p. 39; Skippon, p. 722
Worcester, f. 13
bocke, p. 8Z; Worcester, f. 13

Bunyan, f. 7 says that there were 40,000; Locke, p. 75 was told

various figures from 16,000 to 2.g, 000; Skippon, p. 719 was told
Z4,000, but he thought 6,000 more likely; Worcester, f. 13v

gives ZO, 000
Bertie, p. 356

On Marseille see F. Tavern[er, ’Aspects de Marseille au temps

de Louis XJ[V’, in Marseille, revue municipale, set. 3, no. 66i ,, lJ i , i,     , i ¯ . i i

(,967). pp s3-8.



presented visitors with a plenitude of things to see, but travellers’

observations concentrated on three: the citadel, the port with its

shipping and the slaves.

The hilltop citadel situated at the port entrance was still

under construction when Bertie paid Lt a vtsLt. ~ven so, he could

make out its principal features of four great bastions, each equipped

with a magazine, with a further protective curtain lower down the

hill. Skippon also tried to inspect it, but in the uncertain inter-

national situation of 1665, he was barred from entering, being ~.nglish.

Not to be

(z)
lines.

beaten, he walked round the outside and sketched its general

In the mid-1670’s, Locke too saw it, now completed, an

awe-inspiring edifice at which his mind could only boggle wi~en he

(3)
thought of what it must have cost to build. ~ orcester was more

Luterested in its purpose thau in its architecture, and he considered

it to be ’not so much to guard the port as to bridle the mutinous

citizens. ,(4)

Then there was the port. As at la _~,ochelle the entrance

was guarded by two towers with a chain between them. One of them,

S. Nicholas, was pulled down to make room for the fortress, while

...... ,,. ,,. ,            ¯ .........

(1) Bertie, p. 357

(Z) Skippon, p. 719

(3) Locke, p. 75

(4) Worcester, f. 13v



the other, S Jean, was commanded by the knights of Malta.

port gave safe anchorage because the nearby hills protected it fz’om

(z)
strong winds,    and it was capable of takingup to 500 7essels, al-

though none must surpass 600 tons.(3) There was usually a consi,der-

able number of ships in the harbour, including galleys,(4) vessels that

held a strong fascination for ~nglishmen, many of whcm haA never

seen one before coming to Marseille. Locke was fortunate anough to

be shown on board two, and his interest is reflected in the detail with

which he examined them. The first ’had twenty-nine oars of a side,

Z80 slaves, 60 seamen, soldiers & volunteers as many as added to

the former make 500’, while the secon:: was,

’called ... the ~qoyal of 3Z oars, most curiously

carved. All the carved work is to be built; the

gold for the guilding it is agreed for already &

will cost 36,000 livres. The ~oyal we were in

carries 5 guns, all before; that in the middle

lies in a case & is a very large one, called the

(5)
chase gun’.

The galleys had ’Z5 oars of a great length on a side & 5 slaves

(6)
to each oar’.

, 1 ,, _ , ,i

(1) Dertie, p. 356 (Z)
(3) p. 464 (4)
(5) Locke, pp 73-4 (6)

Bromley, p. 36
Skippon, p. 719

Worcester, f. 13v



The galleys of course required slaves(1) and these too

were a phenomenon that many travellers had never met before.(z)

Most slaves were criminals serving on the galleys as punishment,

or Turks being held for ransom; their heads were shaved, although

the Turks were distinguished by leaving a tuft of hair. They could

be seen at the quayside (to which they were chained wh~le in port),

31.

working at various trades and selling their wares to passers -by.

Again, they were occasionally seen in the town acting as porters, for

which purpose they went in pairs chained together, and escorted by a

soldier who received a share of their takings. Locke enquired after

the condition of the slaves and learned that their weekly provision of

food was one and a half pounds of biscuits per day, boiled beans

three times a week, and nothing but water to drink. On this meagre

diet they rowed the Mediterrauean. In Marseille there was a special

hospital for slaves that ]~uston visited. He found ’ all things ...

very neat’, but when he and his companions entered the wards, they

needed ’a boy going before us with a pan of perfume to entertain

our noses and to prevent a worse savour’. The slaves can hardly

be termed an attractive feature of Marseille, but for English travellers

See P. V~. t3amiord, ’The procurement of oarsmen for French

galleys, 1660-1748’ in The Amer’tcan H[st0rical ;~eview, lxv,
no. 1 (Oct., 1959), pp 31-47

For the following ~nformation see Buxton, pp 275-6; Bromley,
pp 36-7; i.ocke, p.74; Veryard, p. 93; Worcester, f. 13v



they were unquestionably one of the town’s unique features.

The bulk of travellers’ observations on Marsetlle concen-

tratcd on the citadel, the port and the slaves, but this is not to say

that they saw nothing else. Among other things, they admired the

splendid ’cours’ that followed the quayside, (I) the ’h~tel de rifle’(2)

(3)
and the cathedral,    but these were inevitably of secondary concern.

Nothing could detract from the port.

Continuing the maritime theme, but now on the military

plane, the ’grand tour’ headed through mountains and valleys ’full

of corn, vines, oil & figs’(4) to Toulon, headquarters of the Medlt-

errauean war fleet, and site of a new arsenal engineered by Vaubau.

The port at Toulon was ’very large, capable of the biggest fleet iu

~,urope & to spare, & in the basin itseH room for a great fleet. It

is separate from the road (as they call it) by a mole made within these

4 or 5 years, & hath a narrow entrance continually chained. ,(5) The

arsenal was designed on a grand scale. There were ’offices for all

that is necessary for the navy: hemp dressers, cables, smiths,

(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)

r~romley, p. 36;
~ertte, p. 356;

Bertie, p. 357

Locke, p. 77
Locke, p. 78;

iq ay, p. 464;
~ocke, p. 75

Skippon, p. 719

see also Z~,ay, p. 464; Skippon, p. 720



(l)
bakers etc. ’. As for the shLps, they included some of the show-

pieces of the navy.
(z)

Worcester went on board the ’Grand Louis’,

33.

the largest ship of the fleet, sumptuously decorated, and armed with

1Z0 guns. (3) It carried an inscription that Bromley thought arrogant;

’Je suis le plus grand sur l’oude

Corrramon maitre sur le monde’.
(4)

Bromley reflected on all the work at Toulon, the flue port, the mag-

nLficent ships, the elaborate arsenal, an~ recognised in it ’ a work of

so prodigious expense, as not to be compassed, but by a prince who

had money at will, and valued neither charge nor pains to accomplish

his ends. ’ (5)

Toulon marked the end of the southern branch of the ’grand

tour’, and from here travellers turned north back to Paris. Some

took the mountain road to Grenoble, others preferred the less taxing

journey up the Rhone, and made for Vienne.

Vienne possessed some first-class Roman monuments, such

as the temple of Augustus and Livia (it was in fact in use as a church

until 1793), and the ’plan de l’aLguille’(a broken pyramid); there was

(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)

Locke, p. 78; see also ~romley, p.43
More probably the ’fXoyal Louis’ (Locke, p. 79, n. I)

Worcester, f. 14

Bromley, p.41; Locke, p. 79 gives a sligl~ly different version:
’Je suls l’unique sur l’onde

~t mon roy l’est dans le monde’

(5) Bromley, p. 43
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also a persistent, although inaccurate, legend that Pontius Pilate

(i)
committed suicide there.     There were a few more modern buildings

to be seen, like the cathedral, (2) the church of S Pierre, and the

convent of Ste Marie; furthermore, travellers coul~ inspect the mills

(3)
where swords were made. Beyond this Vienne had few attributes,

and in any case was within easy distance of Lyon. It consequently

rarely ~letained the traveller for long. He preferred quickly to press

on to J.yon.

Lyon(4) dominated the RhBue valley in every sense of the

word. It was situated at the confluence of the L~h~ne and Sao~e0 most

of the commerce along those rivers centered upon it and it enjoyed a

flourishing silk industry. It offered a great deal to travellers. It

had one of the busiest markets for books in Europe, and volumes from

all over the continent, especially from ,_ewitzerland, Germany and

(5)
Italy, could be purchased there. Again, its public entertainments

such as its theatres and operas, were the peer of anything that Paris

could offer. (6) "when travellers wanted to purchase goods in Lyon,

(i)
(z)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

Bert[e, p. 36Z; Clenche, p. 19
Bertie, p. 36Z; Skippon, p. 7Z6

~Jertle, p. 36Z

On /~yon see S. Charl~ty, H[stoire de ~yon depu[s les origines

j usqu’~ nos i0urs (Lyon, 1903)’ and A. Steyert, NouveUe histoire
Beaujola!s ’de Lygn et des provinces de Lyonnais, Forez, (4 vols,

Balfour, p. 37; Clenche, p.19 i~yon, 1895-1939)
Northleigh, p. 7Z9



they found the shops large and well stocked.(1)

35.

The climate too was

generally warm (although in winter the city endured dense fogs(Z)),

and to combat the heat it was customary to fill windowpanes with

oiled paper instead of glass; this was an effective device, but it

tended to disfigure otherwise handsome buildings.(3) Lyon was well

endowed with fine architecture. The ’h~tel de rills’ was considered

by some to be without equal in France,(4) while Notre Dame de

£’ourvie~re(5) and the cathedral of S. Jean, were other splend~ ~ build-

tugs. The cathedral contained an ornate clock that fascinated every

traveller. Locke described it thus:

’It hath many motions, but I had not time to observe

them a11 accurately. There is a minute hand [that]

moves round in an hour,. & the minutes are marked

out in it in equal spaces on an oval, not a circle, &

both ends of the hand keep still even with the inner

line that describes the oval, shortening & lengthening

still as they approach the less or greater axis of the

oval, & the end of every ho~r a cock that stands on’

(i)
(z)
(3)
(4)

Skipp on, p. 7 07
Clenche, p. 19

Bromley, p. 13; Skippon, p. 707
BaHour, p. 36; Bertie, pp 362-3;

Skippon, pp 707-8
Bertie, p. 365; Bromley, pp 18-9

Glenche, pp 19-30;
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’top of all, claps his wings & crows. Then an angel

comes out of a little door & visits the Virgin. She

bows. A dove ,descends, & the image of an old man,

designed for the ~b~ather, shakes his hand. This is what

is most looked at, but of least moment, there being

other things fa~- more considerable in it, as the place

of the sun, the domiuical letter, epact, golden number,

moveable feasts, etc., and other things of an almanac

(1)for almost an hundred years yet to come.’

Of the hospitals, the H~tel Dieu was

’a goodly building. You enter in by a cloister and so

go upstairs where you find the sick people. The men

are separated from the women. There is a four

square walk which is divided by a chapel and a

pretty church adjoining to it. The apothecaries

shop is in the cloister. The sick are 500 in numbe~.’
(z)

Locke, pp 6-7; see also ~alfouc, p. 36; Browne, Journal, ff

5v-6; ~unyan, p.97; J. l’~orthleigh, ’Topographical descriptions

with ... observations made in two several voyages thro’ most

parts of /~urope’ (London, 1702) in J. Harris, A �ompleat

collection of voyages and~ travels. (London, 1705), ii, p. 729
’(hereafter cited as No -thleigh)

(Z) i3e~tie, p. 364; see also Locke, p. 8
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The other principal hospital was the CharLt~ ; it treated the poor and

also served as a workhouse. There were about 1,500 inmates, in-

cluding orphans, illegitimate children and children who had simply

been aban,~oned; many of them were put to work in the silk industry.

As a medical institution for the poor, the Charit~ had an eminent

reputation throughout the land; the buildings were maintained in good

condition, the patients were nursed carefully, and the whole organ-

[sation of the C harlt~ was marked by conscientiousness and insistence

on the highest standards.

Lyon was the last major city on the ’grand tour’ before the

return to Paris. Paris, in fact was the focal point of the tour of

France; the major highways of the country converged on it, as a city

it offered far more attractions to the traveller than any other, and

few travellers went to France and omitted a visit to the capital. It

was, of course, the largest of the French cities, and its population

of about 500, 00~ made it one of the leading cities of ~urope. Through-

out this study frequent reference will be made to the life of the city,

and it is not intended, therefore, to offer a long description of it at

this stage.

lined here,

~ven so, certain basic information about it can be out-

to indicate something of the status that it enjoyed in France.

(1) Dertie, p. 364; Bromley, p. 16; Ferrier, p. 30; Locke, pp 8, Z45-6
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respect.

It was a city with an immensely wealthy heritage in every

Politically it had been at the centre of national (and often

of international) afairs for over Z00 years. ~ven as recently as

the Froude rebellions, the attitude of Paris had been of cardinal irn-

portance to the struggling factions. Economically its wast population,

its trade fairs such as the ’foire de SGermaiu’, and its heavy popul-

atLon of financiers and industrialists, ensured its primacy in France.

Physically it could bear comparison with most other cities. Indeed,

the Paris that could boast such architectural gems as Notre Dame,

:he Sainte Chapelle, the Louvre, the Palais Royal, S Denis and a

host of other magnificent structures, had nothing to fear by comparison

with any capital city of i~urope.

Dut Paris was by no means a city that relied on the past for

its beauty, for during the personal reign of Louis /~IV, strenuous

efforts were made to control its development and to add to its lustre.(1)

Street lighting was introduced, large avenues were laid out, fine

squares such as the ’place Vend~me’ and the ’place des Victoires’

were constructed, while famous gardens like the Tuileries and

the ~.uxembourg were improved. Architecturally, it was during

~ouis’ personal reign that the great triumphal arches of the ’porte

L. Mumford, The city in h istoruy (Znd impression, London, 1963),
p.400; see also M. Raval, Histoire de Paris (Paris, 1948), chaf~.

__u ~ n . , , nun ,L,

6
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S DenisI and the tporte S Martin~ were built, that PerraultWs magnif-

Lcent classical colonnade was added to the ~,ouvre, and the luvalides

was erected. Even though Louis’ reign is most memorable for the

colossal achievement of Versailles, the glamour of that should never

be allowed to overshadow the fact that the regime intended, and

succeeded in leaving its ineradicable mark on the physical develop-

rnent of Paris.

The attractions of Paris to travellers cannot be measured

solely iu terms of a rich history, or in terms of bricks and mortar.

It was the immense wealth and variety of activities as a contemporary

community that afforded it such prestige. During the course of this

study, this is the side of Parisian life that will become evident. Paris

outstripped any provincial city in the glamour of its social life; the

royal court frequently resided there, and many of the court aristocrats

had Parisian residences which they often used. To serve the needs

of the leaders of society there were theatres, opera, coffee houses,

gardens, open spaces for riding, and a host of personnel such as

dancing masters, music te.achers, poets and artists who both served

and were patronised by them. Little wonder that travellers found

Paris an exciting city. Again, for the more serious minded, the

university with its numerous colleges, the learned scientific and

philosophical societies and salons offered opportunities to study and
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to meet French ’savants’ on a scale that no other French city could

equal. The religious life of Paris, its commercial life and its admin-

istrative affairs were all on a huge scale, and the traveller was fully aware

that he was in a city that wielded immense power in all these activities.

Finally, Paris was a convenient centre from which to visit the great

royal palaces such as S Cloud, Marly, Fontainebleau and, of course,

Versailles. English travel records speak at length about all these

attractions of Paris, and often to a degree that suggests that the rest

of France was inconsequential. Those travellers who spent all or most

of their time In Paris, and consequently saw little of the provinces, de-

prived themselves of much that France had to offer, but it is equally

the case that a tour that omitted Paris would leave an unbalanced know-

ledge of the country in the traveller’s mind.

The theme of ’English travellers lu F1-ance’ during the period

uuder study, is mostly coucerued with the regions of France just out-

lined. Having discovered where it was that travellers went, it is now

possible to examine the means by which they did so, and what it was

like to be travelling in France In the second half of the seventeenth

c entury.
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If.

A succinct,description of Fr..a.r!ce carries a droll description

of a journey from Dieppe to Paris. Since no horses were available

at Dieppe, the travellers were compelled to take a ’chariot’, and

had they but known it, Hobson’s choice was committing them to a pur-

gatorial journey. When ’three things, that had been horses in their

time, but were now skeletouized into carcasses or Images of horses,

without life or motion’(I) had been procured and hitched to the ’charLot’,

the ex~edLtiou began, l’he first day of travel is recalled in dejected

::e rms:

’we wagged so slowly towards 2Qouen, that we thought our

journey was a perfect emblem of the motion of the ninth

sphere, which was forty-nine thousand years in finishing;

but this was not all our calamity; the rain fell on us through

our tilt, which for the many holes in it, might more truly

have been called a net. The dirt broke plentifully upon us

through the rails of our chariot ... Thus we endured all

the infelicities of a journey, and escaped three several

deaths, drowning, choking with mire, and breaking of

the wheel’. (Z)

i     i i i ii i     , _     i iii i , , i i , i ii , m

A succ!nct descript[9n of France wherein is a character of the

P
r i i J     L |l i

eople, customs, etc. of that kingdom (London, 1700), p. 4

(hereafter cited as A SUCc,tu,ct, ,descripti°n)
Th|d_ _ n. 4



By contrast Ellis Veryard enthused about his progression

through southern France in 1682:

’lNothing could have been more pleasant and diverting than

our journey through Provence, where all our senses were

even cloyed with an immense variety of the most agreeable

and charming objects. I fancied it to be one great garden,

where the rival products of nature seemed to contend for

the masterdom; the fields and cultivated hills are stored

with vines, almonds, olives, figs, oranges, and pomegranates;

and the waste ground (if I may so call it) is over-spread with

rosemary, thyme, marjo~arn, lavender, myrtle, and divers

other odoriferous and medicinal plants.’(1)

These two utterly dissimilar experiences of travel, extreme

adversity at one pole and pastoral delights at the other, serve to ring

the principal theme of travel during the period. It is ’variety’. It is

impossible to describe travel in invariable terms. :to depict it, for

example, as always overburdened with discomfort, constantly a stiff

physical endurance test, an unfortunate but inescapable term of suffer-

ing as a traveller passed from one place to another, is to misinform.

There was no ever-repeating pattern. Conditions of travel underwent

(I) Veryard, pp 95-6
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numerous modulations, being subject to a host of ~orces. Weather,

topographical features, the mood of the traveller, the temper of co-

travellers, the availability of resting-places, the occurrence or

absence of accidents, it was factors such as these, each of which

was itself subject to change, that conditioned the state of travel,

The means of travel.
, i ,,,,, ,i, ,L ,i __

When he journeyed overland the traveller could choose among

a variety of means to do so. He could take a seat Ln the lumbering,

spacious and inordinately uncomfortable ’dLIigence’ that needed six

or eLght horses to pull it. He might travel by ’coche’, a long, un-

sprung covered wagon car~-ying up to sixteen passengers. On a smaller

scale came the ’chariot’ so ruefully censured by A succinct descriptioni,i ..,,,, ,, in,

of France; it was a two-wheeled carriage pulled by one or two horses.

If a traveller desired a measure of luxury, however, he would take

the four-wheeled ’carrosse’ that carried eight passengers, the body

of the carriage being connected to the chassLs partly by springs. In-

stead of a carriage, the traveller might decide simply to ride on

horseback. When doLng so, large numbers opted for the ’messager’,

an all-in service for whLch a flat rate was cha~ged, it included

horses (and a carriage if desired), a guide if necessary, meals, some-

times arrangements for accommodatLon, and transportation of a

certain amount of luggage; this latter usually to a limit of six pounds,
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beyond which there was au additional charge of a few sous per pound.

There were restrictions on the distances and hours over which the

’messager’ service could operate, for in 16Z3 a maximum of fourteen

leagues a day was fixed and iu 1661 travel by night was prohibited.

If his itinerary permitted, the traveller could take to one

of the great rivers like the Rhone, Saoue, Garonue, Loire, Seine. He

could pass up and down these splendid waterways ou a ’coche d’eau’,

a large, shallow-bottomed boat that was steered by oars and was

propelled by sail power, river current and tow horse. It could carry

as many as two or three hundred passengers as well as a cargo. A1-

ternat~rely, the traveller could hire a rowing boat with somebody to

row him down the river. Given generous weather, an even current

and freedom from accidents, travel on the river was vastly superior

to that by land. Even the most sumptuous carriage or most docile

horse would jolt and strain the traveller to exhaustion, but on a boat

all he had to do was relax and enjoy a tranquil passage. It is uo sur-

prise that almost to a man Englishmen adopted river travel when it

was available, and when Edward Browne chose the latter when faced

with a journey by laud or water, he was typical. (2)

¯ , , ,,    i, ,,J, , ,     ,i ,, i

L. hergevin et A. Duprff, Histoire de ]~lois (t~lois, 1846-7), i,
pp 327-8
Edward Browne to his father, Aug. 1664 (S. Wilkius led.] ,

Sir Thomas ~rowne’s works [L.oudon, 1836], i, p. 68 here-
after c’~ted as wil’kius .......)

,i i
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The organization of travel
J     i       .     i      J

So far as the organization of travel is concerned there was

a considerable degree of theoretical, if not always effective, govern-

mental control, with the ’fermier des cinq grossesfermes’(1) re-

sponsible for its administration. The broad purpose of governmental

~,olicy on land transportation was to prescribe operational and geo-

graphical boundaries within which the business owners (and therefore

their customers) had to function. A series of edicts was announced

in 1669, 1670, 1678, twice in 1679 and again in 1681 which is re-

(2)
preseutative of policy. Addressed to ’maitres des postes, maitres

des coches et carrosses, messagers, fermiers des chevaux de louage

et rouliers’, they can be �ondensed thus: ’maitres des postes’ were

constrained to supply horses only to people travelling by ’poste’;

correspondingly other hirers were debarred from doing so; in addition,

to forestall territorial overlapping, ’maitres’ were to permit their

l~rses and carriages to travel only to destlnatious where they had an

establishment; on the ’graudes routes’ only the ’postes’ and authorised

hirers were to do business, all others being forbidden unless a short-

age of horses developed; ’rouliers’ (transporters of goods) must not

m

(z)

The ’£ermier’ was in charge of the ’cinq grosses refines’, an in-
ternal customs union that covered most of northern F~’ance

Biblioth~que Nationals, Paris, MSFranqais ZlY00, ff 61-g
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hire horses to travellers. The system is clear. The operator must

supply a specific service within a limited geographical area. To put

it from the traveller’s point of view, he could hire transport for a

certain region only, then he must release the horse or carriage and

Lind a new operator whose territory included his destination.

The government placed a further stamp on the organization

of land transport through its control (again through the ’fermLer des

ciuq grosses fermes’) of the ’poste’ system. It was first fully organ-

ised by Sully who Ln 1597 provided for the establLshment of relay

stations every twelve to fifteen leagues on principal roads. At the

statLons, horses branded with the royal mark were made available

for hire. Five years later the service was merged with the royal

postal servLce which since 1576 had transported mall according to a

fixed prLce and tLmetable. A further orgauLzational move was taken

in 1635 when general administration of the ’postest was given to the

’fermier des cinq grosses fermes’ . Stations were �July erected and

during the seventeenth century they provided one of the principal aids

to travellers along the ’grandes routes’. No outstanding addLtions

were made to the scope of the service until 1708 when the first Liste

f

Generale des Postes was published under licence to that great carte-
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grapher Alexis - Hubert Jatllot. (1) The ’liste’, the first edition of

which contained forty pages of engravings illustrating the post roads

and the relay stations upon them, but which grew in size over the

years, continued as an annual and sometimes bi-annual publLcatiou

until 1779.

Still on the theme of the government’s hand in the organization

of transport, it allowed indivLduals (usually aristocrats or people

connected with royal service) to purchase letters patent to set up in

business as hirers of carriages, ro quote an example, in 1664 Nicolas

Picquet (’sieur de Sautour’ and a musketeer in the royal guards) along

with hLs sister Anne (who was ’lille d’honneur’ to the queen} was given

the right to hire out ’cai~ches’ (1Lght, four-wheeled carriages pulled

by one horse} to travel anywhere Ln Paris and up to two leagues from

the city. They were to charge ten sons per seat on an outward journey

and the same to return. Alternatively they could hire out a ’caA~che’

at forty sons. They secured these rights for thirty years(z), although

they were extended to Nicolas de Hambouillet in 1666. (3) Again, the

Alexis-Hubert Jaillot (1532-1712): one of the greatest figures in

the history of cartography; two of his most famous publications
were the Atlas nouveau of 1881 and its republished version of 1695,

tl ,i i J i i i i . ii i ii

the Atlas franqo~s; the standard work on him [s F. Roland, Alexis-
Hubert jai!iot.. Gd0graphe du roi. ,,,,i~°uis,,       , XIV.. (183Z-171Z)(Besan~on,

B.N., MSFran~ais Z1700, ff 195-6
Ibid., f. 197v



sieur de Givry possessed the right to hire out ’carrosses’, and in 1665,

with confirmation in 1666, he shared it with two brothers, F~’ancois

Frauciui {~sieur de Grandmaison’ and ’lieutenant-criminal’ in Pa~.s)

and Pierre Francini (’conseiller et maTtre d’h~’tel ordinatre’).(1)

Another instance is Louis de Beauvais (Baron Gentilly and ’capitaine

de chasses des parcs, ~ois de Boulogne etplaine de S Denis’) who

in partnership with ~,ouvois procured the right to run car~’iages from

Paris to wherever the court was in residence; the letters patent were

purchased in 1674 but were withdrawn in 1685 because the service was

being inefficiently sustained. All was not lost, however, for the

privilege was immediately restored upon the payment of IZ, 000 livres.(z)

Through such measures, the government kept a controlling hand on the

large scale hirers and also used them as a source of revenue since

letters patent had to be bought.

As for water transport, it too bore the mark of royal

authority through the sale of letters patent. But on one point there

was a difference. Whereas letters concerning coaches dealt primarily

with the transportation of passengers, those on water transport paid

just as much attention to the bulk car iage of merchandise, wilich

B.IN., MSFrancais Z1700, ff 196-7
2

Ibid., ff 20Z-5
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was if anything a more important function of river boats than simply

carrying people. Two examples illustrate this concern. In 1665

permission was afforded to Jean Du~al to maintain two large boats

:n the Rhone between Lyon and Vieune. His charter begins with a

general definition of the purpose of water transport (i. e. to guarantee

a service for passengers and merchandise on certain days and times

and at fixed prices) and goes on to state that Dudal’s application

carried the support of the ’maire et echevtns’ of Lyon, since they

considered that his boats would encourage trade between Lyon and

Vienne.(l) In the next year, 1666, Elloy Rossignol iupartnership

with one, du Montet, received a thirty yearsprivilege to send boats

J
twice a week on specific days and hours between Orleans and iNantes,

calling at intermediate towns. But to be sure that they fulfilled their

obligations, they had to register bothwith the ’rna~tres bateliers’ an~

the ’bureau des marchands’ at Orleans, who would observe that the

(z)
regulations were maintained. The mayor an ~ councLllors of Blois

also examined the letters patent and welcomed them on condition that

Rossignol and du IViontet did nOt acquire a monopoly and force other

owners out of business. (3)

(1)
(z)
(3)

,, ,,    u i,,                                            i                                      i,, ,,

]3. N. ,

MS Frauqais 21702, ff 59-61
Ibid., ff 6Z-3
A.Trol/~ssart, l~a comiTlune :~9 ~lois ~e 1517 a la fin du XVIlle
si~cle (Blois, 1896-8), ii, p.441
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Because of such arrangements travellers were certain of a

regular service on the principal rivers, as well as on lan,~. Even

sharing the boat with a cargo as well as other passengers could not

deny the superior comforts of a river journey over one by land. The

contrast between them is well represented in some comments by J_,ocke

wl~e travelling from Paris to Lyon in December 1675. The whole

J ourney took seven days and the first stage to Ch~lons by ’diligence’

’was very troublesome, for we were most commonly calle@ up evei"y

morning between Z & 3, staye~5 about an hour at dinner ~ then on till

an hour or Z in ~he] night, & were sometimes inconveniently enough

t
lodged. But then the ’passage from Ch~lons by water was very easy

& convenient & the river very quiet’. (I) There was no question as to

~:~hich was the IT, ore .]esirable form of travel.

The £ inanctal aspect

The cost of travel was an extremely weighty item on the

traveller’s budget. ~ichard Ferrier is a case in point. His tour of

France lasted from April to August 1687, during which time his re-

(Z)
corded expenses totalled a little under 580 livres.     According to

the present writer’s analysis they fall into three classes: travel, on

which Ferrier spent almost Z50 livres, or 43% of the total; the cost

Locke, p. 4

A llst of his expenses are found in Ferrier, pp 40-8
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of Inns and lodging, which amounted to about 185 livres, or 32%;

personal items such as clothing, visits, entertainment an sundry ex-

penses claimed the remaining 145 livres. ~ven when classified

alone travel topped the expenses list, but if resLceuce’i costs are

considered an integral part of travel then 75~ of Ferrier’s expen iliture

was consumed by it.

To understand how such costs would accumulate, the journal

of Philip Skippou(1) is useful. Only part of his tour is of concern here,

from the occasion when he entered France from Geneva in July 1665, un-

til his departure for England in April 1666. His itinerary, means of

travelling and cost took the following course:

G-eneva to Lyon (70 miles) by Wmessagerl; horses 4~cus each, 5 lbs.

of luggage carried free of charge, Z sous per extra 4 lbs:

Lyon to Grenoble (70 miles) by carriage and postilion; 1 Louis :’or

(11 livres) per passenger:

I
G re_noble to Grande Chartreuse (Z0 miles), 4 ecus for two horses and

a guide on a two Jay excursion returning to Grenoble:

i"
Grenoble to Orange (90 miles) by boat; 20 ecus for the boat, with

passengers paying a rate proportional to the length of

their journey down the river:

u,, i , i     |i u, , -- |, , ,, i ’ "     ,     , ii

The page references for the information in the following list are

found in Skippon, pp 707, 709, 711, 712, 713, 714, 718, 724, 7Z6,

728, 734



Orange to Avignon (15 miles);

1 5 sous:

three horses and guide for 4 livres

Avignon to 1NTmes (Z0 miles); three horses and postilion for 15 livres:

Nfmes t9 Montp,e,!lier (30 miles) by coach; 4 livres per seat:

a tour of proyence, t~vo horses and gui,~e for 5 livres a day while

travelling and 4 livres a day while resting:

1Ntmes to Avignon (20 miles}, horses 30 sous each and 40 sous to the

’vitta fine’:

Avignon to Lyon (140 miles), horses IZ livres I0 sous each:

Lyon to Paris (Z70 miles) by ’messager’; 45 livres per traveller for

horses, food and 6 lbs. of luggage; 5 sousper extra pound;

some luggage was sent by water at the rate of 3 sous per

p oun ~,:

Paris to Calais (150 miles) by coach; 18 livres per seat.

Such statistics could not be cited as a minutely accurate statement

of what every traveller would be charged even over the same route.

Within this set of figures there are remarkable contrasts, so that

while between Avignon an Lyon, horses cost lZ livres 10 sous each

to hire, they cost more than twice as much between Iq~mes and

Avignon. The fact is that prices performed unpredictable shifts

from place to place and from year to year, so that while Skippon paid

18 livres in the coach from Paris to Calais, Thomas Bowrey in 1698
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records 30 1Lyres per seat while travelling in the opposite direction.(1)

Again, Skippon’s 45 1ivres by ’messager’ between Lyon and Paris can

be contrasted with almost Z0 ecus (60 livres) paid about 1669 by Sir

Andrew Balfour (Z) and 25 e’cus recorded by ~ocke(3) who travelled

by ’dL1igence’., in his case it Ls possible that the Z5 ecus refers to the

total cost of the waggon rather than a single seat in it. Bearing in

mind such words of warning, Skippon nevertheless supplies in detail

the process whereby travel costs mounted until they reached i:he

proportions that Ferrier paid.

A further indication can be made by a brief examination of

the charges involved in travelling by ’messager’. The kind of totals

involved have already been noted, but a closer inspection reveals both

more about the service itself and about the contribution it made to a

traveller’s expenses. A typical example is John JLocke’s journey

from Calais to Paris in 1675. He was charged 1Z ~cus (36 livres)

for ’horse and diet ... and 3 sous per lb. for baggage, except shoes

and 6 lbs. which were allowed’. (4) For a horse and meals between

- (5)
Lyon and Ivlontpellier he paid another IZ ecus. Dr iqidley, who

(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)

R.C. Temple (ed.), ’The papers of Thomas Bowrey, 1669-1713’

in The Hakluyt Society, Znd series, lviii (1927), p. 14 (hereafter
cited as Bowrey)

Balfour, p. 34
Locke, p. 4

Ibid. , p. 1

Ibid., p. 16
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was in France at the end of 1684 and early 1685, noted that a four and

a half days journey in which a horse or carriage was hired, with

meals included, cost Z5 ecus, but if meals ~ere excluded, then for

as little as Z5 livres it was possible to undertake a journey of nine

and a half days in summer or eleven days in winter; what is more

this included the carriage of twelve pounds of luggage.(I) Travel

by the ’n~essager’ service was one of the most popular methods~~ the

charges involved are therefore all the more significant.

The character of travel

~n unadorned description of means, organization and costs

scarcely does ample justice to the theme of travel in France. There

is call for evidence of the vaioiety that characterized it if a mo~-e

satisfying tableau is to be depicted.

One of the leading factors turning travel into an attractive

~:~roposition was, of course, the changing, contrasting beauties of the

French landscape. Already Ellis Veryard’s gushing fervour at the

(z)
siglendours of Provence have been noted,    and numerous simila,¯

examples are available. There is the case of Sir Thomas Isham

who compared Normandy in October with an orchard(a! or the

Dr i~idley’s observations in his voyage into Frauce, 1679 (D. IVi.,
Sloane MS 1504), f. 7Zv (hereafter cited as ~[dley)
See above p. 4Z
T. Isharn, ’2% journal of rny travels’ (INorthamptonshire =~ecord
Office, Isham Diaries A, M~I. L. 5ZY0), pp 9-I0 (hereafter

cited as Isham)
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much-travelled Sir Andrew Balfour who recalled the Loire country as

’the garden of France’. (1) Again. it is difficult to imagine anything

more delightful than Philip Skippon’s leisurely journey on horseback

between Orange and Avignon in August 1665, ’in a country where thyme,

lavender, box etc. grew plentifully; many mulberry and olive trees

planted in the fields’. (Z) More topographically sensitive than most

travellers was ~,[lliam ]Bromley, for in his journal almost every

stage of his tour to the south of France is marked by observations on

the country through which he passed. His keen botanical interests

made him exceptionally susceptible to the natural beauties of France.

Add to all this the fact that D romley and other travellers like the

rmrquis of Worcester in 1673, Sir i~ichard Newdigate in 1699 and

James Hume in 1714, considered many of the French main roads

superior to those in England(3) and there is represented an outstand-

ing element in the pleasurable sLae of travel; splendid surroundings

and good roads giving easy access to them.

~ven so, contrasting experiences where the countryside

, ,l,,,, , , , , ._ , , ,,     ,

Dalfour, p. Z0
Skipp on, p. 71 Z

Worcester, f. 4; JLady Newdigate-l~ewdegate, Cavalier an,.]

puritan in the da)(s of the Stuarts. (London, 1901), p. 3Z0 (here-

after cited as Newdigate); ~v. Young, The history of ©ulwich
college (London, 1889), ii, p. 363 (hereafter cited as Young)
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plays antagonist rather than ally, can readily be recited. The earl of

Sunderland (I) was dogged by exasperating circumstances in November

and December 1671 when he was going to Madrid via Paris to take up

his post as ambassador. Making for Bordeaux he encountered damp,

foggy conditions anj the roads turned deep and dirty, while the earl

himself fell ill. After Poitiers things got worse. Fiis illness per-

sisted, long distances separated the ’postes’, the post-horses were

seedy creatures, the roads continued to be lamentable. (Z) Or there

is the Newdigate family, whose party numbered Sir idichard Newdigate,

his eldest son ~tchard, a daughter Betty ann three servants. In

August 1699 they were returning to ~nglaud and,when leaving ~Seauvais,

their journey was fouled by violent weather and poor roads that lacked

sign posts. Beyond Abbeville these afflictions were augmented when

Henry Haines, one of the servants, fell sick, and a further catastrophe

occurred when Betty’s horse up-ended her into a water-logged ditch;

Sir Richard’s prim and proper diary solemnly adds that, ’falling, she

mo~.qestly secured her clothes, and putting her feet in hot water avoided

cold’. (3) Pictures like these counteract the idyllic experiences of

Isham, Balfour and Skippon.

........- Robert Spencer, secon4 earl of Sunderland (1~40-!70Z); his

(I) appointment as ambassador to ~pain interrupted the gay life he
was leading up to that point

(Z) Thomas Chudleigh to Joseph Williamsou, Z4 19 Dec. and ZZ Dec.

1671 (P.~.O., S.P. 78[Foreign] France, IBZ, ff 87-8, I17-8)

(3) Newdigate, pp 333-5
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To return to the attractive side of travel, there can be included

the chance of meeting amlable and entertaining co-travellers and dis-

covering opportunities to converse with Frenchmen. It was precisely

this that preserved Edward Browne from undue loneliness on the long

journey from Paris to Moutpelller iu 1664. On 7 October he wrote to

his father(l) that ’having somewhat of the language, I could entertain

(z)
myself with the French, who are good companions iu a journey’.

The following May, after a coach trip from Moutpellier to Toulouse

taken with some huguenots, he repeated his judgement, proclaiming

that ’for ten days together we never travelled better than with them,

(3)
and at less expense~. There is a further example in Thomas Penson

and his French co-travellers (six men, a woman and her child) who,

nobody speaking both English and French, passed the coach journey

from ~ille to Paris by entertaining each other with French and

English songs. With a self-laudatory touch, Pension adds that ’I

found so many ways to make them unSerstand me that they oft laughed

heartily and hugged me too. ,(4) One of the most colourful encounters

(1)

(z)
(3)
(4)

Sir Thomas Browne (1605-1682), the famous author of the ~2eligio
Medic[

i llu i i

Browne to his father, 7 Oct. 1664 (vVilkius, p. 70)

Browne to his father, 20 May 1655 (Ibid. ~ p. 104)

Penson’s short progress into Holland Flaunders and France with
remarques written by Tho. Peuson arms-painter auno dcm. 1690

(B. M., Harleian MS 3516), f. 44 (hereafter cited as Peuson)
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recorded in travellers’ journals is in Philip Skippon’s. On the re-

turn journey to England the coach was shared by a young Swedish

soldier who had abducted a girl whom he had dressed in men’s clothing.

(Due night, while resting at an inn, three Frenchmen tried to smuggle

the girl away, but after a scuffle they were themselves sent packing

by the soldier. Skippon adds that he met the young man some time

later in London. I-ie enquired after the girl, but by this time the Swede

had disposed of her and procured ’a handsomer’. (1)

Yet the chance that could supply desirable companions could

equally do the opposite. Even from three centuries distance there can

be sympathy for Ellis Veryard who was landed with a non-stop talker

near to Tours. Veryard’s words amusingly describe his plight better

than any paraphrase can:

’I cannot but call to mind a Frenchman ... that accompanied

us ... entertainLug us all the way with a constant and un-

interrupted peal of noisy babbling discourse ... some-

times he alarmed us with wars, famiu~, pestilence and

desolation; but dissipated them all in the same breath

by one single blast of his great master. At other times

he played the politician, new-modelling governments,

subduing provinces, erecting new colonies [u terra in-

cognita, ... all fortified places wanted somethLng of’

Jl

(1) Skippou, pp 734-5
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’his art to give them the last perfection; this castle was

capable of a poor defeuce if attacked so and so; and that

plain proper to encamp with such aug such precautions.

This advocate had undoubtedly carried the cause with a

little of his advice; and that general won the battle, but

(1)for want of consulting hi__ss measures’.

l~eedless to say, Veryard records immense relief at the departure of

the rhetorLcian¯ Pie had been in a position like that recorded in A

succinct description of France:;

’A madame of Paris came with us in a waggon from Rouen:

fourteen hours were we together, of which time, [’11

be sworn upon a book, her tongue fretted away eleven

(z)
hours and fifty seven minutes.’

On the whole, travellers’ records reflect problematic more

than agreeable variables in travel. Some were predictable like

gaugsterism on the roads Several travellers remarked on it~3)¯ , one

of the more noteworthy observations coming from John Gailhard; near

to Angers in 1677 it was nt~t [udigents who were the worst offendersp

but soldiers quartered near the town who robbed visitors to and from

(1) Veryard, pp 75-6

A suc,c.iuct de$cr.Lpti~n’ p" 15
(3) Balfour, p. 47; Dowues, f. 29; Isham, p. 10
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Animal as well as human predators occasionally put

in au appearance. The marquis of Worcester had his path crossed

by a huge wolf near Tours(z), and according to Downes the region

round Orle~ans was terrorized by a man-eating beast in 1664. (3) In

the event neither of these two problems proved acute to ~nglish

travellers, for none of them records being attacked. Even so the

possibility existed, so that Sir Andrew Dalfour recommended hiring

soldiers for protection against brigands, if visiting Notre Dame de

la Gardie, a famous castle just ousts~de Marseille. (4)

Other impediments to travel were far less predictable and

far more effective. The accidents that could befall travellers and

make their journey a misery are almost numberless. Several in-

stances could be quoted; Detty Newdigate’s unfortunate tumble, an

upturned coach resulting in injury to the passengers(5), a journey

unexpectedly halted because of quarantine restrictions imposed after

a run of plague in the south of France. But if the degree to which

unforeseen circumstances could reduce travel to torrneut needs to be

(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

John Gailhard to Sir :~obert Southwell, 3 Feb. 1676-7 (H. M. C.,
Egmont Mss, i, pt I, p. 56)

Worcester, f. 5v
Downes, f. Z9
Balfour, p. 48
The whole life of Mr. ~ illiam Fuller (London, 1703), p. 47

i . i i , i |l ii , ¯ i

Edward Drowne to h~s father, z May 1665 (Wilkius, pp 10c-l)
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measured, there is no better case than that of Mr. Bellman. Two

of his letters speak all too eloquently. Writing to a Mr. John Bell-

man on 1g February 1678, he proceeds,

’It is now above 15 days I could not take pen in hand, because

of a defluxion fallen upon both my eyes which dep,-[ved me of

sight for nine days.    This accident, together with a sensible

grief to have made so great a journey out of my way, and in

the present ~ondLtion] , as well as Ln the heart of winter,

having narrowly escaped to have been buried under the snow

of the Pyrenees, and by the inundating of i,anguedoc

occasioned by the great and unusual rains, and to no pur-

pose, since I could not meet with the man I desired to see,

being told at Toulouse, he was at Montpellier, and at

Montpellier that he was gone for /~ngland.

,(I)
at ParLs it makes me almost mad.

If he be not

This was but one stage of his difficulties, for on Z8 March he again

w r ote to John t3 ellman,

’I have been for some days at Montreuil without being able

to speak through a most terrible cold, nor see the least

thing through a defluxlon fallen upon my eyes, . .. ’

(1) 13ellman to John Bellman,

France, 14Z, f. Z63)

.. , -

IZ Feb. 1678 (P.~R.O., ~.P. 78,



’(Uectdtng ? ) to make haste over, I took p~t at ~aris, and

go|ug by night, extraordinary foul weather happened on a

sudden, which made my posttllon loose the way, by which

he and I and horses fell into a great d~tch full of water,

wherein we were Itke to pecish, i~eing forced to ren~aln

for three hours to g~t ourselves and horses out, and re-

main that u|ght without any manner of convenience, the

next morning t began to feel the effects of it, being not

able to get on horseback. ,(I)

This is the level o~ misery to which travel could be reduced when ill

fortune took control.

The variety that was a part of travelling by land played its

full role in water transport too. .~ssurntng that con-dtttons wer~ |deal,

then the greatest problem while sailing down river was simply to

pass ~,e idle hours. John Locke did so by carefully observing the

passing countryside, and when he tired o£ thai by playing cards; tu

his journal he notes that an abb~ on the sa~e boat as he on the

Sa~ne In ~.ecember~ 1675, had hto own solution to monotony, a mistress.(Z)

.AS a contrast, ~dward L~rowne, after worshipping at the famous

BelIn-tan (to John ~ellman ? ), Z8 ~vlarch 1678 (~. ~. ©.,

F~’ance, 14Z, f. Z75
Locke, p. 3

~.P. 78,
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huguenot church at Charenton on 11 May 1664, returned to Paris by

boat along with members of the congregation, and they occupied

time by singing psalms. For Browne it was an utterly captivating

experience, because he enjoyed the singing and also because of ’the

number of boats and the multitude of people walking by the river

side with the prospect of the country’. (1) At a later date° ~ptember

1664, while travelling on the Saoue, he again remarked on the

community singing that was a favourite pastime among the passengers.(2)

But conditions frequently were far from ! ~al, and haT.ards

existed that could make a journey uncomfortable at best and downright

dangerous at worst. Take as an example the high winds that menaced

E~ward i~rowue’s travel on the Sa~ue on 11 ~eptember 1664, when

’the river by reason of former rains was overflown and the wind being

full south hindered both the horses and boat so much that we could

(3)
make but five leagues all this day’. Although less violently, the

winds persisted during the next few days, then blew hard again and on

Z1 September ’the winds were very high so as we narrowly escaped

splitting on the rocks Dy Valence’, and the following day travel was

abandoned altogether. (4) On the Loire in 1678 John Locke on-

.............. 1 L| i i ii i |1 i i i i i i i i

Dr Edward Browne)s miscellaneous observations ... of a journey

in France 1663-1664 (B.M., ~loane MS 1906), f. 87v (hereafter

cited as t3rowue, observations)
Browne, Journal, f. 4
Ibid. , f. 4

Ibid., ff 8v-9
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countered sindlar conditions. On 30 July head winds prevented his

boat from reaching ]31ois from Orl~ans and the waves were so choppy

that one of the passengers, a ’Mine. de Richmond’, refused to go any

farther.      In fact Locke had already cornplained on Z April 1677 of

’a very cold and untoward passage by water’ between Toulouse and Agen,

made worse by an accident when a pole fell on his head, causing

chronic pain and a feverish condition that had to be treated by bleed-

tng.(z)

Locke fell foul of another possible drawback to river travel,

namely irritating obsta~’les or substandard service. He underwent an

exasperating passage along the canal between Gastelnaudary and

Toulouse in March 1677, for although a distance only of about thirty

miles, there were seventeen locks. At each lock a different boat had

to be boarded and the luggage transferred. (3) F_.dward ~rowne

suffered deficient service on two occasions in particular. The first

episode occurred on Z June 1664.

hired a boat for an excursion from

Browne and a friend, Hopkins,

Paris to S Cloud. At first all

went well, but then,

’the rogue waterman set us dmwn at Montsor scarce half

way and swore and made [such] a hideous noise, as

most French do, that we hired him for no further.’

Locke, p. Z09

I~id. , p. 143 (3) Ibid., p. 138
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’Here we employed all the French we had against him,

and had dealt very roughly with him but for the number

of people which gathered together about us, to ease our-

selves of which inconvenience, we at last gave him half

the money. ’ (I)

The second occasion again saw him deposited short of his destination,

this time while going from Valence to Orange ou 23 September 1664.

The boatman sold him short, refusing to go the whole way and forcing

him to disembark several miles from Orange. He had to complete

(z)
the journey ou foot. ~Vhen ,Philip Skippun undertook the same

journey a year later, August 1665, he too had to walk the last few

miles after being halted at a toll station belonging to the city of

(3)
Orange.

Travel, be it by land or by water, carried as many harrowing

aspects as attractive. The kind of experiences that made each journey an

individual one, ~2~ introduced a strong element of unpredictability

into travel, need to be blended with the constants, as represented

by the organ~zat.oual structures of communications, so that the most

realistic understanc:~ing possible of travel in France can be achieved.

Browne, Observations, f. 107
t i      i i     .m i

Browne, Journal, f. 9v
Skippon, p. 7i1’
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Inns.

There 1-emains one other fundamental ingredient of travel

that calls for analysis. It is the inns, those ulghtly resting places

that could contribute to the success or failure of a journey just as

much as anything else. Some of the most famous inns of Europe

were to be found in France. The ’Gheval Blanc’ at Montpell~er,

for one, was internationally renowned, the ’Saint F~sprit’ at Lyon

had a reputation for serving magnificent wines, and the ’Trois Pigeons’

at Bordeaux was unrivalled in western France. But the revei-se is

equally true, for some of the ’gargotes’ (a demotic term for cheap,

dirty boarding houses) almost defy description in their squalor. Linking

the two extremes and representing every shade of quality, came the

vast majority of inns and boarding houses, and since there was no

effective control of hygiene or of the quality ef food and bedding,

standards radically altered front place to place. In towns, travellers

could exercise discretion i~ deciding where to stay~ but when on the road

and passing a single night at the one inn of a village, they were totally

at the mercy of fortune as to whether or not they enjoyed a tolerable

night’s rest.

This is not to say that French inns ran absolutely free of

legal restraints. Throughout the seventeeDth century edicts re-

currently appeared, most of which carried the general purpose of
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safeguarding visitors. For the policLng authorities, inns were

uetorious hives of crime, not only because residents too often were

robbed, but also because inns were favourite hideouts for what

officiaidom termed ’vagabonds, gens sans aveu, d~bauch~s et de

mauvaise vie’. (I) Therefore police authorities kept a constant eye

:u them and tried to track down and force into line those illegal

’gargotes’ that flew in the face of the regulations.

In summary, the regulations [nsisted that a landlord must

purchase letters of permission before opening an establishment, and

then fix a sign to the entrance showing that it was an inn. (The sign

was not only to attract customers, but to aid the authorities when

(z)).hunting for criminals who may have taken refuge there t-ie must

keep a register and show Lt regularly to the ’commissatre du quartier’%3)

The register must state the names, status, permanent address, number

of arms, of servants and horses of the guests, the reason for and dur-

atiou of their presence. But as weI1 as being recorded in the register,

this information was to be taken to the ’comm[ssaire’ within twenty-

four hours of the guests’ arrival. (4)

(i)
(z)
(3)
(4)

B.N., MS Fransais 21710, f. Z13v
Ibid., ff Z33-4

Ibtd., ff 169, 177, 178

Ibid., f£ 19Z, 253-4

And as a fui’ther aid to the police,

ii eel e i    I . :
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by an edLct of 1703 t~vo regLsters had to be kept; one for regular

presentation to the ’cornrnLssaLre’ and the other for the polLce when

they made periodic checks to ensure obedience to the regulatLons.

AgaLn, certain types of people were never to be given residence;

they were those ’vagaboncls’ and others who were the scourge of law

and order. (1) Another group was specifically scrutinized, namely

foreigners. This partLcularly applied during war years, and durLng

the war of the Spanish succession for example, inn keepers were

bound to ensure that foreign residents reported to the police within

twenty-four hours of arrival to have their passports stamped. If the

visitor failed to do so then the landlord must eject him. In any case,

a foreign guest who appeared to have no purpose for being in a town

must be repo~ted to the authorities by the Lnn keeper.(2) Finally the

servants of foreign visitors were to be kept under Gonstant watch and

any misderneanou~s reported hnmediately.(3)

The persistent theme throughout this legislation was the

preservation of law and or4er, and therefore the safety of residents

at inns. The stress on a careful record on each visitor was calcul-

ated to destrey gangster dens Ln the inns, as was the banning of

certain groups from them. The regulations on aliens helped to

111 j , I ]J 7 - ? ..................... ! ................ [ ,

(,)
(z)
(3)

B.N. MSFransais 21710, fiZZ0-1
Ibid., ff241-2; MSFranqais 21714, f. 1

MSFran~ais 21710, f. 245
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spot-light foreign travellers in France and forestall any illegal

activities they may be contemplating. Insofar as English travellers’

records are a guide, the regulations were successful, for none of

them reports being robbed or violated in a French inn. They certainly

had heavy criticisms to level against inns in France, but danger to

themselves or to their property was not one of them.

What concerned them principally was the conditions they

experienced, and for the most part they f~unc, more about which to

chafe than to enthuse. Not that their journals offer nothing but abuse.

Some travellers came across high-class inns and considered that even

when judged in general terms, French inns had commendable qualities.

It was the duke of Shrewsbury who wrote that,

’in the inns of France you efteu have ill beds, always ill

linen, generally ill chambers; but then the meat, drink,

and cookery is far beyon~J England. I have come into

villages where I have found turkeys, partridge of both

kinds, rabbits, leverets in the larder; and you will find

nowhere so ill provided but you may have very good

,(1)
mutton, and a good second course.

He was not alone in finding aspects to acclaim. At Marseille John

Locke stayed at ’the hotel de Malte, the fairest inn I aver saw’(Z}- |

(z)

’Journal of the duke of Shrewsbury’ in H. M. C., Buccleuch and

Queensberr7 Mss, ii, pt Z, p. 748
Locke, p, 76
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in 1673 the marquis of Worcester considered the ’Grand Soleil’ at

Toulouse to be of impeccable quality(1) (although when Locke stayed

there in 1677 he thought it mediocre(Z)); James Hums discovered a

high class inn at Pont l’EvSque where he enjoyed a splendid meal(3),

and the iNewd[gate family spent the night at a ’very good inn’ between

(4)
Lisieux and Evreux.

Dut even when this has been said, the fact remains that

more travellers’ opinions on French inns were pejorative than

flattering: or rather upon French country inns. It has already been

said that towns offered the traveller a choice of residences, while

small villages frequently contained only one inn. It was precisely

in these country inns that the most wretched conditions existed, and it

was for them that travellers reserved their most condemnatory re-

marks.

When the duke of Shrewsbury asserted that the rooms, beds

and linen were all too often of dismal quality, he was expressing a

common judgement. Locke expressed it most concisely when he con-

sidered the beds at an inn at Pdxwhere he stayed to be ’antidotes to

sleep’. Gloomily recalling the night of long-suffering spent there, he

(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)

Worcester, f. 9

Locke, p. 1 39

Young, p. 354

Newdigate, p. 3Z0
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says of his bed, ’ I do not complain of the hardness, but the tangible

quality of what was next [to] ~e, and the savour of all about me made

rne quite forget ... supper’. A Succinct description of France

contains similarly a nettling memory of an inn at T~tes in Normandy.

In the room were,

’three beds, if it be lawful to call them so, that were

bottomed with straw, so closely squeezed together, that

the wool-packs in the House of Lords, Lu respect of these

were swans-down. ... The sheets ... were so coarse,

that ... a sailor would have refused them for a hammock’. (Z)

When they stayed at Cherbourg, the Newdigates had rooms where the

beds had ’no blankets under, but first a great mattress of straw, then

a small thin featherbed, and then a large quilt, then a blanket and

counterpane, round bolster, no pillows’. Finally, James Hume

unfortunately arrived at Caen shortly before the opening of a fair, so

that the inns were grossly overcrowded and people had to sleep three

(4)
to a bed.

The quality of food was often just as debased. Describing

the same inn at TStes and in the same waggish style, the author of

¯ - - iiiii t_ i I    i i     i i .ummml llm I i illl    .l I

H.R. Fox Bourne, Life of John Locke (London, 1876), i.p.339
iN i i, i15 ii l ii i l

A succinct description, p.
Newdigate, p. 316

Young, p. 354



A succinct description of France
il ii i ~i ii

recalls the preparation of his meal

as ’a most terrible execution committed upon the body of a pullet.

Our hostess ... had cut the throat o~ it, and without plucking off

the feathers, tore it into pieces, and then took off the skin and feathers

together ... clapped it into a pan, and fricasized it into a supper’. (1)

Locke, still on the same inn at Poix, considered his meal as ’a supper

of ill meat and worse cooking: soup and ragout and such other words

of good savour lost here their relish quite, and out of five or six

dishes we patched up a very uncomfortable supper’. (Z) To return to

A succinct description of France, the author and his companions stopped

at Angerville and ate a mediocre meal which was ruined when,

’there entered upon us three odd kinds of fellows with

their hats on their heads like dishes ... I perceived

their diverting parcel of man’s flesh, in good truth,

were neLther better nor worse than errant French

fiddlers, which in England we would have thought

unworthy of a whipping-post. Without asking leave

or paying any reverence to the company, they fell a

scraping in as harsh a tone as the courting of cats

at midnight, and as if that had not been punishment’

i i iii ii ii    i l I _. i i ¯ :. _ ...... i1 i

A succinct description, p. 6
ILI~ ,    i J |, i ii i

Fox Bourne, Life of John L.ocke, p. 339
i i ill i
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’enough they abused our ears with one of their songs.

By that little French I had, and the simpering of a

lille de jote of Paris, that travelled in our company,

I perceived it was bandy, and to say the truth ranker

than could be endured by anything but a Frenchman’. (1)

That may be bad enough (or for a reader, amusing), but Katherine

Perceval Ln 1678 found Lt difficult to procure food of any kind. The

event occurred at t3arre, a village one day’s journey from Poitiers.

She and her co-travellers spent a night there, but ’they told us that

they had nothing but bread and wine, but we made a shift to get some

chickens, and we made a fricassee ourselves’. The next evening

another village, Availles, was if anything worse, because ’there

was neither good wine, oil, nor any good spice, nor any other good

thing, and you would have thought that famine had dwelt there. Butter

was mo~e choice than ambergrease in another place’. (2)

Whether the quality of their accommodation or food be Ln

question, large numbers of French inns were badly deficient, and

criticLsm after criticism can be listed from ~nglish travellers.

Edward Browne can be cited, complaining of an inn at the village of

.................... , , , . i i ii i ii i . .i i __ i I ii

(1) A succLnct description, p.49
(Z) Katherine Perceval to Helena Southwell, Zl July 1678

Egmont MSS, p. 73)
(H. M. C,
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Riole where the wLne was sour, the bread brown and the beds had no

sheets (1). or there was the inn at Arles where no protective netting

against insects was provided, wLth the result that he was savagely

(z)
bitten in the evenings. James Hume complained of the occasion

when he was not only charged for the non-existent service rendered

by the maid, but for having smoked his pipe’{3) A succinct description

A
Of France, continuing its droll account of the inn at Totes, recounts

how ’the table linen was ... so foul and dirty, that I could not think

it had been washed above once’ and as for the hostess and her

daughter, ’such a couple of dirty queens was never seen in ~ngland,

(4)
unless in a dust cart, or among the gold finders at midnight’.

These were the low-class residences that the traveller

had to endure while moving round France. As for the cost of staying

at inns, the traveller could expect to pay about twenty or thirty sous

a night, although, of course, various exceptions can be found.

Rtdley recommended the ’S. Jacques’ at h~ontpelller, that charged

only five sons per night, (5) while at the other end of the scale Downes

paid fifty sous at the ’Don Pasteur’ Ln Rouen. (6) In Locke’s journal

(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(s)
(6)

Browne, Journal, f. 4
JuL            , i i

Browne to his father, Z May 1665 (Wi!kins, p. lOl)
Young, p. 354
A ~ccLuct description, p. 6

f, 33v " - .....
Dowue~, f. 4v
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there Ls an interesting list of charges that he paid, and it reveals the

average cost of a night’s lodging at an inn plus a meal, to have been

between twenty and thirty sons; (I) the cost of a full meal only was

(z)about the same.

Travel in France was unpredictable, a factor that has re-

ceived considerable emphasis during this chapter; there is also a

sense in which it was unique. At the beginning of the period under

study, a new episode in the history of the development of French

communications began. During most of the century there had been

an absence of energetic governmental policy on communications and

it was as far back as the reign of Henri IV that any systematic plans

for road improvement had been implemented. At the opening of the

personal reign of Louis XIV the government was still spending less

(3)
than 100,000 livres per annum on communications. C~lbert,

the master mind behind the economic reconstruction of France, app-

lied his monumental talents to modernising the major roads and

canals throughout the country. The energy that he devoted to the

project is reflected in the memoirs, the instructions, the numerous

letters upon the subject that his records contain. This is not the

,,    1 ,t . : i I i ,, l v     , 1 , . i JLtl "t t ,, | ,q tt l|i ,,,| i, J J .... : - i, 1     , t     ,

Locke, p. 88

Ibid., pp 88, 139, 148, passim

P. Cl6ment (~d.), Lettres, instructions et me’moires de Colbert1 ,,, | H    1

(Paris, 1867), iv, p. CiL; this volum’e contains Cblbert’s records

on the question of internal communications
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place for an extensive study of his policy, but it can be stated that

planning was urgent for two reasons. One was economic. In order

to hasten the national economic recovery the main arteries between

the ports and the major cities had to be cleared. (1) The other reason

was political. If regionalism were to be curbed an,5 the authority of

the monarch enforced throughout the country, then the country must

be opened up and put within reach of the capital. Without easy access

to all parts of the kingdom, absolutism was impossible. Travellers

obviously benefitted from the road building au~ river improvement

which were the end product of this policy, for their tours, of course,

frequently took them to the great cities and to the main industrial

centres. Along the principal routes, travel therefore presented

relatively few difficulties. After Colbert’s death the quality of

communications again declined. Even so, they never reache:] the

abysmal conditions of the 1030’s an~, 1640’s; his work had been so

thorough that eighteenth centul’y planners were able to build again

on his achievements.(2) It is agaiust this backgroun~ of govern-

mental policy that travel in France and the conditions that accom-

panied it should be set.

ii Ill, , I ,,    I II I II,l__ - I ,I,II II II , L_ I I I I

Colbert aux intendants ,5es pays d’elect~ous, 9 May 1680 (Clement,

op, cit., p. 498)

Ibi~:]., p. cxii
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III.

When the earl of Essex was suffering poor health in 1666 he

decided to spend two years in France, hoping that its climate would

help him along the road to recovery(1); when lord Grey of Ruthin was

considered ready for a broadened education, plans were laid to send

him to France in 168g under the governorship of Octaviau Pulleyn(2);

when, by 1673, Sir Pury Cust, a light-hearted young man of twenty-

one, had demonstrated through his futile studies at the Inner Temple

his utter unsuitability for the legal profession, it was resolved to

despatch him on a tour of Europe, the first stage being to France.

These three individual cases introduce the most common reasons why

travellers went to France, reasons of health, education and the grand

tour to various parts of Europe (this excludes people who were corn-

pelled to go to France, for, say, business or political reasons).

There was, naturally, the occasional odd-man-out who did

not fit the pattern. One such case was Sir Richard Newdigate who in

1699 took his son and daughter and some servants on a four weeks

visit to France because of a book that he had read. It was entitled

The devastation of France demonstrated (~ondou, 1697), and had been
.|, , Jl i J, , J ,... , , i

ii Ill I I I II I    II I i. ll III1 I I I, 11 , ..I1 I I I I IIII L ~ II I L

(I) Calendar of state papers, domestic series, 1665-6, p.354

(Z) Cal. $.P;I dora. 168Z, p. 6Z6 ...........
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written by de Souligne, a F~’ench refugee. The purpose of the book

was, according to its prolix subtitle, to present ’evident proofs that

one half of the people of that kingdom are destroyed, two thirds of

its capital stock consumed, and the nation reduced to such a con-

dition that it cannot be restored to the flourishing state it was in thirty

years ago, in less than two hundred years; and not then neither, ex-

cept the whole frame of their government be new modelled’. His

curiosity aroused by such extravagant assertions INewdigate decided

to go to France and see for himself the terrible perdition that de

-" (1)
Souligne described. For every traveller who, like Newdigate, may

have gone to France for an exceptional reason, there were, nevertheless,

scores who went for the standard l’easons of health, education, or the

grand tour.

The number of travellers
[ i ,, ,,, , , , , ,

For two fundamental reasons it is impossible to estimate

with any accuracy the number of ~nglish travellers to France in the

period under study. One is the absence of a systematic passport

organisation, while the other is the failu~-e of either the ~nglish or

the French government to keep accurate records of the travellers

(1) Newdigate, p. 303
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between their two countries. The only guide from ~f~.cial sources is

the passes that were issued to people going to Frauce, but these too

have severe drawbacks. For one thLng, passes were not compulsory;

in some years, especially from 1670 to 1675, 1693 to 1697, and durLng

the years of the war of the Spanish succession, almost none were

issued. Again, whLle some passes specifically stated France as the

destination, others simply gave a general 1icence to travel abroad,

and there is no way of establishing how many of the holders of these

passes went to France. A third difficulty is that a single pass could

be issued for a group of people, so that obviously the pass may be

no indication of the number of travellers.

The present wrLter has calculated that some 500 passes to

France were granted between 1660 and 1715, but they were not issued

evenly throughout the perLod. In the decade from 1660 to 1670 they

rarely reached double figures in any one year (~); from 1671 to

1678 (years of close Franco-BritLsh relations and of war between

France and the Dutch RepublLc) a total of less than twenty ~vas dis-

tributed; in the closing years of the decade (following on peace in

Europe) the E, nglLsh government kept a more scrutinisLng eye than

usual on EnglLshmen going to France when they granted over eighty

,i, j,ll i ,ll , i,, ii i i , i i    i        , t | , , i      LI i i ,     i i

the following volumes record the number

1661,2:3; 1663-4:21; 1664-5:1Z; 1665-6:

1666-7:5; 1667:Z; 1667-8:11

i i    ]

(1) In the Cal. S.P. dora.,
ii ii

of passes thus: 1660-1:1;

5:
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(l)  ue (z)passes . In the 1680’s passes were again irregularly is

until the revolution of 1688; after that the Orange regime for a

time imposed strict control, for between 1689 and 1690 well over one

hundred passes were granted. In the 1690’s renewed warf~tre seriously

diminished the number of applicants for passes, and although there

was a brief revival during the years of peace between 1697 and 170Z(3)-

the outbreak of the war of the Spanish succession meant that once

again the issue of passes to France never reached double figures in

any one year.

In addition to lists of passes, the present write,," has counted

about 350 travellers in letters and diaries anJ journals; of this 350

only eleven acquired passes (a significant comment on how un-

representative of the number of travellers pass lists are). To in-

dicate how they are spread throughout the period under study, a rough

chronological division into decades puts them thus: about IZ0

travellers come within the decade 1660 to 1670, I00 in the years

In the Cal. S.P. dora., the following volumes record the number
of passes thus: 1677-8:2; 1678:27; 1679-80:67

Ibid., 168Z:16; 1683-4:39; 1684-5:5; 1685:1Z; 1685-May

1687:6

(3) Ibld., 1698:6; 1699-1700:13; 1700-Z:5
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1671 to 1680, 55 from 1681 to 1690, 45 from 1691 to 1700, and 30

from 1700 to 1715. The division into decades is arbitrary but does

serve to illustrate the varying numbers with which the present writer

has dealt.

All in all, definite evidence therefore exists for at least

850 travellers. Obviously far more than this went to France; even

so there are enough numerically, and the social background, character,

age, religious and political thoughts of the travellers are sufficiently

diverse to act as a reliable guide to the habits and ideas of the

Englishman in France.

The social background of travellers
i i ii

The question of the social status of travellers again defies

detailed analysis, yet certain broad statements can nevertheless be

made about it. J,arge numbers of the 850 travellers are but names

about whom no biographical information is available. Among those

who can be identified, however, the largest group is composed of

aristocrats and titled gentry, who form about Z0~ of the total.

They include some of the great magnates travelling in

splendid style, such as James earl of Salisbury(1), who went to

~_ i i i i ii i ,i ii

(1) James Cecil, third earl of Salisbury (d. 1383):

died in France in 168g; he died in May 1683
hi s wife,



France in 168Z au~,:~ took his wife, his children Katherine an~_~ George,

a physician~ four women servants, twelve manservants, two coach-

men, two postillions, two grooms, a packhorse driver, some

waggoners and a smith. Another example is Charles Talbot, duke

of Shrewsbury (1660-1718). He went abroad iu 1700 after a mixed

public career. His support of the Williamite cause iu 1688 led to his

appointment as secretary of state iu 1689 (a post from which he re-

tired the next year), and agaiu iu 1694. He was an unwilling bearer

of the office and rarely appeared in London; this was partly for reasons

of ill health, but also because he was implicated iu assassination plots

against the king in 1696 au~ 1697. He finally persuaded vv-illiam III to

accept his resignation, for in 1699 he relinquished the secretaryship,

while in 1700 he abandoned public life entirely and went to ~urope. He

stayed abroad until 1707, but the country that he first visited was

France. He was in France from l~ovember 1700 until March 1701.

As a well known ~nglish aristocrat and politician, he moved amid ex-

alted social circles; the English ambassador (the earl of Manchester)

took him to Versailles where he met ~ouis X’IV, and was received

(z).with extreme politeu ss , when in the south of France he was visited

(3)
by Colbert de Croissy’s son the bishop of Montpellier , the cornte

,, , , t ,,,, i H,,__ L t t,,,,, i i H ,,,,,,, ,,, it ,, , ,, i ii t i | ,,

(l)
(z)
(3)

Cal. S.P. dora., p.624
Shrewsbury. p’ 747

Ibid. ~ p. 748



de Roure (head of the estates of Lauguedoc)(1)

Philippeaux bishop of Lod~ve(z).

and the abb~ de

83.

Another group, representing about 10~o of the total, consists

of scholars and students who were in France for academic reasons.

Several famous names Lu the history of scholarship are to be found

among them. There was John Ray and Philip Sklppon the celebrated

botanists, who went to France in 1663 and 1665; Christopher V#ren,

equally adept an astronomer as he was architect, was in Paris in

1665; Hans Sloane, the promLneut naturalist whose collection of

manuscripts is world famous, travelled to France in 1683 with his

colleagues Tancred Robinson and Wakeley in order to extend his

medical knowledge. These are but a few of the more notable figures.

To them could be added a host of students and lesser scholars who

went to France throughout the period to improve their knowledge in

their particular field of scholarship.

Upon the rest it is impossible to be precise. Some were

(3)
merchants, like Honywood , Wildgoose(4), and Oebusty(5); others

were artisans, like Doughty(6) from the tanning industry, Diddle(7)

(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(s)
(6)
(7)

Shrewsbury, p. 749
ibid., p. 745-50

SkLppon, p. 73Z

Ibid., p. 732
Cal. S.P. dom. 1668-9, p. 255

SkLppon, p. 731
Cal. S.P. dora. 1679-80, p. 194

ii ii ii iii ii



the tailor, Marshall the shoemaker, and ~esly(z)

84.

who built boats

and went to France with a scheme to clean the streets of Paris.

There were travellers too from the world of the arts. Muuroe(3)

was a trumpeter, Betterton(4) went to France to recruit performers

for the London opera, and Pelham Humfrey(5) was sent in 1664 by

Charles H to study under the great Lully. But while basic inform-

ation like this is occasionally available about travellers, the fact

remains that the status of the majority Ls unknown.

The social and intellectual background of travellers asserts

weighty influence on their journals and other records; the way in

which it affected them will be seen throughout this study. Suffice it

to say that the letters, diaries and journals used as sources for this

study are obviously the work of literate EnglLshmen, often well educated,

whose rank in society sinks no lower than artisan. In other words, this

is Ln effect a study of how educated ~nglishmen travelled in and under-

stood France. The strengths or weaknesses of their observations may

therefore be attributed not only to their individual personalities, but

to the chaaacteristics that they shared as a group. How far this is

Cal. S.P. dora. 1679-80, p. 353
,    L.     t i | J

Skippon, p. 73Z

Cal. S.P. dora. 1677-8, p. 378
i. : L t    ,     l

Lord Preston to the earl of Sunderland, Z5 Aug.

7th rep., p. Z88)

Pelham Hurnfrey (1647-1574);

composers under Charles If;

M. C.

one of ~ngland’s most prominent

he wrote ~nuch sacre:~ nlusic
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the case0 and what those characteristics were, w~ll again be seen

throughout this study.

Another element of signifLcance is the fact that many of

the travellers were young men. ~illiam t~romley was in his late

twenties when he travelled to France, Philip Skippon was twenty-

two, Sir Pury Cust was twenty-one, Edward Browne was twenty,

and younger stLll were Charles BertLe who was eighteen, Richard

Ferrier who was sixteen, and Thomas Browne (brother of Edward)

who was only fourteen. Travellers of this age group may have

lacked the more mature and steady judgement of somebody like

i~ocke, Covel or Lister, but as compensation they were usually de-

void of the political, religious and social preconceptions that could

so easily prejudice the observations of an older traveller. This

being the case, it is interesting to note how their views differed

from those of their elders.

Information on the tour of France.
i,    , , ,i , t ,, ,

Travellers need not go to France ignorant of the country

or puzzled how they ought to analyse it, for highly detailed guide

books were available in both ~nglish and Trench to prepare them

for th? tour. Among the most popular were l e voyage de France

by Oiivier de Varennes, (Paris, 1639), and Le guide fidelle, by



Alcide de S MaurLce, (1). The first of these falls into five parts: a

preface on the benefits of travel; a description of the principal geo-

graphical features and natural resources of France; a survey of the
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provinces; a survey of the kings, peers and servants of the monarch;

a list of the most worthwhile places and objects to be seen tn France.

S Maurice’s work is similarly divided into five sections: the

different routes to be taken to Paris from various parts of ~urGpe;

the ’petit tour’ of France; the ’grand tour’; the city of Parts; French

governmental, administrative and judicial institutions.

There were several guide books in French, such as Topographie

£ran~aise,, (Paris, 1641-7), Jean B oisseau’s Tableau_, portatif~ ,J ,, des,, Gaules,,,,,

(Paris, 1645) and P. Duval’s D~scrLption.... de la. France. et. de ses pro-

vinces (Parts, 1663).
i ii

For those untutored in the language, others ex-

isted in English (some of which will be cited in this study). Peter

Heylyn’s works, France painted to the life by a learned and impartial

hand (second edition, 1657), and A full relation of two journeys, the

one in the mainland of France, the other Ln some of the adjacent
i i i i ii i i ill i i i ii i i i ii ii i ill i i i i i ill i

islands (London, 1656)(2! ran through several editions and were among

the best known. There was also A suc.cinct description,,of. ~rance

ii i i    i in i ii i ii ij i I I I I I I [ I I III II I

(z)

K. Lambley, The teaching and cultivation of the French language
,i                  , , i , ,    , i, i i, ,i,, i ] i , i , , , , ,

Ln England during TUg.or and stua.z.t..tim..es (Manchester, 19g0),

pp 348, n. 6; 349

In 1673 it appeared as, The voyage...0f France, or a complete i i

journey i:hrough France
, , f " i
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(1700), An_ agre.eable’ .crLti,cLS.m’ ofthe eli)r of Pa.rL.s and the Fr,encb

i.

(1706), A view.o..f Paris .a_nd places adJoinin~ (1701), and b[ster’s

journal. It is noticeable that most of the English publications app-

eared at the end of the century, and what is more, they blatan£1y

copied whole sections from each other, making little effort towards

originalLty. A succinct description of France, for instance, con-

taLns many passages almost word for word from Heylyn (I), as

does An agreeable criticism from A view of ParLs(z).
--                i       ’ f ....... ~ :. ’: ...... i ii ii       i    i

They varied

in quality, so that while Lister’s journal is a serious study of France

and an important source for this study, a work like A succinct
,    ,| L             ,I

descript.i.on of France is mediocre Ln the information it provides,
,I i i , i , ,

it displays almost every imaginable prejudLce, it panders to the

widespread francophobia that was rife in ~nglan~_ at the turn of the

century, an5 is a classic exanaple of hack writing.

Published material was by no means the only source of

pre-tour preparation that travellers used. Their records occasion-

ally include privately acquired advice on how best to approach the

French tour (or any tour for that matter), and how most profitably

, , , LI . ’1 ’ ’1 t I ’ I r i, ,i , I II ,I ,    i , ,ll,, ,,i . .... . ...........

(z)

Page references are as follows, putting ]~]eylyn (1673 e~2. ) first

and .4Succlnctdescrlptiou second: pp 15:3, 16:4, 18~Z0:5-7,
48-9:11-Z
Page references are as follows, putting An agreeable criticism
first, and A view of Paris second: pp 43:17, 45:Z6, 47:11, 48-9:

15-6, 54:36 :



to arrange their observatLons. These unpublished recommendatLons

are often far more useful to the historian than those that were pub-

lshed since they were not geared to a fickle public taste, and candidly

expressed the ideas of the author.

When Samuel Pepys went to France Ln 1669, he took with

him ’Directions for improvLng a short visit to Paris’ that had been

composed for him by John Evelyn.{1) The tone of the document is

condescending, treating Pepys rather like a naive schoolboy, and it

outlines for hLm the major buildings Ln and near to Paris, instructs

him on what he ought to observe in them, and lists a number of other

Lmprovlng actLvitLes that Pepys could pursue with profit.

Thomas Isham’s journal of travels includes as a couclusion,

a list of instructions for travelling; happily they are free from the

bombast of Evelyn’s advLce. Altogether there are twenty-four items

in the instructions. Numbers one to six encourage the traveller to

observe the principal topographical features of a country, and to

assess their influence on the population; they outline what to observe

in towns, and how to analyse the government, religion and educational

system of the state. The rest is a set cf heterogeneous suggestions;

they point to the most profLtable ways of mixing with the inhabLtants

of the country, warn the traveller to avoLd expressing dogmatic

’Directions for improving a short visit to Paris. From Mr

Evelyn to Mr Pepys 1669’ (Pepys Library , Magdalene Gollege,

Cambridge, MS 2237)



opinions (especially on questions of religion), and give practical hints

ou how to remain healthy.

Another example that so aptly expresses the themes that

travellers were encouraged to pursue in their observations of a

foreign c,~untry, is a seventeenth century document sLrnply entitled,

’Short instructions for your better Lnforming Ln the state of any prince

or country it shall be necessary for you to consider’; its author signs

(1)
himself W.D.     This can be quoted in detail, for it is a fine illus-

tration of travellers’ observations at their best. There are three

major topics; the country, the people, and the government an~ its

policy.

On the country~ W.D.

information on seven subjects;

country; its size an::] climate;

suggests the collection of

the main geographical features of the

the strength, wealth and political

attitude to the country of neighbouring states; Lts fertility and prLu-

cipal products, with data on how much is consumed at home and how

much is exported;

neighbour states;

what natural and fortified defences it has against

what universities and other educational institutions

it possesses; what territories are subject to it, what is theLr sLze,

population and form of government.

89.

{1) Dodleian LLbrary, iRawlinson MSD. 1491, ff 107-9



As for the people, the author proposes three headings:

their si~e of the population; the chief characteristics, wealth and

mode of employment of the people; what proportion is native and

how many are immigrants, with an estimate of the number of aristo-
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crats as against commoners (the aristocrats should be closely studied

to discover their pedigree, religion, family idfosyncracies, pro-

fessions, financial condition, tenure of state offices, standing with

prince and people, and their political alignments if there be any

faction).

Finally comes the government and its policy. If the country

Ls ruled by a monarch, then his person shoul~ be scrutinised, his

revenues an~ expenses assessed, an,i~ his friends, allies an~i power

noted. If, on the other hand, government is by an oligarchy, then

the traveller should examine the ecclesiastical authorities (noting

what is the state religion, what structure and form of government the

church has, and who i~s leading personnel are), and the civil author-

ities; some of the civil authorities will run state affairs (the traveller

should therefore study the state councils, and d~scover who their

members and full time officers are), while others administer justice

(civil and criminal laws must thus be observed, as well as the

personnel of the courts).

This document is typical of its time in the themes that it



stresses.
(1)

91.

Like Isham’ s notebook and some of the published material

that has been cited, it concentrates on the grand themes of geopolitics,

systems of government, the aristocracy and religion. The masses

are of minor significance, being worthy of examLuatLou only insofar

as they affect the broader themes. It is possible to see Lu the guide

books exactly how the educated traveller’s mind worked, and what he

considered the governing factors in shaping the c[vilisatlon of a

country. Indeed, there is more than a hint of medieval mentality in

such books and records, when they emphasise so clearly that famous

trio the monarchy, the church and the aristocracy, although they do

give due weight to economic factors, for instance. If the instructions

and guides were followed to the letter, then the traveller was due

for an arduous an.~ exhausting tour. It remains to be seen in this

study just how far travellers followed the advice they were given.

In ad,SLtion to the guide books and instructions that

attempted to ply the traveller both with factual information about

France and with advice Gu the technique of analysing it, they were

prepared for the tour by books of road maps, and road books that

gave written guides to the various routes through France. The

road book was a sixteenth century development(z), but the first

(1)

(Z)

.Jl ,i, , , i , , i , , ,, ,, , ,, , ,J    , , i,, , ,J|J ,J , , ,

A similar one, stressing the same points is A. ,~agland, ’Gen-
ivlo D. 1 361,eral observations of other countries’ (Bodl.,Rawl. ~e fflZ-8~

Sir }i. G. Fordham, Notes on the LtinerarLes, road-books and road-
,J., H,.            ,     i l , | ,,

maps of France.. (Southampton, 1 9Z6), p.Z; J. /~onnerot, ~es routes
de France (Paris, 19Zl), p. 94

l H



road map was not publLshed until 163Z, when Melchior Tavernier

produced one.(1) After his death, very few road maps were pub-

lIshed, the only important ones being a series of large atlas maps,

.%
such as the G.arte particultere des Posies de France, that was pro-

-- i .Jl . , i .ll ....

duced by the great Jaillot family.(z) If he could not procure one of

these comparatively rare road maps, then the traveller could use

either one of the numerous books of maps of the provLnces(3), or a

road book such as Louis Coulon’s collection, Le fiddle conducteur

, ? 1654, 1660);pour le voyage de France (_royes, others were 1~

voyage de France, dresse pour 1a commodtte des Fzancais et ~trangers
. ¯ i il i i , i i , i i . L

~
,i " ---

(published in Paris, it went through nine editions from 1655 to 1685),

by Gilbert Saulnier du VerdLer, or ~, gent[,1,,hormne ~tran$er voyageant

(4)
en France (Leyden, 1699). Works such as these informed the

i i

traveller about the major routes that he could follow in France, and,

coupled wLth the guide books or lists of instructions on travel, pro-

vided him with abundant information about the country. If he went to

France Ln a state of Lguorance, then the fault was clearly his own.

{1)
(z)
(3)

{4)

, I ii i , ,i i i,,, ,,    i i i i i , i i i1,1 i, i, i1, i i

Fordham, op. cit., p. 6

Ibid. , p. 8

See Fordham, ’The cartography of the provinces of France, 1570-

1757’ in SLr H.G. Fordham, Studies [n carto-bibliography (Ox-
ford, 1914)

,,            -             road-maps, p. 8Fordham, The itineraries, road books andi ] i . I i i i ~ ii



rravellers and education,
i

When they arrived in France, travellers obviously spent

most of their time travelling, visiting places of interest, studying

the French people, and generally fulfilling the rigorous de,antis of

the tour. Most of this study is about this aspect of their activities

while abroad. Nevertheless, there is need to explain something of

their occupations apart from travel, need to describe what they did

either when they were relaxing, or when they were busy with affairs

unconnected with travel.

93.

There is one group in particular to whom this is relevant,

and that is the young men, often aristocrats, who were in France to

improve their education.

The word ’education’ was interpreted in a wt~e sense, for

under the guidance of a tutor or governor, they we~-e not only in-

structed in formal academic subjects, but in social graces and

accomplishments. The young aristocrat was trained in ancing,

various branches of music, art, fencing and riding, all of which was

designed to develop him into the ~nglish equivalent of the French

’honne~te homme’. The quality of ’honn~tet~’ (a word that defies

accurate translation into English) was in fact an attribute so highly

prized in France, and so cherished among foreigners who came to

France, that it was one of the greatest attractions that France held
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out to an aristocratic visitor. It was a quality that writers and the

devotees of the smart ’salons’ discussed, analysed, and philosophised

upon almost ad uauseam, and fully to explain its meaning would re-

quire a thesis in itself. Expressed briefly, the ’houn~te homme’

was a person endowed with all the social graces, who knew and obeyed

all the rules of genteel behaviour, who conversed well, and who mixeJ

easily in whatever society he found himself; in his personality he was

above all superbly self-controlled, never allowing passion to seize

him no matter what the provocation, for unrestrained passion was

considered an ever-present menace to humanity; he was well educated

and able to join in conversations on literature and philosophy, and if

required, could write verses of at least commendable merit; he was

a man of action and achievement, controlled by the ideals of Christian

charity and chivalric honour, and a man who devoted his efforts to

laudable ends; he was an individual, not crushed by the rules of

propriety that surrounded him, but able to live within them to fulfil

the promise of his talents; he could live amicably with his fellow men,

and make his unique, creative contribution to the improvement of

society. Such a concept of men is truly of great proportions, and

has seldom, if ever, been surpassed in the history of ~_~urope. French-

men ceaselessly struggled to acquire tae tlu.lities of rnonnetete’, and

when the young English gentleman was sent to France for part of his
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education, his parents had in mind the hope (often a forlorn one, given

the headstrong nature of many young ~,nglish travellers) that their

son may acquire at leasta a few characteristics of the Whou~’te homme’.

ro this end, the records of young travellers make clear how

heir education ran iu France. Take as an example the journal of the

marquis of Worcester who went to France in 1673. He travelled with

suitable companions, taking Dr Edward Chamberlaiue as his gover-

nor, Henry ~atkins as his tutor, a valet and footman; with him went

Frederick Howard, second son to the earl of Carlisle who also brought

a tutor, M Roux, a Huguenot. As part of the tour they went to Dlols,

a town famous for its gentle climate and for the purity of French as

spoken there, but withall a town running to seed. (1) They remained

there for three months, during which Worcester under-went a taxing

aily programme. He began at 8.00 a.m. with a singing lesson con-

ducted by a M Colice; from 9.00 until 10.00 he studied French with

M Dureau; at 11.00 he had a drawing lesson with lvi Vaultier. The

afternoonts work opened at Z. 00 p.m. with another lesson from Gelice,

this time on the virginal; he was then free until 5.00 when he had his

training iu weaponry, foz he practised with the pike, musket, and at

fencing. (h)

i i i    , i i ii ill

See above pp 6-7

Worcester, f. 5
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Another example is Sir Philip Perceval, sent to France with

John Gailhard as hts tutor. They stayed at Augers during the winter

of 1676 to 1677, where Gailhard organised lessons for him. ~¢~itiug

to Sir ~ hilip’s guardian Robert Southwell (d. 1677) on 1 November 1676,

he outlined the programme:

’the chief business is agreed upon with Dr. Voisiu, to whom

we are to go every morning from eight till nine. From nine

till ten we will bestow upon perusing and studying the

writings, and from ten till twelve =,it Philip will learn

the language and fence, as in the afternoon to ~ance and

(1)
play upon the guitar’.

I"
The cost ran thus: for the dancing and fencing masters, Z ecus per

month if the student went to their academies, or 3 ecus if the master

came to the student’s lodgings; the guitar teacher received Z ecus, as

did the language teacher, although he was paid double when he occasion-

ally gave ~ir Philip tuition in geography; Sir Philip’s teacher of musical

P

theory and the flute, was paid 3 ecus per month. To add to his pupil’s

education, Gailhard turned to religious studies, and made Sir Philip

study a ~batin book of divinity, and a book that prove~:l the vali~]ity of

the Anglican faith against the Eoman G~,tholic. (Z) Si~" Philip w~rked

John Gailhard to Sir Robert Southwell, 1 i~ov. 1676 (Iq. i~. G.

Egmo .t i, pt l, p. 5Z)
Gailhard to Southwell, 3 Jan. 1676/7 (Ibid., p. 54)
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throughout the winter, and by the end of February 1677, Gailhard

could ensure Southwell that his ward was well read in civil law, was

about to begin riding the largest horses, was such an enthusiast for

dancing that he practised twice a day, was accomplished on the guitar,

flageo]et and virginal, was a proficient fencer, and played tennis once

a week. (1)

Again, there is the case of :~ichard Jones, who spent the

v~nter of 1657 to 1658 in Saumur, then went on a tour of Germany,

from where he returned to France for the winter of 1558 to 1659 (he

stayed in the south,, in the spring cf 1659 he travelled to ParLs, where

he remained until May, 1660. His tutor for his travels was Henry

Oldenburg, famous in the early history of the Royal ~ociety. The

course that Jones’education took under Cldenburg is outlined in a

letter that his tutor wrote t~ his mother, Lady P, anelagh, on 1 Sept-

ember 1657. Uuriug each morning and evening he stuJied formal

academic subjects like Latin, Greek, history and philosophy, and

he did his translations between Latin and French. In the afternoons

(too often wasted by young travellers in Oldenburg’s view), he con-

centrated on ’measuring, fortification, dialing, perspective’. To

act as a contrast with his activities up to that point, Oldenburg was

-- - - ...... ,,, ,i i i , i i i i i, i ,, i,, ,L , i , ,, i, ¯ ,,,, ,, ,, ,, , i 11 ,,, J , , i i,

(I) Gailhard to Southwell, Z8 Feb. 1676/7 (Ibid., p. 56)
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about to take Jones on an eight or ten days tour of Aujou, since it was

the wine making season (although he carefully assured the anxious

mother that he would not let her son get drunk); on the tour he could

practise drawing lanSscapes.

to begin lessons in fencing.(1)

When they returned, he inteniied Jones

In the event~ the trip to Anjou had to

be cancelled because of bad weather.(Z)

The marquis of Worcester, Sir Philip Perceval and Richard

Jones were typical of the well-to-do young traveller accompanied by

a tutor who would supervise his education and safeguard his well-

being, but not everybody was so fortunate. Thomas ]~rowne was only

fourteen when he was sent alone to France, where he had to conduct

his own studies under the long-distance supervision of his father, Sir

Thomas Browne, who sent him regular letters instructing him on how

to conduct himself, what to observe, and how best to pursue his reg-

ular academic studies. A typical letter is that of ZZ £1~ecember 1660,

wherein the boy was encouraged to keep a watcl’~ful eye on his expenses,

not to be dismayed at his inability to speak French fluently as yet, and

to ’put on a decent boldness and avoid pudor rusticus, not much known

in France’; furthermore, he was faithfully to attend church, buy a

good map, study all the major buildings ~hen he arrived at Dordeaux

A. i~. Hall and M.D. Hall (ed.), The correspondence of Henry
(Univ. of Wisconsin, 1965), i, pp 130-I (hereafter

cited as Oldenburg, Corresponc!ence)
Oldenburg to Milton, 4 Oct. 1657 (Ibid., p. 141)
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(for which he was heading), purchase an informative guide book, and,

finally, to study assiduously at his Latin.(I) In another letter, Sir

Thomas urged his son to go to Salntes to improve his French, but

not to devote too much time to lessons in painting and dancing; he

repeated his instructions on Latin, adding that ’one way beside learn-

ing from others, will be to read the scripture or chapters thereof

daily in F~’ench and bat[n, and to lock often upon the grammars [n

both languages’. (Z) All the letters to the young Thomas stress the

same points; work steadily at Latin and French, dress smartly and

adopt an air of self-confidence, woe-ship at the protestant churches

regularly, and see all the sights of inlportance.TM

The examples of Yvorcester, Perceval, Jones and l~rowne

shed interesting and informative light on the form that the educational

side of the tour of France could take. The emphasis lay as much on

the study of the French language, French manners, dancing, fencing

and painting, as upon formal academic subjects. This is under-

standable given the fact that one of the principal pu;poses of the

tour for young men, was to smooth their rough edges and to endow

them with the qualities of ’politesse’ for which the ~’rench were famed.

(I) Sir Thomas ~rowne to his son, Thomas, ZZ 10~c. 1660 (Wilklns,
p. 3)
Browne to his son, 31 Jan. 1660/I (Ibid., p.4)

Ibid., pp 6-14=

(z)
(3)
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It will shortly be seen that with some travellers this was a far more

difficult process than with others.

,Travellers,and their ,pastime,s

When they were not travelling, ~ngHshmeu in France tended

to spend their leisure hours in each other’s company. This was

especially true of Paris, where the faubourg ~ Germain was the

recognised English quarter, and where the coffee houses and ~.nns were

full of English visitors to the city. Some of the coffee houses were tn

fact owned by Englishmen, as Edward Browne reported. He used to

frequent one In the rue de la Boucherie that was owned by a Mr Wilson,

and there he would meet and talk with other Englishmen.(1) Travel

journals often mention meetings with other English visitors(g), a

favourite occupation being simply to sit over coffee or ale and talk.

There are a few exceptions, such as James Lane. So

anxious was he to learn the French language, that he deliberately

avoided his fellow-countryrneu and spent all of his time w~th the French.

For instance, for several months he lodged with a young huguenot

browne, Observations, ff 84, 85, 136
See Skippon, 10p 714, 720; ~unyan, f. ~9; ’The travels of Dr. John

Covel’ (D.M., .Add. MS22914), ff 93v-93 {hereafter cited as

Covel); Worcester, f. 2
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pastor in a small town Ln Picardy. The pastor carefully groomed him

in the language, and they spent their spare time on visits to the prot-

estants in the area and on hunting.(1) Lane, however, is exceptional

in his isolation from other Euglishmeu. Most of them were group-

minded, anxious to meet together, and happy to share their recreations.

They liked to visit the opera while they were in iOaris¯

did so, and he considered the music inferior to that in ~nglaud and

Italy, but the dancing superb.(Z) Again, the ’come’die’ was a strong

attraction;

Shaw

Lister was a great enthusiast for the plays of Moli~re, for

he thought the ’characters of persons ¯.. incomparable, so true and

just, that nothing can be more’.(3) In addition, travellers liked to walk

[n the Tuileries or ride in the Cours de la iqeine where they could mix

with the French aristocrats.(4) All these pastimes that occupied

Englishmen visLtng Paris, were the same as those of the French

(5)
aristocracy, This was no mere imitation of the French nobility¯

(1) James x~ane to Joseph Williamson, Z5 Nov¯ 167Z (~. R. O., S.P.

78, France, 135, f. llY)
(2) [ J Shaw ] Letters to a nobleman from a .....¯ , ~entleman travellin

................... (£throughHol!and, Flanders aud France ondon, 1709), p. 105
(hereafter cited as Shaw)

(3) Browne, Observations, f. I01; Skippon, p.731

(4) Sir Fzan/is Englefieid, ’An account of my travels, 1675’ (Bodl.,

Rawl. MS D. 197), f. 7; Drowne, Observations, f. 80; M. ~_Lstel~,

i i u, . j , �’~A j°urue7 to Parks in the year 1698. (£,on~on, 1699), pp 178-80
(hereafter cited as ~ister)

(5) See above, pp 388-94
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Many travellers genuinely were devotees of music and theatre; many

Pmore were serious students of the art of ’politesse’ and ’honnetete’,

and there was no finer way of seeing it practised than in the great

gardens of Paris. In this sense, travellers’ recreations were also

au education.

.All that has been said so far about English travellers and

their activities, has depicted them as a law-abiding group, who gave

no trouble to the French authorities, i~hile this was true of many

travellers, it was by no means applicable to all. English travellers

could, and did, cause serious trouble, both between themselves, and

f or the authorities.

For one thing, they were always fighting. Edward J~rowne,

indeed, used to further his medical education by going to the hospitals

to obeerve the method of dressing the wounds of E, nglishmen injured

(1)
while fighting. The kind of violence that could occur is typified

by an incident that took place in February 1672, when a Mr Halle

anti a 1Vir, Peyte were killed by a Mr. Doughty (who had already killed

two men in his lifetime, one in ~nglana and the other in Hollan.A), and

a Mr Mims. They had all met one Sunday evening at Mires’ rooms

(1) Edward Browne to his father, c. 9 June 1664 (v~ilklns, p.65)
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in the rue de la Boucherie, and during the evening a quarrel had

broken out between Doughty and Halle. It grew so bitter, that the

two decided to fight a duel. They went out into the dark, snowbound

street to fight, taking Mires and Peyte as seconds. As a result of

the combat, Halie was run through with a sabre, and although he was

taken to a surgeon by some passers-by, he died; Peyte, on the other

hand was killed outright by a rapier thrust. The two killers fled, it

was thought to the Netherlands.(1) Duels did not always end so

tragically; on Ascension day 1664, Browne saw two Englishmen

fighting with swords in the rue de la Boucherie, ’but being parted

(z)
they made friends after the    gltsh manner drinking lustily’. On

another occasion, a friend of his, a Mr Goring, got into a fight and

received severe wounds.(3)

Travellers could end up in other kinds of trouble also.

There is the case of Scudamore, who in April 1669 was arrested in

Lyon on a charge of being an accomplice to an Irishman who had

himself been arrested for counterfeiting coins. In spite of the fact

that he protested his innocence, claiming that he had been receiving

(z)
(3)

, , i ,, J ,i ,, i    ,,, , ,, i ,

Francis Vernon to ~Villiamson, 17 Feb. 167Z; Henry Smith to

Williamson, 2-4 Feb. 167Z (P.~.O., S.P. 78, France, 133, ff

5Z, 63)
Browne, Observations, f. 97
Ibld., f. 103
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lessons in French from the Irishman, and had only met him in connection

with that, Scudamore was found guilty and imprisoned for eight months:1 )

As well as travellers who brushed with the law, there were

others whose wild ways led to embarrassments for their family. In

August 1665, the English community at Blois was scandalised by the

conduct of a Mr Scrope and a Miss Gilmore. Miss Gilmore was

staying at Blois with her mother before returning to ~’.ngland to marry

the earl of Londonderry. After a whirlwind romance, she agreed to

elope with Scrope; they duly did so, and ’sent the mother word that

there being a contract between them, they were retired to conaummate

it’. For a week nobody could find them, but word arrived that they had

been arrested (disguised as peasants) on suspicion of being ’guilty of

something extraordinary’. The humiliated IVirs Gilmore had to travel

to Tours prison to collect her errant daughter, who (doubtless to her

(z)
relief) had not yet married her lover.

Again, there was the young, boisterous earl of ~erb~3),

whose conduct in Paris in 1673 was too delinquent for his tractable

M. du Moulin to lord Arlington, 10/Z0 April 1669 (P. it. O., S. 1°.

78, France, IZ6, f. 137); J. IDodington to Arlington, 6 April 1670

(Ibid., 12-9, f. 175)
O. Pulleyn (to Williamson), 8/18 Aug. 1675 (Ibid., 140, f. 150v)

~illiam George ~<Echai-d Stanley, ninth earl of £>erby (1658 ?-1702)
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tut o r

Mr

James Forbes to control. Derby struck up friendship with a

Merrlt, ’a lewd, debauched young fellow’, who easily intro-

duced him to the low life of Paris. Worried about the welfare of

the earl, Mr Forbes tried to break up the friendship, but Mr.

Merrit, claiming that he had thereby been insulted, turned on Forbes

and wounded hIm. Derby felt no qualms over the attack on his tutor,

anS, indeed, himself later brought a gang of wild young men-about-

town who again assaulted Forbes. Derby’s father, the duke of

Ormond, heard of the situation and sent a Mr Muleys to investigate.

He found utter chaos. Forbes had totally lost control, and the young

Derby was running wild. There was nothing to recommend but a

change of tutor, and the change swiftly was made. In place of Forbes

there was sent a tough soldier, well known for his fEghtIng ability,

colonel Thomas Fairfax, younger son of the first Lord Falrfax. He

duly applied the heavy hand, sent Derby’s friends packing, put a stop

to the bacchanals, and took him on a tour of the Loire country, and

then to the south of France, where he was ’received in all places by

the governors of towns and provinces with great respect and un-

common marks of honour and distinction’. (I)

L i     , , , ,, IL , , ,

C. Howard, /English travellers of the ,~<enalssance (~,ondon,

1914), pp 151-3
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Such are some of the ways in which Emglish travellers passed

their leisure time, and some of the problems that they could create.

It is not surprising that there were so many different types of person-

ality on tour in France. France was so varied, so rich in its attractions

to the foreigner, that every kind of person could find something to

satisfy his tastes. It was during the later decades of the seventeenth

century that the grand tour of Europe began to come into fashion. Its

heyday was to come in the eighteenth century, after the wars finished

and travel became much safer, marauding bands of soldiers no longer

proving a menace to coat[neural travel. Even so, the pattern of the

grand tour emerged in the seventeenth century, and the preceding

chapters have illustrated what it was that Fzance offered to the traveller,

what it was like to travel, and what kind of reasons travellers had for

visiting France. It remains now to be seen how ~nglishmen re-

sponded to France, what aspects of French life dominated their ob-

servations on the country, how they analysed their observations, and

at what conclusions they arrived.
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THE ,~EGIMIE OF LOUIS XIV.

When he visited France the ~nglLshman encountered a

regime whose parallel his own civllLzation had never known. It

rested upon precepts increasingly repulsive to the English as the

century progressed an~ Lt was eventually typified by characteristics

wholly divorced from the English view of kingship. Its quintessential

.-
expression is in J-,ouis XIV’s Memoires.

| ,, L ,     i    ii i
The M~moires are a

theoretical assertion of his political creed which, although in the

manner of theories often had to be aban::]oned in the face of harsh

factual conditions, was the matrix forming the nature of his govern-

ment. It soon becomes apparent that Louis’ creed was complex

and its tenets need to be understood before the Englishman’s reaction

I07.

pose beyond simply preserving for posterity an accurate account of

the motives behin:~ Louis’ policies;

(1) The edition quoted is J. i~ongnon,

avec une introduction et des notes.
Q

as Me motres)

it was to educate the dauphin in

¯ ~ o .~"
Memoi~es :~e Louis XIV pubhes

i .|,        i

(Paris, 1928) {hereafter clte:i

to it can be assessed.

The title Memolres is misleading, for they are not an auto-

biographical record Ln the usual sense of the word. Their com-

position, for instance, was not by J_ouis’ own hau:! but by secretaries

who worked under his direction. Moreover, the Memoires had a pur-



(i)the technique and principles of government. They are in fact, a

political philosophy displaying the fundamentals from which the
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regime grew.

Their composition needs to be taken into account because

it affects their accuracy of observation and reliability in claiming to

be representative of the essentials of the regime.

From the occasion of his advent into personal power in

1661 Louis X1V entertained the idea of recording the passage of his

reign. He could look to the comparatively recent examples of Sully

and Richelieu who in their Economies roxales and Testament polittque

respectively had left vindicatory accounts of their policies. To satisfy

his wishes, he began towork in conjunction with Colbert in amassing

a series of notes upon his reign. Colbert had to stand down in 1665

since his governmental duties made it impossible for him to con-

ltnue, and for a while the king worked alone. In September 1666,

. y(Z)Perign was appointed ’precepteur’ to the dauphin, and as part of

his duties assumed the task of redrafting the king’s manuscript and

taking up where Colbert left off.

In 1668 new developments appeared. At that time, the

manuscripts were in note form covering the periods 1661 to 1665 when

(I)
(z)

M~moires, pp ll-lZ

M. de P~’rlgny {1625-1670); an obscure ’p~esident de chambre’;
#J

he was oroposed as ’precepteur’ to the d auphin by Moutausier
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Colbert had been the scribe, and 1666 to 1668, the years of Perigny’s

contribution. Not content with this, in 1668 P~’rigny began to trans-

form the notes into prose and to produce a more literary version of

the Memoires.
J .......

He covered the period 1666 to 1668. In addition,

the Memoires now adopted a didactic character, as the d auphin was

seven years old and was ready for elementary lessons in statecraft.

Work nevertheless proceeded slowly, because the d auphin’s new

’gouverneur’, Montaus[er,(1) made Per~.gny spend more and more

time on the young p rince’s education and less working at the Me’moires.

Pertgny died in 1670 and his duties upon the Me’moires were

undertaken by P~llisson(,z) who revived PVrigny’s work and had a

completed vertou ready in 167Z. Unfortunately work stopped at this

juncture because of the outbreak of war against the United Provinces,

and it was never taken up again, since by 1679 when opportunity once

more presented itself, the MemoLres were seven years out of date

and their educational value was obsolete, the dauphin now being a

g r ow n man.

Charles de S,,inte-Maure, Duc de Montausie~- (1610-1690); a
member of Parisian literary circles who knew Gonrart,
Ghapelain and Mine ~ cudery; he was made gouverueur to

the Dauphin as a reward for his organizing relief against
plague at Rouen in the Frenche Comte" campagin, 1668

¯~’ .
Paul P~llisson (1624-1593); author of ~_’histoire de l’academLe

francaise iusqu’en 165Z , (Paris, 1653)
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The actual periods covered by the Mernoires in their u/t-

[mate version are 1661 to 166Z and 1666 to 1668, the earlier being

completed by P~llisson and the latei- owing a greater iebt to P~’rigny.

In spite of their fragmentation with regard to time, they are not loosely

dove-tailed portions of an uncompleted work. In their completed form

they have a unity based on their educational content and on their

literary qualities, which were admired by Ch~eaubriand, Sainte-

Beuve and Longnon.(1) Like the great litei-ature of the age, they are

a moralising commentary on human nature in the social environ,nent.

They satisfied Louis and fulfilled his wishes.

As for their reliability as a source for the philosophy of

the reign, nothing in them passed without the king’s consent, so that

although he did not personally write them, his thoughts an<.] con-

victions were expressed and his alone. The basis of the ~X4~moires is

the early notes collected by Louis and Golbert between 1661 and 1665,

and those written between 1666 and 1668 by P~rigny under /_ouis’

direction. Thus, from the earliest stages to the finished product,

~,ouis was personally concerned in formulating them. They are tiouly

an expression of h[s philosophy of government and can be accepted as

j,

an accurate guide to his regime. He dominates the Memoires and

(I) M~moires, introduction, 8.
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his ideals are complex, but they are the ideals from which the greatest

regime in seventeenth century ~urope grew.

The theory of divine right.

One of the marks of medieval kingship was its insistence

upon the divine right of kings. The middle ages did not, of course,

invent the notion, but developed it to an unprecedented degree, i~ouis

XlV accepted the concept, and drew heavily upon it to justify his ideal

of absolutism. The unending purpose to his schemes Is ’de mleux

reunir en mol seul touts l’autortte de maTtre, ,(1) and he looked about

himself, ’non pas des yeux indiff6rents, mais des yeux de maTtre. ,(Z)

This word ’matUre’, indicative of the theme of the king’s unrivalled

authority, a theme sustained throughout the M~moires, is the leading

note of reference. Louis enjoys utter supremacy in his kingdom, but

it is in the justification for, rather than the fact of, supremacy that

interest really lay for it comes not from man but God.

In his wisdom God has placed the king ’dans une spheNre

. . (3)
superteure’.     In the order of the wo~Id the king is elevated beyond

other men socially. But in addition, ’comae il est d’un rang au-dessus des

,D
.%

autres hommes, il voit aussi les choses qu[ se presentent d’une mantere

plus parfaite qu’eux,’(4) whereby he is endowed with divinely granted

................. i i i     , l ii , i i H i i i L

(1) Memoires, p.
i i i i i i

(z) Ibid., p. i5
(3) Ibld., p. ZZ9
(4) Ibid., p. ZZ8
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superiority of understanding. And finally, as king facing the perpetual

problems of government he is able to draw upon ’rnouvements ou

instLncts aveugles au-dessus de la raison, et qui sernblent venir du

cLel. ,(1) Socially, mentally, LustLnctively the king is unique. He is

possessed not only of Lmmense prestige but uncommon ability too, and

the source is God himself. Within the vocation of kingship comes the

assurance of such blessLngs and the right to govern. God has seen

fit to place immense respousLbilitLes upon the king but has also pro-

vLded the rneaus to shoulder them.

Louis’ belief [n the king’s possession of capabilities beyond

the reach of ordinary men, and of honour to an unparalleled degree,

was unquestionably genuine. Those who would castigate him for his

insufferable pride (and most English travellers fall into this category)

should perceive that what to them is nothing more than the bloated

arrogance of a contemptible prig, expressed for Louis the conviction

that as king he was the acme of manhood by dLvLne will. It must be

confessed that as he grew older his convictLon did in fact decline into

pride, whereupon the accusation becomes justified. Only the psychol-

ogist would be bold enough to affix a date to the labefactton of Louis’

belief; the historian will content himself with understanding that al-

j,

(1) Memoires, p. 35
iJl _ ....



though Louis’ conduct remained impeccable throughout his reign, the

perspicacious mtnd behind it finally succumbed to endless flattery and

sank into the atrophy of self-adulation. Nevertheless, at the time of

producing the Mem91res, it was not the voice of pride that spoke but

file voice of a man granted authority by God.
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Since it was God who presented him with the leading function

in society, the relationship between king and subjects was affected. The

king cannot be held responsible to his inferiors; only to his one superior,

God. It is the duty of the subject to obey his king no matter what his

faults, for,

J
’pour mauvais que puisse ~tre un prince, la revolte de ses

sujets est toujours infiniment criminelle. Celui qui a

donn~ des rols aux hommes a voulu qu’on les respect~t

comme ses lieutenants, se reservant ~ lui seul.le droit

d’examiner leur conduite. Sa volont~ est que, qutconque

est ne sujet, ob~isse sans disc~’?uement’. (1)

Louis saw himself as part of a divinely stratified community, wherein

each division was answerable to those above but not to those below.

While he could hold his people to account, they had no grounds on

which to reciprocate. To them fell the duty of obedience. Their king

°
(I) Memotr e.s, pp Z54-Z55
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was God’s 1,Leutenant. To attempt to judge him on the grounds that he

perverted his authority would be to deny the divine order.

What Ls more, Louis maintains that there are supremely

practical grounds for obedience. To oppose the established govern-

merit is to invite even greater catastroph~ than does the endurance of

it. He always insisted that, ’il y a toujours moins de real pour le

¯ %.
public a supporter qu’a contr$1er ^ meme le mauvais gouvernement

des rois dont DLeu seul est le juge. ,(1) In addLtton, when a monarch

appears to be acting Ln a manner contrary to the common welfare, it

may be that in fact he is fulfLllLng the demands of ’raison d’~tat’,

(z)  t,0 l,
which is his primary concern. AmplifyLng~’eliglous reasons ~ouis

sees yet more justifLcation for the rule of an absolute monarch.

the reality of his devotion to the absolute authority of the

king there is no question, and in looking to the philosophy of the

divine right of kings, fundamentally a medieval strand in his thought,

~ouLs saw above all, religious justification for it. God’s will, a

power beyond man’s questioning, afforded the king such paramountcy as

no amount of human justification could equal.

It would be grievously inaccurate to end there, for in company

with the privileges that he enjoyed as king, came responsibilities also

i

(1)

(z)

M~motres, pp 4Z-43
j ,,,      t ,,       H

Ibid. , 43
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originating in the will of God. Inherent tn the concept of divine rLght,

is that of christLan paternalism, wherein the king is bound to serve

the best interests of his subjects. Louis recognised this, and it would

be a serious misrepresentatLon to ignore the fact, or cast him as a

cynical manipulator of the theory of divine right, aiming at nothing

more than the fortification of absolutist designs. On the contrary,

he accepted his paternalistic responslbilities with utter frankness.

He speaks in a possessive sense of ’mon ~tat’(1)feeling a

personal link with his subjects. ~lae Ls forced to confess that the ’bas

j,peuple’ are in a condition, ’charg~ d’ailleurs d’impositLons, presse

de la mise~re en plusieurs endroits, incommode" en d’autres de sa

propre oisivet~ depuis la paix(z) ^, et ayant surtout besoin d’etre

soulag~ et occupY. ,(3) So iniquitous was the situation among the

majority of the population, suffering poverty which called for re-

form, that in the early stages of his personal reign, as far as ~_~ouis

was concerned, ’rien ne me sembla presser davantage que de

soulager rues peuples. ,(4)

(z)
(3)
(4)

Memotres, p. 31. For a discussion of the constitutional re-
--     i ¯

lationship between Louis and his subjects see H. ~-l. Aowen,
¯

I1~,
’ ""L’6tat c’est a moi a_outs XIV and the state’ in French

Historical Studies, 11, no. 1. (Spring 1961, North Carolina)
i     i     ,    i    ii i ii

The peace of the Pyrenees, 1659

Mem oires, pp 17-18
Ibid., p. 36
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(1)He goes on to describe some of the measures he took.

A remittance of 3,000,000 livres was made on the ’taille’; re-

strictions were imposed on luxury imports, whose purchase b~ the

French was virtually a tax paid to foreign nations; the usurped power

of the ’compagnies’ {i.e. the ’parlemeuts’)was mitigated; and the in-

crease in income to the extent of 75~ procured during war time by

the ’offlcier’ class, was reduced to 50%. In sucha manner Louts

sought to realise as far as possible the ’soulagement du peuple’ which

he so desired.

The principle of paternalism operated on a personal level

too. He was firmly convinced that he should be available for inter-

view with common people, so that he shoul:3 be regarded as the pro-

tector of individuals as well as of the community. As part of his

working day he counted, ’ le temps que je pour~ais donner extraordin-

airement aux affaires extraordinaries s’il en survenait, u’y ayant

pas un moment o3 il ne f~t permis de m’eu parler, pour peu qu’elles

-
fussent pressees.

As well as master, ~,otis conceived his role equally as

servant of his people. This is not the paradox it may appear at first.

His efforts to alleviate ’la misS’re’ did not stem from a sense of oblig-

(l)
(z)

o

Memotres, pp 37-9
Ibid., p. g2
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ation to the general populace, but from his obligation to God. It is in

answer to God’s commands that he thus expends time and energy;

is as ’le rot chretien’ that he is so moved; it is in no sense as a

it

monarch answerable to those he governs.

Not a remote ftgure~ but available to be consulted, seeking

to introduce salutary legislation, yet persistent of his unquestionable

authority, Louis XIV is a supreme example of the king ruling by

divine right. He is one of that succession of ~uropean monarchs who

from early medieval times onwards, were able to see a close re-

lationship between religion and politics. They are an enigma to many

twentieth century minds nurtured in a civilization where life Is ex-

cessively departmentalized, and religion restricted to certain areas

only. Louis XIV, like Gustavus A~olphus of Sweden, like Philip II of

Spain, or like the Zmperor Charles V, accepted the demands of

Christianity as a natural feature of his station in life, an~ he attempted

~enuinely to meet them. !n doing so, he is much closer to a thi,-teenth

century St Louis than to a sixteenth century Machiavelli, who

counselled the prince to use religion as ready propaganga to subdue

restless subjects into docility. Much as it is true that in many re-

spects Louis was an Italian prince of the Renaissance writ large,(1)as

i i , llll | i i

(1) See below p. 118 ff
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far as the question of religion is concerned, his sympathies lay over=

whelmiugly with the medieval ideal of divine right.

Although seventeenth century France made its mark on

European culture by fostering the cult of reason, by manifesting Lt

in both artistic and scientific life, by taking the logic of the ancient

Classical world, adopting the ratLonal method of Descartes and

finally fLndLng courage to abandon the ’ancLens’ in favour of the

’modernes’, whose achievements surpassed, they felt, even the glory

of ancient Greece and i~ome, Louis himself always had roots deep in

the soil of religious mystery. He sought his powers not in reason but

in God - given instLnct, and his authority was grounded not in the

logical explanatLons of philospphers, but Ln the will of God. It may

sound quaint and anachronistLc to m a~deru ears, but it remains one

of the triumphs of the reign that he convinced hLs reason - addicter]

society of its truth.

The renaLssance tradition.
-- , i ,    , i;    i,i _t , , .. ,, ,

Another feature of the Memoires Ls the way iu which ~ouis
±, ,. . m ,, L, ,

shows the characteristics of an Italian Renaissance prince. Above

all it is seen Ln /~ouis’ deep passion for ’la gloire’, an~ an intense

concern for his reputation. Modern museums display cases full of

medallions bearLng the names ant] images of Italian pz’Lnces, assu~’iug
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their descent into his~ry. The cities of Italy embody architectural

monuments to their glory and, surrounded by the fragrance of

immortality, self-assured princes stare down coldly from portraits

in art galleries of the world. Even in the twentieth century, their

splendour is undeniable. It is within this tradition, the cult of the

glory of the prince, that Louis as ’Is roi soleil’ needs to be placeA. It

is a tradition which is pagan, not christian, and grows from the Ae-

naissance, not from medieval times.

He confesses his thoughts and finds himself, ’preferant sans

%
doute dans le coeur, a toutes choses et ~- la vie meres, une haute ~-~’-

p- p
putation ... et ... presse et retard~presque egalement dans mou

,. (,)
dessein par un seu/ et meme d~sir de glotre.’     ~.ater in the Men-xoires

he reasserts his feeling by insisting that for kings, ’une passion

mat*tresse et dominants, qu[ est cells de leur int~re~, de leur grandeur

(z)
et de leur gloire, etouffe toutes les autres en eux.’    There is no

attempt by Louis to begErd his sentiments with a cloak of justification.

He does not offer to explain his passion. For him the pursuit of ’la

gloire’, the axnbition fo~- ’la grandeur’, and the exaltation of his

’reputation’, are all laudable aims in themselves. In asserting his

authority as absolute ruler, he had called upon divine sanctions in

support of his case, but the convezse is true when it comes to his

f
(I) Memoires, p. 14 (Z)

i, 1

Ibid., p.40
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glory. In its own right ’la gloire’ commands the devotion of the king,

and needs no vindication.

It is not a blind, unthinking devotion which he gives to it.

Louis, that most practical of men, was aware of the transitory nature

of glory, which needs to be earned, safeguarded and nurtured. In a

warning to the dauphin against the presumption that a great re-

putation is easily acquired, he commands, ’he pense~ pus qu’il soit

temps de l’etablir .e. ’la reputation du prince quand il faut s’en

servir. On ne la met point sur pied avec les arrnees: on aurait

beau ouvrir ses tre"sors pour I’     " " acquertr, il faut y avoir pense aupar-

avant, et ce n’est rneme qu’une possession assez longue qui nous en

assure. ,(I) Unlike authority winch is an automatic attribute of the

Va’hg, coming directly from God, glory depends upon the king’s own

endeavours. The wise king will be certain always to cultivate it and

never to take it for granted.

One of the ways in which Louis did so api~,ears in the

J

Memoires. He recognises that

f
’i! n~etait pas de mon interet de prendre des sujets

d’une qualite plus emtnente. I1 fallait, avant routes

choses, gtablir ma propre reputation, et faire conna[tre’
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’au public, par le rang rneme d’ou je les prenais, que

mort intention n’eta[t pas de partager .on autorit~ avec

eux° n m’importait qu’ils ne concussent pas eux-memes
$

s"de plus hautes esperances que celles qu’i1 me pla’I’ratt de

leur donner: ce qui est difficile aux gens d’une grande

naissance. ,{1}

In fulfilment of this principle, Louis chose his ministers

from the middle classes, not the nobility. Colbert (1619-1683) ’in-

tendant des finances’ in 1661, ’surintendant des b~timents’ tn 1664,

’contro’~leur general des finances’ in 1665, ’secretatre d’etat de la

marine’ in 1669, was of a family of wool merchants in i~heirns; ~,ionne

(1611-1671), sent on important diplomatic missions in Italy in 1654,

the German states in 1657, Spain in 1658 and principal French negot-

iator in the peace of the Pyrenees tn 1659, ’secretaire d’~tat aux

~ffaires etrangers’ in 1663, was the son of a ’consetller’ in the

parlement de Grenoble; Louvois (1639 - 1691), ’mintstre de la guerre’

in 1666 was the son of le Tellier (1603-1685), who himself was the son

of a ’conseiller’ in the ’cour des aides’.

The ’conseil d’en haut’ (also known as the ’conseiI secret’ and

’conseil royal’) was made up of the following:-
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1661-1672 (after the death of L[onne)
| , i,

le TelHer
/~[ onn e

Fotlquet (replaced by Colbert in 1661)
Villeroy (there is some doubt as to whether he was

in fact a member)

167Z-1679 (the disgrace of Pomponne)

le Tellier
Colbert

bouvols
Pomponne (dismissed in 1679 but. readmltted in 1691)

,.1679-1683 (the death of Colbert)

le Tellier

Colbert
Louvoi s
Colbert de Croissy (Colbert’s brother)

1683 (after Colbert’s death)

le Tellier

Louvois
Colbert de Cro[ssy
le Peletier

Later members of the ’conse[l’ were:-

1689 Marquis de Seignelay (Colbert’s son) died 1690
1690 Pontchartratn - retired 1714

1691 Duc de ]$¢a~vtllter~- died 1714
1699 Colbert de rorcy (Colbert’s nephew)
1700 Charnillart - dismissed 1709

¯
1708 L~esm~rets (Colbert’s nephew)

1709 Vo}s[n and Villeroy (son of the first Duc de V[lleroy)

At Louts’ death, therefore, the ’conseil d’en haut’ stood as Torcy,

s"
Desmarets, Voysiu and VHleroy.
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It is exceptionally clear from the evidence that ~.ouis, al-

ways Ln attendance at the ’conseil’, not onl] barred leadLng nobility (al-

though tu 1691 Monseigneur and In 1702 the duc de E~ourgogne attendedt1}

but he placed his confidence primarily in the middle classes, and

above all in the Colbert fatally, five of whose members sat on it be-

tween 1661 and 1715.

On first encounter the ’conseil des depeches’ seems to pro-

vide exceptions to JLouis’ ruling, for in 1688 the dauphin was in attend-

ance, and in 1699 the duc ,de Dourgogne and Monsieur.(z) In fact the

reverse is true. The ’conseil’, which consisted of the k[ng)a~4~ his

four
~ s     w

’secretaires d’ etat ,Amet only once a fortnight, and was little

more than a body that fox-really presented domestic matters before

the king, an;! was responsible for the maintenance of documents and

records. In the matter of practical administration, ~ouis preferred

to by-pass the ’conseil’ and deal with the ’secz~eta[res d~etat’ in-

dividually. The importance of the ’conseil des depeches’ was there-

fore comparatively minor, and the occasional presence of prince of

the blood cannot signify that they were in any way taking an effect-

ire hand Ln the gove~’nment of the country.

See ’f~elaT.ioni degli ambasciatori Veneti al ~enato’ in Institutostorico ItalLano per 1.1eta moderna e coutemj~oranea font[ per’ l_a
i i i i L t ,

I *storia d Itaha, no. 11. serie 111, (secolo XVIII), Francia, p. 7
i L .....

11 ae Bo sZisle " Memorres de Saint-Simon, (Paris, 1879-1918),
appendix 1, p.468 ........
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The administrative hub of France was the ’conseil prive

des parties’. It was the most important judicial body in the country,

and was the supreme court of appeal. It was from this body that the

’intendants’ were chosen. To be a ’conseUler d’etat’ was to be at

the pinnacle of the legal profession. Theoretically, members of the

’conseil d’en haut’ and the leading peers of the land had the right of

attendance, but never practised it. In this, the greatest bureaucratic

machine in the country) Louis’ promise was fulfilled and it re-

mained strictly the preserve of the legal classes.

The last of the major ’conseils’ was the ’conseil des

finances’, created in 1661.    A compact unit constl3ting of the king, the

~.,,~,~ j4~,~,~. ’d., t~,,t~.~l~ ,,~ F,’~,~,,~,,~,’,
’chancelier’ ~d the chief of the ’conseil’ it was in brief responsible

for the whole financial organization of the state. It decided the annual

amount to be raised in taxes, determined the ’taille’, and divided it

among the ’g~n~ralit~s’; it assessed the prices of the tax farms, ad-

ministered the royal forests and demesnes, it kept national accounts

and acted as a court of justice on financial affairs. The ’ccnsetl’

was dominated by Colbert {who in 1665 became ’contro~leur " " general

des finances’) acting under the direct control of the ~ing; after Col-

bert’s deathin 1683, he was succeeded by le Peletier (1683-1689),

Pontchartratn (1689-1699), ChamIllart (1699-1708) and Desmarets

(1708-1715). Upon this ’conseil’ no prince of the blood ever sat, and
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it remained constantly under the control of the king.

Even this brief su~’vey sugfices to establish the determination

of LouisI words. Aware that his reputation depended upon his being

effecttve~ not just nominal head of government, he staffed his minis-

tries with men who had no national standing in their own right, but en-

joyed it only insofar as they served the king. Upon him depended their

power, linked to him they ensured theic own reputation, but once

abau:~oned by him they would tumble into obscurity and ignominy. For

them, an independent line of thought and action severed from the royal

will was out of the question. Their very existence depended upon the

skill with which they executed it. With the sole exception of Fouquet,

not once during his personal reign was J_ouis troubled by rebellious

ministers. In the acutely class-conscious society of Louis XIV’s

France the leading ministers and state secreta~’tes had nothing to

offer in terms of pedigree, only in terms of ability and loyalty to the

king~ by whose will alone they were able to exist. Jealous of his

own reputation, Louis thus never permitted it to be rivalled by that

of any member of the government.

Louis understood that ’la gloire’ and the adulation afforded

to his reputation carried a reverse side, usually represented in

hypocritical flattery. His eventual surrenc2er to it has already been
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pointed out,
f

but Ln the Memoires he is wary and suspicious and
| ill i

openly hostile to it. He informs the dauphin how,

f

’j’ai vecu la - 5essus avec rues courtisaus, et

/ I
combien de lois eprouvant leur genie, je les ai

engages a me louer des choses rneme que je croyais

avoLr real faLtes, pour le leur reprocher aussitot

apres, et les accoutumer a ue me point flatter. ’~"

There is a mean streak in LouLs’ character which makes itself app-

arent in this passage, but it Ls subordinate to his fear of flattery

which he could not abide.

What Ls more, as the ernbo~timent of extraordinary powers

and of a reputation envied by all, the king is consequently judged

rnoCe severely than ordinary men. The public eye is constantly

on him, and even the slightest deviation from perfection is magnified

as news spreads. Jealous inferio~ beings seek to desquarnate the

layers of the king’s virtue, and attribute to him even faults of which

he may be innocent. And so he warns his son,

’vous devez conclure, mon fils, qu’un souverain ne

sauratt rnener une vie trop sage et trop [nnocente;

que, pour regner heureusement et glorteusemeut,’

, , i j , ,., i i

See above, p. llZ
Memoires, p. 32

i i      i      .     .
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’ce n’est pas assez de donner ordre aux affaires generales)

Si nous ne reglonsauss[ nos prDpres moeurs; et que le seul

,’% .    ,pmoyen d’etre vra[ment Lndependant et au-dessus du zeste

des hommes est de ne rien faire ni en public, ni en secret,

-" .                    (I)qu’ils puissant Iegttimement censurer. ’

Louis XIV as a prince in the ~=~enaissance mould is an

essential part of the phenomenon of Louis X’IV, king of France. The

dLstLnctive traits of the itenaissance reveal themselves in him, and it

is in scale and grandeur that he surpasses his fifteenth and sixteenth

century Italian counterparts. The i~enaissance, turning from the

medieval theme of man in relation to God (this theme is wczked out

in every medieval cathedral in Europe) concentrated its attention upon

man alone. Shakespeare for example, explored the subtleties of human

psychology, seeing in the mind not a conflict between Good and ~vil

but a reaction between motives which were themselves various shades

of virtue. What is more, he deposed God as a fateful force in the

affairs of men, convinced that it is the relationship between man and

man which explains the movement of life. When Cassius said to

Brutus,

,,, i , ,,,,

(i)

’The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,

But in ourselves, that we are underlings.’

Memoires, pp Z56-7
m, i , , n
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he asserted the essential tenet of ~enaissance thinking, that man

governs his own ways and can be master of his own destiny. The

cult of self-apotheosis indulged by Italian princes of the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries, and fostered by Louis XIV is an outstanding

instance of how this tenet wo~-ked out in practLcal terms. How, in his

mind. he succeeded in reconcLling this with his role as ’le roL

chr~tLen’ is agaLn a matter for the psychologist rather than for the

historian. The fact remains that he did so, and in exploring the

princLples of the regLme, the Renaissance tradition must be placed

alongside tile theory of divine rLght as a factor governing its character.

Seventeenth c~ntur7., c ond~tLons.

So far the balance is heavily on the side of history, but to

correct the equilibrium, the contemporary practical situation within

the kingdom forces the M emoLres out of speculation into hard reality.

Unable to rest permanently upon the ich/llic themes of divine sanction

and self-deification, Louis has to square himself to the conditions

facing him upon his assumption of personal power. As a result of

hLs analysLs, he arrives at the conclusion that so lamentable was the

state of France, that an absolute monarch was the only answer.

Seventeenth century France, with its dismal record of opposition to

the government culminating in the Fronde, that last pathetic attempt
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by the nobility to assert their Ludepeudence, was in such’de’sordre

that Louis saw the panacea only Ln absolutism.

the nature of governrneut.

Conditions dictated

TellLng all this to the dauphin, he presents the situation

as he saw Lt.(1) Both before and after reaching his majority, his

kingdom was threatened by internal and external troubles. At the

head of hls enemies was a prince of the blood,(2) and wtthLn the state,

factions were a menace. The ’parlements’ possessed power which

they had previously usurped frem the crown. The court felt little

fidelity to the kLng, even apparently the most obedient members being

as dangerous as those openly rebellious. In spite of hostile groups,

there stood at the centre of government a clever rninLster(3) who

genuinely cared for x~outs’ interests, but whose ways and thoughts

were inevitably very different from his. Louis dare not cross his

wLll for fear of raising trouble-makers again.

All around he saw his authority flouted and in his famous

. (4)phrase, ’le desordre regnaLt partout.’ The court, for example,

had become alienated frem the control of his will. Its members had

become so used to bargaining with a chief minister that they now felt

(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)

M~rnoLres, pp 1 3-17

The prince de Cond~

Maza r in

M~rnolres, 15
i lltl
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that any matter concerning their welfare was to be decided by them.

They believed they had the right to 3etermine their own affairs. ~2ven

provlncial governors sent to the central g:~vernment demands mixed

with re2j~’oaches and grumbles.

The financial position of the crown was no better, for its

,- n ~ .~revenu~ ~.s utterly exhausted an~:~ royal expenditure had to ,..,.epen,.~

upon credit. At the same time, the ’gens d’affaires’ had an abung-

ance of money and lived in luxury, the product of their financial

swindling.

In addition to its nox-mal short-comings, the church too

was threatened by schism. The new movement was not le.:_i by

obscure theologians but by bishops of high repute, who were able to

leas the multituJe with them. They were men of unquestionable

piety ~g,’Ct, ~t,0,/c~A been placed in the service of the established

church.

When he turns again to the nobility, x, ouis is .;ismayed at

the chaos, for its ranks were filled with people bearing false titles.

Moreover, in the provinces they were nothing more than local

tyrants terrorising the neighbouring populace. 2?hroughout the

whole of the nobility duelling was rife, although Louis confesses that

laws condemning it were partly successful.

(I) The Jansenist controversy
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It was justice, normally the means of reforming other flaws

in society, which itself presented the greatest difficulties, f©r a

number of reasons. Offices were soL~ and filled, but not accord-

ing to merit. Among the personnel of the judges there was little ex-

perience and less judicial knowledge, and the governmental ’ordonn-

ances’ governing their age an~ length of service were ignored. ’~a

chicane’, that is to say the whole corrupt system of justice, was

firmly entrenched by centuries of practice. Finally, anJ worst of all,

there was a vast amount of litigation just for its own sake.

Such then was the state o£ affairs which he inherited in 1661,

I
and when he says that ’le d~sordre regnait partout’ he is thinking on

two levels. He has in mind obviously the ubiquitous corruption which

marred the efficiency of the administration, but he is also thinking of

the collapse of proper relations between the orders of society. The

nobility did not give the king the respect and obedience which was his

due; below the nobility, commoners did not in their turn observe the

exclusiveness which the nobility merited, but loosely a:;opte,:5 titles

and so prostituted the honour of the class as a whole. The rigid

class system which Louis believed to be ordered by God, was in as

chronic a state of disruption as the ac3ministrative organization of

the country. The answer to the problem almost supplies itself; an

absolute monarch.
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perceives again the need fo~" his absolute power. For the time being

war was out of the question for F~’ance’s two great European rivals.

Spain was iu a woeful condition. "Without cash or credit, unable to

make any great effort, occupiecl in a war with rebellious Portugal

and governed by au old, infirm king(Z) whose heir was young and of

doubtful health, Spain desired nothing more than peace. ~veu Austria

was satisfied with peace. The emperor(3) was entangled with the

dissident impe~-ial estates and was not willing to embark upon any

new ventures.

In northern ~urope, the emperorts uncertain vassals, the

electors, lived in defiance of him and some of them were even in

close relationship with France.(4) Sweden had just lost a great king(5)

who was succeeded by a boy, au~:t so it was tied to F~ance. Its re-

cently ~efeated enemy Denmark was equally obsessed with peace,

while ~ngland, with a new king whose inclinations were pro-French

(5)

im    i                   J i    i Ill i I I ill    i .i I l i i ..,,. i II i ....

M~moires, pp 18-20
Pl~ilip IV; he die~ 17 September 1665 an~:~ his tleir became Charles iI

Leopold I (1658-1705)

The League of the Rhine, whose members were the eleUtors of

Troves, Matnz and Cologne, the duke of ~ounswick, the duke of

I~euberg, the lan,~grave of Hesse-Cassel and the king of Sweden
(as duke of Bremen and Verden); it was formed in August 1658

and existed un:~er French p~-otection
Charles X (d. 1660), succeeJed by Cha~’les 2~]
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was occupied with the business of settling a firm government. The

Dutch, too, did no~ want war since they were concerned with main-

taintng their commerce and reducing the power of the house of Orange.

The only anti-French power was the papac¢1}, but it re-

ceived no support from the Italian states. Savoy was governed by

Louis’ aun~Z), Venice was at war with the Turks and needed French

help, while the duke of Tuscan wanted a marriage alliance where-

by his son would marry a French princess of the blood.(4) 3:’he other

Italian states, like Parma, Modena and Mantua were too weak to

oppose Louis.

favour.

The international situation stood undoubtedly in Louis’

¯ (5)
Indeed he claims that it was so inert that he was almost

bound to take advantage of it. But he could not do so until at home

he had made his personal will ’bien absolue’. The domestic state

of affairs demanded absolutism because of chaos and disruption, but

on the level of foreign matters it was the tranquil stability of Europe,

an ideal environment in which to real[se his aspi~-ations, which was

~he justification.

(,)
(z)

C3)

(5)

Pope Alexander VI (1655-1667)

In 1619 Louis XIII’s sister Christine (1606-1663) married Victor
Amadeus i (1587-1637); her son was Charles EmmanuellI (1634-
1675) who was very much under his mother’s influence

Grand Duke Ferdinand II (1610-1670); he succeeded tc the throne
in 16Zl

19 April 1661 Ferdinand’s son, later Cosmo III, mari’ied
~’    l~’ansMarguerite-Louise, daughter" of Gaston Or

M~’moire s,p Z0
_ ,,,u
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How was he, then, to seize effective authority? ~y what

means could he gride through the barracoon of power-swollen ’officiers’,

ambitious nobles and schismatic clergy? How were they to be made

obedient to the king’s will? Louis is in uo doubt as to the answer.

It is found in a programme of seLf-liberation which he sketches, based

upon hard work and a wise choice of advisers.

The kernel of his work is the promise he makes, ’de

travailler regutterernent deux lois par jour, et deux ou trois heures

chaque lois avec diverses persounes,’{l) and this does not include

time spent on irregular matters. Of primary significance here is

his determination to work regularly, not according to the vagaries

of the royal mood. Indeed, laziness revolted him and he could not

even endure to hear mention of kings who wasted time in inactivity.

In this respect he stands in close conjunction with Colbert who also

visualized work as a means of alleviating the economic disorders

which he inherited from Mazarin’s rule. In the famous ’memo[re sur

le commerce’ presented to the first ’conseil de commerce’ on Sun-

day 3 August 1664, Colbert picked on ’l’inapplication du roy et de

son conseil’ as one of the reasons for the critical condition of comm-

erce.(3) i~ouis is determined to avoid the same accusation.

(1) emoires, pp ZI-Z
, ,,|

Ibid., p. 13 I
P. Clement (~d.), ~ettres instructions et memoircs de Colbert,
{Paris, 1861-), ii, p. cclxlx
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The facts of his daily routine, so meticulously ordered,

bear out his promise. It included two sessions with the ’consetls’

and ministers; the first after morning Mass and the second after the

walk, play (usually a comedy) or hunt whLch followed dinner at 1.00

p. m.(1) The ’conseils’ were allotted to certain days according to

a fortnightly plan:-

Sun.

Mon.

Week 1

’conseil d’en haut

I~    ~’~ _
conseil des �~epeches

~un.

Moil.

Week Z

conseil d’en haut

conse[1 d’en haut

Tues. conseil des finances Tues. consei1 des finances

¥]ed. conseil d’en haut ~%,ed. conseil d’en haut

Thur. conseil d’en haut or Thur.. (z)consei1 des depeches

Fri. conseil de conscience Fri.

conseil d’en haut or
conseil des depeches

conseil de conscience

Sat. conseil des finances Sat. conse[l des finances

On fl~e subject of a wise choice of advisers the importance

5~ (31of tile personnel of the ’conseils’ has already been ~-- scussed.
!

x~ouis’ great ministers were in fact bequeathed to him by Mazarin, and

their success in Louis’ personal reign was far mo~e a compliment to

(z)

(3)

For a full survey of his daily routine, see G.

privee de Louis XIV (Paris, 19Z8), chap. 5
There Is some d0ubt about the programme for

was kept free for Louis’ private interviews
See above, Pp IZ0-g

Mongredten, x~a vie
i i

Thuzsday; often it
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Mazarin’s political education of them, than to Louis’ wisdom of choice.

Whether the laurels should rest with Mazarin or Louis is ultimately

unimportant. It is the presence of these brilliant men in the govern-

ment which is of primary concern, and like their master the king, they

were expected to spend many hours in work.

Although it is true that the regime drew upon the medieval

and renaissance worlds, in the last resort it was the product of seven-

teenth century conditions. Disorder within F~’ance and the unpreced-

ented tractability of her neighbours (presenting an equally unpreced-
4

ented opportunity for an energetic king to adopt an ambitious foreign

policy), combined to ::iemand an absolute monarch. :,ouis was right

to argue so. The sixteenth century religious wars in F_’ance had

been the exordium to a hundred years of internal disruption, which

had a disastrous effect upon the development of the country. The

authority of the monarch had been emasculated and the success of

the Dutch in their rebellion against Spain was further encouragement

to fissiparous elements within the kingdom. Insofar as was possible

in his precarious reign, Henry IV had restored monarchical power,

but after hls assassination in 1610, the real conflict had been between

the twc~ successive cardinal-ministers, Richelieu an~5 Mazarin on one

side, and those nobles and ’officiers’ who resented interference from

the government, on the other. T~.,a ’’-- ~ ~ ~ ....... ~:+~’" "~’~’~+~
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ductLon of the sale of offices in 152Z had eventually served to mag-

nify the decline of monarchical power. It meant that the administration

of the country was mortgaged, offices became in effect hereditary,

corruption grew, the success of the holder of an office was measured

not by the effort he put into it but by the money he made out of it. The

’officier’ class expanded, there was an absurd multiplication of offices,

and in the provinces the authority of the king was lost among the in-

finitely complex entanglement of corruption and inefficiency.

~ithin this environment the heavy hamt was called for.

~-hen the alternative seemed to be anarchy, absolutism was supremely

preferable. Louis’ immense popularity among his subjects is evLd-

ence that, far from resenting absolutism they welcomed it. ~qatur-

ally there were always critics, but when Louis asserts that, ’la

r~formatton gtaLt necessatre’, (1) he Ls voicing a populaz" opinion.

With the progression of his reign, his position as absolute king be-

came less effective. The numerous wars in which France was in-

volved between 1661 and 1715, reproduced to a worse degree the

situation of 1661¯ The old maladies of financial corruption, too

severe taxation with too few actual returns, provincial rioting, the

(I) Memotres, p. 39
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hoarding of food, goods and bullion aU reappeared. Had ,,ouis written

his Memoires upon the internal conditions of 1715, he could have

written almost exactly the same as he did about 1061. Dut this is

no comment upon the inherent failure of Louis’ absolutism as a system.

It rather condemns his failure to maintain it. Tempted into a belli-

cose foreign policy by the deceptively pacifist tendencies of the

European powers, Louis subjected his system of domestic government

to a strain out of all proportion to its strength, and eventually brought

it to ruin in consequence. It is ironic that in what he regarded as

difficult, namely the erectiun of an efficient, absolutist frame of

government, he was for a time successful, while in what he felt to be

comparatively easy, the aggrandizement of France at the expense of

debilitated neighbours, he should fail, and set the clock back as he

found it.

Enlighteu, ed de spptism’¯

~ouis* debt to the past in formulating his political creed

is enormous, but the degree to which he in turn stands creditor to

{he future must take its place. Many of the tenets now considered

typical of the eighteenth century are nascent in ~ouis’ thinking, and

this is particularly true of the concept of the benevolent despot. It

invi~lves an interpretation of absolutism in terms different from
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divine right and Renaissance. It means perceiving strau~s in his thought

which a latez age was to develop into a system of government. For

example, the king as effectual head of government, the king as the

reformer of society and the king obedient to the cult of hard work, all

attracted the devotees of enlightened despotism. But it is Louis’ con-

cern for justice, utility au ; the rule of reason which are most ira-

portant. These were to be fundamental to eLghteenth century en-

lightened despotism; they were also instrumental in shaping the great-

est representative of the ’ancieu regime. ’

/
The role of justice in the Memoires is not of outstanding sig-

nificance , but this does not mean that it was unimportant in Louis’

policies.

maintenance of civilization.

,, (1)
reformer tout le reste.

Quite the opposite, for he regarded it as indispensable to the

It was the fozce ’a qut El appartenaLt de

and because in lerance the judicial world

suffered from numerous Jefects, Louis took steps to rectify them. In

1665 the ’conseil de justice’ was formed, comprising ’conse[llers

d’~tat’ and ’maitres des requ~es’, and its purpose was to introduce

order into the confusion of the hundreds of legal codes which were Ln

existence. The ’conseLl’ did not alter the fundamentals of law, but

tackled the problems of procedure. Its findings were put into operation

i
(1) Memoires,_ p. 17
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by a series of ’ordonnances’. In 1667 the ’ordonnance civile’ appeared,

aiming at a simpler process of law, but requiring the consent of the

’parlement de Paris’ and the provincial ’parlements’ before coming

into effect. Three years later, in 1670, the ’ordonnance criminelle’

was ratified, which laid down rules of procedure for the trial of

criminals. Commercial law was considered too, and the ’ordonnance

de commerce’ of 1673 regulari~.ed it, and drew up a system for con-

tracts, accounts and the formation of companies; overseas trade was

dealt with by a special ’ordonnance ¢:~e la marine marchande’ of 1681,

which applied throughout the country and regularized maritime con-

tracts. Concern for the native inhabitants of colonial territory was

expressed by the ’ordonnance des colonies’ of 1685; it specified

their legal position, as well as that of slaves, whom it protected

from ill-treatment; it further established the ~oman Catholic faith

as official.

vVithin these measures, the government revealed its abid-

ing concern for justice. The underlying purpose was to procure

regularity and universality of procedure, for without it the ’d~sordre’

of society was bound to continue. Louis’ approach to justice is above

all practical. He does not afford it the idealistic adulation Df the

benevolent despot. Nevertheless, his unceasing concern for it stands

in anticipation of eighteenth century tendencies.
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The M~moires hint at the relationship between justice and
ii _ i ii i

the king. Many of the abuses of the French judicial classes have al-

ready appeareJ1), and Louis adds to these(Z) the extent to which

courts ignored the king’s will, unless it was specifically expressed

in official edicts. To combat the problem, x.ouis takes action when,

’je leur d~fendis ~toutes en general ... d’en donner

jamais de contraires a ceux de mon conseil ... ; et

leur ordonnai, quand elles croiratent qu’on aurait

blesse l’un ou l’autre, de s’en plaindre a moi, et de

recourir a mon autortte, celle que je leur urals con-

%
fi~e n’~tant que pour fatre justice a rues sujets, et

non pus pour se faire justice elles-memes, qut est

une partte de la souveratnete tellement unte ~ la

couronne et tellement propre au lot seul, qu’elle

ne peut e~re communique a nul autre. ,(3)

Justice resides in the king¯ The courts administer it, but they do not

embody it, nor can they create it. "what is more, Louis cannot

alienate it from himself. He does not develop the theme, simply

stating it as a fact, but it is a principle on which later monarchs

were to operate as well as ~_ouis himself.

(1) See above, p. 1 31
(Z) M~motres, p. 38

i i ii

(3) Ibid., pp 38-9
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On the other hand, while determined to discipline the courts

when they transgressed their authority, Louis has no intention of

committing the same error. When his personal reign began he was

showered with petitions among which was a large number on legal

matters, but in reply to them, ’je ne pouvaLs nL ne devais tirer a

tous moments de la juridLctLon ordtnaire, pour les faLre juger devant

moi. ,(I) It was never part of Louis’ absolutist designs to cross the

terms of reference of any official body or institution. He would de-

fend his own authority ceaselessly, but with just as much enthusiasm,

observe the rights of the law courts. Justice certainly resides in the

king, but he is its guardian, not its capricious master. Indeed, this

is one rebuff to the accusation that Louis was an unrestrained dic-

tator. Absolutist he was, but unrestrained he was not. He is fully

aware of the rights of the courts and is content to recognize them.

It was Jeremy Bentham who was to analyse fully the con-

cept of ’utilLty’ in government, publishing his iPrincLples of m.0rals

and legislation Ln 1 789, and writing ~>eontolc_gy, which appeared in

1834, two years after his death. Occasionally the idea rises in

~ouis’ Memotres. For instance, while complaining of the usurpatLons

of the law courts, he decided that they must be checked, ’par des

raisons de l’utilLt~ publLque. ,(2)

| i , , ,,i ,,,,,

(1) Memotres, p. Z4

(Z) Ibid., p. 38

uLtlite isAnother reference to ’1’ ~-" "



once more connected with the question of justice. Having refused to

accept petitions which ought to go before the law courts, he never-

theless concludes that, ’dans ces choses memes quL para[ssaLeut

sL inutLles, je d~couvraLs de grandes utihtes. Je m’Lnstruisais par

l~’ en d~taL1 de l’~tat de rues peuples; ilst voyaLent que je pensais a’~

eux, et rien ne me gagnaLt tant leur coeur. ,(1) It is an example of

how Louis saw ’I’ " " UtLIite’ in practice. The presentation of petitions,

even though many of them had to be rejected, enabled the king and

hIs subjects to know each other better. Again, he is not concerned
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to develop the theme. It is simply a minor trait in his thought,

susceptible of development in the eighteenth century.

The role of reason within the Memoires is much more
,    , , i

prominent. It helps him to govern along with intuition. One of his

criticisms of the ageing Brtenne(2) was for, ’presumant beaucoup

de soi, et ne pensant d’ordinaire les choses, ni selon mon sens, ni

selon la raison. ,(3) Reason succeeds in modifying some of the

grosser extremities of absolutism into which a belief in intuition

could tempt him, for Lt encourages him to take advice. The king

must never settle great resolutions without consulting, ’tout ce

13)

P
h4emoires, pp Z4 -5

L I

Henri - Auguste de Lom~nie, comte de Brtenne (1595-1666),

’conseHler d’~tat’ ’ma~ti-e des ceremonies’ ’secretatre
d’gtat’

M~emoLres, pp Z9-30
i ii iii
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qu*il y a de plus ~claire, de plus raisonuable et de plus sage parmi

nos sujets. ,(1) ~Louis goes on to enumerate the virtues of listening

to the ’raisonnable’ and the ’sage’. Discussion with a small, trusted

group, leads from topic to topic, and results in profounder decisions

than solitary reflection can. In addition, because the king is set above

hLs people, he cannot know what they are thinking unless he has ad-

visers who are in contact with them, and are able to keep him in-

formed. Besides which, numerous good ideas are produced by comm-

oners, and they must have access to the highest levels of government

via mediatory ministeA’s. Even so,

dans les occasions irnportantes, ils [i.e. advisers]’quand

j,

nous ont rapporte tous les partis et toutes les raisons

contraires, tout ce qu’on fait ailleurs en pare[l cas,

tout ce qu’on fait autrefois et tout ce qu’on peut faiA-e

11 .               % %
aujourd nuL, c’est a nous, rnon fils, a choisir ce qu’il

faut faLre en effet.’(Z)

]Louis is absolute king, but not remote, not ignorant of popula~ senti-

ment, and not stubbornly bulldozing along with his personal i<]eas. He

can be swayed by fruitful advice, and he is receptive to fertile argu-

ments, no matter what their source, but the ultimate decision remains

his.

(1)
(z)

Memoires, pp 33-4
i iii    i     l,,,,

Ibld. , p. 34



ment,

Since Louis is willing to adopt reason as an aid to govern-

the question arises of how this can be reconciled to his ace-
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eptance of mystical inspLration. There appea;’s to be a contra-

diction. Louis does not think so because, ’la sagesse vent qu’en

certaines rencontres on donne beaucoup au hasard; la raison elle -

meme conseille alors de suivre je ne sais quels mouvements ou

instincts aveugles au-dessus de la raison, et qui semblent venir du

Ciel. ,(1)    There is no conflict in his mind between reason and

celestial inspiration. It is reason indeed, which advises him to pay

attention to the inscrutable p ompttngs of heaven. They can lead him

to decisions on matters befouls which rational judgements would be

impossible. Divine instincts are not incompatible with reason, they

are additional to it.

It is Ln this respect that a difference of approach to reason

can be ~_]etected between ~ouLs XIV and a later benevolent despot, the

emperor Joseph II. Joseph was to rule by reason. That is to say he

abolished the Hungarian coronation, recognized the use of only one

language throughout the empire, abolished serfdom, divided the

Austrian dominions into thirteen administrative districts an:] granted

religious toleration, because in doing so he approached a more

Memoires, p. 35
i | Ii r inJ - -
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rational form of government, even though Lt seriously offended histor-

ical tradition and sentiment. The results were disastrous, and

shortly before he died, he had to confess to failure and the imposs-

ibility of rule by reason alone.(1) LouLs XIV, on the other hand, was

much less naive. He dLd not rule by roason, but instead he applied it

to the existing form of government which he thereby sought to make

more efficient. It included many non-rational features, such as the

profusion of legal codes, a chaotic system of taxation, the existence

of an ’officier’ class able to thwart royal financial aspirations, and

a nobility almost utterly useless. Even so, ~ouis made no attempt

to abolish them. Instead, he accepted the system as he found it,

tried to improve Lts efficiency, but worked within Lt. His was not

rule by reason but rule aided by reason.

It Ls tempting to think of Louis XIV’s personal reign as a

complete self-contained unit in French history. Certain inter-

pretations might appear to support such an idea. For example, in

terms of political and military importance, France in 1661 was

equal with the other major powers; but Lt transcribed an arc, as it

were, whose apex in the 1670’s gave it European domination, after

which decline followed, ending in equality once more at the treaty

See A. Hassall, The balance of power (J_oudon, 1908), chap. 13| i ill i
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of Utrecht. On a cultural plane, a mundane first half of the seven-

teenth century might be seen as the prolegomenon to the glories of

the second half, which itself eventually followed a declivous path

ending in 1715 with the death of the king, who had been the unrivalled

patron of the Arts. Z, ven in terms of time, i~ouis’ reign neatly fits

into the seventeenth century and continues into the eighteenth century

just long enough comfortably to contain the war of the Spanish succession.

The temptation must be resisted, because it involves un-

justifie] simplification. Already it is plain that Louis’ reign was a

continuation of certain medieval an,~ renaissance concepts, and now

he stands as the precurso~4 of the benevolent despot.

cannot therefore be isolated from ~uropean history.

His regime

1 September

1715, the ~ay o~ ,xis death, cannot be seen as a full stop; only as a

comma, fo~" the sentence, so to speak, continued. Important as his

reign was in its own right, it is only when the sense in which it intro-

duced further themes into history is given its place, that it is amply

represented.

Limitations to absolutism.

/
’Absolutism’ is the key to understanding the Memoires.

It is approached from various stan~-points, but no matter what line

his thoughts are following, JLouis always conclu:~es that he is un-
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questioned master of France. The different themes within the

Memoires are variations upon this central assumption.
i ii i i ill i i

In spite

~f this, a certain modification calls for recognition, for ~ou[s does

not grant himself licence to do just as he wishes. He is not free to

satisfy every caprice. There are limits even to the king’s will, for

absolutism works within a framework of responsibilities and limit-

ations.

The cultivation of an honourable reputation(1) figures among

them. Since he is always being judged by the public, his conduct

must be irreproachable, and because his deeds will go down in history,

he must pursue policies which can be admired by critical future gen-

erations. This is one of the reasons for the very existence of the

Memolres, for Louis confesses to the dauphin that,

’he doutant pas que les choses assez grandes et assez

constderables ou j’ai eupart, soit au dedans, sort au

dehors de mon royaume, n’exercent un jour diversement

ecrivalns, je ne serai pas fachele genie et la passion des "~ ^

que vous ayez ici de quo[ redresser l’histolre, st elle

vien a ecarter ou a se meprendre, faute de rapporter

ftde~ement ou d’avolr bien penetre mes projets et leurs

motifs. ’(g)

(1) See above, p. 118 ff

(Z) Memolres: p. 1 3
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He possesses absolute authority to cultivate his reputation, not an

inherent reputation which, united wLth his power as king, enables

him to do as he pleases.

Personal weaknesses which compel him to pay attention

to the advice of ministers, again act as a brake upon him. ~,ouLs is

aware that, ’il n’est pas aupouvoir des rois, parce qu’ils sont

hommes et qu’ils out affaire a~ des homrnes, d’atteindre toute la

perfection qu’ils se proposeut, trop ~loiguede notre faiblesse.’(1)

Infallibility is by no means one of the characterLstics of the king, a

factor which moderates absolutism and makes him conscious that,

’c’est une des plus fortes raisons qui a obllg~ de tout

temps les princes ~ tenir aupr~s d’eux des conseLllers,

.... :Fandis que nous sommes dans la puissance, ...

nous devons craindre de manquer, au besoLn, de gens

,(z)
qui sachent nous contredire.

Flatterers Louis would not tolerate , for he expected his advisers

to express a candLd opinion, irrespective of whether it clashed with

the king’s.

Yet another limitatLon appears in that the God, who has

elevated him to his rank in society) and demands the total obedience

(1) Memoires, p. 18
m ,, i i ii --

(2) Ibid., pp ZZg-30
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of his subjects, also judges him. Gonsequentlythe king does not

have a free hand. Responsibilities are as much a part of his vocation

as privileges,

Christian duty.

so that he is absolute only within the limits set by

His duty takes the form of paternalism, the

’soulagement dupeuple’, and he is prnhibited from conduct which

is incompatible with it.

The law, the constitution, and the work which he puts into

the daily routine of government, cGmplete the limitations upon him.

He cannot break the law, he cannot ignore traditional, or con-

stitutional practice, and he cannot lapse into lethargy. Absolutism

is not an invitation to careless self-indulgence. It is a spur to hard

labour and the maintenance of law an~ order.

One of the outstanding lessons of the Memotres is that it
LI    ,,,w

is a coarse generalization to dismiss Louis XIV as an unbridled dic-

tator and nothing more. His unAerstanding of absolutism, stemming

from the medieval i2ea of ~ivine right, the renaissance passion for

’la gloire’ and the compulsive demands of seventeenth century con-

ditions, tempered by a number of important limitations, and intro-

duclng concepts which the eighteenth century woul:5 foster, is not the

inveterate, mulish obstinacy of a block-headed plutocrat. It is more

the subtle sensitivity of the craftsman, aware of the complexity of

his task, alive to the reality of his limitations, occasionally doubting
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his abilLty, yet ultimately confident Ln himself and in the powers on

which he could draw.

The M~emoLres were composed and completed by 1672.
i|    ::: -

They are the product of the glorious first decade of Louis kqV’s

personal reign, when, as a young, ambitious king he exerted all

his multLtudiuous energies and Lmagination into the business of

government. They are marked by the optimism and confidence of

a young man. The rest of the reign is, in a sense, a commentary

upon the Memotres. After all, the regime cannot be judged solely

upon the theoretical aspirations of the king, but must ultimately

stand or fall accordLng to its practical effects. The diaries and

journals of English travellers are one source available to the

historian when he attempts to assess it.
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THE ENGLISH TRAVELLER AND LOUIS XIV.

Few seventeenth century figures displayed a personality so

intensely powerful as did i~ouis XIV. Although he was attended by

courtiers of international repute, and was overlord of some of the

most outstanding notabilities of the century, his own character was

nevertheless mature enough in its own right to command respect

and loyalty. His reputation did not stem only from his position as

king and from the prestige-laden names attached to his court, but

equally from his bearing as a person. Indeed, the characteristics

of the regime as a whole and Louis AIV as an individual, are so closely

related, and at times indistinguishable, that his celebrated phrase

tllj etat, c’est mo[’ takes on much more than only symbolic rneanin8.

In many ways the regime was Louis XIV writ large, or, conversely,

he personified all that the regime tried to nurture in an individual.

To know Louis is to understand the nature of the regime.

The average Englishman never venturing abroad had little

chance to understand Louis XIV, around whose name grew so many

exaggerations, gross inaccuracies and incredible fantasies, as to

obliterate the real person. When he had nothing other than fabric-

ations by which to juctge, the Englishman had as accurate a version

of the French king as the twentieth century inhabitant has who
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gangster film.

only according to the television ’western’ and

Herein lay the unique advantage of the traveller. He could

go to see Louis XIV for himself, and make his judgement upon a

personal eucounter rather than upou a collection of popular, but

untrustworthy rumours. Fortunately the public nature of ~ouis’ life

made him easily accessible. When ~chard Ferrier, for instance,

went to Versailles in May 1687 he ’had the honour to see the Mug,

Monsieur and the dauphiness at dinner with abundance of the nobility

standing round the table’. (1)

tb timep perhaps driving in the

~,ouis could be seen in Paris from time

Cours de la reine , as when ~dwaiod

’in a chariot two other nobles withBrowne saw him on 1 May 1664,

him. The chariot was open before and he drove it himself. ,(Z) Just

a few days earlier Browne had seen the king leaving the Louvre for

Versailles.(3) There were ample opportunities to see the ~[ng, who

refused to hide away, but insisted on seeing and being seen by his

subjects.
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It is his first hand knowledge of Louis XIV which gives the

traveller particular value for the historian. If anybody was in a

position to present a reliable account of the French king, then surely

,     , , , , , , ,, ,, ,

Ferrier, p. Z6

Browne, Observations, f. 80

Ibid., f. 71
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it was he. It is from his journalp diary or letters that an assessment

can be made of the EnglLshman’s reaction to Louis XIV as he really

wasp and not as his image appeared in the insular localitLes of Eng-

land. In an age when too many Englishmen saw the French king

through a yell knit by geographLcal separatLon, too much credLbility

towards rumour, and obdurate political animosity, the traveller had

an outstanding opportunity to remove the veil and reveal the genuine

Louis XIV. Whether or not he made the most of the opportunity is

~:he vital question calling for an answer.

The period 1660-1685.

~,’icst English travellers in France chose to spend a certain

length of time in Paris, during which they usually visited some of

the palaces within reach of the city. VersaLlIes, Saint-Germain,

Saint-Cloud, Marly, ChautLlly and Fontainebleau for example, all lay

high on the list of tourist priorities. The royal court, if not at Paris

was normally to be found at one of the palaces, so that an excursion to see

Versailles, perhaps, might also brLn’g the traveller into contact with

the king and his courtiers. It is natural to expect, therefore, that

Louis XIV, whom many travellers must have seen, shoulc] take a p~’o,n-

tnent place Ln their records. This, the most powerful man of the era,

would seem to demand a focal point of attention.
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It is a remarkable fact that until the mid-1680’s the opposite

is the case. While it is true that /,ouis XIV provides one of the most

fertile lines of study in travellers’ records, it is above all from the

point of view of his authority and influence In the country, and not as

aperson. Whether his physical description or his character is in

question, his appearances as a person in diaries and journals are rare,

until Gilbert lBurnet!s second visit to France in 1685(1) 13urnet’s

account of this visit is the turning point after which ~ouis’ prominence

becomes increasingly marked. Defore this, however, observers such

as Gharles ttertie who was in France in 1660 and 1661, John iqay who

was there in 1665, John Glenche in 1675, Thomas Isham in 1679 and

John Buxton in 1680, each of whom has nothing to say about the person

or personality of Louis XIV, are in the majority.

John Locke is particularly frustrating in this respect. His

diary is a prolific source of information on the condition of France

In the 1670’s, for although its recordings are fragmentary, they touch

upon almost every sphere of French life, with the major exception of

the literary world. When organized and analysed, the contents of the

diary become an eloquent statement on the condition of France. Yet

a biographer of Louis XIV would be foiled if he sought material in

Lock’s journal. .References to the king are limited both in number

and in scope, and while Locke was prepared to take pains to pace out
. - ........ , L , , , i

(1) Burnet had been to France in 1664 as part of a tour which in-
cluded the Low Countries



the size of the InvalLdes, for example(1), or speculate upon the in-

accuracies of ~un barrels(z), he was never inclined to talk about the
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king, describe him at length, or discuss his personality. His diary

makes heavy reading when it concentrates so much on a physical

description of Versailles, Fontainebleau or ChantiUy, yet says little

about the king and his court who, after allp gave life and character to

these architectural monuments.

It was on Z3 June 1677 that Locke caught his first glimpse

of Louts XIV showing off the gardens of Versailles to Madame de

Montespan{3}. A few months later, on Z3 September when Locke went

to Fontainebleau and saw the opera ’Alceste’ performed(4), the king,

queen, t~adanae de Montespan and Marie-J_ouise, daughter of Monsieur

and Henriette d’Anglete~re were in the audience. (5) The next evening

a ball was given and attended by the king an~ queen. These are essen-

tially snapshot references whidh dLvulge little about the king, for while

it is true that tile strict rules of etiquette which prevailed make them-

selves felt in the careful seating arrangements at the performance of

’Alce ste’,where,

(5)

i i i i

Locke,la158
Ibid., pp 196-7
Ibid., )p. 15Z
’Alceste, ou le trLomphe d’Alcide’; an opera consisting of a pro-

logue and five acts with music by i~ully ani libretto by Quinault;
it was first performed in Parts on 19 January 1674
Locke, pp 170-1
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’On the right hand of the king sat fftme Moutespau &, a

little nearer the stage on her right hand, Mademoiselle,

, (i)
the king of England’s neice. On the left hand of the

queen sat Monsieur(Z), & of his left hand, advancing

towards the stage, Madame(3), & so forward towards

the stage other ladies of the court, all on tabourets

except the king & queen, ,(4)

and Louis’ sense of courtesy is displayed when he personally clears the

room for the dancers at the ball on the following evening, in no sense

can these jottings by Locke be regarded as a detailed source upon the

There are only two occasions in his diary when ~ocke ventures

upon more than flimsy remarks on Louis as a person. The first is the

occasion of a review of the ’gards du corps’, the ’mousquetailoes’ and

the ’grenadiers’ at the ’plaine d’Ouilles’ heal~ Saint-Germain on I Feb-

7(5)x~ua ry 167    ¯ Lavish in colour and resplendent in pomp, the parade

displayed some 1,400 ’gards du corps’ dressed in blue unlfo,"ms, with

(i)
(z)
(3)

Marie-Louise (t66Z-1689)
Philippe d’Orl6aus (1640-1701 )

~lizabeth Charlotte de tSayarie (165Z-17ZZ); ’Madame la i~alatine’;
she married the duc d’0rl~ans in 1671, thereby becoming his

second wife
Locke, p. 171

Ibid., pp 185-7
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hats, gloves and decorative ribbons in yellow and blue. The ’mousquet-

aires’, about 400 in number, wore red uniforms with blue cloaks, and

were mounted on black or grey horses, while a squadron of ’grenadiers’

also in red uniforms and blue cloaks, but wearing red hats with fur ear

flaps, completed the muster. The review by the king began between

11.00 a.m. and mid-day. He made them march up and down before

him, and took particular notice of their numbers, their condition, and

that of their horses. Finally the king left his coach and was seen to

be wearing ap

’hat laced about the edge with gold lace & a white feather.

After a while he had been on horseback, it beginning to

changed it for a plain hat that ~ad~ only a blackrain, he

ribbon about it & was, I think, by the 7kudace’a Gordebec.             (1)

The queen towards the latter end came in a coach & 8 horses.

The king led her along the head of all these squadrons, they

being drawn up all in a line 3 deep with little intervals be-

(Z)
tween each squadron’.

After watching more exercises by the troops, ’the king went alone into

his chariot, taking his best hat again and so returned. ,(3)

(i)
(z)
(3)

Caudebec was a famous manufacturer of hats (Locke, p. 186, n. 3)

Ibid., p. 186
Ibid., p. 187



At last Locke has provided an insight into the character of Louis XIV,
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showing his love of grandiose military parades, his meticulous

attention to detail and his enthusiasm for public events which would

demonstrate the panache and grandeur of the regime.

The public nature even of the king’s religious life impressed

itself upon Locke on the second occasion when he is more verbose than

usual, when at the king’s ’levee’ at Saint-Germain on Z8 December 1678,

he felt, ’

’there is nothing so remarkable as his great devotion which

is very exemi)lary, for as soon as ever he Ls dressed, he

goes to his bed’s side where he kneels down to his prayers,

several priests kneeling by him, in which posture he con-

tinues for a pretty while, not beLug disturbed by the noise

& buzz of the rest of the chamber, which is full of people

standing & talking one to another’.

Even though these two examples concern Locke at his most

loquacious on Louis XIV, he is still remarkably restrained. For all

his ardour Ln writing about the impact of the regime upon the provinces,

he never rouses enough enthusiasm to write much about the king him-

self. As with many English travellers, L.ocke’s reaction to Louis
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The only traveller before the 1680s to show any significant

signs of interest in the person of Louis XIV was J~:hn Covel. Since

1670 he had been chaplain to the Levant Company Lu whose service he

had been to Constantinople. During his six years there (1671-1677),

he cultivated considerable skill as an observer by keeping a diary,

(chiefly on archLtectural, scientific and historical matters), by collect-

ing manuscrLpts, books and plants and by undertaking a study of the

Greek Orthodox church. When he came to France in 1678(1) he was

already au experLeuced observer well drilled in the art of a dLarist.

Unfortunately he had little opportunity to display his skills as far as

France is concerned, since his residence there was short. He

entered the country from Geneva on Z4 October 1678, arrived at Paris

on N-~vember 6 and left the capital in January 1679, crossing the channel

on Z0 January.

The brevity of his visit gave him only one opportunity to see

the king at Versailles. He was taking dinner along with,

’the dauphin, with Monsieur on his right hand. At the end

over against them sat ~adam Montpensier all alone ...

on the side opposite to the king at the corner sat Mademoi-

selle{g} the Monsieur’s daughter. Madame was not there.

..... i i ,       t i , j . i i ill _ , , i , | i i ii

Covel was en route for ~ngland after resigning his chaplaincy
and leaving Constantinople in April 1677

Marie-L~uise, mentioned by ~ocke (see above, p. 157, note 1)



’When the king or any one would d rLnk, they bawl out a

boire pour - and his taster, an ordinary clad fellow,

give the king to drink reaching a saltocoppa over the

table with wine and water to him, without any further

,(1)
ceremony to him.
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A noteworthy incident at the meal was the presentation of a petition to

the king by an indigent woman whose husband had been killed in the

,wars, and true to the promises of his Memoire to be open to the
i i i

approaches of his subjects, Louis received the petition with ’abundance

(3)
of sweetness mixed with majesty’. Significant as the occasion is

as a glimpse at Louis’ theories in operatLon, it marks the quick per-

ception of Covel’s powers of observation, which unfortunately ~:~[d not

have chance to move into top gear. After watchLng a stag-hunt later

in the day, he left the court party, never seeing Louis again.

Possessed of the capacity to make a rich contribution to the English

view on the person of Louis XIV, Covel was deprived of the opportunity.

The years 1660 to 1685 are an arid period, in whichno ~ng-

lish traveller’s comments on the person of Louis XIV rose above a

dull mediocrity. Meanwhile political rivalry between ~ngland and

(z)
(3)

’The travels of Dr. John Covel’(t~. M. Add. MS. Z2914), ff. 89-
89v (hereafter cited as Covel)

M~moires, p. Z2
_ ii .. u L

Covel, f. 89v



France had engendered in the i~nglish an acute animosity towards the

French king, whose power Ln France had swollen to huge proportions.

Did these factors provoke in J~ngllsh travellers a corresponding in-

terest in him?

The period 1685-1715.

In general terms the outstanding impression which Louis XIV

made on visiting Englishmen was one of superb majesty and dignity

of bearing. James Preston, an English student at the celebrated

catholic seminary at !:ouat, who was in France Ln 1710 and had

visited the northern frontier to see the fortifications(1) is a case in

point. He held certain preconceived ideas about the king, which were

founded on the notion that he was of a’barbarous and cruel nature’. (Z)

Dut these ideas were reversed when at Versailles he saw ~ou~ for

himself. He struck Preston as having ’one of the most cozening

countenances in Christendom’, and bearing Ln mind his reputation as

a war-monger, Preston could not understand how such a bellicose

spirit, ’could inhabit a body graced with a metn and presence so

lovely and full of attraction: his person and gesture seems so very

obliging, and wanted nothing to speak him majestic and pleasant. ,(3)

(3)

,, ¯ ............ , L J _                     ,     . , F , ,

f

Preston visited Arras, Cambrat, Bapaume, Bethune, Atre,

Saint Venant, Peronne and Amiens

J. Preston, Mdmoirs of the present condition of France ...
, J , i H ,,

in the year 1710’ ( £~ondon, 1711)p 35 (hereafier cited as Preston)

Ibid., p. 35
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Preston was fortunate to see Louis dining in public at Versailles with

the dauphin and duchess de Bourgogne, (1) when the king, in spite of

his seventy-two years ’had youthful expressions enough to entertain

his grand-daughter with, which he did with an air of gaiety’. (Z)

Other travellers bear witness to these qualities in i..ou[s XIV,

A schoolmaster from Dulwtch College in London, James Hume, spent

a short time in France in 1714(3) aneW, hoping to see the French king,

travelled to Marly on Z7 April tc do so. As only courtiers and their

friends were permitted entrance, Hurne had to wait at the gates hoping

that the king would put in an appearance, as indeed he did, passing

very close to Hume who could thus describe him as,

’dressed in a sad coloured camlet suit trimmed with gold,

with a white feather in his hat. Some of the prints we have

of him resemble him very much, only his cheeks are a

little fallen in by reason of his loss of teeth; though he

inclines to corpulency and begins to stoop under the burden

of his years, yet he is still hearty and vigorous for a man

of seventy odd, and retains much of that majestic mien for

which he has been so celebrated’.(4)

Marie Adelaide de SavoiZ (1685-1712);
Bourgogne in 1696
Preston, p. 36

she married the duc de

Hume left London on 27 March 1714 and ar~:ived back on 7 May

Young, p. 369
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Fourteen years previously the author of A view of Pari~ saw in

Louis XIV the attributes of the ideal prince, and pictured him as a

’person . .. tall, and well proportioned; his port majestic; his

looks fiercely noble; and his eyes quick an@ piercing’. (1)

These three examples from the years 1700, 1710 and 1714 ex-

pose a remarkable feature of Louis XIV0 namely the consistency of

his regal conduct. Only seventeen months before his death when Hume

saw him, the ability to command admiration was as powerful as ever.

The essence of such ability is to be found partly in Louis’ own person-

ality, but also within the ideal of ’honnetete’; in Louis XIV it was

epitomized. It is one of the most prominent explanations for his

popularity in France, for he embodied the manifold subtleties of

character and conduct which were the outward manifestation of that

inner condition. Or to put it another way, he had fulfilled the ideal

to which every cultured Frenchman aspired. He was the perfect

Frenchman. When English travellers marvel at the dignity, charm

and majesty of Louis XIV, they are unwittingly paying tribute to the

concept which lay behind it, ’honn~tet~’.

On more particular elements in Louis XIV’s character, the

writings of English travellers again afford certain insights. Re-

II    I . III1~ II k ,1111111 i ] i i jjl ii j i Li I I Ill I J I III _ tl I I I I I II

view of Paris p 77
I I~ J II] ill ] I I I I I L ~
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ligious and political loyalties could influence their understanding of

him, but they nevertheless clarify to varying degrees the exceedingly

complex character of that enigmatic man.

He was never an easy person to fathom, since while on the one

hand he insisted upon the honour and formal respect due to him as

king, he was occasionally prepared to descend from regal isolation

and chat with people almost as equal,~. It was this side of the king

which delighted le N3tre(1), who described to Martin Lister in 1~98

some of the visits which Louis u~ed to make to him Now in his

eighty-fifth yea~B), universally recognized as the unequalled master

of garden design, le N~tre spent his retirement enjoying his copious

collection of paintings, porcelain, statue~, busts, ~tamps and medals.

The king would visit him from time to time, when formality was

abandoned and they conversed quite freely, a favourite pastime being

to inspect le N~tre’s collection of medals; the old man delighted

specifically to show Louis any that were struck in derision of him.

Considering the severity with which the king’s honour was preserved,

it is a tribute to his good humour that he allowed an old man gleefully

to deflate it.

(z)
(3)

In fact le N~tre frequently spoke to Lister of Louis’

. iu J ii    an _ ill i ii i i lul i |l H i              I          ii i i i i r i i i i i

Andre le N~tre (1613-1700); the gardens at Vaux-le-Vicomte,

Clagny, Saint-Cloud, ChantiUy, the Tuileries and Versailles rank
among his fine st works

Lister, pp 37-8

Lister incorrectly put his age at 89 years (p. 36)
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provocations which would have stung lesser men into rage. Le

N~tre’s words were echoed by members of the king’s entourage

with whom Lister spoke at Marly.(1) Praising his candid, open con-

versation and his acces~bility to all who sought him, they too bore wit-

ness to his tolerant and gracious humour.

The king’s self-control is the essence of a poem reputedly Louis’

reply to a poetical accustion from Madame de Montespan that hiz love

for her was withering. In his repl~2) he protests,

’J’ai le coeur belle Iris aussi constant que tendre

Ce que j’ai droit d’aimer, je l’aimerai toujours
Mais d~s que mon devoir condamne rues amours

¯ s ~ ° .
De ma fldelite l’on ne dolt rlen attendre.

L’honneur a des raisons qu’un prince dolt entendre

Quoi que de ses plaisirs elle coupe le cour~
J’immole ace tyran le reste de rues jours
Par un effort sur moi, que je ne puis cornprendre.

Je renonce a l’amour qui ternit n~es vertus
N’allgguez point ces lois que je ~e cormais plus
Ma gloire a des appas qui triomphent des v~tres.

Apr~s tout belle Iris, ne savez vous pas bien
Qu’un h~ros dont le coeur est grand comme le mien

Donne a l’amour des lois, que l’amour donne a des autre-~.’

Lister, p. 213
Several versions of Mine de Montespan’s poem (including Louis’

reply) exist; Locke records it in his journal (Locke, p. 122), and
the version quoted here is from the Sloane MS. 2885, f. 46; a third

version is found in duc de la Force, Louis XIV et sa cour (Paris,
nl i i i~[ J i    J     _

1956) p. 246; he attributes it to May 1667, and says that it was a
reply to Mlle de la Valli~re
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This poem is an important statement of Louis’ obedience to the rigorous

demand~ of duty, honour and glory, in defiance of his passion for

Madame de Monte span. His Memoires have already developed the

theme of his ardent pursuit of ’la gloire’, so that when he felt it to bd

in conflict with his love, then love had to give way.

This expression of self-control should again be lnterpreteo in

terms of ’honnetete’° Within that concept, excessive passion of any

kind was prohibited, an over-exuberant display of joy being as re-

prehensible as vociferous misery and lamentation. The passions should

be held strictly in control. This applied in particular to love, a de-

ceptive emotion containing elements of destruction, which for that

reason should not be permitted to subjugate the intellect. The conflict

between unrestrained, cataclysmic love and salutary reason or duty,

is a favourite theme in seventeenth century French literature, Racine’~

Ph~dre and Madame de Lafayette’s Princess de_, ,~Cl~ves,,,        , being two ira-

portant examples. By controlling hi~ love through devotion to duty and

honour, Louis is set firmly within the tradition of ’honnetete’, the most

elevated philosophy of life known to the seventeenth century.

Again on the theme of Louis XIV as the self-controlled ’honn~te

homme’ James Preston is once more the source. Already it has been

stated(1) how at the dinner which Preston witne~ sed at Versailles, Loui~-~

(1) See above, p. 163
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was full of bright conversation, but even so Preston suspected all was

not well. Louis looked uneasy, occasionally flushed, and after dinner

hurried to Madame de Maintenon’s apartments, which, according to

ry.()Preston, Louis only did when his plans had gone aw The first

inkling of the trouble was a rumour that bad news had come from

iUxelles(2) and Poligna~3) in the Netherlands, but Preston only discovered

the truth later at Saint-Germain: the duke of Marlborough and the prince

of Savoy were mustering troops for a possible siege of Douai.(4) That

is in fact what occurred. Troops were concentrated at Tournai in April

f
1710, and after crossing the lines of Bassee, Marlborough opened the

siege of Douai on 5 May, the town capitulating on 26 June. Victory at

Douai was a prelude to further allied successes at three of the towns

which Preston had visited on his tour of the northern frontier: Bethune,

(3)

Preston, p. 37
Nicolas du BI~, marquis d’Uxelles (1652-1730); he followed a

military career, fighting in the Dutch War (1672-1678) and later
in Luxembourg and Germany; in 1710 he was appointed a pleni-

potentiary to discussions with the allies at Oertruydenburg; he
also attended the negotiations at Utrecht in 17] 3
Melchior de Polignac (166J-!742); an ecclesiastic whose skill
as a negotiator enabled him successfully to account to the papacy
for the four Gall/can articles of 1682; in 1695 he was appointed

ambassador to Poland and in 1710 was at the Gertruydenburg
negotiations with Uxelles
Preston, p. 38
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which fell on Z8 August, Satnt-Venant, which surrendered on 29 Sept-

ember, and Aire, whlch was taken on IZ November. These subsequent

events reveal the gravity of the warning which Louis had received.

Even so, and this is the significant fact, ~ouis’ conduct at table had

maintained its impeccably high standard. His conversation still

rippled blithely and he had still been at the centre of a gay and delight-

fully enjoyable dinner. Apart from the minor lapses which the per-

spicacious eye of Preston had caught, Louis betrayed no signs of

the military crisis which confronted him.

Louis’ self-control, which was not to be shaken by old age,

rudeness, the disruptive surge of love, or impending disaster in war,

is a strain in his character prominent in the minis of ~nglish travellers.

But it is remarkable that none of them links it with the greater question

A
of ’honnetete’, but remain content to accept it simply as one of the

praiseworthy facets of Louis’ personality. The clue which Lister

failed to perceive was the very number of people with whom he spoke

who dwelt upon Louis’ self-control. A shrewder mind might have

wondered why this particular quality should be stressed so much,

and in so questioning have realized that it was the expression of a

deeply founded inner condition beyond the mere accident of person-

ality. Like so many English travellers, Lister was insufficiently

understanding. This happened too many times when ~nglishmen were
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confronted with a phenomenon whose meaning was not easily corn-

prehensible. They were usually unable to pierce profoundly enough

into the French mind or way of life, remaining on the level of super-

ficialities. The question of Louis’ self-control is but one example.

Others will appear.

Indeed, the anonymous author of A view of Paris is very

much within this tradition. Launching into a gushing panegyric upon

Louis XIV(1) he admires his physical appearance and praises his

education, which did not waste time on the usual, prosaic studies of

classical authors, but concentrated on men and their ways, and the

study of the arts of government. Louis, says the author, soon learnt

that the best way to enhance the glory of his nation was to patronize

men of talent of all kinds, conversing with them himself and so ira-

proving his own education. His judgement,understanding and memory

were of the highest order, and he was able to speak intelligently on

numerous topics. In council he was distinguished by his sagacity and

dignity, and decisions wece always his own. Enjoying praise, he

never allowed flatterers to dominate him, and he granted favours on

merit alone.

The passage is astonishing for the time at which it was writter~

| i i i i u i ¯

A view of Paris, p. 78
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in the first decade of the eighteenth century, when Louis’ name was

anathema in England. At a time when most of the literature on France

had degenerated into third rate, hack anti-French vitriol(1) a passage

like this is extraordinary. How far is it to be trusted?

AS for Louis’ education(Z), many contemporaries regarded it

as grossly inadequate.(3) if that is true, then it was not for the want

of trying. Owing to the Lnfluence of his mother, he was rigorously

trained Ln the doctrine and practices of the catholic church, ani his

moral outlook was formed by studying Hazdouin de Pe/re~ixe’s

.Instituti9 principis, a treatise written specially for him, examining

the duties of a king towards his subjects, stressing the four virtues of

prudence, justice, temperance and strength. On a more academic

- - (4)
level, iOerefixe was responsible for teaching ~atin to the king, and

(z)

(3)

The French King proved a bastard (~ondon, 1691); ~ngland
. J

triumphant, or the iqing of ]~rance in a violent passion (London,

1708); The F’rench tyrant, or the ’r,o)ral slave (London, 1702),
i                                                      i

are examples of the kind of literature in circulation
J

See H. Druon, HistoLre de l’educatton des princes,dans la

maison des Bourbons de France (Z vols, Paris, 1897)
h4~,no[res de Saint-Simon, ed. A. de Doislisle, xxviii, pp 25-8;

sy , "" " a l’histoire de i~ouis ilV’abb~ de Choi , lvlemotres pour servir " $
J s s

in A. Petitot at iVionmerque, Collection des memoires relatifs " a

l’histoire de France (~aris, 1827), Ixiii, pp 172-
. , r .

it’was with little success, since in later life Louis had to study it

again in order to read the acts of the pontifical chancellery; see

/~. ~avisse, Histoire de France depuis les origines jusqu’~ la
r zvolutton (Paris, 1 900-i91 I), vii (i), p. 123
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each evening before sleep, Louis had to listen to several pages of

M~zeray’s Histoire de France. The importance which was

attached to the young king’s education impressed a contemporary,

la Porte, who was certain that as Louis grew older, more and more

stress was laid on it. La Porte himself witnessed several of Louis’

lessons, and insists that every effort was made to educate him thor-

oughly. (Z)

Nevertheless, Louis was not a highly educated person in the

conventional sense. The royal court was frequently on the move, so

that by 1648 i~ouis had lived at several places in Picardy, and had

been to 1Normand~,~c~ltat~d~ and Guienne.(3) He was thereby denied

the settled surroundings and time-table necessary for a well-run

education. Again, his god-father, MaT.arin, disapproved of too much

i

book-learning, but rather delighted in the boy’s inquisitve nature in

government councils.(4) Mazarin made it a deliberate policy to take

Louis into councils and accustom him to important occasions, so that

on only his seventh birthday he held a ’lit de justice’ and witnessed

the registration of ’ordonnances’ on finance.(5)

/                                                                              , p. 99(I) H, Carte, The ea(!y,IEfe of Louis ]CIV (London, 1951).
(a) ’M~moires de P. de la Porte’, in Petitot et Monmerque, op. ctt.,

lix, p. 414
(3) Carrg, op. cit., p. 100

(4) i~a Porte, pp 413,419
(5) Carte, op. cit., pp 3Z-3
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It was this aspect of Louis’ education which, as the author

of A view of Paris testifies, was the most fruitful. Yvhen Louis
I , l

~S~h,-L~i)ersonal power in 1661, he was able to do so because he al-

ready had practical experience in affairs of government. He was no

naive, starry-eyed novice thrilled at the prospect of being master,

but nescient of the difficulties involved. On the contrary, he was

extremely alert to the problems he faced, and already had experience

in tackling them.

The question of Louis’ position as patron of the arts and

sciences, which the writer of

cussed in more detail later(1)

A view of Paris stresses, is dis-

but certain comments must be made

here. ]Behind the various academies which were founded or grew to

maturity during J-ouis’ personal reign, lay an educational purpose.

Young men of outstanding talent would be trained in their particular

discipline, and through the exercise of their cultivated ability, the

prestige of France would be enhanced. Art for art’s sake has no

place herel it is art for the sake of the state. Cultural domination

of Europe was just as important to Louis as political supremacy,

and for the arts to glorify the state they must glorify him. Hence

his personal interest in encouraging French culture.

,, , , i , , ,, , -- -- ’ "",

(I) See below, pp 363-73
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The author’s claim that Louis frequently had contact with the

great intellectual and creative men of his day can be substantiated.

i~acine aucl Doileau wex-e employed as ’historiographes royaux’,

/ J
while MOl[e~re, Bossuet and Feuelou (who was ’precepteur’ to the duc

de Dourgogne) all knew him. Lully saw the royal court as the main

audience for his work, while le Vau and Hardouin - Mansart, prominent

in the creation of Versailles, were known by the king. Of scientists,

the astronomer Cassini records in his note books a visit to Versailles

on 28 December 1684, to give Louis details on an eclipse of the moon.
(1)

Louis was never short of men of genius with whom to talk, which more

than made up for the flaws in his education as a boy.

Continuing the encomium, the author assesses the decisions

taken in council as i~ouis’ own, although the result of deliberation and

advice. This is almost an exact repetition of the aspirations exp::-essed

by Louis himself in his Me/moires.    It is an attribute of which Span-
i    ii

heim spoke(L)t saw debilitated by J~ouis’s failure to make best use of

(3)the decisions if he suspected that they detracted from his honour.

Louis’ insistence on personal control of council decisions was in

(3)

(1) I3ibliothbque de l’Observatoire de Paris, MS. D3(Z), entry for

28 December 1684
(z) ,~echi~l Spanheim, ~elation de la cour de France en 1690 ed.

C. Scheffer (Paris,-1882)o p’Z ..............

Ibid., p. 8
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reality a severe drawback, for the machinery of government was too

ponderous for any one man to run. Speed was sacrificed to ,~ouis’

desire for personal authority for without his consent no series of

decisions could be enacted. Herein was the weakness of the system,

not that it was difficult to come to a decision, but that serious delay

was incurred in implementing it. Of this factor the author of .A

view of Paris takes no account.
u,, ,

Finally, while recognizing Louis’ pleasure at being the

subject of praise, the writer is glad to note that he never alloweJ

flatterers to gain a hold over him. On this issue his opinion is

highly debatable. That petulant critic of the regime, Saint-Simon,

thought Louis all too susceptible to cant prais    , and went so far

as to attribute the catastrophic wars in the Netherlau.ls to the king’s

pride, which was shamefully used by i_ouvois who knew how tG manip-

ulate it to his own despicable ends. Again, during his visit to France

in 1685, Gilbert t~urnet discusseJ(Z) the character of ~ouis XIV with

the marechal de Schomber 3) who, among other things accused the

king of immunity to any approach save ~;~ownright flattery. A much

(1) Me~moi’re’s ’;de saint-simon; xxviii, pp 50-3

(Z) H.C. Foxcroft, Supplement to. t~.ul:n.et.’.s histo~.-y of my ow,n time
(Oxford, 190Z), pp ZZ7-8 (hereafter cited as Foxcroft)

(3) Fr~d~ric-Armand de Schomberg (1615-1690); his family orig-

inated in the Palatinate and he fi~,’st came to France in 1650; he
was naturalized in 1668; as a pr=~testant he objected to aLouis

XIY’s religious policy and for that reason left France in 1686
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could not avoid the conclusion

that the stage arrived in Louis XIV’s life when he took at face value

the flattery which was projected endlessly at him, although Duclos

was prepared to excuse him on the grounds that no man could be ex-

pected tG resist the evil seductions of an endless barrage of servility,

adulation, eulogy and flattery.(z) At the root of the difficulty of

assessing x~ouis’ conduct in the face of flattery, is the fact of the

changes in his charadmr between 1660 and 1715. His Me’moires have

already shown him sensitive to the invidious effects of hypocritical

praise{3),- but by 1700 the evidence above suggests that several

observers felt his sensitivity to be numb.

Apart from the particular comments that have been made on

the author’s views, a general assessment must deny him the rank of

an important source on the king. His excessively laudatory tone,

coupled with the absence of recognition of deficiencies in ~ouis, show

the author to be too easily satisfied with an extreme, superficial

position, so that accuracy was sacrificed to adulation. From Louis’

(3)

i ill ii .                i i ill i ii i i i i i i illll i                Ill I    II I

Charles Pinot Duclos (1704-177g); in 1750 he succeeded Voltaire

as ’historiographe de France’; in addition he was a member of the

’Acad6mie Fran~aise’ and the ’Acadernie des Inscriptions et
t3 elle s - lettr e s ’

’Memotres secrets sur les regnes de Louis XIV et de Louis XV’,
in Petitot et Monmerque, op. cit., lxxvi, pp 191-Z

See above, p. lZ6
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point of view it is of considerable moment that even at this stage in his

caree~ he could evoke homage in a visiting Englishman, but from the

travellerts, it is a sign of an uncritical mind, unwilling to see flaws

in the perfect image.

The author of A vtew.Pf i~aris may have been an absolute

admirer of Louis XIV, but other travellers were not. An examination

of their writings soon reveals aspects in which the French king’s

character left much to be desired. Animadversion of Louis has al-

ready appeared through Gilbert i~urnetls conversation with the

mar~chal de Schomberg, and that conversation can be recounted in

fuller detail. To DurnetWs surprise, F homberg scathiugly dismissed

the king as ignorant, impervious to any approach save flattery, woe-

~ully puny in knowledge of military strategy and, above all, paralyzed

by caution. Louis’ idolatrous devotion to his reputation petrified his

thinking and his policy, so that he shied away from large-scale schemes

involving an element of risk, in favour of unambitious, petty projects

by whose success he intended to prop up his reputation. In Burnetls

own words, Ithe chief maxim he has is to put nothing to hazard. !(1)

For all his abundant dignity and charm, there was too a streak

, ,,L~

(1) Foxc roft, p. ZZ8
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of meanness in Louis. He blatantly pa~-aded his m~,stresses before his

w f (I), and he could heartlessly ignore peoples’ feelings. Iu Sept-

ember 1714, for instance, Matthew Prior(z) saw Louis speaking to

the duchesse de k]erry, who was in mourning for her husband who had

(3)
died in the previous May. Taking no regard for her condition, the

king’s conversation was exactly the same as when the duc de ]~erry

had been alive. Another embassy official, VCilliarn Perwich, noted in

January 1670 Louis’ meanness, when, afterti~e queen had won a large

sum of money at cards, pettily grumbled at he~ not to spend it rashly.(4)

These references are brief, but they serve to illustrate a side to L, ouis’

character" ignored by the admirer le N*otre an.~ the author of A_.view of

Paris.

On a much deeper plane, there are definite signs of the vanity

,,;hich was an inevitable product of the incessant blandishments lavished

upon him. Prioz’, whose acrir,~ony towards Louis XIV could at times

descend to violent abuse, wrote to Albernarle in his brilliantly sarcastic

style,

(z)

(3)
(4)

John Locke saw Louis, the queen and Mine de Moutespan together’

in a coach (Locke, p. 187)
Matthew Prior (1664-17hl); he had a political as well as literary

career, holding posts iu preliminaries for peace

The duc de Betty died 11 May 1714 after a hunting accident
M. Beryl Cur,’an (ed.), The despatches of William Pe~-w[ch,

~n~lish a.eut i-:Paris 1669-167~ , ’: .... ~~.a.,~~-~0� (~-~,--~=,~__,v,I

3,) ¢,i64
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P

’le roi a beaucoup de sante pour un homme de soL.ante ans,

/
et plus de vauite qu’une fille de seize.

%
On n’a qu’a volt sa

maison pour en mepriser souverainement le maitre: bas-

/
teller, fresco, tableaux, tout represente J,ouis le G:and,

o% .%et cela d’une mantere st grosstere que le Czar y trouverait

a redLre. I1 ne sauroit cracher dansaucun coin de ses

appartements sans voir sa propre figure ou celle de son

lieutenant le Soletl, et sans se trouver Heros et Demtdieu

en pe[nture. ,(I)

Again, when Louis was once showing the gardens of Versailles to Port-

land, the English ambassador, he boasted that he had invented every-

thing and put it in order, drawn up the plans, and corrected the

architects when they went wrong. Recording the incident, Prior re-

marks in a typically petulant way that, ’a force de dire ceci souvent

sans avoir ete contredit, a la fin je pense qu’elle . e. sa majest

%
commence ale croire. ,(Z)

There is a sense in which Louis did create Versailles. The

philosophy of the reign demanded a palace fit for him to dwell in. If

(1)

(z)

Prior to Albemarle, 1 March 1698 (H. M. C., Bath MSS. tit (prior ¯    r, L--

Papers) p. 195

Prior to Albemarle, Z3 April 3 May 1698 (ibid., p. ZlZ)
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he was to be the greatest monarch in ~urope, France the most

powerful state, and French culture supreme, then a focal point was

demanded which would both embody and proclaim the whole. Ver-

sailles did just that. But it is doubtful If Louis had this in mind

when he spoke to Portland, and Prior was in no doubt that it was just

so much fanfaronade, one more instance of Louis’ colossal vanity.

Of even more portent than the vanity which gripped Louis,

are the signs of his mounting weariness with Versailles and all that

it stood for. Insofar as they perceived this, English travellers had

hit upon an issue of immense significance.

VVith the growth of the influence of Mine de Mainteuon,

particularly after the death of the queen in 1683, there was a cortes-

ponding decline in the gaiety of life at Versailles. Urged on by Bossuet,

J
Fenelou and Godet her spiritual adviser, she invoked in the king a

deep concern for his religious faith. He became increasingly pious,

and the atmosphere of court increasingly saturnine. The days of

resplendent balls, exotic festivities, ballets, operas and plays re-

tired in favour of sanctimonious piety, moral fervour and staunch

religious orthodoxy.

Salutary as this may have been for Louis’ spiritual welfare,

it did not suit his corporeal tastes. Thex~e are abundant signs of his

desire to escape. Martin ~ister was in no doubt that ’the king seems
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(1)
not to 1Lke Versailles so well as he did’. He no longer joined Ln

that courtly pastime, card games, but was content just to set and

watch.(2) His departures from Versailles were increasingly frequent

and lengthy, and by 1698 he left it every Tuesday evening, not re-

turning until the following Saturday, and sometimes not even for ten

(3)
or fourteen days.

Marly, Meudou, the Trianon and Fontainebleau were his

favourite retreats. For one thing they released him from the exacting

role of ’le roe soleil’. The strict etiquette of Versailles was sus-

peuded, su that when he met the king at Fontainebleau and bowed to

hem, the author of .A view of ParEs was quietly informed that Lt was

neither necessary nor desired there.(4) Etiquette hung in abeyance

at Marly too.(5) Designed by Hardouiu- Massart, it was deliberately

conceived as a pleasure retreat, consisting of a central block for the

king, from which projected two lines of smaller pavilions to house

the courtiers.

It was also at these retreats, and not at Versailles, that many

of the court festivities were held. In 1713 it was at Fontainebleau

fl~at the court spent its time ’in huntings, comedies, feasts and all

Lister, p.221

Ibid. , p. 222

Ibid., p. 223
A view of Paris, p.63
For an account of life at Marly see V~. H. Lewis,

century (i.ondon, 1953), pp73 ff

The splendid
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again permitted i~ouis ’hunting, shooting or walking every day and

at night eating with a great appetite and an easy mind. ,(g) At

Marly, masked balls were exceedingly popular(3} and when Portland

wanted to see Louis In February 1698, he had to travel to Meudon

to find him.(4)

All this evidence points, not to a king who had become dull

and uninterested in the gay life, but to one who was weary with Ver-

sailles, and was trying to transfer its more attractive aspects else-

where. How should this weariness be interpreted? On one level,

Prior saw it as a manifestation of the king’s ill health, which those

(5)
around him were trying to hide. Again, it is possible to claim

simply that the king wanted a change from a long-established routine

at Versailles. ]~oth of these views are too shallow, and the real

explanation goes far deeper.

In earlier, more dynamic days like the 1660’s and 1670’s,

when the regime ambitiously cultivated its reputation and inspired

French arts and sciences to overhaul the Italian supremacy, and

(z)
(3)

L.G. Wtckham ~egg, Matthew prior; a Study of his public
career and correspondence (Cambridge, 1921 ), p. 191
Prior tolBoliugbroke, 11 September 1714 (Ibid., p. 191)

Prior to Portland, 16 February 1699 (H.M.C. Bath MSS.,

p. 315)
Prior to James Vernon, Z2 February 1698 (Ibid., p. 193)
Prior to Pembroke, 20 October 1698 (Ibid., p.277)
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when Louis hLmself, the gay man of action, the epitome of the iRe-

naLssance prince, the ideal ’honn~te homme’, enjoyed honour and

adulatLon, the routine of ILfe at VersaLlles had a meaning. It demon-

strated the glory and power of F~’ance and Lts king. When French

armies were the fLnest in Europe, so that only ¢oa~l’b~’a,~$ could check

them, and when French fashions and manners equally overawed an

admiring continental audLence, Lt was natural that the life of the kLng

should be a fittLng accompaniment. Consequently an ordered, reg-

ular routine evolved, exotic and sumptuous, which suLtably expounded

before Europe the story of the splendour of the regime.

At the end of the reign, however, conditions had changed

drastically. French armies had been heavily defeated in the war of

the Spanish succession, and only a series of unexi)ected victories in

(z)
its closing stages aided by the cynical double dealing of the

EnglLsh toward their allies (resulting in a lack of concerted allLed

policy at the peace negotiations), allowed French politLcans to pro-

cure reasonably honourabLe terms by the treaty of Utrecht. Milit-

ary catastrophe was paralleled by an appalling financial situation.

i L, , L ~ r    IH F . i I        I llll | ii ii It, I mllll I Jl II ImIHLllJl lit I I

(1) See ~.ndr~Maurois, Louis XIV ~ Versailles (Paris, 1955)
........... dg(2) In July 1712 VLllars took the br[ e at Denain and went on to

destroy the allied lines between the Scheldt and Scarpe, and to
take the magazLne at Marcjiennes; in September, L-)ouai, Ques-

noy and BouchaLn fell; further French successes came in 1713
wLth the capture of Speyer, MannheLm, Strasbourg (in Sept-
ember) and Freiburg (In October)
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The war budgets escalated from 38,000,000 livres in 1683 to

100,000,000 Iivres In 1706. In that year the public deficit stood at

750,000,000 Iivres and by 1715 had mounted to I, 103,000,000 IIvres.

At the tlme of the peace of Utrecht, the public debt stood at

Z, 936,000,000 livres, the equivalent of eighteen years’ revenue. On

a percentage bases, between 1683 and 1715 state revenue declined by

379, expenses increased by 189, and the public debt by the phen-

(1)
omenal figure of 415~.     It was so colossal that the interest alone

consumed the state income. As for the reputation of France and

Louis, France was regarded as the ulcer of Europe, and Louis as

the predatory, power-mad despot, whose dolose ambition inflicted

a calamitous war on Europe. What a comment on the elevated

J
hopes for glory expressed in Louis’ Memotres’

By the end of his reign, therefore, the system of Versailles

had lost its meaning, and the routine itself had become dull and

monotonous, begirdled in a shroud of religious piety. It had be-

come, in fact, a relic of former glories and little else. The fre-

quency with which he escaped from it shows that bouls realized this.

He looked to Marry, Meudon, the Trianon and Fontainebleau for re-

leer, but he had been at such pains to create Versailles that he could

not easily evade it. The system may have lost its vitality, but it

/
Henri S~e, Histoire ec0nomique de la France (Paris,
pp. 160-1

1939),
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was of so long-standing as to be a hard cocoon from which he could

not break. For this old man, whose grandiose aspirations had re-

suited in very little, it would }lave been better if he had been able

in his last year or two to abandon the role of ’le roi soleil, and re-

ire into quiet obscurity. He could not, for in spite of his frequent

absences, he remained ultimately shackled to Versailles, finally

dying there in the palace which symbolized both his greatest success

and his most abject failure. This is the sense in which his attempts

to avoid Versailles should be interpreted; that of a man aware of

the failure of the system he had nurtured, but unable to escape it

permanently.

One final comment must be made, and it is that no English-

man suspected how deeply went the roots of ~ouis’ dissatisfaction,

ecause none of them was aware of the significance Df Versailles

and what it meant for Louis to try and escape it. This is revealed

most overtly in Martin Lister’s scheme for the king to abandon

Versailles and move his permanent residence to the south of France.

Anxious that Louis should be preparing for his old age,

Lister conceived the idea for a new palace, unequalled in splendour,

to be built in Languedoc(1), where the delightful climate would

benefit the king’s health.

(1) Lister, p. 211

The palace ’would eternise his name,
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above any palace he has yet built, and bring to himself much health

in his old age.’

The naivety of the plan is incredible, not only on economic

grounds (in 1698 France was in no position to endure the cost of

heavy building programmes), but in its misunderstanding of Ver-

sailles. Versailles was the architectural expression of the spirit

of the regime, just as Louts was its human embodiment. For the

king to have abandoned it would have been a public admission of

the failure, not only of the execution of that spirit, but of the spirit

itself. No man will ever know whether in his heart Louis arrived at

the point where he felt even the principles of the regime to be false.

]But one thing is certain, even if he did, he would never have be-

trayed the fact by leaving Versailles. When Lister starts to speak

about Louis residing in the south, he thereby demonstrates that he

did not undei’stand the significance of Versailles.

Within the subject of English travellers and the person of

/~ouis X’IV, the issue of the role of Mme de Maintenon must be

touched upon. This enigmatic woman deliberately destroyed most

of her papers so that future ages should not pry into her character

too deeply. She has consequently been studied mainly through con-

temporary accounts, the most important of wbich, that is to say the

of Saint-Simon and ’Madame’ la Palatine are openly
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hostile. A severe accusation against her is that she bent a tract-

able J-ouis to her will, and through him ruled France.(1) The

accusation is taken up by Englishmen. Prior said of her, ’Madame

de Maintenon governs hirn [’~-ouis~ as absolutelyas Roxalanadid

(z)
Solyman’ and a little later,, ’c’est prodigeux que le pouvoir de

cette vielle gouvernante sur l’esprit de son pupil royal de so[x-

(3)
ante.’ Again he wrote, ’it is incredible the power that woman

(4)
has; everything goes through her hands’. Gilbert P;urnet sub-

stantiates this view, convinced that, ’she now governs him more

absolutely than all his mistresses or ministers ever did’. (5) Nt~t

content only with accusations, Prior affords two exam:oles of her

power. In April 1698 France, according to Prior, was unwilling

to go to war because Mme de Maintenon had persuaded the king

that it would be injurious to his health. The Spanish succession

problem could thus easily be settled, as Louis would accept any

dec£ston of the Cortes of Castile providing the crown was not offered

(s)
to the archduke Charles, younger son ,of the Austrian emperor.

(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

| , .,    . ,, , rl.,,. ,    ,

~" o
Memolres de Saint-Simon, i, pp lZ, Z87; vi, pp ZSZ, Z99;

xlv, p. 133, passim
Prior to i)Ol’Set, Z4 April 1698 (H. IVl. C. Bath iviSS. ,DZ08)

Prior to Aibemarle, 19 March 1698 (Ibid. p/01)

Prior to Charles Montagu, 10 April 1696 (Ibid. p205)
Foxcroft, p. 299

Prior to Dorset, Z4 April 1698 (H. iVl. C., i3ath MS S., Z08)
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The second example concerns a minor post procured by Torcy for

one of his friends. A rival for the post appealed to Mine de

Maintenon, who within a quarter of an hour had the decision changed.(~)

The question stands, were Prior an,5 Bu~onet along with

Saint-Simon, right in attributing immense power to her? C/as

their interpretation of her position accurate?

G~ the personal level, she exerted considerable influence

over the king. Louis’ ascent into unprecedented realms of moral

and religious piety can to a large extent be seen as the work of Mme

j,

de Maintenon backed by Bossuet, Fenelon and Godet. Her influence

on ecclesiastical preferments was also considerable, and both

J

Fenelon and Godet owed their advancement to her.(Z) In his late1-

years, Louis relied heavily on her to lighten the gloom cast by

war and the deaths of members of the royal family.(3)

Nevertheless thez-e is little evidence that her influence

spread to politics, and no major policy can be traced simply to he~-.

, ) ,, , ,,u , ,, ! i ,,L

(1) Prior to Charles Montagu, 10 April 1698 (Ibid., p. Z05)

(2) F~.angois ,fie ~alignac de la IVlothe F~nelon (1651-1715) was
made archbishop of Cambrai; Paul de Godet de Mai-ais (1649-

1709) was made bishop of Ghartres

(3) The dauphin died in April 1711, the duc de B ourgogne in

February 171Z and the duc de Bretagne in Mazch 171Z
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It would be naive, for instance, to account for the revocation of the

edict of Nantes as the religious whim of a bigoted woman. The

’dragonnade’ outrages were initiated by local ’intendants’, Marillac

in particular, and not by any nefarious plotting by Mine de Maintenon.

In the Quiettst controversy she shifted sides, abandoning Mine Guyon

when the king pronounced against her. Her relations with Louis’

ministers do not show her to have been excessively powerful. Hostile

as she was to Louvois, she never had him dismissed, and Chamtllart’s

dismissal in 1709 was the result of his inefficiency, not Mrne de

Maintenon’s ill graces. Apart from serving the needs of the king,

the school at Saint-Cyr was the prime interest in her life, political

manoeuvering never being an important Item on her programme.

Prior’s two examples are inadequate to support his

accusation. The first is a case of astonishing stupidity on his part,

where sensible standards of political judgement were corroded by

colossal prejudice and inveterate malice, i,ouis’ irenic attitude

in 1698 was not due to any trifling worries about his health, but

to the fact that he was endeavourtng to seduce ]England and the

United Provinces away from Austria, and he succeeded by the

ppartitlon treaty’ of that year. Prior was not even aware that

negotiations were under way, v~hich demonstrates his ignorance of

the true International position. His second example may well have
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been a fact, but it was obviously a minor court affair, and insufficient

evidence that massive political power was in the hands of Mine de

iv~ainten on.

In their attitude to her, Prior and Durnet were therefore at

fault. Indeed, any of PrLor’s pronouncements would be suspect, as

his ignorance extended to the poLht of his being unaware of the rumours

of the marriage between Mine de Mainteuon and the king. That an

embassy official should be unaware of them when casual visLtors

like ~llLs Veryard, Gilbert Burnet and the author of A view of Paris

(1)
all repeat them, Ls a lamentable commentary on his reliability as

a source on French court affairs, Once again, Louis was badly

traduced by English travellers, who saw him merely as a coLn to be

spent at will by Mme de MaLntenon, They severely underrated the

strength of his character, and his determination to remaLn master

of political life.

Themoaernrl     historian will find the reaction of English travellers

to the person of J_~ouis XIV disappointing. In the 1660’s and 1670’s

their interest was inert, and it Ls only with the arrival of the mid-

1680’s thattheir records display more alertness to his character.

Even that must not be exaggerated by any zeal in looking for histor-

, ,i i ,,, ,    ,, , , ,,    ,n I I ,, , ,

(1) See Veryard, p. 70; Foxcroft, p. ZZ9;

,, ,     ,,,, , ,i |    ,

A ytew of :[~aris, p. 70



[cal ’development’. Although it is true that Louis’ personality

stands out much more clearly in travellers’ writings between 1685

and 1715, it remains a fact that comparatively few of them can be

quoted (the majority remaining as mute as their predecessors be-

tween 1660 and 1685), and even then their sense of perception rarely

surpassed the raw and elementary. No dramatic increase of

travellers’ interest in the person of Louis X-IV can be claimed; only

one of modest proportions.

Barren though the general vista is, there is an outcrop of

fertility to relieve it. Not satisfied simply with their own opinions

of Louis XIV, Durnet, Lister and Prior equipped themselves with

French judgements on him, so that their final estimations, in-

accurate or trite as they may have been were at least formed from

several sources. In so doing they were following the right lines,

and usually avoided the worst extremities of misunderstanding.

Indeed, they occasionally came near to understanding the king. When

they stressed the amplitude of his self-control, and remarked on

his weariness with Versailles, they were approaching a point from

which a fuller analysis of his nature would have been possible. They

did not succeed in going so far, but at least the demilunes of utter

ignorance had been breached and the beginnings of understanding

crept through.



The most severe accusation against them is the super-

ficiality with which they judge Louis’ character, resulting in

deleterious consequences. ]By facile treatment missing its corn-

plex’tty, travellers saw not only a distorted Image of the king, but

also of the regime which emanated from him. Superficial notions

about Louis predestined misguided ideas about the regime, whose

nature was so closely bound up with his own. Many interpretations

of France confidently propagated by travellers were gross 1~is-

apprehensions, traceable to clumsy theories on the character

and purposes of the king. If they hoped to cultivate rich concepts

about France, and aspired to accuracy in analysing it, then the

indispensable first step should have been a close examination of

Louis XIV. No traveller took the step.

The theme of the reaction of English travellers to the per-

son of Louis XIV is hardly inspiring. It is one of too much

quiescence on their part, only occasionally broken by moments

of insight, Louis rerr, alning for the most part remote from their

comprehension. In this state of mind they attempted to act as

interpreters of France to people at home.
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VI

The regime and the country

The ways in which English travellers responded to the

person of Louis XIV lead on to their attitude to his regime for it

was closely bound up with his person. As they toured Fa°ance,

travellers had an excellent opportunity to observe the manner in

which the regime affected the provinces, and to assess how it

appeared when seen from the remoter regions of the west or the

south.

One feature of Louis’ government that receives surpris-

ingly little attention from travellers’ observations is the cult of

’la gloire’. This Renaissance ideal whereby the prince was

apotheosised, his weaknesses hidden and his virtues exaggerated,

was a useful political weapon in the task of breaking down regional

loyalties and replacing them with loyalty to the monarch,

Travellers, however, found very few instances of open propagation

of the honour of the king; nevertheless, the examples that they do

record serve as useful indications of the stages whereby i~ouis’

prestige rose.
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The earliest English traveller of the period to note respect

for the honour of the king was Charles Bertie, who in the first year

of Louis’ personal reign met several instances, When he visited

~!he ’h~tel de v[lle’ in Montpellier he saw a number of equestrian

portraits of Louis~l;.t ~, over the entrance into the ’h~tel de ville’ at

Aix there was a bust of the king(z), and there was another in the en-

trance to the ’h~tel de ville’ at Lyon(3). The importance of these

should not be exaggerated in any eagerness to find a cult of the king.

In 1661, before ~ " ’ ~outs dorr.~est[c and foreign policies had come to

fruition, he was still cons[dered as a young, enthusiastic apprentice-

king; the days had not yet arrived when he would be termed ’le

roi soleil’. The presence of paintings and statuettes to his honour

in the administrative headquazters of various provincial towns,

was nothing more than an act of standard courtesy to him. It would

be a mistake to attribute to them some grand cult of the monarch,

or to treat them as symbols of the growing authority of the king.

Within a few years J_ouis’ prestige nevertheless did mount

rapidly. The cynics who thought that his early enthusiasm and

ambition would be dulled by the drudgery of day-to-day govern-

mental routine, were p~oved wrong. Louis turned out to possess

(1)

,,, , ,, , , L i ,, ,,

Bertie, p. 246

Ibid., p. 359
Ibid., p. 363
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one of his earliest, an:! indeed most spectacular, successes in foreign

affairs, an event that proved to Europe that with the death of Mazarin

French foreign policy had lost none of its aggression, was witnessed

by F~ward Browne iu Paris on 9 August 1664. This was the entry of

the papal legate, cardinal FlavLo Chigi (nephew of pope Alexander VII)

into Paris. The full details behind Chigi’s arrival are not of concern

here(1)-, suffice it to say that since Z0 August 1663, when some Corsican

troops in the pope’s service attacked Crequi, the French ambassador to

the papacy, relations between Louis and the Holy See had been ruptu~-ed.

They were restored when the pope agreed tc~ i,ouis’ demands at the ’peace’ of

Pisa of lg February 1664(2), and ChLgi’s entry into Paris symbolised the

return to close Franco-papal relations. The procession (which ~r’,=:,vtne

watched from a seat on a scaffold for which he paid thirty sons) was

,long. and full of colour and splen ou  ; but no amount of pomp and

display by the cardinal could disguise the fact that through that con-

trived international incident, papal prestige had been dealt a severe

blow, while that of the young French king had correspondingly grown.

~1 i ii1 i i ilI ii [ i i .... L           IW IIII I     J J iI [ . ~[~ ~~

(1) An account of them can be found in L. yon Pastor, A history ..of

.the. popes (London, 1891-1953), ~xxlg~ ppll0 ff
(2) The terms stated that the captain of the Roman police was to be

dismissed, Corsicans were in future to be banned from papal

service, and a monument was to be erected in front of the Cor-
sican barracks as a reminder of the ’crime’

(3) Browne to his father, 10 Aug. 1664 (Wilkins, pp 67-8); Ob-

servations, ff .150v - ~-
i ii ii    i . f.J i
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For the 1670’s, there is a brief glimpse of the cult of

Louis XIV at its height in the journal of John Locke. In June

1677 he paLd a visit to the GobelLns, the famous royal company

that manufactured furniture and tapestries, and his description is

a fLne comment on the heights that Louis’ prestige ha,4 reached:

’In every piece Lewis le Grand was the hero, & the

rest the marks of some conquest, etc. In one was

his making a league with the Swiss, where he lays

his hand on the book to swear the articles with his

hat on & the Swiss ambassador in a submissive

posture with his hat off’.(1)

This is a typical example of the immortalisation of bouts XIV, Lt

Ls typical of the manner in which an art form could be both

patronised an5 used by the king for his own purposes, and it

represents one of the ways in which the talents of artists and

craftsmen were drawn into the processes of creating and serving

’la gloire’ of their master.

Travellers’ observations of the dLrect methods whereby

Louis set out to establish his reputation are not numerous, but

they are none the less significant. They secve to illustrate some

of the stages through which the process passed.

|, i i ii, ,, IH , |, , ,,r | ,, , I

(1) Locke, p. 150
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Travellers measured Louis’ impact on France Ln different ways.

For them there were three themes in particular that represented

the relationship between the regime and the country: one was

the phenomenon of absolutism at work in the provinces, another

was the extent to which military establishments were an invaluable

prop of absolutism, and the third is the degree to which the regime

affected the economic life of Trance.

Ab s oluti sin.
ii i I i i    ii

One of the earliest episodes [n the personal reign of Louis

XIV that sLgnifted his intention to be effective master of his kingdom,

was the well-known Fouquet affair. 1-~eferences to Lt are found in

certain travel records, demonstrating that travellers were aware

of the case and its implications.

Charles DertLe is one such traveller. On the occasion of

his visit to Nantes, he noted in his journal that it was Ln the ’rue

/
du Chateau’ near to the ’eglise S. Pierre’ in Nantes, that Fouquet

(1)was arrested. John ~ ~,ownes is another traveller to show an

interest in the matter. On Z8 July 1664 he inspected Vaux-le-VLcomte,

4
Fouquet’s magnificent ’chateau . After touring the palace and the

.gardens (designed by le No*ire), his journal expresses immense

(1) Bertie, p. 3Z7
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admiration for them, but adds a most significant sentence; ’the

best paintings in his [i. e. Fouquet’s~ cabinet, the king has

taken’.(1) J~ouis could not tolerate a minister so corrupt, and

who lived in a sumptuous style that equalled, and in some ways

surpassed that of the king himself. The arrest, trial and ira-

prisonment of Fouquet is justly held to be one of the most

prophetic events of the early part of the personal reign; it

i’nal-ked the end of the era of the overy-mighty minister, it saw

the opening campaign against those who criminally amassed

private fortunes through the exercise of state offices, and it

set the character for the policy whereby Louis acquired the finest

Notre was of course taken into Louis’ ser-property and talent (le

vice and achieved his greatest successes at Versailles) available

in the country. %:¢hereas the entry of cardinal Chigi into Paris

was sylnptomatic of ’Louis’ ambitions in foreign affairs, the

breaking of Fouquet similarly demonstrated Louis’ plans to be

all-powerful at home. When Bertie and Dowries expressed their

awareness of the Fouquet scandal, they were referr~.ng to one of

the outstanding episodes of the 1660~.

Yet it was not only in their appreciation of ~ouis’ treat-

(I) Downes, f. 24
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merit of dangerous individuals that travellers measured his

absolutist tendencies. Their records also contain their observ-

atLons on his approach to the acute problem of the south. There

was a large number of sizeable towns in the south, as well as

the great cities like MarseiUe or. Toulouse. They had strong

commercial links with each other, they frequently enjoyed close

industrial relations, and they spoke on important local and

national affairs through such institutions as the estates. These

are only some of the forces that encouraged ~utense regional

loyalties, and for the south, Paris, the central government and

the king, were distant authorities of far less importance than the

southern c[ties, southern merchants, southern landowners and

southern ’offic~ers’. It was essentially to this powerful southern

regionalism that z.ocke was refer:~ng when he rez’narked that he

’met more people travelling bet~veen Lyons & Montpellier by much,

than between Paris & Lyons, which were very few’.(1) For Louis,

bent on diminishing the forces of regional~sm in favour of those

of centraltsat[on, the gulf that existed between the sGuth and his

regime was one of the most serious to be bridged.

Occasionally he resorted to straightforward authorit-

(1) Locke, p. 1 8
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ariar~m. It was WillLam Dromley who, when he visited Ntmes in

the late 1080’s, saw a fortress beLng built on a hill top just out-

side the town; Lts purpose was ’to subject that it. e. the town~

and to be a defence against the huguenots, that were very numerous

in these parts, and that now are "new converts’~ ,.(1) Locke also

," ° /
saw the policy of ’reductzon a l’obetssance’ being put into oper-

ation; at Ch~teauneuf:sur-Rh~ne, and at Orange, he saw two ex-

ar~ples of strongholds, potentially dangerous centres of resistance

to the regime, that had been pulled down by royal command.(z)

On other occasions Louis adopted less obvious, but just

as effective, methods of combatting local loyalties, through brLng-

ing to heel the provincial estates. Locke’s journal is particularly

relevant upon this poLnt, for during the considerable period that

he spent in southern France, he studied Louis’ relationship with

the estates of i~anguedoc. On the one hand he was able to detect

signs of their links with a powerful past (they conducted bus~ness

in tLme-honoured fashto    , and insisted that the financial d~nations

that they gave to the king were freely given, and were not ex-

tracted from them thl-ough the exercise of monarchical authority(4)),

(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)

Bromley, p. Z0
Locke, pp 9,11
IbLd., pp 114-5,

Ibid., p. 132

131-Z



but these could not mask the fact that by the mid-1670’s, the
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estates of Languedoc were thoroughly subjected to Louis’ will.

For one thing, in earlier days they had been able contemptuously

to ignore a royal request for money that they considered excessive(1),

but by 1676 ’ they never do, and some say dare not, refuse what-

(Z)
ever the king demands’. They had to agree to the heavy fin-

ancial demands of the king(3) without being sure that the ’privileges’

that he allowed them in return, would be honoure.e~ .

estates met when and where the king summoned them

Again, the

(5)
; anybody

whom the king considered an undesirable member of the estates

could be, and was, excluded({~); the ’officiers’ could be forced to

lend some of their profits fr~zm their ’offices’ to the king, under

(v)
threat of having the ’office’ confiscated . The estates of Languedoc

could act as the provincial voice, but in no sense could it rival the

authority of the king to whom they were totally subject. Locke’s

notes on the question of Louis’ control of the estates are not con-

cerned with the technique whereby he brought them under his

Locke, p. 132
Ibid. , p. 30

Ibid., pp 30-1, 40

Ibid. , p. 31

Ibid., p. 41

Ibid., p. 119

Ibid., p. 104



authority, nor w~.th the means by which he maintained his authority

over them. He notoriously underestimated, for instance, the

power of the ’intendants’; it was not until his return to Paris that

he recorded his famous statement in July 1677, that ’the king’s man

spy and guard on them both. [i. e. the governors and lieutenantsis

of the proviucesj Besides the intendant gives constant intelligence

{1}
of all things to the court’. It was rather the phenomenon of sub-

jection itself that interested himB a fascinating example of royal

absolutism at work.

Militarism.
H

The tour of France inevitably confronted travellers with

yet another aspect of the presence of the regime in the provinces,

and this was the extent to which military installations were a con-

stant reminder to the French population that Louis XIV was their

master in fact, as well as in theory, and that he possessed the

capacity to impose his authority by force if necessary. It was

largely under Colbert’s encouragement that the extension of

military installations was undertaken on a large scale, although

the facts of Hfe demanded it too. An aggressive foreign policy and

(1) Locke, p. 156
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the expansion of overseas trade were both impossible without a

splendid army and a first class fleet. It was principally these two

considerations that resulted in the armaments programme that

marked J~ouis’ personal reign, a programme that was also in-

valuable to the process of establishing Louis’ unrivalled authority

at home. Seventeenth century absolutism relied on the twin supports

of full-tlme royal agents scattered throughout the country, and a

standing army. The ’intendants’ served Louis in the first of these

roles, and his ever-expanding army in the second. It is in the

light of this second aspect of absolutism that English travellers’

observations on the military centres that they saw, are relevant.

~everal travellers saw the progress that was made in

building up the maritime power of France. There was, for in-

stance, Toulon, where Dromley, ]Suxton, J~ocke, Skippon and

Worcester all saw the magnificent fortress and docks with their

lavish equipment; they also saw the fine fleet, whose construction

had turned France into the senior’ Mediterranean powe    . Not

far away there was Marseille, where Duxton, Skippon and Drom-

ley admired the royal galleys, specially designed for the Medit-

erranean and among the swiftest ships afloat(2). The spectacular

(z)

B romley, p. 41 ;
Worcester, f. 14
]3uxton, p. 275;

Buxton, p. 277; ~ocke, p. 77; Skippon, p. 720;

Skippon, p. 719; .Dz’omley, p. 36
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constructions at Toulon and Marseille, the ships, the arsenals, the

stores, the docks, the sailors and the soldiers, were an im-

pressive symbol of the power and the glory of the re~ne. The king

may have resided at the other end of the country, but his immense

wealth, prestige and authority were present in an awesome, vis-

ible form.

A similar statement can be made about parts of western

France, another traditionally dissident region. One of the most

ambitious maritime ventures of Louis’ reign, was the foundation

and building of the port and town of R ochefort, just south of la

Rochelle. Under C~lbert’s guidance it was built between 1665 and

1668. 3Locke and Worcester visited It(1). They admired the

colossal ship-building yards, the vast store house that was divided

into sections (one sectiun per ship), the forges, the great store

full of masts, the magazine, and in the town the foundries and the

centre where ropes and cables were made. At the time of Locke’s

visit in 1678, the government was still encouraging immigration

tnto the new town by absolving the inhabitants from taxes on wine,

salt and other commodities. ~/hen he passed judgement on the

town, Locke considered that ’a few years will probably make this

,, ,, ,,,, ii ,,, ,1 ,i , ,m i ,, , LI, ,I , , ,,    II, , , ,, ....

(1) Locke, pp 233-5; Worcester, f. 7v
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one of the finest towns in :France’; as for the port, ~;~orcester con-

sidered it to be equipped ’for all sea preparations with such vast

abundance & great maguLficence that it excels all others in the

world’. This brand new enterprise iu urbanisation, as well as iu

maritime construction, was again an invaluable method of pro-

pagatiug the glory of the king, and of amplifying the authority of

the regime in the area. For most Frenchmen, the only direct role

that the regime played in their lives was through the extraction of

taxes. The Rochefort scheme was quite different. For those who

took part and moved into the new town, the regime now provided

employment, housing and tax relief;

regime and its subjects cooperated;

it was a project in which the

Louis’ authority in this case

was not imposed through threats or coercion, but through an in-

ternal colouisation plan that portrayed the regime as both am-

bitious and generous.

In northern France there was plenty o£ evidence of the

military might of the regime for travellers to see. Shortly after

his arrival in France in 1663, Philip Skippou observed troops at

Calais and Dunkirk. He wanted to inspect the citadel at Calais,

but permission was refused. Even so, he calculated the regular

garrison there to be in the region of Z, 000 to 3,000 men, a form-

idable force.(1) He found the same number of troops at Dunkirk.

(1) Skippon, p. 362.
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Their billets were far from luxurious, for they were restricted to

two or three streets in the town. In the houses where they stayed,

there were two or three beds to each room, and they had to sleep

three to a bed~I)" ,%~kippon’s remarks on the troops at Dunkirk are

of particular interest, for the year before his arrival, Dunkirk had

been purchased by the French government from ~ngland. V~uban

had been put to work on fortifying the town and port, and the re-

sultant fortifications lasted until the treaty of Utrecht in 1713

made provision for their destruction. In the event, 15unkirk was

to be a painful thorn in English flesh, for the port served as head-

quarters for French~,’oa~-,~,the infamous ’corsaires’, the most

notorious of whom was Jean Bart. From the point of view of

Louis’ authority in the area, the fortification of Calais, and now

the possession of Dunkirk, were firm guarantees that it was

beyond question.

Along the frontier with the Spanish I~etherlands there

were, of course, the most powerful defences of the whole king-

dora. That whole northern frontier had been magnificently

fortified by Vauban, the unparalelled military engineer of the

age. James Preston’s journal contains a long section on the

(i) Skippon, p. 363
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condition of the northern territory in the year 1710. He saw all

the major fortifications, such as Arras, that had been seiT.ed

from the Spanish in 1640 and subsequently strengthened by Vauban,

Gambrat, with its two citadels and where 10,000 troops could be

/

gar~’isoned, ~apaume, Bethune, where Vauban’s superb fortific-

ations left Preston in a state of awe(1) and S Venant.$ Joseph

Shaw also saw the northern fr:=%ier region about 1700. He visited

Arras, Lille, Tournai, Valenciennes and Douai, (where there was

an arsenal and cannon foundry) as well as smaller towns of the

area. Like i:’reston, he lind nothing but admiration foA- the dis-

play of military strength in northern France; in spite of his deep-

rooted francophobia, he had to admit that insofar as the authority

of ~.ouis X-IV depended upon military support, it was w.~l/ /o~w.~t

in the northern provinces.

The economic policies of the regime

At the opening of Louis’ personal reign, the French economy

was in a sorry condition. With ~ouis’ absolute support, Colbert set

out to put it to rights, and embarked upon the most ambitious set of

economic reforms ever known up to that point in French history.

(1) Preston, p. 8
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Although not an original economic theoretician, he was a master

practitioner of mercantilist policies, and during his ministry no

aspect of the economic life of the state (with the major exception

of agriculture, which enjoyed no outstanding position In his econ-

omic programme) escaped his reforming zeal. While they toured

France, English travellers observed numerous signs of the

government’s efforts to stimulate the economy; in thus observing,

they witnessed yet another respect in which the regime affected

the provinces.

For one thing, they saw something of the attempts that

Colbert made to improve internal communications. Locke, for

instance, noted the navigation works on the river Agout, whereby

(1).
it was to be made navigable as far as Gastres , on another

occasion, while inspecting the Briare canal that linked the Loire

with the Seine(2), he noted that the government intended building

yet another canal between the two rivers, this time at 1Viontargis(3).

Unquestionably the most ambitious of Golbert’s canal-building

schemes, however, was the great’canal du Mid[’ (or ’canal du

Languedoc’~ that was intended to join the Atlantic an~ the Medit -

(1) Locke, p. 1 Z7

(z)
(3)

See also B rornley, p. 10
/

This scheme, the ’canal d’Orleans’, was carried out between
1682 and 1592 (Locke, p.249, n. 2)



erraneanp and so obviate the necessity of the long sea journey

round Spain. It was the brain-child of the engineer Pierre Paul

Riquet (1604-1680) (who was also in charge o£ the work at i~oche-

fort), and his proposal won the approval of Colbert. The pro-

ject took many years, for although construction began in 1667,

the canal was not completed until 1681; it entered the Medit-

erranean at Sete and the Atlantic at Bordeaux. In 1675 John

Clenche viewed the works at Sete, remarking on the mountainous

costs involved in the scheme, for although the canal could merge

with the Garonne at some stages, and therefore costs reduced,

the canal was nevertheless a colossal financial undertaking(1).

Not long afterwards, Locke inspected the canal (or those parts

of it that were in Languedoc), and even held conversations with

Riquet. Like Clenche, Locke was av~e of the £[nancial problems

involved, and noted intense discontent among members of the

estates of Zanguedoc at being forced to provide large amounts

o1 money for the scheme(z). His interest in the canal concen-

trated more on the technical side of the project than on the

economic, and most o1 his entries in his journal upon the canal,

as well as his recorded conversations with ~iquet, are of a

209.
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(1) Clenche, p. 17
(Z) Locke, pp 31, 40~,116



technical nature(1) . A few weeks before the canal was officially

%.
opened in May 1681, John Buxton was at Sete, where he too ex-

?.10.

pressed admiration. In a letter to Robert Neve of Topcroft Hall

in Norfolk, he wrote of it in the following terms:

’this great monarch has attempted to make a communic-

ation between the Mediterranean and the ocean by a canal

which if it be accomplished, history can never produce

the like; for then there will be no need of hLs going

about by Spain or danger of the Turks, because this

canal is in his own territories and leads to Bordeaux. ,(Z)

After its completion, E,11is Veryard studied it at the point where it

passed through Toulouse and entered the Garonne. As a feat of

engineering it deserved unrestrained praise, but as an economic

enterprise it was less successful, as Veryard pointed out;

’It’s capable of large boats and barges, which are

carried over divers hills by sluices; but these sluices

are so numerous, and the charge in passing them so

very great, that merchants choose rather to send

their goods by long sea [voyages] in time of peace,’

(x)
(z)

i; i     , , i ,    l , ,l ,, J t , r    J. ,,,

Locke, pp IZ8-30, 133-4
Duxton, p. Z81

, , ,,,t,, , , ,     ,     , | ¯ , ,
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~han make use of so expensive a conveniency; however,

tn time of war, they will find the benefit of it, and the

country people have actually found it very cornmodious

for transporting the productions of their own soil from

one place to another’. (1)

For all the high hopes placed upon it, the canal, almost 300 kilo-

metres in length, was not the economic success that Colbert ex-

pected. This, the most grandiose of his communications schemes,

was one of his least productive.

Ou the industrial front, travellers further met instances of

the government’s hand in encouraging increased production. When

Clenche visited Tours, he remarked on the ’~pinning, weaving, and

ordering of silks’ that flourished there(z)’, Veryard too noted that

’manufactures of silk and cloth are very beneficial to the town’(3).

As a result of Colbert’s policies, £he silk industry was also

flourishing in Lyon, and down the Ah~ne valley at the tbne of Locke’s

visit to F~’ance. .At Lyon, Vienne, Orange, Avignon and iN~mes, he

found numerous signs of a healthy, flourishing industry(4)- while at

Montpellier silkworms were bred on a large scale, to serve the

industry (5).

(,)
(z)
(3)
(4)

Veryard, pp 84-5

Clenche, p. 11

Veryard, p. 75

Locke, pp 8, 9, II, 13, 15    (5) pp 95-6,
101o lOZ

97-8, 99, I00,
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Again, the cloth industry in ~-,anguedoc enjoyed active en-

couragement by Colbert. It prospered in particular at Carcassonne,

for (and this is a typical ColbertLan touch), eLghtyskLlled Dutch cloth

workers had been imported a few years before Locke’s visit. Al-

though most of them had left by 1677 (only about a dozen remained),

they had successfully trained local workers an~ manufacturers, who

(benefiting from tax relief given by the government) now continued

the industry .

In addition to basic industries like that of cloth, the regime

afforded extensive support to luxury industries. It was standard

mercantilist theory that wealth and bullion were almost cotermin-

ous; the more bullion that a state possessed, the wealthier it was.

Colbert was exceedingly disturbed at the amount of bullion that

was exported from France by people who purchased luxury goods

from abroad; the subsequent loss of bullion struck at the wealth

of the state. In an attempt to stem the flow of bullion out of France,

and with hopes that a new kind of export could be created that

would attract bullion into France, he decided to give wimle-hearted

support to the creation of a luxury-goods industry that could satisfy

the domestic market, and also sell abroad.

,,, ,,, ,, , i , ,, ,t , , .    i |, ,, i i ,,,,t ,, 1,,| , ,,t

(I) Locke, p. 1 31
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By far the most famous of the companies that received

royal patronage was the Gobellns, whose craftsmen built a re-

putation for excellence of workmanship that equalled any in Europe.

Visitors to Paris could view the Gobelins, and see some of the

items that were being made there. One such visitor was :Richard

Ferrier in 1687. Although only a young man of seventeen, whose

interests in life may be ¯ xpected to be in directions other than that

of the manufacture of luxury items, he was genuinely captivated by

t he splendour of the work that he saw there. One of the things that

he saw was,

’doubtless the finest tapestry that eyes can look on, it

being made of silver, silk & gold, & so naturally done

that no painting whatsoever can represent both men,

women & all sorts of creatures more lively than they

are there exp~-essed’.

In addition to that there was,

’a gallery that is going to Versailles which is made of

a certain stone every inch whereof is worth a great deal

more than gold; it is of a white & greyish colour. There

is also a man that is making a table of stone, he has been

about it these 3 years & has not yet finished it, it is full

of birds and beasts (only at the corners where are to be’
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’the King*s arms). It is not painted, but stone inlaid so

artifically that in one’s judgement there is nothing wanting

to set it forth’ (1)

In 1698 Martin i~tstee also toured the Gobollus workshops, where

marble tables were being made.(2) By this yea~’, h~ever, as ~Aster

himself was aware, the Gobelius had fallen on hard times. Since it

relied upon the king as its most frequent customer° the long war

years that led to a serious reduction tu Louis’ e~q~endlture, heavily

affected its fortunes. Its coudttiou declined so rapidlyt that in 1694

it had to close down and did not reopen until 1097(3) Lister, there

fore, saw the Gobelins shortly after its reopening, when it was try-

ing once agalu to produce high quality manufactures.

i.tster’s journal tS particularly informative about luxury

lnduatries that operated in ~Oaris. ~’or oxanxpte, he took detaile:~

notes of the ’verrerie’ where Murano-style mirrors were made. It

had been founded In 1665 by C&lbert (another centre was established

near Cherbourg), and a secret technique of rolling glase was

developed, so that finer and larger rnl~’rors could be made there

than anywhere else tn Guro pe(4), When ~:ister paid his visit to the

’verrerte~, it was in a flourishing condition; 600 workers wer~ era-

..... IIIII I " £L " : J It Ill it, ll . " II II i

(i)
(z)
O)

Terrier, pp 22-3

~tster, p. 143

G. W Cole, French mercant!tism, 1~683-~:1700 (.,iew York,
1943), pp 126-8

Ibid. , pp 133-4Z



ployed, and plans existed to take on another 40u. He watched mirrors

being made, and was surprised to see one as large as eighty-eight

inches by forty-eight inches . This was by no means the largest

size that was made. Joseph Shaw saw one that was over nine feet

long and seven feet broad. He, indeed, considered the ’verrerie’

without peer; in his own words, it ’surpasses anything in ~ngland,

(z)
or perhaps in the universe’.

These examples are by no means the only luxury industries

to which travellers refer. An Important tapestry-weaving centre had

been established at t3eauvais. Paying it a visit in 1666, Philip

Skippon noted that it ’ employs 400 or 500 men in weaving tapestry,

having several looms in long chambers, and painters are invited

(3)
hither, to draw the pictures that are to be woven. ’ Again, there

was the pottery at S Cloud.

equal to the finest china(4).

whose high-grade products were

It was Lister once more, who observed

the methods whereby artificial pearls were set into jewelry, and who

talked with leading Parisian jewellers about the techniques that they

(5)
employed.

(i)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Lister, pp 140-I
Shaw, p. 108

Skippon, p. 735
Lister, pp 138-40
Ibid., pp 14Z-3
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In spite of these numerous signs that travellers observed

of the government’s attempts to stimulate several industries, and

to act an the engineer of economic expansion, such a policy was

incompatible with ~Louis’ war policy. Warfare more than anything

destroyed the brilliant economic achievements of Colbert; at the

end of the reign of Louis XIV, the economic position of France

was almost identicalA(and if anything, worse I’k~)that of 1661.

the deleterious effects of war upon the French economy, ~nglish

travellers were also aware.

As early as the 1670’s, John Locke discovered evidence

of economic dislocation that was the result of war. The working

population in the Tours silk industry diminished, as did their

uo¢~-*~(1)’, at the important quarries of Ardoise, south-east of

Angers, the labour force was halved because of the impact of

(z)
war ; the wine trade of Bordeaux was seriously disrupted, some

C3)
wines selling at only half their pre-war price .

At the turn of the century, Shaw observed even more signs

of economic decline. Paris was suffering a marked food shortag    ;

the Gobelins were ’almost ruined’(5)-, the number of foreigners

(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(s)

Z ocke, p.216
Ibid., p. ZZ5
Ibid., p.238

Shaw, p. 100
Ibid., p. 105
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visiting the city had noticeably decrea ; the traders of Paris

had ’little money to trade with, and but few goods in their shops,

(z)or warehouses; and all sorts of things are extremely dear’.

Towards the end of the war of the Spanish succession, James Preston

similarly found widespread evidence of the destructive effect of war

on the French economy. In 1710 at Cambrai and Arras, he found

’a general poverty, and decay of trade’(3), and upon travelling through

the countryside of northern France he had,

’opportunity enough to observe what a prodigious state

of poverty, ambition and absolute power, can in a few

years reduce an opulant and fertilie country to; in which

were visible all the marks and signs of a growing mis-

fortune, all the dismal indications of an overwhelming

calamity. ’ (4)

Here was the other side of the coin. Travellers may have found

numerous ways in which the regime acted as a generous bene-

factor to the French economy, but they were equally aware that

its foreign policies and constant warmongering were ,disastrous

to it.

(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)

Shaw, p. 118

Ibid., p. 118

Preston, p. 6

Ibld., pp I0-I
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Tendencies to absolutism, the ability to rely upon powerful

military concentrations, a directing hand upon the economy, were

for English travellers the hallmarks of Louis XIV’s regime in the

provinces. While it is true that everywhere on their travels they

encountered the forces of regionaltsm, forces that taught the lesson

that in many respects France was still a collection of disparate pro-

vinces, they also met pressures of uniformity and ’eftatisme’ that

moved in the opposite direction. The presence of the king was

everywhere, even in the traditionally dissident l.~nguedoc. It is

significant that in Locke’s journal, for example, there is scarcely

a page on which the word ’king’ does not occur. No alert traveller

could tour France and fail to observe the direction in which it was

moving. After the dreadful civil wars of the sixteenth century and

the serious revolutions of the first half of the seventeenth, France

was unquestionably turning into an absolutist state. The regime

of Louis XIV was steadily imposing its authority throughout the

country, so that a repetition of the Fronde was impossible. Many

travellers were content to observe; others reflected on their oh-

servations, analysed the characteristics of the regime, and drew

conclusions about it. These conclusions can now be studied.
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Travellers’ views on the regime.

The journals of four travellers include reflections upon the

regime of Louis XIV, and their background is relevant in establishing

the kinds of attitudes that they brought to France.

One of the travellers is Ellis Veryard. He was a physician,

and was no stranger to Europe, since he had studied medicine at

the universities of Leyden and Utrecht in 1678 and 1679(1). Another

member of this group was also a physician; John Northleigh of

Exeter. He was an enthusiastic supporter of the Stuarts, and wrote

pamphlets propagating their cause{2}’, as such, he may be expected

to have taken a reasonably sympathetic attitude to the regime of

Louis XIV, that sheltered the exiled Stuarts after 1688. At the

opposite political pole stood Joseph Shaw. t3y contrast wlthNorth-

leigh, Shaw was a firm whig, his political attitudes being reflected

in his friendship with Anthony Ashley Cooper, third earl of Shafts-

bury. Indeed, his journal consists of eight letters to Shaftesbury.

Whereas Northleigh’s political inclinations may be expected to

have turned him into a sympathlser of Louis’ regime, ~haw’s

’(1 )
,. i I I , , , i , ,i,,, ’ L __

R.W. ’Innes- Smith, English-sp_eakLng_ Stud’ents__ of mediaLne, , at

the university of Leyden (London, 193Z), p. Z39
~ i i, iii, i     ,, i ii , H

He was the author of A gentle reflection on the mo<]est account
ii         i ,

i.e. A modest account of the present posture of affairs in                                                         J~ng-land, and a vindication o{ the loyal. a bh0rre<s, from the
calumnies

¯ , .|., ii         ,i i, i i i     i l,             , i w     i ,     i                                                                            ,     ii

of a factious pen (168Z); The parallel: or, the new specious asso¢(-
. i , |    __

Lat[on an old rebellious covenant (168Z); The triumph of our rnon-
iI i    i i . ,.| i

._

archy (1685); Parliamentum.     ,, pacificum: or, the happy union. ,,°f kins

and people (1688)
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directed him the opposite way. Finally, the author of A view of

Paris is included. His anonymity foils any attempt to estimate

the social, religious, or political assumptions that he brought

to France; his reaction to Louis’ regime must be judged through

his journal alone.

A dictatorial monarchy in which there are no constitutional

restructions to hinder the fulfilment of the king’s will; that, acc-

ording to the four travellers, aptly described Louis’ regime.

Shaw was aghast at ’that despotic arbitrary government, where

the lives and estates of so many millions of mankind are subjected

(i)
to the lawless will of one single prince , while A view of Paris

maintains that ’:.~onarchy and arbitrary power are here wound up

to the highest degree: the kings will is a supreme law, that wants

no other sanction but his pleasure. ,(2) Veryard joins in with the

assertion thatthe regime was ’wholly arbitrary and unlimited’(3)" $

even Northleigh concluded that ’the French live under the most

despotical government in ~urope’.(4) Here, then, are the terms by

which they described the regime; despotic, unlimited, arbitrary.

(i)
(z)
(3)
(4)

Shaw, pp xiii-xiv

A view of Paris, p. 75
.......... , , ,,, , i

Veryard, p. 104

Northleigh, p. 729



There is no suggestion of restraining influences on Louis ~lV.

To justify their conclusions they cite examples. The

’parlements’ were debilitated and exLsted simply to register the

king’ s edicts.

ation of policy,

His ministers were not partners in the form-

but mere executors of his will(2).    Louis was

able to lavish money on his palaces and upon ’the utmost

licenscLous excesses’, while ’thousands of his poor unhappy sub-

jects are starving in the streets for want’.(3) These were all

signs of an autocratic regime.

Having classified the regime, and having produced

evidence to justify their assertions, the four travellers go on to

analyse the forces that upheld the absolutist system..

For one thing, it was acceptable and even popular among

the French population. ’The people seem well enough satisfied’,

remarks Veryard, while outlining the authoritarian nature of

the government{4), and N orthleigh expressed astonishment that

i~ouis’ subjects were not only content with the regime, but also

were scornful and abusLve of any other form of government{5).

When the spoke of the governmental structure of France, they did

not see it as a blatant autocracy, but as a finely balanced system.

They saw,

(1’)

(Z)

(3)

......... vS"A vLew of Paris, p.
i i |. ,    ,        t

Veryard, p. i04

Shaw, p. xiv

Veryard, p. 104
Northleigh, p. 7Z9
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tan oligarchy in their council of state, an aristocracy

in their parliamentsj and a democracy in their city

governments, . .. and thereby would introduce into

the world the most perfect mixture of a commonwealth;

when to speak truly all these different qualifications

make up but one entire chain of slavery’.(1)

According to Northleigh, the admiration that the French had for the

regime of Louis XIV was rather llke a state of hallucination; they

attributed to it characteristics that were not even remotely related.

Another suggestion explaining the strength of the regime

came from Ellis Veryard. He discovered two more ’props of

government’ as he termed them; ’punishment and recompense’. He

says nothing about ’recompense’, but upon ’punishment’, argues

the following;

¯ ’the rigorous discipline, as well in civil as military

affair°s, is the only cause of the strange success that

has of late years constantly attended this nation. -~-11

great officers have so many set purposely to eye them,

that ’twere morally impossible that they should make

iii i

(z)

a false step, or neglect their duty in the least punctillto,

but they must be brought to a condign punishment’. (Z)

i I i ,J ¯ ¯ .............

Northletgh, pp 729-30

Veryard, p. 104
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This kind of analysis is valuable iu explaining the immense pc~wer

of the regime, but unfortunately Veryard neither developed his

argument nor supplied examples of what he meant. The reader

is left with this bald statement and nothing else.

A far more erudite theory is submi~d by ,A view of Paris.

According to the author, despotic monarchy was sustained in France

because the king retained the loyalty of three bodies; the armed

(1)
forces, the ’officiers’, and the clergy. C,f the importance of the

army there could be no question, since even ’the meanest ... soldier

in the army accounts himself better, and is generally more esteemed,

than the best ’marchand’. ’ As for the ’officiers’, they had uo alter-

native to backing the regime, because the ’civil officers, both in all

the courts of judicature, and the farmers of the revenues, ... have

all an immediate dependence upon the king, as the people has upon

them’: a further guarantee of their support was the ambition of

merchants and ’officiers’ to procure careers for their sons in the

army and in the administration (’offices’ were sold, and because there

were plenty of would-be purchasers, only candidates manifestly loyal

to the regime could expect to succeed in buying one). Finally, the

bonds between state and church were secured by the rights of ’r~gale’(z)

J

The foUowiug information is from A view of ~:’aris, pp 75-6
, H m ,

This was the practice whereby when certain bishoprics fell

vacant, the revenue from them went to the king
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Assured of the support of these, three of the most powerful groups

in the kingdom, the regime could exercLse its absolute authority

without fear of serious opposition.

Such is the attitude of the four travellers to the regime of

~ouix Aqv. Their views provoke certain comments.

One characteristic of the travellers’ attitudes that above all

stands out, is their tendency to express them in absolute, general-

Lsed terms. The regime is simply denounced as an out-and-out

autocracy, and uo moderating shades are applied. The background

of each traveller makes no difference, for pro-Stuart Northleigh,

Shaw the whig, and A view of Paris (that frequently expresses ad-

miration for Louis XIV), stand on common ground.

This tendency to generalisatLon runs throughout their

comments. The ’parlements’ are quickly discounted as emascul-

ated remnants from the past, easily manipulated by the king and

showing no will of their own. His minLsters are relegated to

the status of stooges, servile to the caprices of their master.

Louis himself is type-cast as the cruel despot wallowing iu luxury,

while his subjects suffer in poverty.

Similarly the travellers’ attempts to analyse the supports

on whLch the regime relied, fall into generalisations. Take, for
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instance, the argument by Northleigh aud Veryard that the regime

was popular. Such an assertiou needs to be modified by acknow-

ledging the fact that, as the years went by, serious signs appeared

of growing unrest among the population; not only in terms of riots

among the masses, but In the appearance of influentiM groups that

questioned the very principles according to which the regime

functioned. One such group was centred upon the duc de B ourgogne.

/It contained many influential personalities, such as Fenelon, the

duc de Beauvilliers, the duc de Ghevreuse and the duc de S Simon,

who not only expressed criticism of the regime, but formulated

proposals for modernislng the estates general, the provincial

estates, the ministerial councils, and the aristocracy
(1)

¯ Again,

by the turn of the century, criticism of the regime had swollen so that

the whole economic system of the state was being challenged, with

the concept of a primarily agrarian economy being propagated, along

with the necessary fiscal and administrative alterations(2). Of this

On this subject see G. ~ireca, ~es doctrines et les reformes

de droit public en reaction contre l’absolutisme de ~ouis XIV
, i ,    , i. , i, i ,|J J,i .i, ,    ii ,     i            i ,i , , j i|ii t,        i             ii . , ,     i i               i, i,

dans l’entourage du duc de Bourgogne. ( Lille, 1909)

L.. ~othkrug, 0pposttigu to Louis XIV: the, political and social
origins of the French enlightenment (P~"inceton, 1965)’ pp 420

i i ~           i

57
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kLnd of discontent there is no appreciation in the four travellers’

journals. Indeed, the insistence with which Veryard enunciates the

popularity of the regime, amounts to self-contradiction; while on

the one hand he asserts the public support that the regime enjoyed,

yet on the other, when he visited Bordeaux and saw the extensions

to the ’chateau trompette’, the great citadel there, he fully re-

cognised that it was enlarged ’to curb the inhabitants, and hinder

he tumults and disorders which have lately much disturbed the

public tranquility in these parts, and of which the people of tSordeaux

(1)
were commonly the ring-leaders’. The riots in question occurred

in 1675 as a result of increased taxation, and it was to forestall any

other such disturbances that the citadel was strengthened. In spite

cf his awareness of this serious uprising, Veryard nevertheless per-

sisted with his theory that the regime was universally popular.

The traveller whose analysis comes nearest to a serious

study, is the author of A view of i~arls.
¯ m.., i ii i i

His stress upon the im-

portance of the service that the army gave to the regime, is under-

standable Ln the light of other travellers’ observations as outlined

in earlier pages of this chapter; but also because of the increasing

belligerence of Louis’ foreign policy, that necessitated larger and

(1) Veryard, p. 82



and larger armies. During the period 1661 to the outbreak of the

war of the Spanish succession, the size of the army consistently

expanded (apart from partial demobilisations during the years of

peace). In 1661 the army numbered about 125,000, and gradually

expanded to 158,000 by 1685, After 1685 its growth was on a

spectacular scale; during the war of the league of Augsburg (1688

to 1697) tt grew to some 375,000 (being reduced to 200,000 at the

end of the war), and during the war of the Spanish succession, it

once again augmented to over 300,000. The sheer size of the armies,

therefore, made their support essential to Louis, and served (as

several travellers observed) as an unbreakable source of his

domestic authority.

The army’s role as a prop of Louis’ authority was nec-

essary towards the end of the reign. Discontent with the regime was

by no means restricted to the court circles, but was widely evident

among the masses; between 1700 and 1715, letters from the ’in-

tendants’ to the ’contr~leur ~ ~ general’ carry frequent reports of un-

rest and rioting. There were risings in Languedoc in 1704 and in

Provence in 1705; Lyon rebelled in 1701, 1708 and 1714; in 1703

f
riots occurred in Agen and Dearn; the savage winter of 1709 that

resulted in chronic food shortages and inflated prices, let loose

violence at Orleans, Montauban and the Dauphine. Confronted by
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turbulence ou such a scale~ the regime was forced to rely more upon

armed force for its authority, than upon the normal machinery of

administration. When he nominated the army as a fundamental bastion

of the regime, the author of A view of :JarLs therefore had consider-- -- - ii ill , i u J i

able justificatLon.

His view that the king could also rely on the ’officiers’,

because they relied upon him for the tenure of their ’offices’ needs

certain modification. It is true that they remained loyal to the king,

and supplied him with money when they purchased and paid a rent

upon their ’offices’. On the other hand, the regime was in many

respects dependent upon them. They were politically loyal to the

regime precisely because they held ’offices’, and to have dismissed

them as a class (as Colbert wanted to do, but was re~traiued by

Louis), would have created a large group of people (who were

wealthy, many of them prominent Ln proviucial politics, industry

and commerce), who were intensely dissatisfied, and liable (if

the Fronde meant anything) to dissidence. Again, the ’officier’

class was ahnost an adminLstration Ln itself, existing along side

the central administration; the central administration, which op-

orated in the provinces mainly through the ’intendants’, relied to

a considerable extent fo~~ its effectiveness, upon the abil~_ty of the

’intendants’ to work in cooperation with tile local ’efficiers’. The
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’officiers’ had it in their power serLously to diminLsh the autho:~ity

of the regime, simply by a policy of non-cooperation. Finally,

the growing costs inflicted on the regLme by war, forced i~ouis

to seek more and more sources of income; the financial benefits

that he acquired from the sale of ’offices’, correspondingly be-

came all the more important to him. In all these ways, LouLs

was dependent upon the ’officiers’, just as they (as A view of Paris

points out) were upon him.

As for the author’s claim that the alliance between the king

and catholic church was a thLrd powerful support of the absolutist

system, this is dealt with in a later chapte    . Nevertheless, at

/
this stage it can be stated that the rights of ’regale’ dLd not (as the

author claims} of themselves bind state and church; it was the

principle behind them, the gallLcan principle, that did so. The

z
controversy over the rights of ’regale’, that complicated relations

between Rome and France from 1573 (when Louis first asserted his

f

right of ’regale’ over the whole kingdom} to 1693 (when agreement

was reached}, was symptomatic of the way in which Louis, and

many leading ecclesiastics, saw the interests of the catholic church

best served Ln close relations with the state. The great catholic

..... Jl Jl , ii

(1} See chap. VIII
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revival that occurred in France in the seventeenth century, laid

heavy emphasis upon the concept of a religion that aimed at the

improvement of social conditions, through missionary, charitable,

and educational work. The gallican movement of ~ouie XIV’s

personal reign should not be interpreted simply as power-politics

by bishops who wished togive the catholic church immense political

influence in France, but as an expression of the belief that social

work by the church could be on a vast, ambitious scale, and be

all the more effective, if the church was closely in league with the

state, that had colossal resources and prestige with which to help.

Gallicanism is frequently analysed from the point of view of the

state, (this is what A view of Paris does), but at the same time,
e J,

it had deep implications for the social work of the church.

The conclusions argued by the four travellers have been

analysed in some detail. When they are taken as a whole and corn-

pared with travellers~ observations that were outlined earlier in

the chapter, there is considerable affinity between them. This is

not surprising. Few travellers paid much attention to the person

of Louis XIV, and in consequence, he remained for most of them

an unseen head of the regime. Yet they saw the regime in terms

that stressed its authority in the country, supported by a strong

military presence; therefore it is fully understandable that those
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travellers who did reflect on the character of the regime, should

stress it~ ab~,olutist nature, almost to the exclusion of everything

else.

There w~:,~,s, in fact, little alternative so far a~ three of the

four travellers are concerned, namely the author of :~ view of Paris,

Shaw and Northleigh. They were all in France towards the end, or

at the turn of the century. Thi~ was a period when the wars bet~-een

France and England had prorluced widespread hatred of the French

regime in England, where a busy trade in the composition and pub-

lication of francophobic pamphlets developed. Typical of the ~aterial

in circulation wa:~ The French tyrant or the :royal: s!~l,ve. (London, 17CZ},

a poem that outlined the chief events of Louis’ reign, and described

the principle~ by ~;hich he operated. The poem make~ Louis ~peak

thu~;
’All M~:chiaveilian policies I have trie~

And all religious obstacles, c~efied:

Signed leagues, which I resolved to break before,

And formed the methods even whilst I swore*. (I)

Other such pamphlets included .,A Vie v/the true interest of the several

stat e,s of Euro~ (London, 1689), in ~hich the author calls for a

European league to combat France; The secret intrigues of the French

(1) The Frenchtyrant, p. 5
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k~ng’s mLnLsters at the courts of several prLnces, for the enslavlnR
ii i    i ii ii i ill i i ii i i w i i i _ J lllll i IL i

of ~urope (London. 1691), was another, as was The f rLendshLp of

kLng L ew~s ~s always fatal (London, 171Z), an account of allLances

between France and varLo’~s states that stresses how ~.ouLs frequently

betrayed h~s allLes.

A more detailed account of one of these pamphlets can be

g~ven, to Hlustrate exactly what kLnds of notLons about the French

regLme were current. Take as an example the spirit of France. an~

the pol~tLc maxims of LewLs XIV that was publLshed Ln 1689. Accord-
i ii i i i i i

Lug to the author, French foreL~m polLcy alined to subject H~urope to

France, and Lt employed every LmagLnable devLce o£ treachery and

double-dealLng in order to succeed, l~ouLs’ favourLte tr~cks Lncluded

the bLndLng of some sta~es to France by rnarrLage alliances, the

weakening of others by LntrLgu~ng to prevent them from ra[sLng

troops, and their further emasculation by the encouragernent of

relLg[ous strLfe. England must try to frustrate Lou~s at every poss-

Ible opportunity. As an island immune from invasion, ~ngland could

assume a purely offensLve role, but only when two things had been

achieved; harmony between ~[ng and parlLament, and an allLance

wLth the UnLted ProvLnces. Through such an alliance France could

be checked. If she were not, then she would se[7.e control of the

sea-lanes and the IndLes, ~Zngl[sh cornrnerce would suffer severe
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blows, an5 the English channel would be unsafe for her shipping.

Since they came from an environment where attitudes

about France such as those that have just been outlined, were

common, it Is yet again not surprising that three of the four

travellers whose conclusions about the French regime were analysed,

{hought as they did; there was little chance that such a background

would produce balanced attitudes to the regime.

The influence that popular notions about French policy could

exert on a traveller is well Illustrated in i% view of Paris, which cou-
i    i    i     ii

tains a passage on French foreign policy that is very similar to those

to be found in popular pamphlets(l); it argues along the following

lines. During the first few years of his personal reign, Louis XIV

concentrated on the task of winning the loyalty of his subjects. He

was eminently successful, and continued so, and by 1685 he felt

that circumstances were strongly in favour of a more ambitious

foreign policy; he had been victorious in war, the economy was

prosperous, and around France lay a decadent Spain, a Germany

harrassed by the Turks, and an ~ngland ruled by a catholic. Such

tempting circumstances led Louts to attempt to impose a ’universal

monarchy’ upon Europe. Stage one in the process was the elimin-

(1) A view of Paris, pp 79-84
H, .t : i ,
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ation of protestantism from France, a move that forewarned other

European protestant states of his purpose. War broke out. It

proved too costly, so that (in 1697) Louis signed peace terms in

which he restored all the gains that France had made since the

peace of Nimegeu, 1678, His readiness to sign was encouraged

by the prospect of the death of the king of Spain, from which Louts

expected to profit. Now that war was over, he resorted again to

cunning, his master-stroke being the Partition treaty of 1700, since

it drove a wedge between Austria on one side, and England and the

Dutch Republic on the other.(1) Furthermore, in Spain the treaty

encouraged a pro-French group that dreaded the dismembering of

the Spanish empire, and that looked to France to keep it intact.

In the end, of course, Louis turned down the idea of partition in

favour of Charles II’s will (2), for as a result, the Spanish royal

council, and Spanish ambassadors throughout Europe became

French lackeys, while the new king of Spain, Philip V, was nothing

more than his grandfather’s viceroy. This being the case, the

author of A view,,of, Paris, , pronounces a gloomy warning;

  th0r ..... y .....................is not strictl accurate; Louis’ great achievement

was the first Partition traaty, 1698, by which he reached agree-

ment with the Dutch and English governments on the future of

Spain (the Austrian an~ Spanish governments were not consulted);
the treaty of 1700 simply modified the 1698 agreement.

rThe will left Spain and all its territories to :Louts’ g an~ascn,
the duc d’Anjou
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’if speedy and effectual remedies be not applLed, the

French king’s power and Lnterest will in a few years grow

to such a heLght, as to enable him to compass his favour-

ite project of the universal monarchy .... He will im-

prove the treasures of the West Indies, raise the Spaniards

out of their lethargy ... he will in a short time enable his

grandson to reunite both Holland and Portugal to the crown

of Spain; he will cut off the Gngltsh from their trade to

Spain, the /_evant, the East and West Indies; and haviug

flone all this, how easily, he may make himself master of

all the rest of Ghristendom, I leave everyone to imagine’.(1)

To forestall such catastrophLc developments, England, the Dutch

~epublic, the German princes aud Austria, must jointly declare

war on France. This whole passage could have come straight out

of one of the anti-French pamphlets that were common in England

about 170u.

~nglish travellers found little Ln the regime of Louis XIV

that was admirable. This was partly their own fault, since most of

them failed to understand Louts himself. Again, they thought in
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generalised, extreme terms that were bound to lead to unreliable

conclusions. But for all that, the observations that travellers

made during their tours of France supported the major tenets of

the conclusions that Shaw, Northleigh, Veryard, and the author

of A view of Paris expounded. Indeed, considering the tone of

much late seventeenth century pamphleteering, it is possible even

to argue that their conclusions were surprisingly moderate. One

thing is certain. The wars of aggression in which the regime in-

:ulged utterly wiped out the international honour and prestige that

~t had enjoyed. The glorious reputation for which £,ouis yearned in

/
his Memoires was incompatible with war; French armies left a

deeper impression on peoples’ minds than did the splendours of

Versailles, or anything else that lauded Louis XIV. English

travellers bear witness to this; their condemnatory remarks upon

his regime demonstrate the disappear’ante of Louis’ reputation as

’le roi glorieux’, and therefore the failure of one of the aims ex-

f

pressed in the Memoires.
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VII.

ENGLISH TRAVELLERS AND THE HUGUENOTS
JJ t, .    i        t i, LLI , i       , , i             , L , , ,, i         i t] , u l L             , ,.,l ¯

Eventually the tour of France was likely to bring the

traveller face to face with some controversial aspect of society

that goaded a latent bias or preconception into reaction. Certainly

the more sensitive, thin--skinned travellers could expect to en-

counter something to which a rational, detached response ,would

be difficult. The sphere of religious affairs is one obvious case,

for granite convictions in a traveller could reduce his observations

to crude polemic. Yet so far as the huguenots and their difficulties

are concerned, this rule has curiously limited application only.

The huguenot predicament, indeed huguenot affairs in general, lit

few fires of enthusiasm in English travellers, who::~e attitude rarely

passed beyond one of moderate interest. The reasons for this can

come later, but the point can be made here. In a ~ense, the un-

°
Ccommitted attltufle of travellers is welcome to this historian who

wishes to use them as a source on huguenot stu¢]ie~, because the

odds on reasonable objectivity in their accounts corre~::pondingly

mount. The rarity of partisan views in journals doe~ mean that

whatever the difficulties in -�~,~ them, the kind of bia~ that out-

rageously distorts, is happily absent. Moreover, the general ca:~e
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is that travellers’ remarks on the huguenots are scattered through-

out their journals, consisting of casual notes rather than segments

of sy~:~tematic observation and scrutiny. This in itself is another

demonstration of the somewhat apathetic view taken by English

travellers of the French protestants; in~ofar as journals are a guide,

the huguenots did not win a great deal of space in them.

The size. of the¯ huguenotj            o population.

English travellers can be used as a source on the huguenots

in a number of ways. One is to learn from them ~omething of

huguenot colouring on the map of France, a welcome contribution,

since matters of huguenot demography are notoriously difficult.

One of the most informative ~ources on the 166{i’s is Philip

Skippon. Hi~:recor.~s~ of huguenot numerical strength claim the

foUowing: three quarters of the population of N~nes was huguenot,

one third of that of Montpellier and. half of that of Aigues - Mortes(I)-,

giving more ~pecific figures, he further claims that 5,60(~ huguenots

lived at Grenoble and Z, {~C0 protestant families at Lyon.(2) Corn-

parisons with his version can be drawn from other travellers. Con-

cerning N~mes, the duke of Shrewsbury repeats the same proportion

.1 £ I _ I I I II I :1 I_ I I I I Jll J Jl I I I I I l Illl U I I U I

Skippon0 pp 714, 715, 7Z4

Ibid., pp 708, 709
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as Skippon; he was writing in 17CI. but in this case was referring

to pre- 1685 days.(j) Another instance of ~ippon’s figures being

substantiated comes on Montpellier, where the marquis of Worcester

in 1673 reported that the protestant population was one third of the

total.(2) Still on Montpellier, Edward Browne in 1664 simply claimed

that well over half of the population was protestant(3) and in 1676 John

Locke added that they were still on the increase.(4) On Aigues                                    -Mortes

Locke modifies Skippon’s figure to one-quarter, but he was writing in

1676 and in any case adds that in earlier tL~nes the whole town was

prote stant.(5)

To turn to a different part of France, Thomas Isham stated

that in the late 1670’s, one-third of the inhabitants of Dieppe were pro-

testant and half of those of Rouen.(6) In Paris c~uring the same decade,

the marquis of Vforcester suggested one in fifty-five as the ratio of

protestants to catholics(7).

The outstanding traveller on demographic information i:~

John Locke, whose diary contains numerous references to the

huguenot world. In broad terms he ,~~-eJ- that one=sixteenth of

(I)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(v)

Shrewsbury, p. 748

Worcester, f. 11
E. Browne to his father,
Locke, p. 4!

Ibid.° p. 61
Isham, pp 1, 6
Worcester, f. 3v

7 Oct. 1664 (Wilkins, p. 7t;)
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On the two southern

provinces which he knew most intimately, he claims that 206~ 06fl

huguenots lived in Langu,~doc(2) ~’they ~ a ~ a’na~ir~ in many

towns of Provence.(3) Sometimes he is content to quote rough pro..

portions, and in this way he notes their majority in :~:everal southern

towns like Castres(4) Loriol(5) S Amans and its neighbourhoo~6)

(7)Uz~s, and Vauver~ 8) , to which can be added a large majority at

Tonneins inthe west (9) $ On other occasions he is more specific, as

when he quotes four huguenot families at Ai~1C) eight at Toulo~11) and

fifty at Marseilles(12). At Glen there were between five and six

hundred huguenots(,13) and three hundred communicant~ at S Gilled.(14)

Most of these figures refer, of course, to southern ~rance,

with the exceptions of Isham’s notes on the north, and the marquis of

Worcester on Paris. A comparison of the above statistic~ with those

of a modern scholar, ~V. C. Scoville(15), shows a remarkable degree of

(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(I0)
(II)

(13)

i _ , i,i , ¯    ,

Locke, p. 89

Ibid., p. 89
Ibid., p. 68

Ibid., p. IZ8
Ibid., p. 244
Ibld., p. 127

Ibid., p. 22
Ibid., p. 68
Ibid., p. 140

Ibid., p. 83

Ibid., p. 83
Ibid. , p. 75

Ibid., p. Z49

Ibid., p. 68

W.C. Scoville, The persecution
,i

of the huguenot~ .and French
i , I,    J ¯        ,,

e�onomic¯ developm ent, 168G-
., ,    i     L

1720 (Univ. of California, 1960),
pp 7-12



agreement. He ~ubstantiates the figures quoted above on N~mes,

Dieppe, Rouen an.-~ Paris(1) ¯ , agrees with Locke’s estimate of the total

huguenot population(z), and with his figure,:-~: for Languedoc.(3) In fact

the only disagreement between Scoville and travellers on those towns

and areas which they commonly examine, concerns Lyon. Skippon

put their strength at 2, COO families while Scoville considers that their

number was only about 1,000.(4) For the rest, travellers’ records

as measured against Scoville are notable for their accuracy.

There are, of course, limitations to their u~;efulness. They

reveal nothing about the status of huguenots in southern ~ociety, nothing

about their modes of employment, they ~emonstrate nothing about the

rise and fall of the huguenot population, and they are of no purpose when

the question of emigration and flight from persecution arises. ::~uch

are some of the restrictions around travellers’ statistics, but they

cannot seriou~.:ly diminic~h their considerable importance for the study

of the spread of the huguenots.

The life of the huguenot community.

There is yet another way in which English travel journal~

....... ~ ¯ ........ - " ’ u .... ~ . . ........ ,, , i i F I I I I I I t _ I I

(])
(z)
(3)
(4)

Scoville, p. 1 1

Ibid. , p. 7

Ibid., p. 9

Ibid. , p. 1Z
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can contribute to the study of French protestantism. This is on the

level of the community affairs of the ’Religion Pretendue R~formee’

Englishrnen had personal contact with huguenots through worshipping

with them and through conversation, and it is as a consequence of

this that insights into internal huguenot concerns can be achieved.

The mo~t common source of contact was in fact the ser-

vice of worship, and from travellers’ points of view the church which

waz most frequently visited was at Charenton, just east of Paris.

This famous church had been built in 1624 according to a design by

Jacques de Brosse, and it acted as the focal point of Parisian huguenot

life, as well as attracting l~rge numbers of foreign visitor~: who were

in Paris. Normally it was served by three or four pastors, and

Charenton church had numbered some of the most prestigious name~

of protestant France among them. There yeas Jean Claude (1619-1687),

who had debated with Bossuet himsel~l) and whom Thomas Izharn)

heard preach.(2) Jean D~iII~(1594-1670) was another. He was

pastor at the time of Philip Skippon’s visit(3), and in 1664 Gilbert

Burnet conversed with him, the young English_man considering Dail1~’s

sermons fiery but superficial.(4) Again there was Alexandre Moru~

(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)

See W.J.S. Simpson, A study of Bossuet (London,

Isham, p. 14

Skippon, p. 732
Foxcroft, p. 95

l 937), chap. IV
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discussing religion with him on several occasions. The middle-

aged Frenchman found the twenty-one year old Englishman ex-

cessively serious and intense, while Burnet detected something

of a ’libertine’ in the clergyman. Charenton church was typically

huguenot in its design.    It was square shaped, and the interior

had a double gallery running all the way round.    The congregation

was divided into three parts, with the elders around the pulpit,

women in the middle and men in the galleries. The building was

demolished by government command in 1685 and the site occupied

by a Benedictine convent.

This was the church to which English travellers fre-

quently came to Sunday worship, and, if they wished, they could

attend the regular Thursday service.(2) Worship followed the

traditional protestant pattern, the service consisting of prayers,

psalms, scripture readings, a lengthy sermon, and a period when

the pastor, garbed in black hat, doublet and gown, would publicly

(3)
quiz the children on religious knowledge. Edward Browne, a

frequent worshipper at Charenton in 1664, was also present at a

(i)
(z)
(3)

Skippon, p. 73Z; Foxcroft, p. 95

Skippon, p. 732

Browne, Observations, f. 95
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communion service, where, against a background of biblical

lessons and chanted psalms, the communicants congregated at

the back of the church and then proceeded in pairs to the communion

table, where they stood to receive the bread and the wine.(1) This

was the familiar pattern of v~orship shared by /English travellers.

There was something about the atmosphere that puzzled

Thomas Isham, for one. While he found the congregation large

and enthusiastic at Sunday worship, many members hav[ng gone to

considerable lengths to attend, there was a curiously carnival

atmosphere which made Sundays the festive highlight of the week

rather^a day of devotion. Outside the church, the protestants ran
/.

a market, where, among other items, books and fruit were for sale,

and to which the congregation flocked when the service was finished.

To Isham, all this seemed out of place on the sabbath, but it was

(z)
a phenomenon he often met in France, not just at Charenton,

Indeed other travellers also expressed distaste for the lack of dig-

nity with which Sundays were observed. When Philip Skippon went

to church in Montpellier he was astonished at the congregation’s

behaviour. Some members failed to take off their hats for the

psalms as was the custom, and they chattered so persistently and

, ,, L

(,)
(z)

,     , , ,

Browne, Observations, ff 118v - 119
Isham, p. 14
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noisily during the lessons that the readers were inaudible. For-

tunately they fell silent during the sermon.(I) John bocke also

complained at the behaviour of the Montpellier huguenots. Twice

unrestrained coughing spoiled his worship, and on a third occasion

there was a minor fracas when some women insisted on sitting

in that male preserve, the gallery.(2) Within its own terms

huguenot worship unquestionably was sincere and devout, but it

bore characteristics that some travellers found exceedingly irk-

some.

Experiences of huguenot services elsewhere than Charen-

ton can be found tn travel journals. Philip Skippon attended the

octagonal huguenot church at Grenoble. He noticed several pews

reserved for local notabilities and, a dangerous sign of the times,

a gallery complete with jealousy-windows through which catholic

investigators could observe.(3) Further, he went to church at

1N~mes, where worship was organized on an elaborate scale.

There was a daily morning service with sermon, prayers every

afternoon, and four sermons preached on Sundays.(4) At Mont-

pellier, although the unruly behaviour of the congregation offended

Skippon, p. 715

~ocke, pp 47,

Skippon, p. 709

Ibid., p. 714

I01, 114
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him, he found a refreshing spontaneity of worship, when from

~rne to time sections of the congregation interrupted the fo~-mal

proceedings by singing psalms. (1)

The service of worship therefore provided an outstanding

opportunity for contact between English travellers and huguenots,

and was one of the levels at which travellers could estimate the

state of the protestant community. Strangely, no traveller dis-

cussed the format of worship, or considered the theological mean-

ing of it. They simply accepted the patteru as they found it and

forbore to comment. This even applies to Gilbert t=}urnet. His

lack of written interest in the system of worship followed by

huguenots is all the more puzzling, since one of the reasons for

his presence in France in 1664 was connected with religion. He

wanted to study preaching techniques.(2) A modern commentator

might consider that if Buruet were fully to study preaching, he

would have to understand the pattern of worship and examine the

function of preaching within it, so that the styles adopted by pro-

minent preachers could be all the more comprehensible. But he

did not. He concentrated on the technique alone of men like Morus

and Daille, but saw no reason to analyse the theology behind

~’rench protestant worship.

Skippon, p. 715

Foxcroft, p. 96
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An aspect of the huguenot community that interested John

Locke in particular, was its structure and government. In his

journal he outlines its structure, headed by a general synod (that

in fact had not met since 1659), under which were provincial

~ynods, that took decisious on ecclesiastical affairs and controlled

the ordination of pastors.(1) Then came the individual congreg-

ations that were administered by consistories (made up of pastors

and eiders); these governing bodies were responsible for con-

gregatioual discipline as well as for the organizational affairs of

the church. There was no common term of office for consistories,

so that while that of Montpellier changed only every six years, the

consistory at N~mes did so annually.(z) The incoming consistory

was appointed by the retiring one. /Before a pastor was appointed

(and the process was shared by the local congregation and the pro-

vtncial synod), he had to satisfy both of them of his prowess as a

preacher and as to his intellectual capabilities. (3) Individual church

members were expected to conduct themselves in a seemly manner,

and were liable to discipline by the consistory if they violated acc-

epted standards. First they would be warned in private, then, if

they failed to improve their ways, would be brought before the

J , i , i , , L,,,. ,    i, | ,

(1) Locke, p. 39

(Z) Ibid., pp 42-3

(3) Ibid., pp 39-40
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consistory, and finally could be upbraided before the congregation

and debarred from the communion service. Locke himself re-

cords two instances of excommunication. (One penaliT.ed a member

of the congregation at Montpellier who had struck another during the

eucharist, and the second was imposed on a member who permitted

his daughter to marry a catholic.(2)

Locke was also interested in the corporate health of the

community. ~hen he turned to that issue, on the one hand he met

several outstanding individuals whose faith was impregnable, but

on the other he had doubts about the huguenots as a body. One of

those admirable individuals, Charles Barbeyrac (1629-1699), a

celebrated Montpellier physician, whose career hag suffered be-

cause of his religious convictions(3), confessed to Locke that in

matters of day to day living, protestants were no improvement on

(4)
catholics, and exactly the same opinion was expressed by one

/
of the pastors there, P, ene Dertheau. If anything, he was more

scathing still, as he complained that their religious faith had

achieved only shallow penetration into most protestants. (5) This,

indeed was the most important issue of all. Just what was the con-

(i)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Locke, p. 43

Ibid., p.45
Ibid., p. 28, n. 4
Ibid., p.28

Ibid., p. 94
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ditlon of the huguenots in the experience of ~ngltsh travellers ?

The question can be put another way. The period under

study, the personal reign of bouis XIV, marked a radical change

in the fortunes of the huguenots. After their curbing by the

government in the 16Z0’s they reached a ’modus vLvendi’ with

catholic ~rance and the government. While they certainly retained

distinctive features, patti] through their religious practi~es, and

partly through their civil rights, they blended reasonably well

with the rest of France. They played an extremely valuable part

in the economic affairs of the state, and avoided any temptation to

renewed state-building within France, such as led to their suppression

in the 16Z0’s. But their existence had never been accepted by

catholic France as a permanent settlemtmat, and when Louis XIV

took control of the state machine himself in 1661, he put himself at

the head of the movement to obliterate the huguenots. The story

has received widespread treatment by historians(1), and it is well

(1) Some modern studies include vv~. G. Scoville, op. cit. ; A. Gobert,
/ . P"

’La revocation de l’edit de Nantes: ce qu’elle a co~t~ la France’
in La Revue des Deux Mondes, no. ll (1966), pp 338-54, no. lZ

(1966), pp 576-S5; M. ~a~, ’To~1o~, ~.t~ ~ 1~tt~
contre le protestantisme au XVIIe stecle’ in Annales du Midi,

Ixxvii, no. 71 (1965), pp 31-45; J. Orcibal, Louts.XIV. et les
p~ot~.t~.t~, la ¢~b~le a~s ~¢~omod~s d~ ~1[~to-, I~ ¢~t~
des convers.Lons, la r~vocation de l’~dit de lqantes (Paris, i951)
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known how the mounting tides of persecution reached their climax

tn the later 1670’s and 1680’s. The question of the state of the

huguenots as a body, therefore, means examining how English

travellers saw them under the persecution that became a way of

life.

Travellers’ records for the decade from 1660 to 1670

erect unmistakable sign posts to the dismal future. Not that notes

on the persecution of the huguenots account for much space in the

records. Such remarks as travellers make tend to be brief

jottings only. There is, for instance, ];:’r Downes’ journal. ~vhen

he visited Rouen in 1664, he just missed witnessing an example of

the popular anti-huguenot hysteria that all too easily could be

stimulated. He describes how some ten days before writing (1

June) a huguenot woman, a maid, had collapsed. A call was sent

to de Langres, the local huguenot pastor, but another went to a

catholic priest. In the event the priest was first to arrive, and

he succeeded in wringing a death-bed conversion from the woman.

A little later de Langres appeared, and being informed of what

had happened, decided he had no option but to leave. Meanwhile,

however, word of the spiritual duel had rushed round the neigh-
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bourhood, and an excited crowd gathered outside the woman’s

residence. News of her conversion was received with colossal

enthusiasm that quickly turned into an anti-de Langres fury. The

crowd degenerated into a dangerous rabble and the protestant pastor

had to be smuggled away to safety.(I) In itself, an incident like

this may be interpreted as an insignificant flare-up, but it is also

possible to see it as an example of how easily a catholic mob could

be roused, and how precarious was the restraint practised towards

protestants in certain parts of France. This incident is all the

more interesting since it occurred at Rouen, a city where, accord-

tug to Thomas Isham, the population was divided almost equally

between catholic and protestant. Under those circumstances it is

easy to understand the bitterness of religious divisions.

As well as such evidence of popular anti-protestantism,

there are occasional flashes of official animosity to be read in

travellers’ records, Philip Skippon detected it on several occasions.

There was the example of Calais, where huguenots were forbidden

to hold positions of authority in local government; no protestant

could aspire t u be mayor, deputy mayor, treasurer or councillor.(Z)

He further stumbled on a distasteful example at Montpellier. Pro-

(I) Downes (1664), ff 6v-7

(Z) Skippon, p. 362
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testants there had to be buried at a special cemet#=ry outside of

the city, and only during certain hours; either early in the morn-

inE or after sunset. In any case, a maximum number of thLrty

mourners was imposed.,(1) In addition to that he records the

government’s harsh attitude to conversion. The death penalty

awaited any huguenot convert to catholicism who recanted, as well

as any catholic ecclesiastic who turned protestant.(2) GffLcialdom,

SkLppou suggests, may not yet have turned the full blast of its

heavy artillery on the huguenots, but it was well past the snLping

stage. There is perhaps no mo~’e tellLng remark than that by

(3)
’¢v’illiam PerwLch in a letter to Sir Joseph ~Villiamsou on Z0

April, 1669; when he attended church at Charenton the previous

day) he heard prayers appealing for divine deliverance from

(4)
per secutiou.

In the 16701s there is no source so rich as the journal of

John Locke, particularly on the position of huguenots in the south,

where he resided from January 1676, until March 1677. Although

he refrains from expressing any opinion about episodes of per-

secutlon, and maintains the role of reporte~ not commentator,

(1)
(z)
(3)

Skippon, p. 716
Ibid., p. 716

Sir Joseph ~illtamson (1633-1701), secretary to i~ord Ar-
lington (secretary of state)

Perwich, p. 4
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the sheer abundance of his observations suggests that the languish-

ing fortunes of the huguenots was of deep concern to him.

Judging by his journal, persecution was pursuing three

principal lines of attack. One was the mass closure of huguenot

churches. Like Philip Sk[ppon before him(1) he remarks on the

closure of one of the two churches at N~mes,(2) to which he adds

the catholic seizure of the huguenot hospital.(3) Under its catholic

administration, one ward in the hospital was reserved for huguenots,

but very few used it because of persistent badgering by priests.(4)

Again, just a few days before Locke’s arrival at Uz~s, orders had

been received to pull down the single huguenot church upon the

spider’s-web thin pretext that the protestants’ singing had disturbed

()services in the n tghbourmg catholic church.~Sr To these partic

ular instances Locke adds more elaborate statistics illustrating

the closure of churches. Out of a total of thirteen huguenot churches

in Provence, nine were demolished during the five or six years

ending in 1676;(6) in the period 1666 to 1676, at least 160 had been

destroyed throughout the country;(7) writing again in April 1679, he

(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(v)

i,, , ,i ,

Skippon, p. 714

Locke, p. 15;

Ibid., p. 15;

Ibld., p. 15

Ibid., p. Z3

Ibid., p.83

Ibid., pp 27-8

it was closed in 1664 (n. 3)

it was closed in 1666 (n. 4)
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claims that a further fifteen had been condemned in the previous

(i)
two months, making a grand total of over 300 since 1660.

Another form of persecution revealed by Locke contin-

ues what Skippon had already encountered at Calais. This was the

steady elimination of huguenot participation in local government,

Time and time again he found evidence, No protestant deputy

could attend the provincial estates of J~anguedoc(2), and even

huguenot barons had to send a catholic deputy instead of appearing

personally,(3) It has just been mentioned how Locke’s arrival

at Uz~s coincided with the instructions to destroy the huguenot

church; the same set of commands included the dismissal of

(4)
protestant town consuls and a prohibition on electing any more,

Uy.~s thereby found itself in the position that Montpelller had en-

(5)
dured for several years.

Finally, economic pressures were being applied steadily,

calculated to force less than ardent protestants to think again

about the "~isdom of holding to their faith, i, ocke found an in-

stance at INiort, where he met a huguenot woman whose household

(1)
(Z)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Locke, p. Z71

Ibid., p. Z2

Ibid., p. I07

Ibid., pp gZ-3

Ibid., p.48
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had been subjected to the ’dragonnades’. For three and a half

months two soldiers had been billeted in her home at a crippling

cost. They had to be fed three full meals a day, with a lighter

one during the afternoon and sometimes in the evening too. The

,    (I)
cost to herself during the period had been 40 ecus. Again, in

the huguenot stronghold of la iRochelle (a city where only protest-

ants born there were allowed to reside), the status of guild master

(z)
was denied to them. .At Montpellier he learned how an agree-

merit whereby huguenot pastors werepaid from municipal taxes on

meat, was blatantly contravened. By 1676 they were receiving

(3)
only about 8% of their stipend due from this source.

The 1670’s therefore $~,’ ~nore and more attacks

against the huguenots. Moreover, the attacks were highly organ-

ized and concerted, and were not simply expressions of local

antagonisms towards protestants. Locke was all too aware of the

fact, but did not allow it to deter him from his role as observer

only. His journal contains no passages in which he analyses per-

secution or presents his own opinions on the matter. His chief

value is as a source of factual information on persecution and the

conditions of the huguenots under it.

(i)
(z)
(3)

i~ocke, pp zzg-30

Ibid., p. Z30
Ibid., p. 58
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The 1680’s brought the nadir of huguenot fortunes. When

the edict of Nantes was revoked in 1685, that put into words what

was already a fact; as an independent group the huguenots were

finished. The absolutist regime of i,ouis X-IV had no room for an

’eccentric’ group, and the systematic persecution that ~ocke

described in the 1670’s completed its task in the following decade.

Unfortunately, at this stage English travel records enter

their most barren years so far as information on the huguenots is

concerned. Persecution, far from leading to amplified concern on

the part of travellers, led instead to its diminution. In the 1680’s

there is no journal $o informative as Locke or even as Sktppon.

All that exists is a disparate collection of episodes where travellers

saw some of the effects of persecution. But there is an absence

of an overall picture, and of the revocation of the edict of Nantes

itself, there is not a single word. It is impossible to build any

lofty structures of knowledge on travellers’ records from the 1680’s.

1Nevertheless there are spasmodic episodes that can be

recorded. Particularly indicative of the last ditch stand that

some huguenots were taking, is the pitiful reference by John Dux-

ton to a scene at Ntrnes. A group of some five hundred protest-

ants had armed themselves and taken refuge in the Roman amph~-

theatre in that city.(1) The numerous modes of persecution
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practised upon them had left them bewildered, knowing no response

beyond hopeless armed resistance. Again, Ellis Veryard, pro-

bably about 1682, was at Castelnaudary, a once staunchly huguenot

town that had been administered a heavy dose of the ’dragonnades’.

Numerous protestants there had understandably surrendered to

catholicism, but were anxious to point out that they were ’cathol-

[ques par force’.(Z) Veryard encountered yet more s~gns of the

anti-huguenot crusade on the borders with Savoy. He stayed at S

Pierre, a frontier village, and was stopped by an armed band that

was hounding protestant refugees.TM

repression is ~n Ferrier’s journal.

One final example of huguenot

On a visit to the ’CharitY’

hospital at ~yon, he saw son-le huguenot woznen imprisoned in a

small yard and fed only on bread and water.

(4)
to them but was forbidden.

He wanted to speak

(1) W ~.,. Scov[lle,"~ The persecution of the huzuenots,"
. ......................

pp 8-9
discusses the number of huguenots in Languedoc, but makes

no rneutiou of the policy of ’~ragonuades’ being applied there

(Z) Veryard, p. 85

(3) Ibid., p. IOZ; a series of edicts had been issued focbidd[ng

huguenots leaving the country; they were issued on 18 i, Aay
1682, 14 July 1682, throughout 1685-6, and periodically be-

tween 1686 and 1713 (Scoville, op.c[t., pp 100-2)

(4) Ferr[er, p. 30
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Such are the few instances quoted by English travellers

of the huguenot community in the crucial 1680’s. Their paucity

leaves a sense of profound disappointnlent in the historian. Herein

is another remarkable example of how a theme whose colossal

importance may seem self-evident to a modern comnqentator,

extracted the minimum of written response from travellers.

Yet while an analysis of the subject of English travellers

and huguenots in the 1680’s is so unproductive from one point of

view, from another it is more fruitful. It is possible to estimate

how the persecution coul4 affect travellers themselves. For the

most part they stood aside from internal French affairs, and

were not involved in them. But on the question of anti-protestant-

ism, they could and did become involved. ~etters from the

British embassy in Paris contain interesting remarks on the sub-

ject, and in the 1680’s there were three episodes in particular

that brought protests to the French government. They all occurred

in 1683, and centred on the question of whether or not an Znglish

visitor who fell ill and approached death, was subject to the French

law that insisted that when a protestant was in such a state, a

catholic priest was to attend to try gain his conversion.

The first concerned a Mrs Bikerton, who fell seriously ill
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In obedience to the law, the ’commissaire du Ch~telet’

sent a priest to interview her. His appearance, an annoyance to Mrs

Bikerton, caused her to protest to the embassy, which in turn pro-

tested to the French government. Indeed, Henry Savile(Z) had an

interview with the king himself, and after some v:rangling Louis agreed

to exempt English visitors from the law.

The king’s promise was contravened, however, for ~,~;hen

lord William Hamilton lay dying in Paris, a priest, acting under his

own initiative, gained access to him and tried to convert him.(3) The

pattern of protests was repeated, $~vile once more confronting Louis.

The upshot was an instruction from the archbishop of Paris to the

over-zealous priest personally to apologize to Savile.

vant,

Most serious of all was the affair of lady Harvey’s ~er-

(4) for it resulted in some gentle, but unmistakable wor£s of

warning from the British government to the French. On the even-

ing of 4 April 1593, a priest, accompanied by an inmate of the

English monastery in Pari3, forced his way into the sickroom of her

coachman, and threatened him with eternal damnation if he @id not

(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)

F.~r o./~ (.4)

Henry Savile to Jenkins, 3 Feb. 1682/3 (S.P. 78,/145~, f. 42)
Henry Savile (1642- 1696): envoy extraordinary to France
Henry Savile to Jenkins, 3 Feb. 1682/3 {S.P. 78~/~, ff 42-42v)
Preston to Jenkins, 14 April 1683 (S. P.’i78,~rAlff5~, ff i61-2),

’A memoir on the affair of Lady Harvey’, (Ibid., ff 175-6)
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confess as a catholic. Tempers frayed, words turned to shouts, and

when the two catholics denounced lady Harvey and her servants as

’damned English heretics’, they were unceremoniously bundled out.

Complaints to the king followed, of course, but ~ouis claimed to have

heard a different story. According to his version, the coachman had

in fact called for a priest and wanted to die a catholic. To settle the

matter, Bergerey (’commis’ to de Croissy( i )) was sent with an

English speaking priest to interview the invalid. The servant insisted

that he wished to die an Anglican, and did so on lZ April.

(,
not the end. The British ambassador, lord Preston,

This was

was in-

structed to take a stiff line with the French government; in future, no

sick English visitor was to be molested by a priest, and if he wece,

severe punishment must be inflicted on the er, ing cleric. If the

French government failed to comply, then recriminations could be

(3)
undertaken against Frenchmen in English territories. The warning

obviously had the desired effect, for there were no more such epi-

sodes reported.

(l)

(3)

Charles Colbert, marquis de Croissy (16Z5-1696); brother to the

great Colbert; in 1679 he was appointed ’secrd’taire et ministre d’e~tat’,
an~ was res0onsible for foreign affairs until his death

i/ichard Graham, viscount Preston (1648-1695): he succeeded

Savile as envoy extraordinary

’Instructions to ... ±~[chard Lord Viscount Preston ... ’, (S. 1D.

78, 145, ff 177-177v)
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There is therefore this significant side-aspect to the theme

of English travellers and the persecution of French protestants. The

unlucky traveller who fell seriously ill ran the risk of conflict with

file French law. F~’om the diplomatic point of view, such episodes may

have been nothing more than irritable fire-crackers, but they did

border on the more serious issue of long-term English residents in

France, upon whom the full weight of persecution could and did descend.

It lies outside the scope of this study, but a brief examination of re-

ports from the embassy in Paris to the government in London soon

reveals what a complex problem it was. The British govez’nment claimed

immunity for them since they remained British subjects, while the

French insisted that their permanent residence qualified them f©r un-

(,)
diluted treatment.

After 1680 came the grey years when the huguenot renmant

had to find anew some way of living with post-revocation France, sal-

vaging what it could from the ruins. Few scenes from this period

make their way into English travel records. ~here are references to

final demolition proceedings undertaken against the huguenots. ~oi-

instance, the ’nouveaux convertis’ were carefully regimented, being

compelled to attend Mass and Confession and being fo~’bldden to meet

,,.,,, , .., --

~ ~.

~1) See S.P. 78,/145, ff 2-3, 11-2, Z5-25v, 53-58, 68-69, 159;
ibid., 150, ff 5, 10, 35-7, 106-9
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(1)
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Close attention was paid to the children, int~

whom ’the duties of good catholics’ were instilled through special

institutions.’(Z) There are also moving references to huguenot indiv-

iduals who still stubbornly resisted conversion many years after the

revocation. In 1701 the duke of Shrewsbury met a notable instance.

He saw a small prison un:ier the bridge at S Esprit, and was in-

formed that for the last twelve years a dozen huguenot women had

been detained there, yet they still refused to abjure.

(3)
send some charity to them, but was forbidden.

He wanted to

Beyond these examples, the fate of the huguenots after 1685

was a lifeless subject for English travellers. The final wor5 on it

came in 1714 from James Hume. When he was at $ Malo he met

the may.or on 6 April, and,

’In some slight conversation we had about religion

he wholly excused the clergy from having any hand

in the rigours used against the protestants and threw

all the odium of it upon the king’s counsellors who

,(4)
had advised the king to it for reasons of state.

(1)
(Z)
(3)
(4)

l~unyan, f. 96v

View of Paris, p. 43
Shrewsbury, p. 747

Young, p. 357
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By this time the revocation and the persecutions that preceded it

were history, and a large measure of eighteenth century opinion con-

sidered the whole process to have been mistaken.(I) The mayor’s

remarks are one example of this, although it is worthy of note that

he still excused the king from error. Hume himself was not excited

by the persecution story, perhaps an understandable attitude some

thirty years and more after the 1670s and 1680s. The point is that

his was precisely the attitude taken by travellers who witnessed the

events themselves.

Travellers’ attitudes: a comment.

Thus is the story of the huguenots during persecution as

recorded by E, nglish travellers. Their own reaction to the sufferings

of the huguenots were but slight, at least insofar as their records are

a guide. Even John Locke, who had so many contacts among the

huguenots, remained surprisingly unmoved. They felt no call to

launch tirades against the persecutors and equally expressed few

pro-huguenot sympathies. For a present ,Jay student, this is an un-

fortunate fact. There is no shortage of heavyweight historical

writing upon the subject of the persecution of the huguenots, and the

, , ,, ,     r__,

Contemporary and eighteenth century views of the revocation are

to be found in Scoville, op. cit., pp lZ-Z1
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great themes of government policy, catholic participation in the per-

secution, and huguenot retreat, have all been the subject of expert,

detailed exposition. But there is another side to the whole question

which is just as important, and which can easily be lost among the high

talk on grand historical themes. It is to study the lives of ordinary,

unheroic huguenots who endured oppression as long as they could, and

then either surrendered to catholicism or emigrated. The fate of

common protestants is just as worthy of study as the machinations of

the government. It was precisely here that travellers haJ a unique

opportunity to explore and then expose the huguenot position. Thousands

of conversations must have taken place between travellers and

huguenots, the Frenchmen relating experiences under persecution

t hat could make an invaluable contribution to a full understanding of their

:light. All too few such anecdetes made their way into travellers’

journals. ~: hatever factual information they acquired remained un-

written.

An outstanding problem remains. There is need to account

for the fact that so little commitment was felt by English visitors

over the fate of the protestant minority. It is not enough, indeed it

would be erroneous, to say that Englishmen simply were indifferent

to religious matters in France. Topics connected with religion are to

be found in the overwhehning majority of journals, and religious in-



terests would rank in the top three or four of a list illustrating the

amount of space allotted to various themes in journals. Given the

general interest in French religious affairs, the apathy towards the

huguenots is all the more puzzling.

One explanation is that travellers’ concern for religious

matters was activated most of all by catholicism. The catholic

church placed its unmistakable stamp on almost every sphere of life,

and in comparison the huguenot church was a poor also-ran. True,

huguenots did exert a far more extensive influence on society than

mere numbers might suggest, since they were concentrated in

certain regions and played a distinguished role in industry and

commerce. But under no circumstances can they be considered as

of the same influence as the catholic church, with its abiding alliance

with the state, its growing hold upon the person of the king, its

widespread educational functions, its social services, its colossal

prestige among the French masses (especially in the rural areas),

and its ceaseless propaganda through worship, sometimes through

superstition and the proliferation of cheap images, but just as much

through splendidly creative expressions of architecture, painting,

music and oratory. It is fully understandable that an English traveller

would find the catholic church far more awe-inspiring than the

huguenot.



In any case, tt has been said(l)
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that for long periods in

the seventeenth century the huguenot community merged where poss-

lble with the I;’rench scene, seeking to dispel tts image as a separ-

ated, semi-loyal group whose ,~ernbers were politically suspect. In

certain respects, of course, they ren-iained distinctive. Their worship,

their schools, their hospitals, aud their special representation in

local and provincial government, fostered a particular community

spirit, Yet while they resisted total absorbtiou lute a predominantly

catholic society, they did not think of themselves as being necessarily

at odds with it, and were ready to blend where possible, It is possible,

therefore, that the lack of prominence that hzvellers a/foc~ie~2 them tn

their journals was exactly the reaction that they wishe~!. It may be

that they fitted so well into French society (at least until persecutiou

delLberately spot-lighted them) that ~nglish travellers did not con-

slier them exceptional enough to warrant extensive analysis.

quch an explanation �oub] uot apply to the years of ~nost

vigorous persecution. Louis ~IV’s policy was to isolate them, to

turu a distorting spot-light on them castlug them as aliens, and then

to demolish them as such. If at any time they deserved special

observation by travellers it was during the 1670’s an~,] 1680’s. yet

(1) See above, p. 249
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the 1680’s are at the same time arid in penetrating insights into the

huguenot position. Perhaps the fundamental explanation is straight-

forward; fear. The forces of persecution were not over-selective

in choosing their victims, and reference has been made to travellers

unlucky enough to be ill, and so receive a dose of ’reform’. ~nglish-

men who resided in France were in an even more precarious position,

for they suffered the unmitigated penalties of imprisonment and the

’dragonnades’. Only the foolhardy traveller would become deeply in-

volved with French pz’otestants at the time of their widest persecution.

Certainly the apathy of travel records suggests that most Engltshmen

avoided too ,nany contacts.

For such possible reasons English travel journals steer

clear of the huguenot question in its most acute stages. The two most

perspicacious observers were Skippon and ~ocke, and of these two

Locke, clearly sympathetic towards the huguenots, was the more

mature. ~ocke was lu France during his mid forties, while Skippon

was only twenty four in 1665. Among other travellers, ~dward

Browne also held pro-huguenot attitudes, but was younger still, being

only twenty when he visited France. Gilbert £Jurnet typically main-

tained certain immutable opinions on the huguenots, but this pre-

cocious young man of twenty-one was building far too elaborately on

precious little knowledge. His visit to France in 1664 lasted only
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s[xweeks, far too limited a period in which to assimilate extensive

knowledge. For the re~nalnder, the views in travel journals were

lustreless~ and the hugueuots remained for ~nglishmen a moderate

attraction at most.
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VIII.

In almost every respect the catholic church in France

was an utterly different proposition from the huguenot. This awe-

some institution pervaded so many levels of French life, that every

traveller knew that if he were to leave France with more under-

standing than when he arrived, he must try to analyse something

of the role of catholicism in French society.

The sheer physical bulk of the catholic church was in

itself enough to command respect. Philip Skippon, john ._,ocke and

the author of A succinct d escripti0n of France reacted by carefully

recording statistics to act as a measure of its size. In an attempt

to be as reliable as possible in an age when statistical accuracy

was rare, Skippon used as his source the findings of a special

committee set up by the assembly of the clergy of France in 1635(1)"

Cz)
it is likely that Locke used the same source. They recorded

the following information:(3)

(I) Skippon, p. 734

(Z) Locke, p. 47, n. 1

(3) A succinct description, p.43; Locke, 46-47; Skippon, p. 734
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archbishops

Skippon i, ocke A succinct

description

14 15 12

bishops 85 95 104

parishes 7,000     140,000

abbeys I, 356

13O, 000

friaries 557 557 700

priories 12,400 12,320 + 540

arch-priories

c omrnenderies of
the knights of Malta I, 256 I, 140 259

chapels with chaplains 152,000

religious houses 14,777 14,O77

These figures, again bearing in mind the rough and ready nature

of most seventeenth century records, added to which is the fact

that the church was an ever-changing institution, are similar enough

to illustrate the size that they accepted the church to be. The only

serious discrepancies concern Skippon’s version of the number

of parishes and the number of commenderies of the knights of Malta

noted by A succinct description of France .
i ii i i~ J i    nn l IIIm

There was also the wealth of the church to consider.

Bunyan was informed that its income equalled one-fifth of the rev-

enues of the state(1) while Locke (recording straight figures)

,m,, j m, n

(I) Bunyan, f. 5v
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claimed that its annual income totalled 276,000,000 livres in rev-

(!)enues, with a further 36,000,000 from various other sources.

Skippon (bearing in mind that he may be quoting the same source

as i, ocke) records a figure that at first appears to contradict Locke,

but may in fact be the same. He puts the annual revenues at

9Z0,000 ecus, with 120,000 ecus from other sources; that is to

say 2,760,000 and 360,000 livres. ~¢hen multiplied by 100 his

figures equate with Locke, and it may simply be a printer’s error

that explains the discrepancy between them, the correct version in

ecus bei.ng 92,000,000 and 12,000,000.(2)

On the church’s ownership of land, Locke and Ekippou once

They claim that th,~- ~I.~more produce identical sta~stics. ~t~’~/’~’)

owned 259,000 farms, 17,000 acres^of vineyards and 3,000 acres

from which they drew one-third or one-quarter of the produce.(3)

A succinct Jescription of France ~ncludes no such figures, but the

author does maintain that the catholic church owned about 25% of

the land in France{4), and exactly the same percentage is quoted by

Joseph Shaw.(5)

(1)
(z)

, i       ii ,11 iiJ ,    , ...... ,    i ii i J _ ,11     i , i u|l, i

:.ocke, p. 47i �~ o~’s~’~.~ ~ ~ ~/~ ~" ~,.~ ’

P. Sagnac, ~a formation de la societe fran.~aise mo~Serne (Paris,
1945), i, p. 32, gives 270,000,000 livres as the mos~ ."eiiable
figure for the annual income of the church.
Locke, p. 46; Skippon, p. 734

A succinct description, p.43
................... ..... I    .

Shaw, p. 137



ConflLct in the church.
i ,i . i i    t llJ

Without any question, factual information like this Ls both

useful Ln constructing a reliable picture of the French catholic church,

and Ln demonstrating that in terms of size Lt was a robust institution.

Nevertheless there is LnformatLon in travellers’ records that appears at

first to demonstrate that all was not well, that there were fissures in

the structure, labefactions that crumbled its fabric.

A good example is the journal of John Northleigh. In the

single passage where he analyses the catholic church, he does so in

terms of the tensions to which Lt was subject. He detected three; the

laity was profoundly resentful towards the clergy, ’both by reason of

the increase of their number, and several ecclesiastical usurpations’;

there was conflLct between the authority of :Rome and the gallicanism

of the French catholic church; division existed over policy towards

the huguenots, since some members of the catholic church wanted to

convert them by kLd-glove methods, but others preferred the heavy

(1)
hand. Northleigh’s comments on the catholic church are brief,

amounting to just under 200 words. It is therefore all the more sig-

nlficant that ’conflict’ is the theme that he chooses; obviously for

him, Lt characterised the church more than anything.

(1) Northleigh, p. 730
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N orthleigh was writing in general terms, but a paz’ticular

example of conflict was met by Charles Bertie. The acrimonious

quarrel of which he writes concerned the question of authority, and

it occurred at Angers. He had visited the religious houses in and

around the town, the i~ecollects, St Nicholas’ Abbey, the Capuchins,

the Minims, the Benedictines, the Cordeliers, the Ursul~nes, the

Carmelites, the Augustinians, and the monastery of Toussaincts, where

he learned of a struggle between the orders and the bishop of Angers.

According to Bertie, the bishop was attempting to impose his authority

by subjecting them to much needed (the bishop argued) reform. For

their part they upheld their considerable independence, since some

were responsible to the pope and others to the king. The disagreement

was embittered by personality factors. To the bishop’s assertion that

the so-called ’liberties’ of the orders were unjustified, existing only

because his predecessors had failed to impose their just authority,

the regulars repliec] that his reforming zeal was nothing more than

a case of uneasy conscience. The bishop was a convert from protest-

antism, and (they maintained) was attempting to placate his sense of

guilt over his heretical years, by submitting to reform fever.(I)

This is an interesting example of dissent between bishop

Bertie, pp 323-4

, i    ,,, ,     i i ,,, I,,     ,, ,,, Ii, L ,    ., i
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and orders, but some words of factual correction need to be added.

Bertie was wrong Lu thinkLng of the bishop of ~ugers as a huguenot

convert. He was none other than HenrL Arnauld (1597-1692), bishop

of Angers from 1650 until his death, and son of the famous Antoine

Arnauld (1560-1619). Theologically he was a stout-hearted Jansenist

whose personal conduct bore all the marks of that devout group. He

faithfully resided Lu his see, wLnnLng a reputation as one of the most

energetic reformers Ln the French hierarchy. The source of his

authoritarianism was his JausenLst creed, not any raw sense of guilt

over a protestant past. But although t~ertie committed factual errors

in his journal, the lesson rernaLns the same; in this particular case

there was Lntense bitterness between the bishop an~ the orders.

AgaLn, those two rocky controversies Quietisrn and

Jansenism(I) appear in travel journals, albeit extremely briefly.

The author of ~ view of Paris considered them desperately serious

issues threatenLng the very unity of the church, for

’though the gallican church be of so great extent, yet

it is divided by several particular opinions, which

make, as it were, so many schisms. Among the

rest the Jansenists ... have, for many years, been’

(1) Some modern considerations of the chie~ protagonists in the
Quietist controversy include NI /~aymond, ’~e ~t logue de Mrne

Guyon et de Fenelon’, in La U0uvel!e revue f ran~aise, a. xv,
no. 173(1967), pp 1052-61; L. Cogeet, Cr~puscule des mystiques:
le conflit F~nelon- Bossuet (Tournai, 1958): similarly on Jansen-= , i I    ,i ~ i i t, i, , i ILt . u

lsm, see R. Taveneaux, Jansen[sine et polLtique (ParLs, 1965); ~.
Cog~tet, tie )anseutsme, drams gallicau in ~ Annee ~anontque,

x, (1965), pp 75-83 ........
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’vigorously opposed, nay barbarously persecuted by

the Molinists or Jesuits; and of late Quietism and the

enthusiastic opinions of Mrs D ourignon(I), and of the

archbishop ofCarnbrai,(g) spread so fast, that nothing

less than the authority of the see of Rome, was able to

check the festering evU.(~) ’

Concerning the latter of these two trends in French catholicism,

Matthew Prior reported a stinging blow struck in favour of the orthodox

position on St Bernard’s day (Z0 August) 1698. On that day, one of the

most celebrated Jesuit preachers of the time, Charles de la Aue(4),

preached a commemorative sermon on the saint, in which he acclaimed

Bernard as one who combatted heresy. He went on to point out the

parallel with the current controversy over Quietism. He starred

(3)
(4)

Antoinette Bourignon (1616-1680); a Flemish religous fanatic be-

lieving herself to be in direct touch with God, she attacked all forms

of organized religion. A view of Paris appears to be associating
her with ~enelon ant Quietism, in which case it probably means not

Mme £}ourignon, but Mme Guyon (1648-1717) the Quietist leadez:

Francois de Salignac de la ~Iotte F~nelon (1651-1680): an out-
I

standing mystical theologian and educational theorist, who gave

outspoken support to the Quiet[sts

A view of Paris, pp 4Z-3

Charles de la Rue (1643-17Z5): a great huiTian[st and preacher,

who preached the ’oraisons fun~bres’ of the ’gran3 Conde’ and

the mar~chal de ~uxernbourg



Dossuet, bishop of Meaux(1), as a modern St Bernard who courag-

eously defended orthodoxy against attacks from the insidious

Z76.

Qutetist doctrines propagated by the archbishop of C~mbrai. Acc-

ording to Prior the sermon immediately became a buy.zing conversation

piece, and a current rumour claimed that de la ~ue had not in fact

(z)
composed the sermon alone, but in conjunction with Bossuet.

Beyond these remarks, English travel journals have nothing to say

about Quietism and Jansenism; a surprising fact considering the im-

pact they made on French catholicism. This was not necessarily

negligence on travellers’ parts, for when Gilbert Burnet was in France

in the 1660’s and deliberately tried to meet Jansenists or Quietists in

(3)order to understand their ideas, he could not find any.

Such are the diverse examples of tensions within the

catholic church that travellers recorded. It was said earlier that they

appear to demonstrate weaknesses in French catholicism, and cert-

ainly John l’qorthleigh and the author of A viewd Paris thought so.

They were wrong; such an interpretation needs considerable modif-

icatlon if not a total reversal. Certainly the p:e~ent writer would

~ue that the controversies that travellers observed demonstrate the

(z)
(3)

Jacques Bentgue Dossuet (1627-1704): famous preacher who led
the gallican attack on F~nelon, with whom his relations turned

bitter
Prior to Jas, Vernon, Z7 Aug. 1698 (l:i. M. G" P’ath Mss., Z56)
Foxcroft, pp 96-7
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strength of French catholicism, not its emaciation. 1Northleigh’s

asserted spreading influence of the clergy, the ability of galllcan-

ism to face up to Rome Ltself, discord over tactLcs in the con-

version of the huguenots, the measures taken by the bishop of Angers

to curb relLgious houses, the Jansenist and Quietist affairs, may be-

tray a less than united church, but each of these instances shares a

fundamental characteristic; every one concerns a move by the

gallican church to impose its will, be Lt on the laity or on religious

mavericks. To express it another way, the clashes that travellers

wrote about do not represent the forces of religious dissidence ex-

panding and therefore coming to blows with orthodoxy, but rather

orthodoxy hunting down and controlling the unorthodox.

The Jesuits.
H i i J

This interpretation of French catholicism as a vigorous,

expansionist faith, is substantiated by the attitude that some English

travellers adopted towards the Jesuits, who had a long tradition of

religious militancy. Those travellers who met them and cens[dered

their role in France, found them aggressive and ever embodied with

a campaigning spirit. Gilbert Burnet saw in them, ’a vast pride and

vanity ... and a most horrid rage against all that they looked on as

enemies of their order’.

ili .........Foxcroft, p. 97

Even Joseph Shaw, a master of insults
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when he came to catholLcism, was compelled to recoguise in the

Jesuits a formidable body, ’men of great parts, sense and learning’.

He saw something of theLr work at S Omer where they ran a semin-

ary in which no less than 163 young Englishmeu were being educ-

(z)
ated.

According to travellers, one of the principal oppor-

tunities that the Jesuits had to influence the young was indeed through

their extensive educational activities. Locke saw their school at

Toulouse (3) and their college at Lyon with its magnificent library,

equalled in Locke’s experience only at Oxford.(4) William Brornley,

too, visited the library at i~yon aud equally found it spleudid.(5)

Philip Skippon visited four Jesuit colleges at Dunkirk, Nt~nes, Mont-

(6)
pellier and Clermont college in Paris.     It is exceedingly sig-

nificaut that two of the four, Nl’mes and Montpellier, were in hug-

uenot strongholds, and Skippou specifically remarks how the

college at l~rnes was iu fact a former huguenot establishment seized

by the Jesuits. Iqothing could typify Jesuit militancy more than

their presence at the centre of the enemy camp. Joseph Shaw, who,

(l)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(s)
(6)

Shaw, p. 137

Ibid., p. 9Z
Locke, p. 139
Ibid., p. 95

Bromley, p. 15
Skippon, pp 363, 714, 717, 731
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as has been saLd, saw the Jesuit college at S Omer, fervently

argued the vLew that their educatLonal work was not designed sLmply

to enlighten the populatLon, but to pave the way to ’advance their

interest’ and to propagate the catholic faith. In his typically

cutting fashion, he considered this latter iutentiou no effortless task

,(i)bearLng in mind ’the wicked vicious humour of the French’ .

As weU as educators, they were intransigent warriors

on the side of religious orthodoxy against the unorthodox.

again with grudging admiration that Shaw believed that,

It was

’they alone are able to establish the religion they

profess, and [n time to root out any other; and in-

deed all the plots and stratagems against the pro-

testant religion, and the miseries that thereon en-

sue, are chiefly owing to that society; and hence

it Ls that they generally get to be confessors, and

the directors not only of mens’ consciences, but of

the court and of the king. ,(Z)

JesuLt zeal, so apparent to those travellers ready to observe it,

could lead to opposition within France. John Locke noted that

at Abbeville there was a long-standing order of the town council

t t    . J _ i| LH, ’ ’ ’

Shaw, p. 137

IbLd., pp 137-8
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banning the Jesuits from the town.

only order so to be prohibited.(1)

What is more, they were the

At Angers, where already the

bishop had fallen foul of the religious orders, the Jesuits too were

at loggerheads with them. The issue concerned the status of the

Jesuits, who claimed to be a regular order, whereas the other orders

(z)
considered them secular clergy. These are but two minor cases

of anti-Jesuit attitudes, but they significantly point to part of the

price to be paid by a group so deeply involved in pioneer traditions.

English travellers did not lose their heads over the

Jesuits and unjustly accuse them of sinister plots. They accurately

detected wherein lay the most extensive influence of the movement~

and justifiably saw it as a bastion of orthodoxy. If the catholic

church were to be seen as an authoritarian institution successfully

bringing its erring children to heel, travellers rightly placed

stress on the Jesuits. ]From this point of view too, the catholic

church seemed safe from the schismatic tendencies that A view
i iJ

of Paris envisaged.

The regular clergy

F_.nglish travellers believed themselves to be competent

(1) Locke, p. 274

(Z) Veryard, p.76
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judges in their theorising about the catholic church, and even in

their remarks on the Jesuits, but there was one group that could

find them singularly ill-equipped in understanding, and this was the

regular clergy. England in the second half of the seventeenth cen-

tury had nothing to compare with the many monastic communities

of France, and they were one aspect of catholicism likely to draw

upon English prejudice. That is what happened in a few cases.

Perhaps only limited stress should be placed on the cock-sure

opinions of Gilbert Burnet in 1664, but he could see in the worship

offered in the religious houses nothing but idolatry and superstition.

Martin iAster was a far steadier, more mature person, yet he was

even more scathing towards the monastic principle. In the early

stages of his journal he attacks the ’mistaken zeal’ of monks, con-

(Z)
sidering their practices of self-denial a ’violence to Christianity’.

The same theme is introduced later, when in a lengthy passage he

dismembers the monastic life and tries to expose it as a waste and

insult to God. His argument is that self-denial affects the temper

of the monk, making him envious of his fellow men and resentful

towards God. Furthermore, the whole trend of science has been

to improve standards of living and peoples’ health, so that,

(x)
(z)

Foxcroft, p. 97
Lister, pp 19-g0
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’for a sort of melancholy and willful men, to renounce

these comforts, and destroy their healths, and all this

upon a pretended principle of religion and devotion,

seems to me, I confess, great ingratitude to God the

(1)
author of it.’

Lister is not yet finished. While recognising that the intellectual

life of the monasteries is a service of benefit to the public, he

argues that monks would far better have stayed in the world,

’and taught the world by their conversation and ex-

ample; wisdom, and justice, and innocence, and

temperance, which they highly pretend to, are not

things to be hid in corners, but to be brought foi~th

to instruct and adorn the age we live in: to abandon

the world, and all the conveniences of life and health,

is ... the height of chagrin, and not rellgion’.(2)

The solidly Anglican school master, Rev James Hume,

shared Lister’s immoderate anti-monasticism. He too saw it as

a perversion of the true Christian life, and wrote of ’those nasty

(3)
beggarly orders’. Nis contempt for them pei-vades his description

of an incident when he was taking dinner with the mayor of S Malo.

i i , , ii          i i

Lister, pp 133-4
Ibid., p. 35

Young, p. 359
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Some monks called to pay respects to the mayor’s wife, whose

sister had recently died, and among the group were two Capuchin

friars (the Capuchins, of course, always travelled in pairs). His

account of them becomes turgid when he writes of their ’voluntary

poverty, and affected contempt of the world’, and plainly snobbish

when he recalls that one of the Capuchins was an aristocrat,

.%
’the count Hautomere ... a person of a very venerable

aspect; and of so very graceful a behaviour and

address, that the well bred gent shone through the

sordid disguise, and gave him clearly the ascendant,

in my opinion, over those little fellows with whoxTl

he had set himself upon the level,

(1)
his quality’.

even before I knew

The reason for Hume’s objections to monasticism are

i.L ste.,closely related to those of ~" ~ and are revealed In the account

of his visit to the Capuchin monastery at Morlaix. While he duly

acknowledged the signs of strict austerity that were everywhere

in the small cells, the hard cold beds, the sparse furnishings, the

strictly obeyed devotions of the monks, and the lean diet on which

they existed, he nevertheless considered that,

(1) Young, p. 357
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’they are never a whit the better Christians, nor

nearer to the kingdom of heaven, these being such

things as God has not required at our hands: true

religion, says the apostle, Rom. 14.17, consists

not in meat and drink, but in righteousness and

peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost; in which things

whosoever serveth Christ, is acceptable to God &

(1)
approved of rr.en’.

Hume’s attitude shares /~[ster’s characteristic that he

rejected monasticism with reason. If his attitude can be called

one of prejudice, then it also was founded on scriptural argument.

Nevertheless, it is a strongly one-sided view, revealin~ a mind

that was incapable of breaking out of the bonds of preconception,

for even though he saw several examples of monasticism, his

opinion altered not a jot. As well as seeinZ the monastery at

Morlaix, he visited the Ursulines’ convent at Dleppe where he

briefly interviewed two English nuns(z) was shown the gardens$

refectory, chapel and library of the Benedictine monastery at

Rouen(3) and saw the cells, inspected the library and then was

given a meal at the Carmelite monastery at t~rest.(4) In spite

i ,, ,,

(,)
(z)
(3)
(4)

l , i ,,L IL ,J , l ,

Young, p. 358

Ibld., p. 351

Ibid., pp 35Z-3
Ibid., p. 359
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of these encounters with different kinds of monastic life, he could

see nothing more to it than a career of pointless self-punishment,

and remained insensitive to its deep spiritual content. Eveu though

.%he saw in HautonLere the power of monasticism to draw an aristocrat,

a member of the upper strata of French society, into its rank% he

could not fathom what that power was. Perhaps such a criticism is

unwarranted. After all, his visit to F~-ance was very short, and it

would need more than a few weeks tour, including some monasteries,

to dispel years of encrusted anti-monastic prejudice. Making such

an allowance, however, does not alter the fact that Hums like L!ster

could write about monasticism only in over-simplified terms that

traduced its spiritual wealth.

Burnet briefly, Lister and Hurne more prolix, represent

the response that rejected the worth of the life of the regular clergy,

but other travellers took a different point of view. Take, for in-

stance, what some of them wrote about English regulars exiled an

France. At Dunkirk in 1663 Philip Skippon called on two :English

convents, one of whLch was of the order" of S Clare. They were

an austere group, the nuns eating no meat, and performing their

devotions six times a day. ~kippon adds that they wore a cord round

the waist, and used it to discipline themselves. A small community

numbering only ten, they had moved to Dunkirk from G~avel[nes,
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from whence a further seventeen of their number had gone to Rouen.(1)

The other convent of thLrteeu English nuns was sLmply termed ’the

rich nunnery’ and had been at Dunkirk for less than a year. Speak-

Lug through an iron grate, ;kippon conversed with fLve or six of the

nuns Lncluding ’lord RLvers’s daughter and one Mrs Carew’. He

records some of the rules of the convent; a two year trial period

before being professed, public prayers five times a day, two hours

of recreatiou and the rest of the day spent in private.(2) Skippon’s

description of the two convents is refreshingly objective, Lt eschews

crudely argued judgements, and is a touching reference to English

catholLcs in exile.

The same comment applies to Edward Browne’s de-

scription of the profession of two girls as nuns at an EnglLsh con-

vent Lu Paris, a ceremony that he witnessed on 25 May 1664. His

account is detailed, covering the iuLtiation when the two girls were

rLchly dressed and prostrated before the altar, movLng to the stage

where they retired behind doors in the chapel, had their haLr cut off,

and exchanged their sumptuous garb for the couventual habit, and

(3)
culminatLug Lu the reception of the sacraments by the new nuns.

Browne’s account, that of a young man free from many of the

SkLppon, p. 363

Ibid., p. 363

(3) Browne, 0bservations, ff 99-101
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crystallised prejudices that could predetermine the judgements of

older travellers, is objective, and again free from pompous moral-

ising about young gLrls throwing away their lives.

Just as I~urnet, Hume and Lister show unrelenting antL-

monastic attitudes that prevented them from apprecLating Lts value,

Browne and Skippou represent a more enlightened approach that was

prepared to learn of its virtues. It was this latter approach that

held out hope for EnglLsh travellers fathoming the mentality and way

of life of the regular clergy, and in travel journals there are ex-

amples of how they attempted to do 50.

Both Edward Browne and Charles Bertie found a splendid

model of French monasticism at its best in the Chartreux, a Car-

thusian monastery near the porte S Ivlichel in Parts.     They

found the severity of the monks’ ILfe remarkable, and Bertle adds

that they were ’the strictest order Ln Paris’. A unique feature of

the monastery was that most of the inmates were from wealthy

families, another demonstration of the lively drawing power of

monasterLes, they being no mere refuge for social drop-outs. The

same strict obedience to rules of the order was noted by Philip

SkLppon when he visited the Chartreux monastery near Grenoble.

i , , L i t ,, t i ~ it ,,

Browne, Observations, f. 116;
t t i ,i

Bertie, p. g80
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He enjoyed the traditional generous welcome of a meal and a bed

for the night, and was deeply impressed by the routine of austerity

that the sixty brothers faithfully obeyed. He recalls some of its

dictates and describes the regular Friday fast when the monks ate

and drank only a little bread and wine, two or three spoonsful of

boiled peas, four or five pears, some stewed prunes and fresh

plums.(I) Again, there was the Grand Moutier convent near Sa~mur

that was visited by Bertie(Z) and Do wnes.(3) The abbess, Mine de

Fontevraud who controlled all the nearby convents, had raised

Grand Moutier to the status of wealthiest convent in France, and of

her it was popularly ~aid, according to Dertie, ’ou le vent vente,

Mme de Fontevraud a de rente’. But for Downes it was not the

riches of the convent that distinguished it, but its thriving con-

dition as a community. There were no less than 300 nuns, who by

a rota system ensured that devotions were performed in the chapel

twenty-four hours a day. Dowries adds that every three years an

elaborate theological disputation was held on Corpus Christ[ day.

By any standards, Grand Moutier was a splen~id example of the

life of regulars at its best.

Skipp on, p. 710

Dertie, p. 305

Dowries, f. 40
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More cases could be cited, like J-ocke’s amazement at

the sell-humiliation practised by the Capuchins(1), or Skippou’s record

of thirteen recollects whom he saw at Dunkirk(g), and together they

lead to a conclusion of fundamental significance in the history of

seventeenth century French catholicism. Travellers could observe

the aggression of catholicism [u its persecution of the huguenots,

the militancy of the Jesuits, and its intolerance towards heretical

tendencies, but iu monasticism they saw a contrasting aspect of its

life. Monasticism stressed piety, humility, aud utter obedience to

the rules of the order, concepts that needed aare£ul preservation at

a time when catholic aggression was all too rLfe. Iu other words,

travellers could see that French catholicism was a complex movement,

even ambivalent, and if they were accurately to appreciate it, they

must give due weight to its different characteristics; any simplific-

ation passing it off as a bullying, intolerant church, and nothing

else, would be a traductLou. It has beeu shown that Lu fact there

were travellers ready to approach catholicism with au open mind.

Their journals, in the very detail with which they examine examples

of monastic communities and in their lack of sententiousness, re-

veal enquiring minds able to recognise the mixed nature of French

(1) Locke, p. 26g

(2,) Skippon, p. 363
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catholicism. They are one of the healthier sides of travel journals,

illustrating how even on such a difficult issue as religion, some

travellers could stand on objectivity.

Another point calls for comment, and it concerns the ex-

tent to which ~’rench monasticism, as travellers saw it, had been

strongly influenced by the religious revival earlier in the century.

The debt is clearly marked in Charles Bertie’s diary, for as he

toured Paris, many of the monasteries and convents that he visited

were seventeenth century foundations. There was the monastery

of the Visitation(I) that had been founded in 16Z3, and the Capuchin

(z)
monastery    that a group of laymen had founded in 1613. Again,

he visited the convent of the Feuillantes(3) established by Anne of

Austria with the help of Anne Gobelin in 162Z, and the Ursulines’

convent(4), founded in 1611 by Magdeleine Luillier. Of course

there was Val de Grace, another of Anne of Austria’s foundations,

this time of 1645. Bertie, and other travellers who visited these

communities, was able to see in them the extent to which the great

revival of the early seventeenthcentury had left a rich monastic

he ritage.

(1) Bertte, p. 295
(z) Ibid.. pp Z94-5
(3) Ibid., p.294
(4) Ibid., p. Z94
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What is more, the life of the r~gular clergy as travell-

ers saw it, was not only marked by obedience and a debt to seven-

teenth century founders, but by a creative interest in things not

strictly religious. More is said elsewhere in thLs study on the

part played by clerics in the scientLfic life of France(1), and it con-

cerns people like pere Cherubin, author of works on optics, whozn

Locke met at the Capuchin monastery Ln Paris.(z) On a different

level, SkLppon discovered in conversation wLth one of the brothers

at the CarthusLan monastery of the Grand Chartreux near Grenoble,

that he was exceedingly well informed on European affairs and spoke

(3)
[ntelli~ently about them. Some monasteries such as the Bened[c-

(4)
tine abbey of S Germain in .Paris,    or the Benedictine monastery

(s)
at Fontevraud,    had fine librarLes of printed books and manuscripts.

(6)Others, like the Capuchin monastery at Orleans, possessed gardens

containing splendLd botanical specimens, or contained ’cabinets’ in

which there were collections of geological specimens, coins, medallions

and other collectors’ pieces.(~) These kinds of activLties and interests

t , __ ,it     i I tit I] J_ i ......... - : ....

(I

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

-’hSee .Gap. IX
Locke, p. Z60
Skippon, p. 710

Locke, p. 158
BertLe, p. 304

Locke, pp Z08-9
ibid., pp 177-8

,,,-q , ,, i t ttJ .
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were not, of course, a peculiarity of either French or seventeenth

century monasticism, for the regular clergy of Europe have always

been far-reaching in their occupations and studies. Travellers who

had probably never seen monastic communities before, nevertheless

were able to see in France how this sLde of the life of the regular

clergy was conducted.

The regular clergy demonstrated to travellers just how

vigorous the catholic church was. Naturally there were exceptions.

Locke noted bitter discord among the JacobLns in Paris, where a

section of the monks stoutly resisted attempts by the prior to im-

pose stiffer discipline(1)’, the Carthusian monastery near Bordeaux

had difficulties Ln maintaining its numerical strength, for although

equipped to house forty brothers it contained only twenty-five.(z)

There will always be exceptions to general trends, and those which

Locke observed cannot seriously diminish the extent to which

travellers found in monasticism an expression of a lively faith that

enriched the broader life of the catholic church as a whole in France.

The secular clergy

As for the secular clergy and the way in which ~nglish

travellers responded to them, there is a strong contrast with the

..... i Ill I1          ,J_ I I I I I I II 11 I L I I ....

(1) Locke, pp 154-5

(2) Ibid., p. 238
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regulars. Strangely the subject of the secular clergy Ls almost

non-existent so far as most travellers are concerned; no broad

conclusions upon the state of the ~’rench pr~e athood could be drawn

from travel literature, and no systematic analysLs of the trends of

travellers’ opinions could be attempted.

ThLs applies to the upper clergy, for only three travellers

record anything worthy of note about them. Martin Lister [s one.

He judged the bishops to be men of considerable wealth and social

status, beLng frequently younger sons of distinguished familLes.

While this gave an honourable social colouriug to the hierarchy, it

meant that its standards of piety and learning suffered, for there

was little outstanding erudition among the bishops.(1) The anti-

catholic Joseph Shaw was fully in accord. Like Lister he stressed

that the bishops lived Ln the grand manner, but lacked intellectual

dLstinction, for ecclesiastical promotion was a matter of favour,

(z)
not merLt. An example of one of the upper clergy is provided

by Richard Ferrier in his account of the archbishop of Z.yon(3).

It is a fine description, telling as much about Ferrier’s literary

powers as the archbishop:

(1)
(z)
(3)

~,Lster, pp 14-15
Shaw, p. 136

Camille de Neuville de Villeroi (1606-1693):
Lyon from 1654 to 1693

archbishop of
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’he is a great lover of huntLng& to that end he keeps

a stable with a great many good horses & a hundred

& fifty hounds the finest that ever I saw ... ~e saw

him as he was walkLug Lu hLs garden after dLnuer, he

is a 1Lttle old mau~ clothed 1Lke the meanest peasant

of all; everythLng he had on, if at a mart, I dare say

would not have sold at ten shillings; he Ls about 80

years old & is also much troubled with the gout & yet

he is one of those that follow the stag the closest, &

(1)
for the most part is nearest him at his death’.

Here Lndeed Ls a picture of exactly the wealthy, pleasure-lovLng

religLous leader that LLster and Shaw found objectionable.

Other than Lu these three passages, English travellers

remain almost totally silent ou the questLon of the bishops(Z)j as

~ey do on the lower clergy. The only traveller to show an app-

reciable Luterest Lu the lower clergy was James Hume, who, had

he spent more than sLx weeks in France, may have achLeved some

reliable Lnsights into their condition at the end of LouLs XIV’s reign.

The brevity of his tour, however, forestalled any such insights.

Nevertheless, such record as he does leave is of value.

IL I           I I II I I II III I      . RI I . II IL II I I I[I IIIII J] J I |1 III II

(1) Ferrier, p. 32

(2) A succinct descriptLou, p. 44, contaLns a passage ou the bishops,
| ii i        : :        i     ~       ii

but Lt is such an unreliable source as to be worthless
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He tells how at T~tes he met the pariahpriest, whom he

found to be ’a very modest young man but no great clerk, for all

the answers he gave to several questions I asked him in Latin was

only, ’ita domine’:

of pronunciation’.

but perhaps he did not well understand my way

Hume invited the priest to his inn for drinks,

but the invitation had to be turned down, since priests were for-

bidden to enter such places, unless on official visits. Flume

met the same sense of discipline at Gaeu, where he and his corn-

pauion8 were guided round the university and the old palace by a

priest. The priest accepted an invitation to Hume’s inn, but he

too refused wine. It was only when they transferred to a student’s

lodgings that he changed his mind. After a few drinks hLs tongue

loosened and they talked about religion, but when the weight of the

argument turned against him, and the priest found himself cornered,

he ’ingenuously acknowledged that he had took his degrees in arts,

and was only a priest, but not a divLne’.(Z)

In a minor way these two events reflect favourably ou

the discipline of the priests, if not on their intellectual capacity.

A third and grisly occasion when Hume was able to estimate some-

thing of the standing of the lower clergy, came on ~4 April 1714.

Young, pp 351-Z.
Ibid., p. 355

....... ,,, l i ii i i
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Ou that day, in front of the ’h~tel de vLlle in Paris, he saw a priest

burnt to death for having stolen some of the sacred vessels from

(I)
the church where he served.     Hume notes that the prevaLIiug

mood of the crowd was not anti-clerical, but the reverse. Most

people saw the execution as a case where the church had ’lopped off

a corrupt member from the body’. (g)

Hume’s observations on the lower clergy, few in number

as they unfortunately are, do at least show him to have been a

traveller ready to draw conclusions from what he saw. But as he

is a lone figure on this subject, his comments must stand isolated,

with no means of deciding whether other travellers shared his views,

or whether he was an odd man out.

English travellers’ records on the secular clergy leave

far more questions unanswered than resolved. The spiritual con-

dit[ons of the clergy, their intellectual capacity, their relationship

with the upper clergy, theLr relationship with the laity, their social

background, are all standard themes on which a modern historian

would welcome LnformatLou. But he would search fruitlessly in

English travel records.

Although Hume does not say so, the severity of the punishment
suggests that the vessels had been used in the black mass

Young, p. 365
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(a) popular devotLou.

It is not enough to restrict the theme of travellers and

the catholic church to the clergy. Travellers themselves recognlsed

that probably the most reliable test of all on the state of the church,

was an examination of the religious condition of its lay members.

An outstanding feature was the widespread evidence of

the fundamentally religious nature of the French, and the fullness of

their faith. Travellers notLced how people regularly visited the

local church to pray , how on days of special religious significance

large congregations could be expected(Z), and how pilgrimages were

undertaken to local and national shrines. The pilgrimages were of

particular

persisted.

interest, since they were a medieval practice that still

In 1664 P~dward Browne saw pilgrims Lu Paris(3), and

others at Vllleneuf who were bound for S
(4)

Michel. ~q ichard

Ferrier tells how large numbers of pilgrLms visited the chapel of

Notre Dame des Ardil~e~s at Saumur, where there was an linage

possessed of miraculous properties(5) and Bertie writes of the

chapel of S Pilon, part of the site in Provence where Mary Mag-

delene was said to have done thirty-three years penance, that was

i, ii

(z)

i I L i .I i IILI i i i i I I I i , iii I

Young, p. 351; Locke, p. 67

Edward Browne to hLs father, 30 Sept

Browne, observations, f. 73

}~ rowne,

1665 (W[Ikins, p. l13)

Journal, f.Z (5) Ferrier, p. 35
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The pilgrimage, like the habit of

frequent prayers in church, was an expression of an extensive lay

faith.

Another vehLcle of religious expression that travellers

recorded was the religious procession. It was no mere jamboree,

but exerted a serious theological argument. The procession was a

claim that the church~concerned with every facet of the creative

life of the community; to put it another way, the procession taught

that every community actLvity haman explicit or implicit religious

content. Travellers saw thLs claim expressed through the participation

of secular groups in the religious procession. For instance on 4 June

each year the elaborate ’f~te i~ieu’ processions were held, celebrated

by every parish. Richard Ferrier observed them at Lyon, and he

calculated some 10,000 men to have partLcipated(Z); Dowries saw

them in Paris, noting that several ’conseillers’ from the ’parlement’

attended in their ceremonial robes. (3) Locke gives a detailed

account of one at Montpellier. The procession included represent-

atives from the city guilds, each group carrying banners and acc-

ompanied by musicians; several orders of friars took part; there

(1)
(z)
(3)

Bertle, p. 358
Ferrier, p.3Z

Downes, f. 8
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was a group of boys dressed in blue uniforms and carrying torches;

they were followed by canons from the cathedral, and then the bishop

who carried the Host; after him came the city authorities also bearing

lighted torches, and then the main body of the procession, mostly made

up of tradespeople. (1)

Processious iudeed could be extremely elaborate affairs,

as travellers witnessed. While he was at Atx in April 1676, L.ocke

saw ~%vo days of celebrations and processions, in which so many

thousands of people participated that the villages near to Aix were al-

(z)
most depopulated. At ~ontpellier he saw a ~ogatiou week pro-

cession that was made up mostly of groups of friars, and large

(3)
numbers of smartly dressed children carrying banners.     In Paris

the author of A view of Paris observed a parade on St Francis’ day
¯ . , . _ -- 7 [ii]1 l ill ill

(4 October), the theme of which was the redemption of slaves. This

too was au elaborate procession, accompanied by banners and music.

As well as the understandable excitement of the crowds

at the passing of a procession, there was immense reverence

shown when the Host was carried by. According to A view of Paris
¯ ":: .......... f i L J.

it was compulsory for them to kneel in the street (although foreigners

¯ : ¯ ....... 7 ¯ . : 7 .................. # , l ii i i

11)
(z)
O)
(4)

Locke, p. 98
Ibld., p. 82
Ibld., p. 93

A view of Par!s, p. 46
tt~



need only doff their hats)(1), and it was a habit on which several

travellers remarked. Hume observed it at QuLmper(z), ]Bunyan did

so at Marseille where he saw some Z, 000 people kneeling in rev-

e(3) and Thomas Pensou did so too. He copie~the Frencherenc

and was ’many times . .. forced to kneel in the dirty street’. (4)

300.

These were the kinds of processions that ~nglish

travellers were able to witness during the French tour. They formed

an important expression of the religious faith of the masses, as well

as proclaiming the loyalty that many groups in society owed to the

church. In estimating the strength of popular religious sentiment,

they stand alongside pilgrimages and regular prayers in church, as

one of its primary manifestations.

(b)

The religious fervour of the laity carr[ed less admirable

elements too. in particular did travellers discover in the catholic

church a readiness either to tolerate, or even encourage cults of

relLcs, belief Ln doubtful miracles and in plain superstition.

Veneration for relics was one of the commonest popular

religLous attitudes, certainly an aspect frequently met by travellers.

A view of Paris, pp 46-7
. t     i | i

Young, p. 359
Bunyan, f. 7

Penson, f. 5Z
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Probably the most extensive collection of relics in France was at

S Denis; in the seventeenth century it lay just outside the city of

Parts. (1)
Several travellers went there, including Charles Bertle,

Edward Browne(z), William Bromley(3), iRtcherd Ferrter(4), Ellis

Veryard(5) and the authors of A view of Paris(6) and A succinct

description of France.
i [ [iJ i

(7) The immense prestige of the relics was

heralded on the road to the church by crosses marking the stages

at which the saint was said to have rested on his way from Mont-

martre.(8) Once there, the traveller was confronted by a mass of

religious and historical relics, for S Denis was also the burial

place of the kings of France.

Of the purely religious types that travellers noted, there

were several connected with the life and death of Jesus. There was,

for instance, a water pot used at the marriage at Cana where water

J,J    , ¯ t , ,, ,t , , , i , t ,, , t , , ,

(x)
(z)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

13ertie, p.281

~rowne, Observations, f. 90; /~dward Drowne to his sister, 24
, t

Wllkins,     62-3)May 1664 ( ......... pp
i3romley, p. 6

Ferrier, pp 27-8
Veryard, p. 68
A view of Paris, pp 48-9

A suc.c[.n.�t, description, P" 21
According to legend, after his execution S Denis’s b:_:dy picked

up the head and walked two miles (accompanied by angels) from
Montmartre to the site of the abbey where he was bu_~te2
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was changed into wine, some of the Virgin’s milk, a piece of the

cross magnificently set in gold, pearls, and other precious jewels,

a nail used to transfix Jesus to the cross, a piece from the sponge

used to offer vinegar while he hung on the cross, and some of the

blood from his side. In addition there were zelLcs of va~-ious saints,

like an arm of S. Simon and a finger of S. thomas, but these were

naturally of less prestige than those of Jesus himself. Only the

religious relics are of conco~’n he~-e, but if the historical ones were

added, an extremely lengthy list would result. To aid the visitor,

books explaining the relics were put on sale at the abbey, and ]Bertie

bought two such copies; Abrege de l’inventaire du tresor de S. Denis,

and Inventaire ou deuoznbrement taut des corps saints et tonabeaux

(i)

S Denis typified one of the ou~st=ndtng features of the

cult of relics as travellers noted it, and this was its stress on the

life and death of Jesus and that of the Viz’giu. On theiz¯traveis,

Englishnnen often found the same iten~s reappearing in different

places, all claiming authenticity and calling on the veneration

of the laity. A piece of the cross was a favourite. ,5-~htlip Skippon

(z)
was shown a piece by Minim fi-iars at Calais ~ ]3uxton also saw a

(I) Bertie, p. Z81

(g) Skippon, p. 36Z



piece at the church of S Victor at Marsetlle(1).
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Locke saw one at

Angers cathedral(Z), and Charles Dertie was shown no less than three

in addition to that at S Denis; at the Sainte Chappelle in Paris, at the

Celestine monastery at Avignon, and at the church of S Marthe at

Tarasco~3) Also from the crucifixion, and again a common relic,

0

was a thorn from the crown of thorns. Of this type, Bertie saw three

thorns at S

at Aix. (4)

Marthe and Bromley two at the convent of S Bartholomee

Other cruci$ixion relics included.some of the blood of Jesus

that had seeped into ground at the foot of the cross, (shown to Bertie

again at the church of S Marthe), and a portion of the sponge with

which the crucified Jesus was offered vinegar (shown to Skippou by

the Minims at Calais). From the life of Jesus, Locke and Veryard

saw a pitcher from the marriage at Gana in the possession of Angers

cathedral(5) while Buxton, when at the church of S Victor, saw$

some of the ointment with which Jesus was anointed.

Then there were relics connected with the Virgin. S

Denis claimed to possess some of her milk; so did Angers cathedral(6},

I __ L, J i     i iiil ii i ii !i i in ii i!l     i i ill ii i     i~ illl ill i i ii]iiI[ I i i ii i     i i i     i ill i

Buxton, p. 276

Locke, p. ZZ3
Bertte, pp 277,

Bromley, p. 40
Locke, p. ZZ3;
Locke, p. 2Z3

35Z, 354

Veryard, p. 75
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Omer (1) and the convent of St Bartholom~e at Aix(z)

To their claims, Angers cathedral aud S Omer abbey added portLous

of the VLrgin’s hair, while the cathedral possessed a strLp of her

clothLng.

Iu Provence there was a vLgorous cult of Mary Magdalene

centred on the legend that she, with her sLster Martha and brother

Lazarus, sailed to France and evangelised Provence. For over

thirty years she inhabLted a cave, la Sainte Baa me in the g,a~-Lj

/~ [ p-t$ ~:~ud then just before her death was transported mirac-

ulously to the chapel of S~ MaxLmin, a few miles away, where she

(3)
died and was buried. Many travellers went to the site of the cave

and the chapel, to see for themselves the shrine and the relics.

Among them were Bertie, Buxton, Englefield, Locke and SkLppon.

There was the cave itself. Having been sanctified, it

oDntained an altar supposedly over the spot where Mary Magdalene

used to sleep. The legend professed that miraculously part of the

rock had been elevated to form a pillow, and in contrast with the

da~puess of the rest of the cave Lt remained dry. (4) As for the

Shaw, p. 9Z

Bromley, p. 40

For a discussion of the legend, see H. Thurston and ;_~. Art-

water (ed.), Butler’s lives of the saints (London, 1956), iii,
J,]: - " tltl ,, L i l i tllu i,ll ,t i

p. 163

Skippon, p. 7gl
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chapel of ~ MaxLmLu~ it was there that travellers saw the relics.

Before showing them to visitors~ the friar responsible would don

special dress and say a prayer; only then could the heavily guarded

treasures be revealed. ChLef among them was the skull of Mary

Magdalene. It was preserved In glass, and kept inside a casket of

silver and gold that was studded with jewels.(2) Part of the skull

was said to have flesh remaining upon it, and this was where the re-

surrected Jesus touched her when pronouncing the words, ’touch

(3)
me not’. Bertie thought the skull ’a vet7 large head and very

venerable, not having a ghastly look, as other dead men’s heads

have’. There was, too, one of her arms preserved(4), and some

of Jesus’ blood, supposedly collected by Mary Magdalene; each

(5)
Good Friday it bubbled at mid-day and became thaumaturgLcal.

Buxton was particularly assiduous in recordiug the relics at S

Maxlmin, for Ln addition to those already mentioned he lists the

skull of Martha’s maicl, the head of the sick woman cured by touching

the hem of Jesus’ garment, the hearts of two innocents executed at

Herod’s command, and finally, the skull of the blind man who was

~ive~ sight when Jesus spat on the ground and applied the clay mix-

ture to his eyes.

.... ._ . ¯ " " :~ .:    " : t ii ! I I i i . i I

(1) Locke, pp 81-Z; Buxton, p. Z77

(Z) Buxton, pp 277-8

(3) Bertie, p. 358; Buxton p. 278

(4) Buxton, p. Z78

(5) Bertie, p. 358; Buxton, p. 278
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S Denis probably housed the greatest collection of relics

in France, but a possible rival {at least so far as religious objects

are concerned) was the church of S Seruin in Toulouse. According

to Bertie(1) and Locke(z) it professed to possess the bodies of six of

the apostles (the two James, SEmon, Philip, Jude and Barnabas), and

the head of a seventh (Bartholomew). To this impressive hoard it

added relics of large numbers of saints, iuclu~ing Peter and Paul,

a thorn from the crown of thorns, a stone used to kill Stephen that

was still stained with his blood, and a piece of the Virgin’s clothing.

These were the major religious relics, anJ they were supplemented

by historical ones.

Considerable stress has been laid on the cult of relics

because travellers themselves did so.    To those relics that have

been noted, other examples could be added(3), citing more evidence

still of an aspect of popular religion that travellers encountered

time and time again.

iiI i ii L_ .| i i It I I I Ill Ill’ IJ It II lu I ~. _ I i I I1 lilt I ~J

(z)

(B)

Bertie, pp 338-9

Locke, pp 138, Z4Z

Bertie~rJp337, 352, 354, 355; Bromley, p.40; Browne, CYoser-
various, f. 71; Buxton, pp Z74-5, Z76; ~ocke, pp 85, 87, ZZ3;

A, view of Pa r,~,,s, p. 41
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tqot quite so prominent in travellers’ eyes, but certainly

of considerable significance, came the z-,~le of belief in the miracul-

ous. It was often concerned with the healing of the sick. ~ hen

PhllLp Sktppon and his companions visited the Minims at Calais,

they came across what appeared to be an authentic case. He re-

counts how,

’we saw a poor maLd in the church, who (they say) was

three years before miraculously cured of a palsy and

asthma in a quarter of an hour’s time, by praying

before S. Francis his picture, she herself telling us

that she was thus suddenly restored to her health and

use of her limbs, after she had been four years dis-

tempered; her picture hangs up there, praying to that

saint and underneath are her crutches’.

Charles t~ertte also met another so-called genuine mir-

acle at the Ursulines’ convent at Loudun. There,

’one of the relLgLous sisters ... was possessed many

years wLth the devil, and it was said by the rest of

the sisters that it was a priest bewitched her, and

for this cause the poor priest was accused, examined,

.... ~ ¯ .................... ., t ii i i,, i i ,i., i ,. i, . ii t L

(1) Sktppon, p. 36Z
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’and condemned to be burnt, and the sentence acc-

ordingly executed. Nevertheless this mad religious

dame continued Ln her frenzy, tLll that lately she was

recovered by a miracle (a cheating one I believe) and

the devil went out of her and at his departure left

written on her hand, Jesus, Maria, Joseph, Francois

(,)de Sales, which can never be got out again’.

These are the only two occasions when travellers per-

sonally met with people who claimed to have been cured miraculously,

but elsewhere they found evidence of the way in which the French placed

great credulity in such healing. In his remarks on the Capuchin

monastery at Paris, ]~ert[e notes its possession of pictures honour-

¯ (z)
ing all those monks of the order who had performed miracles ,

while in his account of the Minims’ monastery at Tours he makes

specific mention of the fact that it preserved and displayed the limbs

(3)
of the sick who had received miraculous cure in the chapel. Yet

again, the church of Notre Dame des Ardiliers, just outside Saumur,

was famous throughout France for its properties of miraculous

healing, and large numbers of the infirm came to observe the nine

(1)
(z)
(3)

Bertie, p. 309
Ibid. , p. Z95

Ibid., pp Z98-9



days vigil that could lead to heallug.(1) The church of S Hilaire

at Poitiers, visited by Ellis Veryar~z), was a resort for the in-

309.

sane because of its possession of St. Hilary’s cradle, which was

said to cure them. (3) Sufferers from mental disorders were brought

to a special ceremony during which they would be put into the cradle

and rocked; healing could thereby follow. A final example comes

in Locke’s account of Augers cathedral. The water pot from the

marriage at Gana, to which reference has been made, was once a

year filled with wine, consecrated, and the wine then served to the

(4)
sick.

Thaumaturgy was the principal form of belief in the

miraculous that travellers observed, although there were others.

Sk[ppon recox’ded popular fear of the tomb of Nostradamus(5) in the

church of the Gordeliers at Salon; nobody dared to open the tomb

since Nostradamus was said to have promised death within a year

to whosoever did so.(6) A similar case applied to the reliquary of

S GeuevL~ve at the church of her name in Paris. It was commonly

believed that any priest who moved Lt would also die within a year.(7)

¯ . , II 111 I , Iu Ill II Illl ,j I IIlll 11 I ’ [ . I    I ,j I ’ Illll I J . I

(4)
(s)
(6)
(7)

Ibid., p. 306

Veryard, p. 78
Hilary was bishop of Poitiers (d. 368): Lllustrations often set him
at a desk with his books, and at his feet is a child in its cradle;
one of his attributes is the aLd that he gives to retarded children,
Locke, p. ZZ3

Michel de Notredame (1503-1566), the famous astrologer ¯
Skipp on, p. 7Z 3

A view of Paris, pp 41-Z
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(a) travellers ’ attitudes.
II ,ll I    I    i I t     I .L_ _

Faced with a11 these expressions of popular religious

credulitT, EnglLsh travellers were unanimous in rejecting it; for

them the miracles on which the catholic church appeared to place

such stress was humbug, and the French laity was too uncritical

in believing it. When Hume complaLned of the inhabitants of Guingam~

in a remote part of the west, that ’the superstition of the people

seemed to be more gross and scandalous than we had observed it

elsewhere’, (1) he was implying that Ln his experience, superstition

was widespread and retained a strong grip on the laity. But [fume,

like other travellers, remained unconvLnced by the masses of relics

that churches stored.

Travellers indeed attacked the authenticity of even the

most revered collections, including that at S Denis. A view of
u t t , t        _.

(z)
Par~s talks about the relics there being ’superstitiOusly preserved’ ;

Ln its review of the religious relics, A succinct descri.ption’ of France

is particularly contemptuous of Judas’ lantern, supposedly used to

light the scene when he betrayed Jesus with a kiss; the author puts

its age at no more than a hundred years.(3)

(i)
(z)
(3)

Young, p. 357A view. of Paris, p. 49
.     IlL I I I ~ -

A succinct descri tion,    21............... ......... P P,
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S, Maxtmtu also evoked disbelief in travellers. There

is a tone of mockery when Locke writes that ’the reliqua a~:e kept

with the greatest guard of doors, grates, locks & bolts I ha~] ever

so~n auyv#im~--e’. (1) Bertie is more bantering still, for he dis-

covered two supposed burial places of Mary Magdeleue. ~rhere

was the one at S. Maxtmtn, and another tu the clmpel of her name

in the grounds of Iqotre Dame des Ardtliers. ~ertie gleefully

writes,

’some wlU have it that she was buried here, but

others with more modesty say that she was only

here £or 8ome time In devotion to l~otre ~)axne,

for they show her at S. ~ximtu eu Pr,3vence where

(z)
they affirm sl~ was really buried’.

Bertie in fact was one of the more iconoclastic travellers.

His account of the miraculous properties of Notre .~ame des .Ardiliers

is peppered with sarcasm, while on the nun at i~ou~dun who wns left with

stigmata on her han~is when exorcised of the devil, he writes,

’it seems as if it [the words ’Jesus, Maria, Joseph,

Francois de ~|e~ were scratched with a pin, and

it is .very probable that those holy sisters made this ’

( l ) e ,, p . s l
(Z) Bottle. p. 2306
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’miracle themselves. Thus when she showed me her

hand she told me looking on it that it was a veritable

oeuvre de Dieu, though I had not faith enough to be-

lieve it’. (1)

Again, his account of the relics of Aquinas at the Jacobin monastery

at Toulouse is touched with cutting humour:

’after a great deal of ceremony, as the lighting of

cierges, the priest taking on his surplice and mum-

bung over a prayer, we were admitted to kiss the

crane or skull of the said saint, which they told us

sent forth a pleasant smell, though our senses were

not so acute as to perceive it’. (2)

l~ocke too was sceptical of relics and miracles. Some-

times his accounts are humorous, such as the time of his visit to

the Carthusian monastery at .avignon. Pope Innocent VI was buried

there, and he adds that ’in a little chapel ... standsa plain, old

chair wherein he was infallible. I sat too a little while in it tG get

(3)
that privilege’. On auothe~~ occasion, his and his companions’

scepticism incurred the anger of a priest at Tarascon. At the church

ors Marthe, the priest showing them the relics was disturbed at

.I II I _ ~ ................. . I

(I) Bertie, p. 309

(2) Ibid.,
(3) Locke, p. 85
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their lack of reverence, and therefore tried to elicit respect by

offering S Martha’s arm for one of the company to kiss. But,

’not prevailing with the hardened heretic for a kiss,

he turned about In fury, put It up Ln the cupboard,

drew the curtain before all the other things, & with

the same quickness h~/’L~VVdrefused to kiss, turned

,(i)
about, went his way, & the rest followed hLm.

As for S Sernln at Toulouse, withits claims to possess the re-

mains of seven apostles, the description is blanketed in contempt;

’this Ls much, considering what need there is of such

relics in other places, but yet notwithstanding, they

promise you 7 of the lZ apostles. They are not half

so liberal as the count de
(Z) who invited the

duke of Verueuil to Toulouse and told him he would

see there the 100 apostles .... We saw not these

apostles, but being told by a spiritual guLde of the

infallLble church, we believed, which was enough

(3)
for us. ’

He further discounted the authenticity of the water pot from the marriage

at Cana that he saw at Angers cathedral. ThLs tLme, his objectl~ons are

carefully argued;

¯ |11               IL     I i    i i i i ,ill i    t I i l,    i

Locke, p. $7

Blank in manuscript, Ibid., p. 1 38, n. 3
Ibid., p. 138
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’that which made this morsel pretty hard of digestLon

was that it was porphyry, a sort of furniture a little

too costly in all appearance fo-" the good man of the

house where the wedding was kept; & which made it

yet worse, was a face in demi-relief on that side that

stoo5 outwards, a way of ornament not too much in use

amongst the Jews. ,(1)

The examples quoted above illustrate the hostility of

English travellers towards the cult of the miraculous, and they are

fully representative of the common attitude.(2) V~hatever prestige

the miraculous had among the French laity, it had none among ~ng-

lish travellers.

Such are the terms in which travellers considered the

laity. They are terms which stress the church as a source of ob-

jects on which the laity could concentrate its devotion. At the same

time, they are terms which therefore easily underestLmate the laity

itself. Travellers tended to consider the French laity as a homo-

geneous group within which distinctions need not be made. Yet an

elementary knowledge of the ecclesiastical history of the period

be|~s this view. The eminent charitable work of a boJy like the

i i i L I    , ,, I ¯ I I ,, ,± , I I I I I l,l.m I , II, I ] I

Locke, p. Zg3

See also, Duxton, p. g76;
p. 3g

Govel, f. g6v; A succinct description,
ii i i |
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compagnie du Saint Sacremeut, for instance, is but one respect in

which the laity was by no means simply a passive body lulled into

comfortable religious attitudes, or a mass of mindless people for

whom religious faith meant nothing beyond belief in the relics and

miracles that travellers found offensive. Travellers fixed their gaze

for too long on the outward expressions of lay religious faith, and in

particular on its less admirable expressions. As a result, the

view of the laity that they convey is unflattering, inaccurate, and

a contrast with the more perspLcacLous observations that they made

on other aspects of the catholic church.

The theme of English travellers and the catholic church

in France shows their reaction to have been far less denuuciatory

than may have been anticipated. Only on the subjects of monasticism

and lay religious attitudes do they launch attacks, but it has been

demonstrated that on the former there were as many travellers

ready to adopt a balanced point of law, as there were to denounce it.

Catholicism did not simply release a mass of prejudice from travellers.

Their comparative objectivity is perhaps partly ex-

plained by referring to their attitudes to the huguenots. Had they

beeu energetically concerned with the French protestants, had they

taken a strong pro-huguenot line over the issue of persecution, it is

probable that correspondLngly they would have been anti-catholic.
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The 1LkelLhood that they could have ~elt deep emotion over the huguenots,

yet cool detachment over their persecutors, is remote. The fate of

the huguenots dLd not, however, provoke massive sympathy Ln Eng-

lish travellers; therefore they were not pushed into a condemnation

of French catholicism on that score. While their apathy towards the

huguenot plight impoverishes their observations on the protestants,

there is compensation in that their comments on catholicism do not

thereby sink to the level of depicting it in villainous terms only. Ob-

jectivity on the catholic church was in a sense dependent on apathy

over the huguenots.

One thing that every traveller omitted was the applLcation

of a historical perspective to the catholic church. The general picture

that they convey is of a mighty church forcing suspect elements into

obedience, yet at the same time encouraging a wide varLety of re-

1igious experiences and practi6es within itself. This is a satisfactory

tableau in so far as Lt goes, but it does lack the wider view-point.

The fact is that for all the healthy signs that travellers noted in the

church, Lts greatest decades were pastsofar as the seventeenth cen-

tury was concerned. The astonishing revival early in the century

owed heavy debt to magnLfLcent indivLduals whose creative work

had occurred in the first few decades. They were people like S

Vincent de Paul (1576-1660) that genius of missions; S Francois de
$
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Sales (1567-16ZZ) whom he met Ln 1618, and who so deeply inspired

him; those four champions of the inner spiritual life and the re-

invigoration of the clergy, Charles de Condren (1588-1641), Jean

Jacques Olier (1608-1657), JeanEudes (1601-1680), and Pierre

B~rulle (1575-1629); the great revLvers of the conventual life, 1Lke

Marie de Beauvtllier (Benedictine abbess at Montmartre), Marguerite

d’Arbou~.e (abbess at Val de Gra~e), and Marguerite de QuLbly (abbess

at Lyon). It is a lengthy and distinguished list. The archival of the

personal reign of LouLs XIV, however, marks the turning poLnt.

About that time several of the leading revivalists died; O1Ler in 1657,

Vincent de Paul in 1660, his close associate i, ouise de Marillac also

Ln 1660, and Pascal Ln 1662, and their deaths were emblematic of the

end of the greatest days. Few successors of such monumental stature

appeared, for although the fine preachers like Bossuet, Fl~’chier

and Mascaron flourished, and the disciplinarians such as bishops

PavLllon of Alet, d’Urf~ of LLmoges, Camus of Grenoble, and Joly of

Agen, sought to encourage obedience Ln the clergy, and although

they performed extremely valuable services to the c hutch, they

were as mortals following Ln the footsteps of giants. During Louis’

personal reign the catholic church formed too close an alliance with

the state, allowed itself to join in progra:,nmes of coercion and Ln so

doing weakened its contact with those princLples of humility, charity
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and saintliness, that clmracterised the revival earlier in the century.

Jansenism, which tried to stress the basic unworthiness of man to

play God-on-Earth, and which might therefore have restrained

the forces of aggression in the church, was itseH brought to heel

by them. Whatever the attributes of the French catholic church lu

the second half of the century~ it was not the spiritually creative

body that it had been earlier.

1No traveller thought in these longer terms; colnparisons

between the catholic church that he saw and that of previous decades

formed no part of his observations. He restricted h~mself to his

first hand experience of the church, and drew his conclusions from

that alone.
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ENGLISH TRA, V~L, LEi~S AND SGIENGE IN FRANCE

It is understandable that religious affairs should occupy

a prominent place in travellers’ observations on French society. The

vast majority of Frenchmen were attached to either the catholic or

protestant church, and their lives were -widely influenced by them.

When travellers scrutinised French society, they did not, however,

concentrate exclusively on mass movements like religion; they were

ready to devote considerable attention to matters that may have

directly involved only a minority of the population, yet which were a

creative activity in society. There is no better example than the

interest that many travellers showed in science in France. The

seventeenth century is frequently remembered for its political tur-

bulence, its economic unrest, its social upheavals, and its religious

animosities, yet it was also a century of brilliant scientific achieve-

ments that have placed their ineradicable mark upon the formation

of western man. Contemporaries were aware of the immense sig-

nificance of the growth of scientific knowledge, and foresaw that

man’s concept of the universe and of his position in it would be re-

volutionised. English travellers shared this insatiable curiousity

on matters scientific, and during their tours of France, frequently

seized opportunities to study the progress of science there. Few
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themes in travel records are so rewarding as that of the 7English

traveller and science in France.

In one respect it is a theme so broad that its boundaries

are almost impossible to fix. So bountiful is the material in travel

records, especially that which relates to the meetings between

traveller and scientist, that it defies easy classification. ~:¢hen

traveller met scientist, their activities and conversations ran through

the whole spectrum of scientific subjects. Moreover, travellers

met the leaders of the French scientific field, their jou,-nals speak-

iug of people like Lemery, Sanylon, and le Fe’vre in chemistry,

Chirac D~nis ", , Mery, and Geoffroy from the medical world, the

splendid mathematicians i~oberval and t~londel, the astronomers

Cassiui and Borelly, not to mention Chicoyneau, Mignol, Joncquet

and Tournefort iu botany. Faced with names of such prestige over

so many areas of science, it is possible to appreciate something of

the breadth of the subject.

Yet there is a paradox. So broad in one sense, it is

restricted in another, for the theme of English travellers and science

in France is circumscribed within fairly rigid chronological and

ter:ttorial limits. Chronologically, most of the sources to be era-

ployed come from the period 1660 to the late 1680’s; the present

writer has employed twenty-one relevant journals from these years.



Thereafter the scene is arid. From 1690 until 1715 there are only

sLx journals of use, and they all fall within the years 1697 to 1701.

ThLs pronounced imbalance is, ef course, the result of the lengthy

war period from the 1680~s to 1713, Louis XIV’s war mongering

effectively truncatiug the healthy contact between travellers and

scLentists that so marked the 1660’s and 1670’s.
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Territorially, travel journals concentrate most of their

attention on Paris. Of almost 100 French scientists mentioned in

travel material, 709 worked Ln Paris, the next largest concentration

being at Montpellier (20~0), with the rest scattered throughout ~-rance.

Certainly Paris far outstripped any other centre of scientific enter-

prise, but it would be a mistake to imagine the rest of Fz~ance to be

the wasteland that travel journals suggest. ~vhen he analyses their

records, therefore, the historian is confronted by the chief

scientific centres, not a picture of the general spread of scientific

interest throughout the country.

The tour and science.
......... iL i ii    llll

e]ven the traveller with no special interest in scientific

affairs was able tov[ew something of the status of science in France.

The normal round of the tour included visits to scientific centres,

expecially in Paris. One of the more obvious scientific attractions



of that city was the observatory. A splendid building of simple

rectangular construction that magnificently blended the demands of
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utility with those of aesthetics, it was designed by Claude Perrault,

architect of the magnificent colonnade at the Louvre. Building be-

gan in 1667 and was completed in 167Z. All the travellers who

viewed it recognised its excellence, although their appreciation varied

with their scientific knowledge or aptitude.

Typical of travellers who were not intellectually equipped

to estimate it as an instrument of astronomy is /~ichard Ferrier.

When he visited the observatory, it was not its technical equipment

that captivated his interest, but the display rooms where ’several

engines’ were put on view. Among them he was particularly ira-

(l)
pressed by a huge magnifying glass.

John North/eigh had a much fuller appreciation of the ob-

servatory. While he granted that on the whole, the observatory in

Paris surpassed that at Greenwich, he discovered a serious flaw.

He points that under the main building,

’you descend by two hunvI~’ed steps into a cave, with

little alleys, from there is a prospect through the

very top of the house to the sky, in order to observe

the motions of the stars by day; but this contrivance’

(1) Ferrier, p. 23
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’don’t answer the expectation, no stars being to be

seen there, only the light, which they impute to the

not passing of any stars through the zenith of Paris;

but it Is so~ething strange that this defect should

not have been seen by their artists’. (1)

Precisely the same fault was noted by Martin Lister when he was shown

round the observatory by Cassini.(g) He, however, placed far less

stress on it, concentrating instead on the observatory’s virtues. He

admired its construction (entirely of stone, no wood or iron being

used), its museum of scientific machinery, like Ferrier the magnificent

magnifying glass almost three feet in diameter, and an astronomical

map set into the floor.(3)

The observatory was by no means the only scientific attraction

on the tour of Paris, for the hospitals were too. Reference ts made

elsewhere(4} to the educational facilities that they offered, but even

the casual visito~ could observe their work when he toured the city.

One of the most popular was the Invalides, although in its

case the splendours of its architecture gave it as much, if not more,

distinction than the quality of its medical practice.(5)

(1)
(z)

(3)
(4)
(5)

Other hospitals

iNorthleigh, p. 726

Jean ~2ominique Gassini (16Z5-171Z): an Italian astronomer brought

to France by Colbert and appointed director of the observatory
iAster, pp 52-3

See below, pp 336-7

Shaw, p. 116; Veryard, pp 64-5; A view of paris, p.44
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frequently on the traveller’s itinerary were the Charit~ an~ the H~tel

Dieu. The first of these had been founded in 160Z and was administered

by the order of St John of God(I) , while the H~tel Dieu spec[alised

in treating the poor, whom it admitted of any sex, religion, or

nationality. Nevertheless it refused sufferers from incurable dis-

eases, plague, epilepsy, venereal disease, or tinea. Again, al-

though a somewhat different type of hospital, there was the Pi~p[tal

General. Founded in 1636, it too was for the poor, and it occupied

-qm

a disused chateau, the P~[cetre, and the Salp~trieXre, a name by

which it was commonly known. Its difference was that it not only

treated the indigent sick, but acted as a work house. When V.ll[s

Veryard visited it in the early 1680’s there were some 8,000 in-

mates, while at the turn of the century, qhaw put the figure at 5,000(2).

Buildings of one kind or another were not the only way

in which the tour brought the traveller into ma~’ginal contact with

French scientific activity. Equally as popular were visits to

’cabinets~ private collections of scientific and antiquarian items.

By far the most famous ’cabinet’ in France was that of

.%
Nicolas Grcllier de ServLeres (1593-1%86); it was so renowned that

Louis XIV himself visited it in 1658. After retiring from a x~[l[tary

Edward Browne to his father, 19 May 1664 (%Vilkins, p. 60);

Shaw, p. 116; A vLew of Paris, p.44
mwJ ,n , H m i m i

Shaw, pp 116-7; Veryard, p.64
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career, Servi~res settled in Lyon where he spent the rest of his days

augmenting his ’cabinet’ and exercising his odd genius for inventing

complex machines. Servi~res had almost the same eccentric re-

putation as his collection, for his Irascible ways were a by-word.

Several travellers commented on his sharp temper. Skippon found

’his humour ... very difficult’(1)’, Locke, writing some ten years

after Skippon, was more severe, considering Servieres ’an old,

morose, half-mad gent. ,(Z)., John Covel in 1678 was just as scathing,

(3)
calling him ’a very peevish, silly, doting old man’. Only lord

Herbert, who met him when Servt~res was eighty-one, took a

charitable approach, conceding that, ’though this gentleman be very

chagrin sometimes to persons of the highest quality, yet to those

that will patiently hear him & understandingly admire him he is

very civil and communicative’.
(4)

When he showed visitors round

his ’cabinet’ (an inspection that needed at least two hours), he would

sit in his wheel chair (his own Invention), and narrate his ad-

(5)
ventures as a soldier and his career as an inventor while doing so.

Skippon, p. 708
Locke, p. 5

Covel, f. 86
Lord Herbert to Henry ©ldenburg, lZ April 1674 (~_~.brary of
the Royal Society, MS H3/Z5)

Bromley, pp Z0-1



The ’cabinet’(1 ) consisted of items such as clGcks and

3Z6.

hour glasses that operated by various ingenious mechanisms,

devices that performed tricks through the use of magnetism, per-

petual motion machines, a machine that told the character of the

person who operated it, and other bewildering inventions such as

a cannon that could be aimed downwards, and a door so cleve~-ly

designed that it hinged on both its right and left hand sides and

thus could be opened from any direction.

These are only some of the contents of the ’cabinet’,

for which every traveller who saw it expressed admiration.

Bromley judged that ’there is such a multitude of excellent rarities,

both in mathematics and mechanism, that it is without question he

(z)
has brought both these to as great a perfection as anyone’. The

awestruck lord Herbert believed that Servteres’ ’mathematical

inventions & machines (all his own handy work) are the most sur-

prising & astonishing ... in the world’.(3)

.%
AIthough none rivalled Servteres’, there were other

(I) See Bromley, pp 19-23; Govel, f. 86; Downes ’Observations

in travelling through France, 1666 (]3.M., Sloane MS 177,
ff Iv -2) (hereafter cited as Downes 1666 ); Locke, pp 5-6;

Northleigh, p. 7Z9; Skippon, pp 708-9; Herbert to Oldenburg,

IZ April 1674 (i~oyal Soc., MS 1-13/25)

(Z) Bromley, p. gg

(3) Herbert to Oldenburg, IZ April 1674 (i~oyal Soc., N~S 1-i3/25)
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’cabinets’ that travellers visited. Several were in Paris. When

Locke inspected the abbey of Ste Genevieve in 1677. Claude

Dumollnet, the librarian, showed him the ’cabinet’. Dumolinet

had founded it, and while it consisted mainly of coins and medals,

it also contained several geological curiosities, such as a number

of stones strung together like the human spine. In ~[ster’s

opinion the finest ’cabinet’ in Paris belonged to a M ]Suco. Set in

two spacious rooms it included paintings, pottery, a magnificent

collection of shells (almost sixty drawers full), several of which

were specimens of great rarity, and animal pelts.(g) bess ex-

tensive and of less scientific concern were the ’cabinets’ of

Guani~res, that specialised in maps, stamps and manuscripts(3),

and that of And r~ le ~otre, (now an old man living with his

memories~ his ’cabinet’ included pictures, pottery, stamps,

(4)
medals and coins, but nothing of natural history.     On the other

(5)
hand, Louis Mortn possessed a ’cabinet’ that was devoted to

(6)
science through its collection of geological specimens.

(,)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

Locke, pp 177-8
~ister, pp 57-60

Ibid., pp 91-3
Lister, pp 36-8

Louis Mor[n (1636-1715): physician at the Ho~el i~ieu and botanist;
he was made an associate member of the Academic des Sciences

in 1699, and a full member in 1707
Lister, p.77



Paris did not hold the stage alone. Good scientific

collections that travellers could visit were to be found at Mont-

32~.

pellier. In 1665 Edward Browne, ever eager to see things scien-

tific, visited one belonging to a M Agat. It was ’a pretty good

collection of intaglios, medals, lamps, urns, and lacrymatories,

of old statues, besides great variety of stones, corals and the

(1)
like. ’ Natural history set the theme for the ’cabinet’ belonging

to Gilibert, an apothecary visited by Skippon in 1665.(2) Similarly

it did so for one belonging to a Jesuit that John Downes saw at

about the same time. It ’contained among other things the skeleton

of a rat, a stone from an ox’s stomach, a dolphin, a swordfish, a

humming bird, a print in black & white which looks to contain

colours when seen from a horizontal position’.(3)

More instances still could be quoted of these private

(4)
collections ; they represent one of the ways in which the scien-

tific revolution attracted amateur interest and stimulated a con-

cern for natural history.

Travellers need not have a professional outlook on

Edward Browne to his father, lg May 1665 (W ilkins,pa 03)
Skippon, p. 717

Dowries, t’. 39v
Locke, p. 82; Skippon, pp 7ZZ-3; d. Monro to Joseph Martin,

15 July 1699 (Royal Soc., MS M2/10, f. gv)
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science to be brought into contact with scientific matters in France.

The tour itself brought them. Visits to ’cabinets’ had the added

attraction that they enabled travellers to meet Frenchmen and

converse with them; ’cabinets’ were not mere museums,-{n-miniature,

filled with inanimate objects which travellers were supposed to ad-

mire and then leave. ’Cabinets’ were the personal creations of

enthusiasts who were always ready to talk to visitors and explain the

items within the collections. As such they gave a spice to the tour

that no amount of mere sight-seeing could do.

The scientific activities of travellers.
ii , i.i iii. ii ILl II I    II IJl II J I II L i II

The majority of travellers, of course, were not scient-

Lsts, but they could still find themselves drawn into the margins of

scientific activity through their occasional services as scientific

couriers. Books or scientific specimens to be exchanged between

scientists in France and England were sometimes carried by

travellers willing to deliver them.

There are some interesting examples in the records

of the Royal Society. For instance, in May 1667 and February 1668,

two travellers delivered packages of books from Henri Justel{1)

Henri Justel (1620-1693): he ran an important ’academLe’ and

was the main channel of scLeuttfic news between ~-nglaud and the

continent



(i)to Henry Oldenburgh secretary of the Royal Society ¯ lie returned
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the compliment Ln March 1668 when a Mr Roberts carried a medal

to Justel for him. ~oberts returned in May with a catalogue of

medals for Oldenburg.(Z) On another occasion Ln 1675, Christiaan

Huygens(3) wanted to send a clock of some delLcacy to Oldenburg,

who thus wrote advLsing him to contact some EnglLshman who was

about to return home (he had news that there were several in Parts)

(4)
and who would deliver it. After certain dLfficulties an answer was

found in Thomas Ke    , chaplain to the bishop of Winchester. t~en

had tutored Isaac "Walton, the bishop’s nephew, on a trip to ~urope,

and was about to leave Paris for ~ngland.

Later in the century when Hans Sloane was secretary to

the Royal Society, he continued the occasional practice of usLng

travellers to transport Ltems. He dispatched copies of the f~hLlo-

sophical Transactions, and other scientific informatLon, to Geoffroy{6)
i i Jl : .

IIIL    ] I I I I IJ Ill I J Ill I I I II I . I I J I II I I Illllllll Ill I i I I I I I I II" I I ! I II I I I I ...........

(3)

(6)

Justel to Oldenburg, 30 May 1667 (iRoyal Soc., MS I1/8); Justel
to Oldenburg, 29 Feb. 1668 (Ibid., MS I1/19)
Justel to Oldeuburg, Z7 March 1668 (Ibid., MSI1/g4); Justel

to Oldenburg, 2 May 1668 (Ibid., M~I1/Z6 )

GhrLstiaan I-iuygens (1629 ? -1695): Dutch physicist, astronomer

and mathematician brought to France by Colbert; he resided in
ParLs from 1666 to 1681

Oldenburg to Huygens, 25 Oct. (4 iNor. NS) 1675 (Oeuvres. corn- .......
pl~tes, de Christiaan.Huygens~.~.           , , ,~ ,,          ~ the Hague, 1897, vii, p. 531)
Thomas Ken (1637-1711): bishop of Bath and Wells from 1684

to 1691
Etienne Francois Geoffroy (167Z-1731): ’Geoffroy the elder’; a

J
physLcian who was made a member of the ~<oyal Society Ln 1698,

and of the Acad~mie des Sciences in 1699
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in August or September 1699, and again in May 1700; the first

went via a Dr Shadwell and the second via a Mr Green. (I)

In this way travellers made sporadic and minor con-

tributions to Franco-British scientific fraternity. It was perhaps an

unspectacular service of no more than foot-note importance in the

history of science, but valuable nevertheless.

For travellers with a more professional or active in-

terest in science, public lectures were available in Paris, aimed at

students and indeed anybody who cared to attend. One of the leading

institutions to provide public tuition was the Jardiu Royal des

(z)
Plautes. Louis XIV paLd the cost of lectures, which ran during

the summer months and were free to the public. ~dward Browne

attended lectures there in 1664, and left an informative account of

how he, a medical student, was able to pursue his studies at the

Jardin. The lectures are significant iu Browne’s biography, for

he was to follow a distinguished medical career, being elected

fellow of the College of Physicians in 1675, serving as physician to

Charles 11, and acting as president of the College of Physicians

from 1704 untL1 his death in 1708.

(1) Geoffroy to Sloane, 9 Sept. 1699 (Royal Soc., MS G1/70, f. 1);
Geoffroy to Sloane, Z8 May 1700 (i~oyal Soc., MS G1/7Z, f. 1)

(2) Founded Ln 1635 Lt was renamed in 1798, ’le Museum d’H[stoire
Naturelle’, which title it still bears
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Browne attended all the courses (botany, chemistry,

anatomy and surgery), although he naturally concentrated on the

medical ones. Four lecturers taught medicine; Moreau who

lectured on hernias, Dineau on fevers, Patin(1) who held question

and answer sessions and stoutly defended the ancients against the

moderns in science, and le Del who lectured on surgery. (h) Browne

attended on Tuesday afternoons, Thursday afternoons, and Satu~oday

mornings.(3) He has little to say about the lecturers, ex~ressLng

an opinion only on Patin. In a letter to his father in June 1664, he

described Patin as ’very old, yet very pleasant Ln his discourse, and

hearty; he is much followed, is a galen[st, an~ doth often laugh at

the chemists’. (4) In his journal he writes that Patin was ’the

maddest fellow for a professor that ever I heard speak’. (5) As foz

the lectures, Browne welcomed the practice whereby any member

of the audience could interrupt the teacher to put a question or

debate a point. (6)

As well as the medical lectures at the Jard[n, Browne

attended classes in chemistry on Tuesdays, Fridays and Satur-

i Hill I r,l . l,,lU I,,LII i , ,i,     , , ,

(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Guy Patin (1601-167Z); physician and writer who obstinately
opposed the new scientific movement
Edward Browne to his father, 18 Ma] 1664 (WtlkLns0 p. 61)
Browne, Observations, ff 7Z, 73v, 75v, 8Z, passim

Edwa~fl Browne to his father,    June 1664 (WilkLn~, p. 63)

Browne, Observations, f. 7Zv
]I ii         I

Ibid., f. 7Zv
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Botanical lectures were part of his programme too, for

he saw plants demonstrated by Joncquet(2).

The policy of the lectures in botany was to endow the

students both with r_, knowledge of the structure of plants, and of

their utility. The technique was to teach the recognition of plants

by their immutable features, although students were encouraged to

consider other methods of recognition too. Again, the students

were encouraged to conduct their own research and not to rely ex-

clusively on the lectures.(3) Browne, however, was not impressed.

In a letter to his father he regretted that ’the lecture of plants here

is only the naming of them, their degrees in heat and cold, and

sometimes their use in physic, scarce a word more than may be

seen in every herbal’. (4)

His protest was valid. Later in the century, in 1698,

Lister met Joseph Pitton de Tournefort (!656 1708), then professor

of botany at the Jardin Royal, who was profoundly concerned with

teaching techniques and shared many of Browne’s misgivings.

Tournefort was himself an active lecturer, for each summer he

, - 1 i , ,----, ’ ’ |"

(I)
(z)
(3)
(4)

Browne, ff 124, 125, 128, 135v
Ibid., ff 120, 124, 128
Biblioth~que du Museum d’Histoire Naturelle, MS 284

Edward Browne to his father, 11 July 1665 (Wilkinz,!xlO8)
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gave a course of thirty lectures at which he demonstrated 100 plants

per lecture. He calculated to show about 3,000 plants as ~,ntegral

parts of his teaching, with another 1,000 as extras, making a total

of 4, 000 plants for the whole course.(1) When he ccnsidered pro-

blems of teaching, therefore, he spoke as a practitioner, not as a

theoretician. There exists a letter written almost at the end of his

(z)
life , inwhich he reflects on lecturing, and repeats some of Browne’s

sentiments. In particular does he insist that lectures should not simply

consist mainly of a detailed description of plants, but should concen-

trate on their utilitarian values, and above all on their - 7. xne,~ ~cal pro-

perties. ~hat is more, the lecturer should not be enslaved by pre-

pared notes, but should be willing to digress from them and offer

impromptu ideas and suggestions. Only by a non-mechanical app-

roach can the audience’s interest be retained, and therefore respect

for botany extended.

Tuurnefort’s attempts to establish botanical studies as

a thriving concern with the public were witnessed by i-!ans Sloane

while in France in 1683, the year in which Tou~’nefcrt was appointed

professor at the Jardin i’,oyal des l°lantes. Unfortunately, although

Sloane attended his lectures at the Jardin, he left no account or
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judgement of the success with which rournefort attempted to en-

liven his lectures. Sloane, of course, was to enjoy a distinguished

scientific career, he was appointed secretary to the Royal c ,,oc iety

in 1693, president in 1727, and was involved in the famous con-

troversy between l~uurnefort and Ray over plant classification;

furthermore, he conducted extensive correspondence with Tourne-

fort on botanical affairs. In view of the course of his later life

and the place that Tournefort was to play in it, it is all the more

frustrating that Sloane left no vivid account of Tournefort as a

lecturer.

Sloane has left, however, his daily timetable of lectures,

and it is woz-thy of rec~,rd as an insight of the way in which a young

student would spend his time at the jardin.

6.00 - ~.00 a.m. plant demonstrations by Tournefort;

8.00 - !0.00

2.. 00 - 4.00 p. m.

medical prope:tles ,,~f plants, by ~:uforty;

anatomy with Duverney(2~;

(1)

4. oo -(6.0o?) Sauylon on operatiJ~= tc be pe~--

formed by Faveur(3)

,     t,u , ,     .    ~ T

~J
L, J       L i ....J. Jacquot, Le naturaliste ,_.tr Hans Sloane (.1660-1753) et les

~changes scient[fiques entre la France et l’Angleterre (~,es con-
f~rences dupalais de la d~couverte, sSrie D, no. 25, universite

de Paris), pp 8-14

JosephGuichard Duverney {1648-1730): anatomist, who became a

member of the.Academle des ~::ciences in 1676, and professor of

anatomy at the Jardin i~cyal des Plantes in 1679

l~. M., Add. MS 4941, ff 4-5
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The JardLn l~oyal des Plantes was not the only Lustitution

to which travellers could go for scientific training. A few went to

the coll~ge de CambraL.(1) It operated neither on the scale of the

Jardin, nor were its courses gratuitously offered, but Lts lectures

in chemistry attracted the Lnterest of two travellers, Edward Browne

and Andrew BaLfour. The lecturer, Darlet, charged thirty 1Lyres for

a three weeks course of lectures that we~ given every afternoon from

~-. O0 until 5.00. There was a further charge of sLx livres for hLs text

(z)
book. Browne thought the price excessive, and found the further

objection that Barlet taught in French(3); in the end he decided on

the chemistry lectures at the Jardin i~oyal, but he did purchase

BarletWs text book.(4)

There were also the hospitals that permitted students to

observe the treatment given to patients, and even to watch operatLons.

Although the great Parisian hospLtals were hLgh on the tourist list, not

many travellers wanted to go to the lengths of watching theLr some-

i i |l . L i J i     i i i J i i    H Ill    J i

Founded Ln 1348, it was enlarged by Francis 1; Lt existed until

1774 when Lt was replaced by the coll~ge de France
.Balfour, 11: the text book was, ~e v ray’ e t me}.hodtque cours de

la physique r~.solutLve, vulBairement dLte ch)tmLe ... pour counoistre
la th~othechul " ’    -~ ’ -; ............... e ~i’gocosrn’ique, c est a dire, "i art de-~ieu: en l’ouvrage
de l’univers (Paris, 1653)

(3) Browne, Observations, f. 76;
i i    i . i, i

Wilkins, 61 )May 1664 ( ..... p.
(4) Edward Browne to his father,

Edward Browne to his father, 19

June 1664 , {VCLlkins, p.63)
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times unsavoury work. A few did, however, and almost inevitably

Edward Browne’s name appears. At the Ho~el Dieu he observed

arm(l)the amputation of a patient’s and saw several operations for

the removal of gall stone; his journal takes careful note of the techo

(z)
nique adopted by the surgeon. Hans Sloane is another exarnple.

He attended the Charite for lectures and to observe the treatment

(3)that was given to patients. The educational facilities offereJ by

hospitals drew extensive praise from John Northleigh, himself a

physician. Having visited a number of hospitals, he concluded that,

’considering the freedom allowed to strangers, to be

present at their operations performed in all their

hospitals, the advantage �:,i ~he their chemical lectures,

physic garden, and frequent practice in anatomy,

Paris seems the most accomplished school for young

physicians, to be preferre4 in this respect to Leyden,

Padua, Montpelller, Cambridge, and Oxdord itself.’(4)

Such are the kinds of opportunities in Paris open to a

traveller with a working interest in science. There remains one

other institution of great renown that was for a brief time to offer

Edward Browne to his father, 30 Sept. 1665

Browne, Observations, ff 120v - 121v

B.M., Add. MS4241, f. 4
INorthleigh, p. 724

(W ilkins, p. 113)



public lectures that travellers could attend. ThLs was the Academie

des Sciences.

t )The Academte des Sciences~1
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was founded in 1666 at

the instigation of Colbert. It was a small, elite group, usually of

about fourteen members, who each received an annual pension of

1,500 livres from the king. The meetings of the Academic were

held in private, twice a weeki

matical subjects,

on ~ednesdays they discussed mathe-

and on ~aturdays physical subjects. Colbert, its

unwavering supporter until his death in 1683, procured residence

for it in the Biblioth~que du ~oi in the rue Vivienne.

Its exclusiveness, its privacy, meant that for many years

it lay beyond the reach of travellers, whose records remaLn silent

about it. The turning point is the year 1699. By the end of the cen-

tury Colbert was dead, no successox-,,,’glhis euthusLasm for the Acad-

j.

emie des Sciences appeared, the costly wars threatened the r~yal

fluaucial backing upon which the AcademLe heavily relied, and its

structure was Under attack. The uncertaLn position of the Acad~mie

was stressed by Martin Lister in 1698. Although members of the

°
Academte whom he met still talked in terms of the generous patron-

See E. Maindron, L’academLe des sciences (Paris, 1888), and
i r i i    ill

M. Ornstein, the roie of scientific societies in the seventeenth
i L i ii i i i i i. , i i. i i i i

century (reprinted from 3rd ed., London, 1963), pp 139-64.
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age of Louis XIV, pointing to the fact that he still paid their pensions

and still financed scientific research (they quoted to him Louis’

blank cheque to M~ry(1) to purchase tortoises for his cardiac re-

search, and Louis’ payment for the engravings in two of Tournefort’s

books, one costing 12,000 llvres, the other £100 sterling), Lister

still thought the Academte to be in a vulnerable position. For him

the threats that warfare carried for the Academie were too acute for

complacency.(2)

Lister was right, and shrewd academicians agreed, for

the next year, 1699, on ZO January, radical reforms of the Acad~mie

were announced that totally altered its complexion.(3) It was these

reforms that were relevant to travellers, for among the clauses of

the new constitution, provision was made for a limited number of

public lectures. Although war was to break out again in 170Z, a few

travellers did have the opportunity to attend some of these lectures

before war interrupted travel.

Jean M~ry (1645-17ZZ): anatomist, made member of the Acade~mie

des Sciences in 1684; although he treated the royalty of ~urope,

he preferred his work as chief surgeon at the Invalides, and from
1700 at the Ho"tel Dieu; after 1700 he concentrated increasingly ou
research
Lister, pp 78-80
Maindrou op. cit., pp 18-3Z; Ornsteiu op. cir., pp 159-61
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An interesting account of one of these early public

meetings is given by Monro, who with his companion Martin, was

taken to au assembly by Cassint. The chair was taken by the presi-

dent, abb~ i~ignon(I), who announced three procedural rulings; first

they would approach everything that was said rationally, and not re-

act emotionally; next, speakers must read from a prepared speech,

and were not to be interrupted except by the president; finally,

strict silence must be obse~rved by the audience.

Altogether there were four speakers. Jacques Casstui(Z)

began with a paper composed by his father on comets. He argued

that comets are planets that pe£-~odicall7 reappear in the same position

and follow the same path; thus, the comet of 1680 was also that of

1577, while the comet of September 1698 was that of 1652. After

him, the assembly was addressed by another young scientist, the

teen-age Claude Joseph Geoffroy. (3) He read a paper written by

his teacher tHumber’(4) describing an areometer that Humbert had

designed. After the two young scientists, two well known figures

(2)

(3)

(4)

IIIIL I II i

Jean Paui Bignon (1662-1743): made a member of the Acad~rn~e

des Sciences in 1691, he played a major role in its recoustitution;
in the A,,zad~rnie of 1699, he was appointed president

Jacques Cassini (1677-1756); astronomex" and son of the. great

Gassini; he became a member of the Acad~mie des Sciences in
1694 (when oi~ly 17), and a fellow of the Roy, al Society in 1695
Claude Joseph Geoffrey (1685-1752): tGeoffroy the younger’;

brother to the elder Geoffrey; a pharmaceutical expert, he re-
ceived membership of the Acad~mie des Sciences in 1705

This may be Guillaume Homberg (165Z-1715): aDutchman bern
in Java, he was a physician, astronomer, botanist, and best known

as a chemist; he settled in France in 1691 when he became a member
o

of the Academte des Sciences in 1688



spoke.
(l)

Pierre Varignon
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embarked on a complicated description

of a water watch. His subject was so complex that he Lllustrated

it with a huge diagram whose intricacies he pointed out with a rod.

This drew a quip from the chairman that ’it was happy for him

[Varignon] that he had to do with an assembly so learned, so natural

it was for men that understoo,~ not these matters to take him for a

conjuror’. The last item was by Tournefort, on the distLllatLou

(z)
of plants using simple and compound mLxtures.

The practice of havLug several speakers was followed at

the opening n~eo~ing for the session beginning in I~ovember 1699, a

meeting attended by Charles Preston. This time three scientists

spoke. The first was pere SebastLen(3) who discussed the acceleration

of fallLug bodies. Next came one of the early members of the Academte,

abb~ Jean Gallois{4). He opeued with praise fox" the’Acad~mie c~es

Sciences, which, he claimed, was distinguishing itself by gathering

scientLfLc information from all parts of France. He took as an ex-

ample news from Grenoble of a fountain on which a flame mysteriously

u i . i i , - . ....... ......... ...... ¯ .... L i ,, ,, ..... ,. ,, i j .. ii i L.

(z)
(3)

(4)

~ierre Variguon (1654-172Z): geometrician, member of the
.

Academte des Sciences in 1688

Monro to Martin, (?) May 1699 (L~oyal Soc., MS M2/7)

Jean Truchet (1657-17Z9): an engineer of genius who became
an honorary member of the Acad~’mie des Sciences in 1699 (the

new constitutLou debarred priests from full memberships)

Jean Gallois (1632-1707): member of the Acad~mie des Sciences
in 1668
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burned, and proceeded to attempt a scientific explanation for this

strange phenomenon. He postulated the source of the flame to be

various oils that had risen through the water and had been ignited.

Furthermore, ’he spoke of abundance of ival found there and the

bituminousness of that earth and thus dwindled away the miracle’.

Bignon in the chair, and witty as ever, could not resist joking that

they had just heard abb~ Jean ’defeat his own design and that of the

Academy, for in place of showing to the world the wonders of France,

he was lessening their number and destroying them by his physical

and rational account’. Two speakers remained, Duverney put his

side of his controversy with Mery(1), and finally, de la Hire(Z) dis-

cussed the strength of the male in lifting and carrying weights.(3)

These are valuable accounts of some of those early

P .
public meetings that were a new aspect of the life of the Academte

des Sciences. Of particular note is the variety that marked them;

variety of content, for in the two meetings described, subjects on

astronomy, botany, mechanics, physics, medicine and the delightful

piece offered by abb~ Jean were discussed; also variety of speaker,

for as well as the lectures by established scientists, two comparative

beginners spoke.

, ¯ , ,, i , , , , ,

(3)

Seebelo~i pp 357- 8

Philippe de la Hire (1640-1718):astronomer and geometrician, he
became a member of the AcadSmie des Sciences in 1670
Charles Preston to Hans Sloane, 15 Nov, 1699 (~oyal Soc., MS
P1/103}
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The number of travellers who attended public lectures

on science in various institutions was small. This is under-

standable considering the esoteric nature of even general lectures.

The provision of public courses is a tribute to both the scientists

of France and to Louis XIV who financed some of the lectures, for

it reveals an attempt to put the latest scientific thought at the dis-

posal of intelligent laymen. The scientists involved did not think of

themselves as a breed apart, but as having a duty to disseminate

~etr knowledge. The lectures furthermore reveal something of the

attitude of the king to science. He encouraged not only scientific

research, but the publication of its conclusions over as wide an area

of the population as possible. .qo far as he was concerned, scientists

had a responsibility to the state, and therefore to the French people;

when he made financial provision for public lectures, or when he put

money into the publication of scientific volumes, one of the reasons

was to enable scientists so to fulfil their duty towards the French

public. Travellers were able to share in the benefits of this policy,

and, as has been demonstrated, attend the the courses that were

available.
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The activities of certain travellers also extended to

visiting some of the private ’conferences’ that were part of the

(1)
French scientific scene. They are an aspect of French scientific

life that occupies no prominent position in i~nglish travel literature,

yet they help to reflect the widely varied activities of French

scientists, and of E~nglish travellers.

On the chronological boundary of this study is Henry

Oldenburg, who was in France from 1657 to 1660, acting as tutor

to Richard Jones, grandson of the Earl of Cork and nephew to

Robert Boyle. Oldenburg’s services to British science are a by-

word, and ~ hen in France he formed acquaintances with scientists

with whom he was later to correspond as secretary to the Royal

Society.

One of the outstanding groups that he visited was the

Montmor academy. (2) As secretary of the Royal Fociety, Olden-

burg was to be the chief link between it and English scientists, until

(3)
the Montmor group disbanded in 1664. At the academy’s meetings

he heard, among other items, discussions on the process of con-

ception and birth in an[)_nals, and listened to Jacques i:lohault(4)

expound his theories of light and colour.(5)

(1)

(z)

(s)

The best study on this is, H. Brown, Scientific .0rganizations in
seyeuteenthcentury. .,....._ France, 16Z0-1680.    . (Baltimore, 1.934)

Ibid., pp 64-134

Ibid., p. 95
Jacques Eohault (16Z0-1675): mathematician and ardent Cartesian.

A. ~. Hall and M. B. Hall (ed.), The correspondence of H en.r}r Old eu-
(Wisconsin, 1965 -), i, pp 259-61 (hereafter cited as olden-
cortes    ondenceburr ..... P     _)
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Oldenburg also reports attending meetings of chemists.

At one assembly they discussed the curious case of two German

brothers who on the one hand could not bear to be apart, yet on the

other, detested each other’s company. A physician under whom they

were placed effected a cure by simply collecting specimens of their

perspiration and mixing them. The chemists discussed both the

ailment and the cure.

(1)j,i

Another ’conferencet that of abb~ Dourdelot was

attended by John Downes{2) and Francis Vernon. (3) A brief acc-

ount of one of its proceedings is given by Vernon in a letter to Olden-

burg on 11 May 1669. They discussed astrology, basing their re-

flections on a paper read by an Italian (the Venetian ambassador’s

physician), wherein the validity of astrology as an effective force

in human affairs was defended. Some members of the group attacked

the paper, but its author found an ally in Jacques Borelly (d. 1679),

an astronomer from the Parts observatory. Vernon confessed that

he found the Italian’s arguments more convincing than was usual on

the question of astrology.

(z)
(3)

Pierre Michon (1610/20-1685): his conferences filled the gap

left by the disbanding of the Montmcr group

Downes, f. 48
Francis Vernon to Oldenburg, II May 1669 (Oldenburg corres-
pondence, v, p. 508)
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Again, there is Henry Sm[thwho in 1671 attended a

’conference’ conducted by i-~ohault. Although he notes that Rohault’s

meetings were usually on some aspect of Cartesianism, he un-

fortunately gives no detail of their content; he did not attend them

to extend his knowledge, but to study techniques of argument.

Such are the examples that travel records contain of

Englishmen attending private ’confeS’rences,. Each one occurs in

Paris, but it needs to be stressed that there were several well known

groups in the provinces; indeed, the question of ’conf6"rences’

illustrates the tendency of travel journals to concentrate timir re-

marks on Paris, and underestimate the rest of the country. At

Montpellier there were important assemblies organised by Pradilles

and ~egis (a well known Cartesian}. There was also :dibeyre at

Clermont-Ferrand, ]Bigot at £ouen, and above all Huet at Caen, who

held ’conferences’. Travellers records reflect none of this pro-

vincial activity, and therefore give a misleading ~mpress[ou.

Most of what has been written here about the scientific

activities of travellers concerns their participation in public or

semi-public assemblies. This by no means accounts for all of their

interests oz all of their activities. For them, probably the most

, , i , , t,r ¯ , ,,, , ,,

(1) P.R.O., S,P. 78, France, p. 131, f. 47v
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attractive aspect of thLs side of the tour in France, was the oppor-

tunity to meet French scientists wLth whom they could converse

and undertake joint projects.

On all sLdes travellers found themselves warmly wel-

corned by the French scientLfLc communLty. Young travellers were

treated with extreme generosity, so that when Philip SkLppon, twenty-

four years old at the time, was in MoutpeUier, he was invLted by the

Danish anatomLst and naturalist NLcolas Stensen(1) to attend hLs

(z)
dissectLons. An apothecary there, iviarchand, entertained SkLppon

and his friends, and unhesitatingly explained his secrets of plant

(3)
presentation , while a chemist Ln the town, DaldastL, kept them

amused with his fantastic claims to be able to prepare a substance

from which he could produce snakes, and a crystal that in rainy

weather could represent a rainbow.(4)

When another young traveller of twenty-three years, Hans

Sloane, travelled through France with his friends Tancred ~obinson(4}

L I I I    Jill            II I III I I

Nicolas Stenseu (1631-1687):
SkLpp on, p. 718

Ibid. , p. 730

he was in France furthering his studies

Ibid., p. 715
Tancred Robinson (1655/60-174g): a fellow of the ~oyal Society in
1684, and of the College of Physicians in 1687; he was later

physician to George I
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and Wakely (a medical student), they too enjoyed lavish hospitality

from scientists. The journey to Montpellier was particularly mem-

orable for Sloaue, since they went via Orange, whose university in-

vested him with a medical degree. (1) Sloane carried letters of re-

commendation written by Touruefort and addressed to Chirac(z),

who taught anatomy at the university in Montpellier. Chirac was

just as obliging as Tournefort had been, for he allowed Sioane to

attend lectures gratuitously(3), and put him in touch with Pierre

Magnol(4), a brilliant botanist. Sloane’s relations with Magnol were

extremely warm, for they went or, botanical excursions together(5),

and in later years Sloane attributed his knowledge of plant classific-

(6)
ation to ivlagnol’s training. During the months that he stayed in

(s)
(6)

B. lvi., Add MS 4Z41, f. 5: an account of the ceremony is in Sir

(3. ~,. de Beer, Sir Hans Sloane and the British Museum (Oxford,
i     H, , , i i , ,i ,    ,, H,     ,i    ii    i

1953), pp 20-I: unlike most French universities, Orange allowed

protestants to receive degrees
Pierre Chirac (1650-1732): in 1687 he was appointed professor in

Montpellier university

B. IVi., Add. MS 4Z41, f. 5: normally visitors had to pay Z0 sous

per lecture (Skippon, p. 716)

Pierre Magnol (1638-1715): until he abjured, his protestant faith

prevented him from receiving a chair at the university

B.M., Add. MS4241, f. 6

D. ivl. , Sloane MS 4069, f. 73
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MontpellLer, Sloane lodged with a M Carquets, who was apothecary

to several leading physicLans Ln the town , and it is probable that

he met and talked with some of them. On all sides, therefore~ Sloane

was benevolently treated by the scientifLc community Lu Montpellier.

Nowhere is the cordiality that marked traveller-scientist

relations better LUustrated than iu the diary of John ~ocke. It is abund-

antly stocked wLth references to scientists, to the conversatLous that

he had with them, and with reflections on their work. i~ack of space

denies a detailed examination of hLs relations with each one(Z) but a J

selectLou of the names that appear in hLs journal demonstrates how

closely involved he was with the scientific community: he met Charles

Darbeyrace(162-9-1699), a physician at Montpellier; Beaulot was an-

other, this time at )ha ~ochelle; in Paris there was Francois Bernier
J

(1620-1688) the well known physician, traveller and philosopher; at

Orleans he knew abb~ Francois Gendrou (1618-1688), one of the
J

finest physicians in France; in Paris again there were Adrien Au~out

(d. 1691) the mathematician, and Olaf tQi~mer (1644-1710) the B’anish

mathematician patronised by Louis XIV. In addition he met Henri

lB. M. , Add. MS 4Z41, f. 6

G. B onno, Les relations intellectuelles de Locke avec la France
{University of’~California pUbiications in modern philology, ....

xxxviii, no. 2, California, 1955), pp 65-9, describes some of

his contacts with scientists



Justel, who later corresponded with him, and Nicolas Thoynard,

who was to be an even nlore voluminous correspondent. (2)
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(1)

In all the writings of travellers, there is not a single

case where they were confronted by hostility or coldness on the

part of a scientist. The association between traveller and scientist

was invariably excellent. This has been shown by quoting precise

examples of traveller-s; it can be reinforced through reference to

some of the scientists who appear in several travel journals.

An oft-mentioned figure is the protestant physician and

amateur astronomer at MontpeIlier, Dr Jolly Browne found him

’extremely courteous unto us’, and Skippon thought him ’a very in-

genious person, and civil to the 2English’.

Michel Chicoyneau(4) had a reputation for amiability.

Browne and Downes all were made welcome by him.(5)

Also at Montpellier,

,,~a~,aa4$. As director of the observatory in Paris, he was obviously

in a position where he would meet a large number of visitors, but

(z)
(3)

(4)

(5)

Nicolas Thoynard (16Z9-1706): biblical scholar with an interest in

science

IBonno, op. cir. , p. 37

Edward Browne to his father, IZ May 1665 (Wllkins, p. 103);
Locke, pp I00, I01, IIZ, 243-4; Sklppon, p. 715

Michel Chicoyneau (1626-1701): he held two chairs at Mont-

pellier university and was director of the Jardln Aoyal there~

~dward Browne to his father, 12 May 1665 (~ilkins, p. 103);

Downes (1666), f.l; C. i/aven, John i:~a~, naturalist. His llfe
and works {Cambridge, 194Z), P: 137; Skippon, p. 715 ~-
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this did not detract from the charm and affability of his greeting.

Very shortly after his arrival in France, Cassini met Francis

Vernon, not strictly a traveller sLnce he worked as secretary at the

English embassy. Vernon’s letters of early May 1669, are never-

theless worthy of quotation, since they contain interesting information

0)
on Cassini during his first few weeks in France. Gassini was ex-

tremely civil to Vernon, and confessed that he was home-sick. He

found the climate trying, the pope (Clement IX) was pressing him to

return to Italy, and he was only deterred from relinquishing his new

post by the offence it would give to Louts XIV so soon after his arrival.

Nevertheless, he doubted whether he would stay in France permanently.

He did stay, of course, and during the next thirty years generously

showed the observatory to people like Locke In May 1677 (whom he

also invited to observe the planets)(z), the astronomer Halley (who

called him ’my very particular good friend’, ano~ to whom Cassini

gave a large number of booksIBJ},¢l Govel in 16851~4,

(6)
and Monro and Martin in 1699.

i.[ster in 1698{5)

(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Vernon to Oldenburg, 4 May 1669 and 11 May 1669 (Oldenburg
correspondence, v, pp 497-8, p. 507)
Locke, p. 176

Halley to ttDok, 19/29 May 1681 (iRoyal ~oc., MS I43/40, f. 1)

Covel, f. 9Zv
Lister, pp 52-3

Monro to Martin, 17 June 1699 (aoyal Soc., MS iV12/9, f. I)
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Jolly, ChLcoyueau and Cassini have been quoted, not be-

cause they are in any sense exceptional in their attitude to ~uglish

travellers, but because they are flue examples of the usual response

of scientist to traveller.

Given this excellent basis, travel journals speak of the

way in whLch scientists were willing to allow travellers either to ob-

serve or take part in experiments. Monro and Martin, for Lustance,

were friendly with Geoffroy the younger; he often visited them, and

on one occasLon took them to Humbert’s laboratory to see experiments

on the vacuum that had been demonstrated to the young princes at

Versaillesill) John Locke performed experiments on the vacuum at

Hubin’s laboratory in the rue S Martin. He wanted to know why,

’water sealed up in a glass tube out of which the air is

drawn, being shamed, strikes against the end of the

tube & gLves a knock as if Lt were a solid body, but

if it be left stand still a while, the first time you shake

it, it makes no more noise than that wherein the air

is included.’

He and Hubin discussed the problem, Hubin suggesting that ’parts

of the liquor turned Luto air & upon shaking returned into the liquor
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again. ,(1) Locke maintained an actLve interest in experimentation

while Ln France, for he worked on the weight of air with Hubin(2),

as he dLd with his friend Thoynard
(3)

; his journal also notes ex-

(4)
periments with mLcroscopes.

Travellers showed interest Lu French surgery. Locke

studied the technique of operating for the stone as practised by

Jerome Collot, a specialist Ln the operatLon.(5) Lister shared his

interest, for the stone was one of the commonest ailments Ln Paris.

In a lengthy passage    he describes a new method of operating

¯
that had been introduced by a monk, pere Jacques. Lister

watched him in action at the Ho~el Dieu, and was astonished both at

his speed (he operated on nine patients in forty-five minutes) and

at the rapidity with which his patients recovered.

LLster spent a great deal of time with physicians and

anatomists, observing their work, and he recounts an amusing in-

cident when he went one morning to the Jardin Royal. He took a

young man from the English ambassador’s retinue, and called on

Bennis, who was

(,)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Locke, pp 187-8

:8onno, Les relations ... de Locke avec la France, p. 77
Locke, p. 19Z

Ibld. , p. Z50

IbLd., p. 190, n.Z
Lister, pp Z3Z-3

Jacques ]~aulot (1651-1720): a ~3urgunJian peasant who took up

medicine after becoming a Franciscan
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’in the dissecting room, working by himself upon a

dead body, with his breast and belly gutted:

were very odd things to be seen in the room.

there

companion, it being morning, and his senses very

quick and vigorous, was strangely surprised and

offended; and retired down the stairs much faster than

he came up. ,(i)

Lister was able to conduct anatomical research through the co-operation

I
of his French colleagues, h/lery, for instance, acquired for him the

heart of a human foetus, upon which tixey experimented together, to

(z)
study the flow of blood through it. ]3ennis also procured one for

him, which Lister used for an experiment that he conducted in con-

junction with Litre, an anatomist and teacher fron~ C~stres; Litre

himself presented iXster with the heart of a forty year old man,

(3)
that again was useful for experimental purposes.

As well as experiments that travellers were able to ob-

serve or conduct with French scientists, their journals record the

scientific topics about which they talked together. Of the thousands

of conversations that must have taken place, surprisingly few found

theLr way into journals and diaries, but there are enough to indicate

the subjects that interested them.

i    , , i ¯ . . ii I , i ir i .... i, I i .... :     ,,, ] i ii

Lister, p. 63

Ibid., pp 69-70

Ibid. , pp 71-Z

I i I II ~_
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Astronomy, of course, did so. Monro recalls a dis-

cussion with Gassini upon the parallel of the earth, and another

when Cassini informed him about three spots that he had discovered

(,)
on Jupiter.     Locke too spoke on astronomical matters with abb~

Jean P[card (16Z0-168Z), one of France’s outstanding astronomers,

and a founder-member of the Acad~mie des Sciences; they discussed

time and measures.(Z) He further spoke with IR~er about astron-

(3)
omical matters and levelling instruments.

Medical affairs were another favourite topic of conversation.

Problems of public health, for instance, were discussed by Locke and

Godefroy, a physician at Orl~ans. Godefroy was alarmed at the pre-

valence of lameness and crooked backs among the children of the town;

he,

’imputed the crooked backs to the coughs the children

are apt to have here when they are young, & the

coughs to the subtlety of the air & strength of the

wine which, making the young children cough, puts

out their backbones when they are yet tender. Their’

(1)

(z)
(3)

Monro to Martin, (7) May 1699 (Royal Soc., MS MZ/7, f. 1);

Monro to Martin, 17 June 1699 (Ibid., MS MZ/9, f. 3v)
Locke, p. Z61

Ibld., pp 263, Z82
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’lameness he imputes more to the negligence of

nurses than anything else, carrying them always

wrapped up & on one side, & he thinks this to be

the caused because this lameness lights more on

girls that are tenderer, than boys who are stronger

& sooner out of their swaddling clothes’. (1)

Popular ailments were debated. Locke, a prolific source,

tells how at la Rochelle, t~eaulot, a physician, talked with him about

a cure for migraine that somebody in the town claimed to have de-

(Z)
veloped. Monro in his turn, records a conversation with Sanche,

a well known physician and apothecary at Moutpellier, who explained

a substance that he had evolved that could dissolve kidney or bladder

stone. Monro took issue with him, protesting that such a substance

could neither be taken orally, since its constitution would alter be=

fore reaching the kidney or bladder, nor by injection, since its

corrosive properties would surely damage the bladder tissues. The

substance could and had been injected into people (including himself),

replied Sanche, and no adverse effects had occurred.(3) In the same

letter, R/Ionro mentions a conversation with Mate, a chemist at

Montpellier university. They ranged over various topics, includiug

(1) ;,ocke, p. 206
(Z) Ibid.. p. g3g
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an account by Mate of his discovery of a salt that could cure fevers,

and an account by Mate of his father, who received an annual pension

of 700 livres from the king, for having developed a styptic powder.

On the level of medical research, two travellers, Monro

and Lister, report conversations that centred on the bitter controversy

between Merry and Duveruey,. (1) It concerned the passage of blood

through the heart. Expressed briefly, the position of the protagonists

was as follows: M~ry contended that almost all the blood travels

through the vena cava into the right ventricle of the heart, fr~rn

whence most Df it passes to the right lobe of the lung via two branches

of the pulmonary artery (a third branch channeling off the rest of the

blood). From the right lobe of the lung it is transmitted to the left

ventricle via the pulmonary veins. Not all blood follows this route,

however, for some is carried into the right ventricle, not by the

vena cava, but by the foramen ovals. Duverney disagreed. He

postulated the main passage of blood to be from the vena cava to the

right ventricle, then through the foramen ovals into the left ventricle,

from whence it passes into the aorta and disperses throughout the

body; almost none passes into the right lobe of the lung through the

pulomon~ry artery.
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As lvIouro and Lister discovered, this was no cool

academic dLspute conducted with restraint or courtesy. At the

time of Monro’s visit to France, the quarrel was the predominant

feature of the scientific lan~]scape, and it was marked by excessive

abuse on both sides, each occusLug the other of falsifying the evid-

ence. Lister met Me’ry {an ill-tempered personality at the best

of times), who showed him ’proof’ to justify his argument; but

Lister had to withhold judgement on the matter, for feelLngs were

so white-hot that he dare not discuss the problem with either of

them.

English travellers and the condition of French science.
, ,, i i ]]lJ, [ L , I t j i it , , ~ , ..... H,IH . tH " H’’

Given the extent of scientific information in travellers’

records, it is possible to estimate how they vtewe’J its state.

In many respects the picture that emerges is of a

¯ ealthy, ebullient scientific movement. The eagerness of scientists

k) meet traveller, their conversations, their joint experiments, the

provision of scientific lectures for the public, all of whLch has set

the themes of the preceding pages, point to a vigorous scientific

community conscLous of making progress. Occasional anachronisms

appear, like the serious study of astrology, or Baldasti’s quasi-

magical tricks that posed as scientific research, but they are of



no extensive sLgu~Lcance in the scientific scene depicted by

travellers.
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In spite of all these salubrious signs, a false impression

must nevertheless be avoided, the Lm~ression that nothing marred

the tableau. To repeat a warning issued earlier, most of the journals

that contaLu matters of scLeutLfLc interest were composed in the

flourishing days of Louis XIV’s personal reign. Had there been

more evidence during the war years, then travellers may not have

been so enthusiastic about what they observed. There is more than

one hint of the adverse effect of war upon French science in ~ster’s

journal, one of the most outspoken being his impression that French

scientists were tending towards insularity; after a conversation

with de l’Hospital(1) about philosoFhy and learning in general, he

concluded that, ’the wars have made them. altogether strangers to

what had been doing Lr~ ~ngland’. (Z) The paucity of scientific travel

material during the period of war makes it impossible to examine

how travellers considered ~rench science to have fared; all that

can be done is to warn that the flourishing state in which they saw

;.1 ~oes not necessarily apply to the whole of the period under study.

GuLllaume Francois Antoine de l’iqospital, marquis de ~ainte
Mesme (1661-1704): a geometrLcian who was made a member
of the Acad~mie des Sciences Ln 1693
Lister, p. 94
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Even within the decades about which they write, there

was one branch of science that was woefully feeble in their views,

and this was medicine; or to be me, re precise, medical treatment.

To them it was riddled v~th aberrations; there were insufficient

distinctions between professional physician and blundering amateur,

so that anybody could practise medicine, and even among professionals

there was utter confusion as to the areas in which they were qualified

to work.

Two travellers were acutely disturbed at this state of

affairs and attempted to analyse the reasons for it. Gne was Lister,

who discussed the problem with French physicians, and in his journal

repeats ~he conclusions that they themselves held.     There were

three factors that explained the dismal condition of medicine. One

was ’the boundless confidence and intruding of quacks, women, and

monks’, some of whom interfered through arrogance and others to

make money;~whatever the reason, [.Aster was aghast that people

would boldly step into matters that could baffle the most learned

physicians. Next were ’the sorry fees that are given to physicians’,

because of which, people thought medicine unworthy of prolonged,

arduous study. Certainly the king and princes of the blood paid their

physicians generously, but they were exceptional. Finally, the

(1) Lister, pp. Z39-43
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public had a false view of the physician, seeing him not as a steady,

hard-working scientist, but as a wizard of rapid-cure potions for

every conceivable ailment.

Monro also analysed the deficiencies of the French

medical profession.     He placed blame squarely on the professionals;

on the physicians who dabbled Ln the apothecary’s business by mLxLng

medicines themselves, and on the apothecaries who insisted on

diagnosing and recommending treatment for Lllnesses. This lament-

able absence of professional discipline paved the way to the legion

of irregularities that disgraced the medical profession. To make

matters worse, physicians jealous of apothecaries, often sent the

wife of the patient to collect a medicine, and gave her instructions

to watch how the apothecary mixed it. According to Monro, the re-

sult was that the women of France were increasingly usurping not

only apothecaries’ duties, but even those of doctors, now being

convinced that they were qualified to treat the sick. ’A man can

hardly fall 111 of any distemper at Paris’~ bewails iV[onto, ’but the

woman of the house will undertake his cure’. As if this feminine

menace were not enough, Monro repeats Lister’s statements about

popular misconceptions as to the nature of the physician’s work,

and as to the insufficiency of their remuneratLon.

i H iL t [ I ,    ,t, t ,ll ,| t m, ] , |rL , u Ft m, I

(I) Monro to Martin, 31 Oct. 1699 (~oyal Soc.,
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These views were based not only on hearsay, but on ob-

servation too. When Lister walked round Paris he saw large numbers

of posters, obviously put up by unquaIifLed practitioners0 promisLng

infallible cures for venereal disease. This he loathed, not only be-

cause frauds were openly allowed to practise, but because it~

e

’introduced little contemptible animals of all sorts

into business, and hath given them occas|.on to insult

;amLlies, after they had once the knowledge of these

misfortunes. And ~t is for this reason the quacks

here, as with us, do thrive vastly into great rLches

beyond any of the physicians, by treating privately

,(1)
those calamities.

Under conditions like this, medical practice was battling against

heavy odds.

The intrusion of an amateur into medLcLne was seen by

~ltis Veryard at an inn at Toulon. For over a week the Lnn-keeper’s

wife had been suffering fits of hysteria for which the local doctors

had no remedy. A Frenchman staying at the inn, said that while

in the Levant he learnt a cure for precisely that LnfirmLty; it was

to scrape stale perspiration and skin oLls from the inside rim of

(1) Lister p. Z36
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her husband’s hat, and to roll the mixture into pills that could then

be swallowed. This was done, and after only two doses of the pills

the we, man underwent a remarkable recovery, and was able to return

to her household duties. The Frenchman had insisted that only the

oil from the hat of the patient’s husband ~,~.$ effective, although

Veryaz’d (himself a physician) disagreed, attr[buting the cure to the

’volatile salt’ that was in any such compound.(1)

Surgery too had its occasional dabblers. /deference

%has already been made to pete Jacques, the peasant monk who oper-

ated at the HoStel I~ieu in Paris. Although Lister was fascinated by

the monk’s method of operating, he duly noted the heavy failure rate

that accompanied many of his efforts. O~: forty-five patients on whonl

he operated at the Ho’tel i~:~ieu, only sixteen survived; of nineteen at

the Gharite, only eleven were still alive at the time Lister was

writing; he had operated in Lyon, once again with a heavy mortality

rate. iAster did not take these figures too seriously, for he knew

thatp~re~ Jacques ~,la~-~ powerful enemies in the medical world, who

were not above exaggerating his failures In any case, Fagon(z)

the king’s chief physician, held him in estee,n. Indeed, there was

Veryard, p. 94
Gui Cr6scent Fagon (1638-1718); physician and botanist; in

1693 he was appointed chief physician to Louis XIV, in 1698
superintendant du Jardin ~Royal des Plantes, and in 1699 a

I’ .
member of the Academte des Sciences
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more than a touch of cant in the attitude of the anti-Jacques brigade,

(i)for several of them copied his technique with remarkable success.

One of his strongest critics was the leading surgeon at the CharitY,

Marshall, who complained of hIm to Ridley, showing him a letter

from a surgeon at Lyon, attacking the monk . The episode is a

significant example of how an outsider could break into the ranks of

the professionals, and it suggests that it was not always to the detrhY~ent

of medicine that they did so.

Further- difficulties under which the medical profession

could labour are illustrated in the famous Lenis case, brought before

(z)
the courts in 1669. Jean I~apt[ste 1~eu[s (d. 1704), consulting

physician to both Louis XIV and Charles II of ~’.ngland, perfori~ned

experiments in blood transfusion. When, in December 1667, a mad-

man was picked up from the streets of ~@aris and brought to him in a

pitiful condition, he decided to attempt a blood transfusion to see if

it would alleviate his suffering. Several transfusions were made,

and to everybody’s delight (especially that of the patient’s wife, who

had had to cope with the recurring illness for seven or eight years),

he improved rapidly. Several months later he relapsed, was again

Lister, pp Z35-6

For a detailed account of the origins and development of the case,

see Oldenburg c0rrespondence, iv, under the index heading,
’benls, Jean (d. 1704), and blood transfusion’
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given a transfusion, but this time died. L,~nis was taken to court

by the widow, he appealed to the parlement de Paris, and the case

was heard before it in November 1669. (I)

E ¯It was at this stage that nghshrnen Lu France became

interested, while the Phil0sophical Transactions were following
i ~ i i ,i u .| t t , i i

(z)
its development.

(3)
attended the trial ;

From the English embassy, secretary Jenkins

so did William Perwich.(4) Their letters

outline some of the stages of the proceedings, especially the way in

which L:’enis’ defence quoted the Royal Society as a distinguished

body that approved of blood transfusions. Against all expectations

Denis lost, a defeat that was not only a setback to his personal re-

search, but to medicine as a whole. It was clear that ventures into

new kinds of treatment, even where, as in this case, faLluzoe to

attempt a new remedy would surely leave the patte,~t ~o die, were

all-too precarious endeavours.(5)

(z)
(3)

The case was full of complications, such as the difficulty of
determining the sequence oi events; there were, fo~" instance,

conflicting testimonies as to waen the patieut died; again, there
were suspicions that the widow had been admirAgtering arsenic to
her husband

philosophical Transactions,, no. 54 (13 Dec. 1669), pp 1075-7
Dr A,. Jenkins to Matthew Wren, 30 Nov. 1669 (Royal ~oc.,

MS il/163); Jenkins (to %~illiamsou) 3/13 ~ov. 1669 (S.,P. 78, f:~ra~,-(

128_____, f. Z6); the same, 30 Nov. 1669 (S.P. 78,\128, f. 66)
Perwich, pp 48, 60                             6~,~a~,
On the question of blood transfusion, see J. Leclerq, "]~rans-
fusion in France in the 17th century’ in Scalpel, cxvii (1964).

pp 35Z-7
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To all the signs of a healthy scientific community in

France, medicine was a corrective. It was in a different position

from other branches of science in that it had to cope with laymen,

who often were uneducated, ~r who totally misunderstood it.

Mathematicians, botanists, astronomers, worked among their in-

tellectual peers, or at any rate among other scientists who apprec-

iated the problems involved, and their work was closed to cynical

manipulators or deceivers. The very nature of medical work

brought it within range of reprobates, and it paid a heavy price.

Another issue of relevance to the general condition of

science in France concerns the status of Cartesianism. Very few

travellers thought deeply about it, at least insofar as their journals

indicate, for only two of them, Em[th and Hocke, affo~’ded it any

attention. To a twentieth century writer, the fate of Gartesianisrn

would seem to be of supreme importance in measuring the condition

the sciences, but it did not appear so to travellers.

Henry Smith was the only one to feel passionately about

it. He heard Descartes’ disciples expound his theo~-ies at

. (i)
Rohault’s ’conferences’ , and his sympathies for them rapidly

grew. When, therefore, on I June 1671, the Sorbonne ~ons n~et

(I)     See above, p. 344



for their monthly review of books sus[~ec ted of religious or philo-

sophical heresy, and on this occasion put Descartes’ works in the

dock, Smith attended the debate.(1) Some speakers vehemently

attacked Cartesiauism , while others just as staunchly defended it,

but in Smith’s opinion two general lines were followed; one simply

absolved Cartesiauism, while the other maintained that even if it
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were heretical, it ought not to be condemned, for to do so would

only force it onto the attention of younger scholars. Heated as the

debate was, no conclusion was reached. This was not the end, for

on 15 August ~ouis XIV stepped In and banned the public teaching

of Carteslanism . Smithwas disgusted, lamenting that ’the noise

and dust of the schools hath prevailed over reason & philosophy, ~

Aristotle is no less the favourite of Louis le Grand, than he was of

Alexander the Great’. (Z)

The attack on Cartesianism was briefly noted by Locke

who, like Smith, numbered Cartesians among his acquaintances,

especially its champion in Montpellier Pierre Sylvaiu -- . (3)¯ , ~egts.

Again, like Smith Locke noted that Cartesianism was banned fronq

the universities, schools and academ ies,(4) although his journal

expresses no regrets over the matter.

(1)
(z)
(3)

(4)

Henry Smith to Williamson, 6 June 1671 (S.P. 78,France, 131,f. lZ7)

Smith to V~illiamsou, 15 Aug. 1671 (Ibid., f. Z01)
Pierre Sylvaiu " " Regis (1632-1707): philosopher who became a
member of the Academte des Sciences in 1699
i~ocke, p. 60
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The fate of Cartesianism was not only of scientific sig-

uiflcauce; it affected philosophical and theological systems too.

Yet iu spite of its consequence for so many intellectual activities,

most travellers remained uninterested. This is perhaps not so

strange when it is remembered that the prevailing scientific stress

in England was upon empiricism; the Royal Society, that exemplar

of English scientific practices, upheld the prestige of experiment

and observation as the safest technique for formulating scientific

theories. The pure rationalism of the Cartesian method was re-

spected as a valuable adjunct to the empirical approach, but was

considered as a subsiduary to it. English travellers observing the

state of science in France can therefore be understood when they

expressed few fears for the lot of Gartesianism.

When they scrutinised French science, travellers were

almost compelled to put the question of the relationship between

science and the regime. Throughout this study emphasis is laid

on the vastness of Louis XIV’s concept of monarchy. He did not

think simply in terms of techniques of government, but adopted a

paternalistic attitude to his subjects that carried broad implications.

One implication was that because of the bonds between king and sub-

jects, the monarch is duty-bound to patronise their creative activ-

while in return, the success and houour won by the subjectsities,
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is shared by the king. This is in no sense a bargain between ruler

and ruled, the one offering patronage and the other participation in

the houours; it is a natural attribute of state life, arising out of the

almost familial relationship betweeu king and subjects. As one of

the most intellectually progressive groups in the state, scientists

could therefore expect the regime to patronise them, while on their

part see their triumphs expressed as achievements of the regime.

Such, in essence, was the situation between Louis XIV and the

scientists.

Ellis Veryard perceived this relationship, that of course

did ut~t apply only to science. Writing in the early 1680’s, he con-

cluded that Louis was,

ta great encourager of learned men, and all sorts

of learning have been nowhere more cultivated of

late than in this kingdom. He has erected divers

royal academies or societies of virtuosi, in several

parts of his dominions, and his ambassadors at

foreign courts, make it their business to draw

over all such strangers as excel in any art or

science, by rewards and salaries equivalent to

their merit. ,{1)

(I) Veryard, p. 108
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This reaction by Veryard, a reaction of veneration, is precisely the

response in foreign observers that Louis’ support of learning was iu-

~ended to encourage. Veryard in a sense vindicated Louis’ con-

victLon that the prestige of the regime partly rests on the intellectual

houours of its subjects. There is an element of the jejeune in his

judgement upon Louis’ patronage of learning, which he sets in flaw-

less terms; indeed all his comments upon the regime lack a steady.

analytical approach, but consist instead of sweeping statements too

extreme to be accurate. This combinatiou of Louis’ policies with

Veryardts personality, thus sent him back to ~ngland lauding the king

of France as a champion of learning.

Had he visited France some twenty years later as Monro

did, his judgement may have been less eulogistic, for after the

calamities of the 1580’s and 16901s arising out of the persistent

warfare. !~ouis’ career as patron of the arts and sciences looked a

lot less consistent. Monro could reflect on the great days when the

genius Colbert had orgauised lavish financial support for science,

but he could equally recall the grey years of Louvois, ~ouvois

’the scourge of the sciences’, ~ouvois who ’when he was spoke to

about the charges of the edition of a book that might be useful to

the public, ... used to ask if it could be serviceable to the king to

a town or gain a battle’. He had died in 1691, but his successors
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were little improvement, for even the greatest scientific event of

1699, the reorganisatlon of the Academie des Sciences, was the

(1)work of two enthusiastic individuals, abb~ Bignon and Pontchartrain.

By 1699 when Monro was writing, many of the grandiose principles

expressed in Louis’ Memoires had been abandoned, and Monro is

a fine example of a traveller who was able to distinguish between

the years of plenty and those of need, and could trace the variations

in the regime’s attitude.

Nevertheless, scientists themselves still regarded the

king as the great provider, and still honoured him. In earlier pages(2),

it was stated that members of the Academie des Sciences spoke to

Lister of the finaucial generosity of the king. He was further pressed

to acknowledge Louis’ gran~-~eur as a patron by ttaudelot(3}, who in a

letter to Lister displayed Louts as a monarch ’destin~ a meriter la gloire

de toutes choses’ and esteemed him on two accounts: on his extensive$

personal interest in science, and on the profuse scale of his patron-

(4)
age that culminated in the foundation of the Academie des Sciences.

He was not the onl7 figure to pay tribute to the king. P~’re ~lumier(5}

(1)
(z)
(s)

Monro to Martin, 17 June 1699 (Royal Soc., MS MZ/9, ff. 2v-3)
See above, pp 338-9

Charles C~sar Baudelot de Dairval (1648-17Z2): an antiquarian,

he was made a member of the Academte des Inscriptions in 1705
Baudelot to Lister, (1698) (~.-~oyal Soc., MS ~2/54, ff lV-z)

Charles Plumier (1646-1704}: botanist
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did so too. He had been twice to America (in 1693 and 1695) at the

king’s expense, and published his findings again at Louis’ cost.(1)

Plumier showed Lister his splendid collection of natural historical

specimens,

at the king’s expense.

Lister adds,

informing him that he hoped to publish yet more books

Concluding this passag~ in his journal,

’note, that the booksellers at Paris are very un-

willing, or not able to print natural history; but

all is done at the king’s charge, and in his presses. ,(2)

As a final example in Lister’s journal, Tournefort showed him a dozen

paintings of plants ’by the best artist in Paris’ that had been purchased

(3)at the king’s expense.

Every traveller found relations between scientists and the

regime to be one of warm cordiality, and apart from iMonro~s ref-

erences to Louvois’ harsh treatment of the sciences, there is no evid-

ence that travellers ever detected tensions. In fact signs of the ira-

pact of the regime on science were all around them. There was the

Acad~’mie des Sciences and the public lectures financed by the king;

~L~,= extent to which science was harnessed to the service of the regime

(z)
(3)

Description des plantes de l’Am~rLque (1693) and Nova ~lantarum

americauarum genera (1703)
Lister, pp 72-5

Ibid., p. 61
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was evident at Versailles, where the colossal palace and vast grounds

were developed with the aid of eng|neers, mathematicians and botan-

ists; the great canal-building schemes and the construction of high-

ways were further examples; in the war decades, science contributed

to the French military machine through the development of weapons.

In so many ways, travellers were confronted with evidence of the

efforts of the regime to create a firm alliance between itself and

the scientists.

W hen they wrote about science or met scientists,

travellers were easily aware of the debt of science to the regime;

what did not impress itself upon them was the way in which Louis’

support for the sciences was part of his political philosophy. It

has been shown(1) that Louis as a person, and the complexities of

ohis political ideas, were largely misunderstood by ~nghsh travell-

ers. This being the case, there was little prospect that they would

interpret his patronage of science in terms of the aspirations of

the regime. Instead, they viewed It from the point of view of science

only.

In the foregoing pages it is evident that for those

travellers who wished to gain information on the scientific activ-

(1) See chap. V
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tties of the French, there was both an abundance of opportunities,

and a wealth of experLences to be enjoyed. Throughout the entire

subject of ]English travellers tn France, there is no theme upon

which travellers write with such detail. This in itself is proof

of the enthusiasm with which they approached scientific matters,

but it is also proof that science was one of the aspects of French

life that truly captivated the interest of the English visitor.

This latter point is of supreme importance. Through-

out this study it becomes clear that on the whole, travellers had

difficulty in understanding French civilisation. Travel did not

automatically break down prejudice or mitigate francophobia. Often

it was precisely those forces that predetermined a traveller’s

judgements on France. Science is different. Science was able

to transcend national rivalries, personal prejudice, vulgar animosity.

VChen traveller and scientist conversed, they recognised that the

universe was still largely unexplored, that the techniques that had

been developed to explore it (a combination of rationalism and

empiricism) were neither a French nor an English preserve, that

therefore there was no place for national pride or boasting in

scientific matters, and that scientists of every state were bound to-

gether in a common cause of scientific research. Travellers whc

delved into scientific affairs were not only observers of the French
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scene, but also participators in it.

This too is of significance. On almost every aspect of

French life, travellers were essentially outsiders looking in; they

may have formed opinions on what they saw, but rarely if ever felt

involved. This is even true of the huguenots, whose dreadful punish-

merit at the hands of the king and catholic church won them little

sympathy from ~ZnglLsh protestant visitors. But with science,

travellers undertook a different role. This time they were partic-

ipants where possible with their French scientist-colleagues, ready

both to give and receive information. Science bound traveller and

Frenchman together [u a way that no other force could.
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The three foregoing chapters have analysed specifLc

social themes that receive marked stress in z.nghsh travel records,

and which therefore appeared to travellers as aspects of French

socLety that were of outstanding importance. Their diarLes,

journals and letters also undertake broader observations upon French

society, upon which they sometimes pass verdicts that would strike

a modern student as excessively elaborate and general. To these

observations this study now turns.

The French character.
ii i i

(a) General

Many travellers, although by no means all, adopted the

untrustworthy practice of attributing national characteristics to the

French. That is to say that instead of attempting a painstaking

analysis of French society, they preferred to produce a few categ-

ories into which the French could be slotted. The opinions of such

travellers do not necessarily tell much about the French, but they

do show the popular notions that ~;nglishmen cherished, and the

contribution that travellers made to the myths.
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One traveller who generalised about the French was

Ellis Veryard. He labelled them ’very curious, cDnfident, inquis-

itive, credulous, facetious, rather witty than wise, eternal

babblers; and, in a word, they are at all times what an Englishman

is when he’~ half drunk. ,(I) Similar characteristic:.; were ~ttributed

to the French by 3. ~:., for while he conceded that they were a talented

people, good conversationalists, and courteous towards ladies and

(z)
~tranger~, they were nevertheless ’veryunconstant, and very rash’.

Their excellent qualities as host~ were praised by Newdigate, but

he condemned ’their superstition, nastiness, supineness, swearing,

sabbath-breaking (even acting plays carting, buyln~ and selling on

(3)
Sundays)’. One of the more surprising examples of this kind of

comment comes from Philip Skippon; surprising since he w.~.s a young,

intelligent man, whose journal is usually moderate in tone, e~chewing

gross generalisations. He objected to the fact that although on first

acquaintance the French were extremely civil, even familiar,                         asKlng~ "

personal question~, yet soon afterwards they ignored the newcomer.(4)

Again, he found them ’strangely impatient at all games, especially at

cards, which transports some that lose into a rage, and they make a

(J)
(z)
(3)
(4)

Veryard, p. 107
J.S., pp 18-19
Newdigate, p. 336

Skippon, p. 73Z
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dreadful noise, with blasphemlng, cursing, and swearing in a horrid

manner’; moreover, ’shirking is as (or rnore) natural to a French-

man as his oaths’. (1)

A view of Paris takes the same approach. It commends

the good manners of the French, which ’persons of quality practise

. .. with gracefulness; the citizens and scholars with affectation,

and the vulgar with a clumsy awkwardness’, but condemns their

foppery, for ’men ... comb their hair and periwigs, gowith open

breast, walk with their hats under their arms, sing and flutter

public places’, while ’the womeu [are] al-about in the streets and

ways adjusting their commo~]es with pocket looking glasses in their

hands; nay, some of them, laying on red before everybody. ,(2) To

summarise, the author thought that ’extravagance and luxury, both

(31f- Iin diet and apparel, are e~idemical vices in this cLty ~t. e. ParisJ .

The most extreme example of such judgements, amountLug

to a francophobia that totally distorted the traveller’s assessment of

the French, and turned his comments upun them into a mere string

of insults, is found Ln the records of Joseph Shaw. He was about

thirty when he visited France; he had received a legal training, and

(4)
his legal writings showed considerable intelligence , yet his age

Skippon, p. 733

A view of Paris, pp 17-18
i i ,.,.,., i i ]l --

Ibid.. p. Zl

See the article on htmAthe~.~,,.~’=~tionary_. of National ......... Biography
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and his education proved incapable of moderating his sweeping pre-

judLce against the French an~ all thLngs French. In a long passage(1)

he first attacks the common people, who ’are many times as clownish

and uncivil as any whatever’, then turns to ’the gentry’, who ’want

penetration, Ln words, grimace and show’, and ’ought never to be

trusted; for there is a general lie in the mouth of the whole nation,

and no such thing as truth to be found amongst them’. On the French

in general he writes,

’none have more wit or better expression in con-

versatLon about trifles; but in things that require

deep thought or design, the men are too light and

frothy for that. Hence it is that they are more

cunning than wise, and have much more craft than

sense, and sharpness than honesty. I never saw

such a general viciousness among men, such want

of faith, and such a general corruption of manners. ’

From the theme of deceit Shaw now turns to the vanity of the French;

’their blind side is vanity; ... they are rLdiculously

fond of titles, and the meanest tradesman in Paris

will tell you he is the king’s artificer and tradesman,

and an off[cer of the couct; ... thLs humour sets them’

’: ..... _ ]i i i i , 11     il i ii H i    H i i i ii , ,-,, ........... , i    I__

(I) Shaw, pp 130-8; the relevant pages here are 130-3
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’upon braggLng of themselves, their families, estates,

king and country, in such fulsome and prodigious

terms as is nauseous to all strangers of common

sense. ’

Finally he derides their dirty habits, describing in stomach-turning
e

detail their more disgusting practices. Shaw’s letter to Shaftesbury

is so bursting with contempt for the French that no carefully argued

counter Ls necessary to mitigate its forcefulness; the very totality

of its francophobia destroys any prestLge it otherwise might have.

The one traveller to express moderate admLration for

the French chracter is John Clenche. This is a curious feature of

a journal that consists mainly of descriptions of towns, shows a

tendency to underrate them deliberately, and therefore suggests

anti-French prejudice. Clenche nevertheless admires the ]French

as ’the most genteel of any, gtvLng laws to us and others, for

fashion and behaviour’;(1) even their hot temper ’makes them so

brave, as not to regard any danger’. (2) Like other travellers, he

stresses their exuberance; the French,

’are of humour airy, and very divertLng, always

in motion, and ever making some kind of noise ’

. i     ,L .L i ii ii ,l, ,      I     i i, , ,,,,,

(1) Clenche, p. Z?..

Ibid.. p. gZ
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’or otherD talking, dancing or singing, being very

like those impertinent harmless flys that are always

busy about you, though neither to sting nor suck you. ,(1)

Other French characteristics accordlug to Cleuche were a tendency

to be amorous, their 1understanding what you mean, before they

know what you will say’, their ambition to be ’poets, so that they

cannot write a letter without some verses in it’, and their Lnsistence

un’printing every man’s history, or memoir that is not hanged in

effigy, for being great lovers of their own fame and glory; their

own impartial pens does immortalize it.

(b)

Included in travellers’ comments upon the supposed

French character are passages on French women, whose reputation

travellers set out to belittle.

For one thing, travellers portrayed them as badly lacking

A view of Paris thought them ’not to be
L . _ L

in physical attractions.

compared to our English ~women] , either for beauty, corn-

(3)
plexion or shape’. Shaw, more malicious, explained that their

’faces are generally white, or rather yellow, with black hair, rotten

Cleuche, p. Z3

Ibid. , p. Z3

A view of Paris, p. 19
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complexion, and such features as if nature had doomed them to be

eternal maids’. Because of the shortage of natural good looks,

French women therefore had to apply generous layers of cosmetics,

a habit that again brought recriminations from English travellers¯

Skippon complained that ’the huguenot as well as popish ladies,

spot and paint their faces, (which some of their minLster~ do not

approve of)’;(z) Shaw, haviag described the lamentable features of

French women, continues: ’this puts all the women of quality on

painting, who are something shy of being saluted, [ L.e. greeted

with a kiss] lest you rob thenn of some of their borrowed corn-

,(3)
plexion.

French women’s looks may have been disturbing enough,

but their conduct was even worse. Skippon discovered that ’they

have a breeding so free, that in England we should esteem it

immodest’ (4) Shaw wrote about them in his typical style"

’it is harder to convince them you are not in love

with them, than that you are; and to have an

opportunity offer, and not immediately to lay hold

of it in making love, though never so much against’

(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)

Shaw, p. 1 33

Skippon, p. 733
Shaw, pp 133-4

Skipp on, p. 733
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tones appetitej is a crime they will never forgive.

They are all wb s, or take a great deal of pains

to be thought so: if any are chaste~ they bely them-

selves by their behaviour; and I believe modesty was

never heard of among them, for surely some London

strumpets would blush to do what would pass here un-

(1)
regarded, or for a piece of good breeding’.

A view of Paris adopts a similar tone upon the women of

’women are here extreme fond of lap-dogs and monkeys,

and show them more tenderness than they do their ilus-

bands: they go abroad when they please, come home

wheu they pleased and if a gentleman be once acquainted

with them~ he~s welcome to visit tern either at their

toLletj or even when they are Ln bed ... Lndeed they

have the privilege to command their husbands, and to

(z)
obey nobody’.

A final example of how an ~nglish traveller viewed French

women comes from A~uccinct description of France. As a source

of balanced assessments of France this journal is utterly useless~

ii I    i i ill i i . I i i i qIi]     Ill Ill i i_
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but it contains a plentiful fuud of prejudices against the French,

and provides numerous insights into the way iu which intransigent

francophobia could be expressed. It repeats the usual accusation

that physically French women had little of which to boast,(I) and

again, when it turns to their behaviour, depicts them as universally

immodest:

’they abound with laughter and toying, and are never

without smutty songs, which they chant iu all company

whatsoever . .. and i hear, if modesty were the best

apparel for women, many court ladies would be

thinly clothed, or else go naked ... French women

¯ .. are at great liberty to be courted ... they will

walk arm in arm about the streets, or iu the fields,

with their privado, without the least suspicion or

(z)
i mputati on’.

(c) A comment¯
u ~,~i , ,i L , I i

Such are the geueralised judgements that travellers

tended to apply to the French, and the characteristics that they

considered to appertain specifically to the French. They need to

be treated with extreme caution, for it is only rarely that ’national

(z)

t ~ lUll u i I iii n iLq .i I I I . q u j inlll i INJ Ullll Ill IlUlll U I Llnn II n

A succinct description, pp 14-5
n _ n i u nu I[    I IBL _ . T~ i

Ibid., pp 16-7



characteristics’ represent a people with any measure of accuracy.

A digest of the previous few pages would depict the Frenchman

thus: he was over-dressed, was ever-anxious to prove the esteem

of his station in l~fe, was desperately eager to show off his powers

as a conversational maestro, and set out to prove his impeccable

manners by lavishing atteutton on the newcomer; he could not be

trusted to mean what he said, and he could lose control of himself,

and turn childishly ill-tempered. In brief he was an actor. As

for the women, they were simply shameless painted dolls.

While it would be absurd to afford out-and-out authority

to such views, they do have certaLu validity if their terms of ref-

ereuce are altered. If, instead of claiming to represent the French

f
character, they are applied to the concept of ’houuetete’, then they

make sense. The kind of people described in the foregoing pages

were not ’typical Frenchmen’, but people attempting to be ’honn~tes

A P
hommes’ but failing to make the grade. The qualities of ’honnetete’

(i)
have been discussed elsewhere;    they were qualities that every

~t

well-bred Frenchman wished to acquire. For every genuine ’honnete

homme’, however, there were many imitators, people who displayed

a superficial ’politesse’, yet who lacked the profound self-control,

..... , ......... i ii

(1) See above, pp 93-4
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the emotional maturLty and the sincerity that were the marks of

the true ’honn~te homme’. It was precisely these people whom

travellers were attacking when they lamented the ’French character’.

Yet travellers did not recognise the fact; they insisted

on thinking in terms of a French personality that could be detected

and described in the way that has been outlined. One or two of

them came near to escaping this misconception, but did not quite

succeed. One was Glenche. He recognised France as the arbiter

of European manners, but saw people whose conduct was anything

but wholly admirable. Instead of concluding the ill-conduct he

witnessed to be merely a number of lapses, or a failed ’honnetete’,

he preferred to consider it a demonstration of the French person-

ality. The author of A view of Paris is a similar case. He
~1 jill ~1 .............. _.       " "

obviously was aware that varieties of standards of politeness ex-

isted In France, for as has been shown, he claimed that the higher

ranks of society practised good manners with gracefulness, the

middle classes with affectation, and commoners with awkwardness.

He surely should have interpreted the silly conduct that he saw in

those terms, but he did not; he too considered offensive conduct

to be a trait of the French character, not just the solecisms of the

individual.

The travellers who have just been quoted drew uo dis-
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tinction between failed ’honnetete’ and the French character; for

them they blended indistinguishably. They saw the true ’honnetes

hommes’ as an elite who had succeeded in overcoming their natural

French character. There was a germ of truth in this insofar as

’houuetete’ meant controlling the natural man and turning him into

a fully civilised human being. But then to conclude, as some

travellers did, that every Frenchman who was not an ’honn~te

homme’ could be categorised iu the terms outlined in the foregoing

pages, was unjustLfied.

In reality there was no ’French character’. French

society had too many contrasts and extremes within it for any sketch

of the French personality to be accurate; there were profound

economic, social and religious differences that forestalled any neat

homogeneity. When travellers like Skippou, Cleuche and Shaw

generalised about the French people, they betrayed the fact that

although they may have travelled France and spoken w~th its people,

they had missed the outstanding feature of Louis XIV’s kingdom; ~u

spite of the gigantic efforts towards ceutralisatiou, and in defiance

of the attacks ou regLoualism, France remained essentially a

coUectiou of disparate provinces and peoples. Particularism, not

uniformity, was the hall-mark.

Not every traveller chose to typify the French in the
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manner of Shaw or Cleuche. There were others who preferred simply

to observe French people without drawing any grandiose lessons.

They and their view of French socLety can now be analysed to see

whether they contrLbuted to the popular generalisatLons, or helped

to counteract them.

The aristo,c, racy.

Since France was the most populous, the wealthiest, and

militarily the most powerful state Ln Europe, it is understandable

that Lts aristocracy (which included some of the most eminent pedi-

grees of Europe) should draw the gaze of travellers. What Ls per-

haps far less predLctable is the particular stress that travellers

placed when they reported on the French nobLlity. The aspect of

the aristocratic 1Lfe that dominated the atteutLon of travellers was

its leisure activities.

Travellers wrote, for example, about that universal

aristocratic passion for gambling; for many nobles Lt was not so

much a time-consumer as an essential source of income, success

or failure at cards deciding their financial condition. Shaw per-

ceived this when he noted that for theLr income, nobles ’rather

chose to depend on some office or gaming (whLch is here universal)

than any manufacture ol- trade’. Their favourLte games, according

.. j_ . . i ill ,ll|tll ii _ i i _ i ii i t ll .    " .................. HHt t I IH I~

(1) Shaw, p. 135; he appears unaware that arostocrats were legally
debarred from a commercial or manufacturing career
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to A vLew of Paris,~ - were lansquenet, piquet and ombre; basset, a

game for five people with a pack of fifty-two cards, where the cards

are drawn singly from the top of the pack and the players bet on

which one wLll appear next, was strictly forbidden. The games

for which the largest amounts of money were played were at the

Palais Royal in Paris, residence of Monsieur, the king’s brother;

there, the minLmum stake was four louis d’or (forty-four livres) per

card.(1) Gambling was by no means an aristocratic preserve, for

every level of society was addicted to it.

warns the reader that the ’French are accounted very adroit at

cards, and therefore a foreLgner will do well to know his man, be-

(Z)
fore he engages play’.     Lister also maLntatneo of Paris (and the

aristocracy there was obviously included) that ’gaming is a perpetual

(3)
diversion here, if not one of the debauches of the town’.     So wide-

spread was it that severe measures had been taken to suppress games

of chance, for too many army officers (again obviously including

aristocrats) had gambled away money intended for engagiug recruits

(4)
and for re-equipping existing troops.

As well as satisfyLug their passion for cards, aristocrats

went to the opera, the theatre, balls and concerts, the opera in

(,)
(z)
(3)
(4)

ill     I . _ 1 J III III .... i []Lll I.]II 1 I Ill fall I ¯ l i J     II III i I 1 | I    I 1 1 III I    rl]l

A view of Paris, p. 35
Ibid., p. 35

LL ste r, p. 174
Ibid., pp 174-5
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Paris was extremely popular among the aristocrats, a fact that im-

pressed Lister, himself an enthusiast (although his lack of fluency

in French prevented him from going often); he wrote of the ’great

numbers of the nobility that come daily to them, and some that can

(,)
sing them all’. The popularity of the opera is easy to understand,

given the excellence of its quality. The singing did not always im-

press F~nglish visitors, although this was not so much a weakness

in the performers as the fact that the style of French opera was

(z)
somewhat alien to English ears. The quality of acting and dancing

was superb; A view of Paris thought it ’wonderful’ Lister called it
i , , . j ,

’exquisite’, and even Shaw conceded that it was ’incomparable’.(3)

The sets and costumes were sumptuous in colour and decoration(4),

while the stage mechanics, especially the changing of scenery, op-

erated with superb efficiency.(5) The audience, although forbidden

(1)
(z)

(3)
(4)
(5)

Lister, p. 171

Shrewsbury, p. 747; A view of Par[s, p. g3; refe,-ences on the
comparative influence of French and Italian musical styles in

England can be found in M.F. Dukofaer, Music in the baroque
era (London, 1948), ch. 6 and C. Burney, A ~eneral histor7

of music. From the e a,-!iest ages to the present ~eriod 17§9 ,

ed.I F.’ Mercer (London, 1935), ii, book iv, ch. 6
A view of Paris, p. zg; Lister, p.170; Shaw, p. 747

Lister, p. 171; Shrewsbury, p. 747

i, ister, p. 170; A view of Paris, p. g9
|    ,, i    i i     ,i , ii,, , i
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to stand on the stage or wander about behind the scenes and cause

disruption, was still a loug way from the well-disciplined twentieth

century audience; Lister was annoyed at the aristocrats in the

audience who insisted on joining in with the singers when a popular

(1)
melody arrived.

As for the theatre(2) , patronage of one of the finest

groups of players, the ’comedte’, was in the hands of Monsieur ,

and they presented their productions at his Parisian residence.(3)

Unlike the opera, menabers of the audience were permitted to sit

on the stage and watch the performance from close quarters.(4)

There were two sets of players (the second string being mostly

trainees), and therefore it was not always necessary for the court

aristocracy to come to Paris to see plays, for the ’comedte’ often

came to the court and pressured the same production that was play-

ing at the Palais ~oyal.(5)

There were other aristocratic pastimes that interested

travellers. Dowues noted their love of hunting, and grimly recorded

the high rate of serious accidents.(6) It was he who, while at

j i i i

(1)
(z)

(3)
(4)
(s)

IU[IIII . I I I III I I I I I I ~    II :; ........ p l    !i    IIIII I " _ 7 Z_..-    _

Lister, p. 171
On the seventeenth century theatre audience in France, see J.

~,ough, Paris theatre audiences in the seventeenth and ...... eighteenth

............ 9S7) ..................centuries (London, I
Browne, Observations, f. 101; Lister, p. 171

i ii i i o

Lister, p. 171

A view of Paris, p. 3Znn i i|

Oowues, f. 18v
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Frontignan where he inspected the medicinal baths, noted a special

section set aside for the wealthy and the nobility.(1) ~heu in Paris

travellers remarked on the passion for strollLng and riding in the

Cours de la Reine and in the city gardens which ctiracterised the

nobility. Among the gardens, the favourites were the palais de

Luxembourg and the Tuileries; as A view of paris put it,

’they were designed for the reception and enter-

tainment of vast multLtudes of gentlemen and

ladles, ... hither the ladies flock to reap the

fruits of their morning labour at their toilets,

and the men no less vain and extravagant than

women, to display their feathers and embroidered

coats; ... this place is wholly consecrated to

mirth, raillery, coquetry, intriguing and

(z)
singing’.

Lister, whose journal contains a long passage on the leading public

(3)
and private gardens of Paris in which people could walk,    put

the Tuileries and the Luxembourg at the head of the list.(4) He

further mentioned the Jardin £~oyal des Plautes as ’a very great

piece of ground, well furnished with plants, and open also to walk

(1)
(z)

(31
(4)

Downes, ff. 38v-39
A view of Paris, pp 15-6

iAster, pp 180- 4

Ibid., pp 181-Z



in, to all people of note’, to which he added the gardens of the

Palais Royal(Z) and the Arsenal(3) among many others
, %
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In summer, according to Lister, aristocrats would go

coaching in the Cours de la iqeine, forerunner of the present Champs

Elys~es.(4) First planted with trees in 1616 by order of Marie de

Medici, it lay on the outskirts of the city on the site of some earlier

market gardens. The ’cours’ was enclosed at each end by gates,

and consisted of three lanes for coaches; half-way along there was

a huge circle where they could turn. The centre lane could take

four lines of coaches and the outer lanes two each. Branchiug off

from the ’cours’ were pathways into the meadows where people

could walk. It was frequently packed with coaches, so full indeed

that,

’you cannot in an hour see the company twice you

have a mind to see, and you are confined to your

Hue; and often times, the princes of the blood

coming in, and driving at pleasure, make a

strange stop and embarrass. ,(5)

(I)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Lister, p. 182
Ibid., p. 184

Ibid., p. 185
Ibid., p. 180
Ibid., pp 178-9
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After coaching in the ’cours’, aristocrats would then go to sue of

the gardens (at about 8. O0 or 9. O0 p. m. ) to enjoy the cool of the

evening. (1)

These are the kinds of aristocratic leisure activities

that travellers observed, but their remarks are valid only within

certain limits. For one thing, they say nothing about the aristocrats

at that colossal pleasure-palace, Versailles, which nothing could

equal in scale or in varlet-),. When travellers visited Versailles it

was mostly the architecture and the gardens that dominated thair

attention, not the aristocracy. Furthermore, travellers had nothing

to say about the provincial nobility, a large body of aristocrats

whose standard of living often was little better than that of peasants,

and whose pastimes also were closer to those of the lower classes

than to those of the well-to-do aristocracy.

Travellers’ stress on leisure is significant iu suggesting

that they understood how the status of the Freuch aristocrat had

changed during the century. Once a champion of feudal rights and

resistance to monarchic ceut~’alisatton, he had been caught be tweeu

the twin pressures of au economic inflation that impoverished him,

and the imposition of royal authority backed up by a standing army

(1) ~iste r, p. 1 80
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and the ’intendants’, that demolished his political strength. A

political weakling and increasingly impecunious, his sources of

income were few and sometimes humiliating. If he resided at

court he would try and procure a pension from the king; another

favourite escape from bankruptcy was a successful career in the

church culminating in a wealthy bishopric; yet another device was

a career in the army, although the heavy costs of equipping and

maintaining himself and his servants could further impoverish the

aristocrat Lf the spoils of war failed to produce a healthy profit;

again, he could besmirch his family escutcheon by marrying the

daughter of some ’nouveau riche’, and thereby acquire a fat dowry

and steady income; finally, there was gambling. The one activity

that could both have restored the financial position of the aristo-

cracy and given it a useful function in society (namely involvement

l w.(1)in industry and commerce), was closed to it by           None of

the devices just mentioned was fully satisfactory. A king’s pension

turned him into the king’s lackey; a clerical life meant celibacy for

young aristocrats lacking a true vocation; a military career and

gambling were far too uncertain to produce financial profits;

marriage into a middle-class family might prove to be financial sal-

vation, but it cheapened the pedigree. Faced with this situation

See R.B. Grassby, ’Social status and commercial enterprise
under Louis XIV’ in The economic history review, Znd series,

i i         ¯ i i     mllll        ii

xiii, no.l (1960)
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the aristocrat was a doomed figure, an alien in the changing France

of Louis XIV. Aristocrats spent a vast amount of time on leisure

activities because they had simply nothing else to ~o.

The aristocratic pastimes about which travellers wrote,

particularly the more refined ones like attendance at concerts and

the theatre, or walking in the great gardens of Paris, can be

interpreted in the light of the cult of ’honnetete’ There was no point

in being an ’honn~te homme1 unless one publicly demonstrated the

fact. The ’honnete homme’ was no lone figure who eschewed corn-

party; quite the reverse, he was a gregarious person attending all

the right functions, mingling with the right people, proving to the

world that he was fully endowed with the qualities of ’honnetete’. To

the present-day student there is something almost ludicrous about

the quasi-idolatry of the cult. At the same time there is something

tragic about the crowds of aristocrats and their hangers-on re-

ligiously gathering in the Gouts de la Reins, the Tuileries and the

~uxembourg, driving in their coaches, walking, talking, flirting,

observing each other’s conduct, alert for even the most :minute of

solecisms, and utterly obedient to the rules and regulations of

’honnetete’. Condemned to a life of perpetual socialising, the

French aristocracy under Louis X~IV became the world’s greatest

gossipers, and it is no accident that it produced some of the most



famous diarists of all time; people such as Madame de ,:~vigne~

the duc de S Simon, Madame de Motteville, Mademoiselle de
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Montpenster, Dangeau, and de Gourville are among the most pro-

minent. The cult of ’hounetete’ gave rise to the aristocratic wit,

the person with a quick turn of tongue, and the diarist who ob-

served and recorded all with scholarly devotion, i~othing is more

symptomatic of the political and economic collapse of the French

aristocracy during the personal reign of Louts XIV than its pursuit

of the cult of ’honnetete’; it gave the az-istocracy an aim in life, it

gave a ’raison d’etre’ 1o a once-nnighty group that had been pushed

to the sidelines.

Several travellers noticed the meticulous observance

of the rules of ’honn~tet~’ by the nobility. Clenche, ,qhav,~ and Veryard

all stressed the supreme politeness of the French aristocracy.

Clenche regarded them thus: ’ the nobles are most extravagantly

courteous, and so impartial in their friendship,

express, or show more to one man than another’.

that they never

(I)    Shaw for

once forgot his francophobLa and called them ’the most noble

and polite people under heaven’. (2) Veryard was just as compli-

mentary, although in less florid language; ’the nobility, gentry, and

,, , J

Clenche, p. ZZ

Shaw, p. 134
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better sort of people, who have had the advantage of good education,

are ... for the most part very obl[glug, sober, and judicious men’.(1)

Thus~ even travellers who were often critical of the French could

discover no flaw in the immaculate conduct of the French nobleman.

The only traveller to study the aristocracy from a

different approach was John Lockee whose diary contains observations

ou their financial condition. He made notes on some of the fiscal

privileges that they enjoyed, especially on their exemption from

(z)
the ’taiUe’ ; taking a particular case~ he recorded the feudal dues

that M Michard (a farmer whom he knew) had to pay to his

’seigneur’(3)’, he also noted the huge debts of Louis Victor de Roche-

chouart(4), whose son the duc de Mortemart, married Colbert’s

daughter, Marie Auue, in 1679. It was a financially welcome match,

for ’Mr Colbert gave with his daughter £600,000 & the king gave

(5)
them, to clear the estate of debts, £900,000’. Locke’s notes,

brief as they are, are nevertheless most valuable. They point to

the feudal dues and financial privileges that aristocrats enjoyed,

Veryard, p. 107
Locke, pp 49,89~110, IBY, 140, 182
Ibid., p. 103

Louis Victor de Rochechouart (1636-1688); brother to Mine.
de Montespau; he was made a ’marechal de France’ iu 1675,

and ’duc et pair’ in 1679 (Locke, p. 257, u. 5)
~ocke, pp 257-8
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but they also provLde evidence of the dLsastrous debts that weighed

them down; not everybody was fortunate enough to marry a Colbertt

or to have hLs debts paLd by the king. Locke’s interest in the

financial affairs of the aristocracy is a unique feature of his diary

and is yet another instance marking his superiority as an observer

over other travellers. ~y combining his brief but apt notes upon

the finances of the nobilLty with other travellers’ remarks upon their

leisure actLvLties, it is possible to see behind all the recreation the

permanent threat of bankruptcy that threatened so many nobles.

The middle classes.
t Jl ii t t _

The middle classes are more dLfficult to defLne Ln the

seventeenth century than Ln the nineteenth, for instance, but they in-

clude people such as lawyers, financiers and businessmen. As a

class they are treated with extreme brevLty in ~nglish travel

records. The volume of travellers’ comments upon them cannot

be compared with their comments on the aristocracy or peasants.

One of the few travellers to mentLon a particularly

middle class group was Martin Lister who saw, during the time

that he spent in Paris, groups of ’offLciers’. They c~uld be seen

strutting around the city, ’the counsellors and chief officers of

the courts of justice ... they and their wives have their trains
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carried up; so there are abundance to be seeu walking about the

streets in this manner’. It is clear that Lister regarded them

with a certain amount of ridicule: he claimed that their ’offices’

were expensive simply because they afforded the bearer much

public prestige; in sLmilar vein he added that because the tfficier’s’

wife shared his laurels and could also bask in public houour, then

the ’officLer’ could extract a large dowry when he married, so

desperate were young French women to enjoy status!(z) This Ls

the only reference in Lister’s journal to the immensely powerful

(3)
’officiers’, and for that matter, the only specific reference Lu

any travel journal. In their view of French society, travellers

badly failed to appreciate the colossal importance of the ’officiers’,

in whose hands lay so much of the administration of the country,

as well as proceedings of law.

Another traveller to direct attention to a middle class

group was John l~orthleigh. In the review of French society with

which his journal concludes, the merchants and manufacturers

are depicted as an elite enjoying s~ecial status:

Lister, p. 18

Ibid., p. 18

Two standard works on the ’officiers’ are R. Mousnier, i~a

v~nalit~, des offices sous Henri IV et ~.,ouis XIII (Rouen, 1"9"45),
............................................... he .... c n tuaud K.W. Swart, Sale of offices Ln t seveuteeuth e ry.r i i i

(the Hague, 1949)
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’artificers and traders are much encouraged in

France, beLug the court-spouges~ from v,~her£e they

squeeze out what juice they have gathered before by

one means or other: the king commonly picks out

the most ingenious among them for his own servLce,

and the rest are employed in converting the products

of France into manufactures exported into foreign

parts’.

Northleigh was writing this at the end of the seventeenth century,

precisely the time when the long wars were striking at merchant

prosperity, and when merchants were seriously doubting the valid-

ity of ~aa~mercantilist principles that for so long had c~ominated

governmental economic thought. The happy alliance that b~orth-

leigh depicted was by no means as secure as he thought, so that

his judgement needs to be treated wLth some scepticism.

It seems almost incredible that LLster and Northleigh

are the only two travellers systematically to observe middle class

groups, but that is the case. The widespread lack of interest

that characterised English travellers’ attitudes to them is one

outstanding example of how seventeenth century Englishmeu could

ill _ i i I i i i i i, , , i , i i,i, , i , ,, , , L ,,, ,i i I i i i i

(1) NorthleLgh, p. 730
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fall to stress somethLug so Lmportaut to modern writers. Present-

day historians lay considerable emphasis on the middle classes of

seventeenth century France(1), yet English travellers on the whole

found them unworthy of much attention.

The pea .s ants.

The peasantry of France presents a different case; for

them, travellers showed the kind of interest that they had for the

aristocracy, their records containing valuable information on various

aspects of peasant ILls.

Travellers noticed, for instance, certain evidence con-

ceruiug the economic condition of peasants. Its prevailing feature

seemed to them to be a degrading poverty. John l~ocke, that astute

observer of France in the 1670’s, recorded individual cases that

are exceedingly helpful to modern research. He cites a peasant

family living near Bordeaux where, through talking with the wife he

¯ - ~ : ,,n ninn "~" I n ULIJ g I I n I I ii In p nn | I , ¯ , , ,,,,,~ .................

(1) Some recent studies Luclude R. Peruoud, Histoire de la
b0urgeoLsie euFrauce (a vols, Paris, 1960, i96Z); ~.’]qarcn,
’La bourgeoisie de ~rarzy au XVIIe steele’ tu Auuales de

nmnn n nJ __

Bourgogue, xxxvL, no. 143, (1964); d. Fayard, ’L’asceusiou
socials d’uue famille de bourgeois parisiens au k-VIIe si~’ele:

les Bidal d’Asfeldt in Bulletin de la soci~t~ de ParLs et de
" ’

’ i’"’ ’ ¯ u iJl, i -~

i i i i a t t

l’Iie-de-~’rauce, annie- xc (i965 1963 ); M. Delafosse,
j i t tljl      , i ~ i , iiii

’Origiue geographique et sociale des marchands rochelais

au XVlIe sL~cle ’in Acres du 87e congr~s de soci~t ~ ,.es savautes,
..... iit i it i i i i ii

Poitiers, (1963, 196Z ) --
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learned that she and her husband had three children; the husband

earned a mere seven so,as per day, from which the family had to

be fed and clothed, the ’taille’ paid, and dues to the church provided;

occasionally the wife was able to supplement her husband’s wages

by workLng herself, although she was paid only at the rate of three

I"or three and a half sous per day. They paid twelve ecus (thirty-six

1Lyres) per annum in rent, and four livres ’taille’; shortly before

Locke’s visLt the ’taiUe’ collector had called, and since they could

not pay their dues, he had seized their frying pan and dishes. It is

no surprise to learn that their home consisted of ’a poor one room &

one storey open to the tiles, without window, & a little vineyard

which was as bad as nothing’. (I)

As a contrast with this kind of desperate poverty, ~ocke

further noted a more prosperous peasant. His affluence was not

absolute, however, only relative to the poverty of others of his

class, as the heavy costs that he had to pay demonstrate. The

peasant in question, M h4Lchard, purchased a farm for 4,000 livres

plus a further 300 ~cus (900 livres) to the feudal lord. Through

working the land he made about 20 pistoles (220 livres) a year, from

(I) Locke, pp 236-7
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which he had to pay 30 ~cus (90 livres) per annum in taxes, and

another 10 livres in rent. (1)

In more general terms Locke was able to estimate the

economic position of the peasants by studying the taxes that they

had to pay, above all the Itaille’. On the ’taille’ he wrote, Wthe

burden is shifted off on to the peasants, out of whose labour they

wring as much as they can, and rot lights on the land’; in the

same passage he takes careful record of the method whereby the

’taille’ was raised.(Z)

Locke was by no means the only traveller with an in-

terest in the peasants. Northleigh observed them, and was over-

whelmed by their utter destitution; in an eloquent passage he wrote

that,

1the peasants being condemned to perpetual

drudgery, furnish the field with labourers and

soldiers, for when they are sucked to the very

marrow by the gentry and tax-gatherers, they

must either choose to starve at home, or seek

for a livelihood (such a one as it is) in the

king’s armies’. (3)

(1)
{z)
{3)
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Locke, p. 103

Ibid., p. 110, also pp 147, ~07-8
Northleigh, p. 730
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James Preston, who toured the northern frontier territories in

1710 found even more signs of desolation and distress among the

peasants:

’the fields were uncultivated, the villages unpeopled,

the houses dropping to decay, the inhabitants that

remained peeping out at doors and crevices, as if

the king’s officers were coming to distrein the

little household furniture, the payment of the last

(,)half year’s taxes had left ’era’.

A little further on he describes an occurrence a few miles from

P~ronne. He came across a procession of carts that were laden

with household goods. At first he thought that some peasants were

simply moving residence, but then he saw troops escorting them

and was informed that the goods were seizures made to settle the

peasants’ arrears of taxes; Preston’s description of the scene

impressively conveys the hopelessness of the peasants left literally

with nothing:

’there were a parcel of old and decrepid people,

and many children making a dreadful clamour

for the poor remainder of their goods: some of

the men had their sons, and the women their’

(1) Preston, p. 11
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’husbands in the army ... and yet these tax-

gatherers had so 1Lttle consideration of theLr

misfortunes~ as to come to strip these to be

pitLed wretches, of the few uecessarLes the

inLquLty of the times had left ~em. I heard

dLvers of ’era sayj they had nothing left to

make a 1LttLe broth Ln for their chLldren;

others, that they had not a bed to lie on, nor

a blanket to cover ’em’. (I)

The wars of l.~uLs XIVa the devastatLug winter of the year before,

the unfortunate contiguLty of these peasants to the war zone, were

all factors Ln excess of the usual afflLctLous of heavy taxation and

other dues, that were part of the peasants’ lot; Preston was seeing

peasants in a state of destitution probably unrLvalled anywhere else

in France at the time.

The constant theme of ~nglish travellers’ views on the

economic state of the French peasantry Ls of a poverty-stricken

group perpetually exploited through taxation and the exactions of a

cruel regime. Given the financial burdens that they had to bear

iii i i IJ i i L]I i I i Jl~ I i ii nnnJl t ntnl unto

(1) Prestouo p. 12
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there was no possible alternative to the life that they led. Although

travellers thus depict the peasants, they express no surprise that

their condLtLon was so depressed; many travellers worked upon the

assumption that the regime of ~euis ~IV was oppr~ive by nature,

and from such a government uothLng better could be expected. When

travellers vLewed the poverty of the French peasant, their opinions

concerning the vindictive character of the regime appeared to be

yet again justified.

(b) ~veryday life.

Another aspect of peasant life that attracted the attention

of English travellers was its every-day affairs. Locke, for instance,

observed living conditions. His description of a peasant dwelling

near Bordeaux has just been mentioned; he examined others in

small villages in the neLghbourhood of Saumur, and they were all

of the same design, being very small and of one storey only.

It was Locke once more who noted the kinds of food that

mw

peasants consumed. V~hile travelling in the region of Macon, he

noted that the local peasants ate little meat, an,~ relied for their

food mainly on baked ai2ples and other fruits, peas, various root

f:rops and cheese; their favourLte beverage was a concoction made

,, , ,,= , , . ,j,, ¯ ,, _ ,    , ,      ,__ i , ,,, ,

(1) Locke, p. ZZ9
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On another occasion, at Chiuon, a miser-

able town whose single notable activity was the manufacture of wal-

nut oil, the peasants employed the oil as a supplement to their diet

by mixing it into their soups.{2) A further example comes from

Provence, a region where Locke saw enough barren territory to

dspel the popular notion that it was a uniformly prosperous pro-

vince; for their Sunday dinner the peasants ate ’nothing but slices

of congealed blood fried in oil which an ~nglish gent. [who] was

(3)with me needs taste, though to the turning [of] his stomach’.

A final instance of peasant diet is in Veryard~s journal; near to

Perigueux he learned that the basic food of the peasants was the

same as that of their cattle~ namely chestnuts.(4)

~’.nglish travel records also show an interest in the

pastimes of the French peasantry. Several of their leisure activ-

ities were shared by townsfolk too, for the poorer classest be they

rural or urban~ had precious few pastimes from which to choose.

There was one activity that among Frenchmen of all

types amounted almost to an addictionp and this was dancing. All

over France~ under the slightest pretext the French were ready to

Locke, pp lll-Z
Ibid., pp Z27-8

Ibid., p. 88
Veryardp p. 80
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dance, and small groups of people could frequently be seen at

street corners enjoying an irnpromptu dance to equally impromptu

accompaniment. J.S. was astonished at this passion, and con-

cluded that ’no interruption whatsoever, neither age, sickness,

nor even poverty shall retain their heels when they hear the music’.

When James Hume was in the vicinity of Blois, he was fascinate~ by

a group of peasants who had no instruments to accompany them, but

not to be foiled, one of them was singing a minuet to which the others

danced.(2} Locke saw a similar state of affairs in Provence; this

time peasants had a drum that simply beat out a rhythm to which

they danced.(3) When he was in Montpellier, thousands of people

/locked into the city at carnival time in February, and the festivities,

of course, included dancing ’to all sorts of music, brass kettles &

(4)
frying pans not exceptedt.      At Avignon the craze for dancing was

just as prominent; people danced far into the night,

(5)
moonlight for illumination.

relying on

Other than dancing, the peasant, and indeed the lower

classes as a whole, had few relaxations. There were the occasional

sports days that village communities could orgauise(6}, aud there

Ci)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(.5)
(s)

,, i    i wlt , i

J.S., p. g0
Young, p. 364
:Locke, p. 68

Ibid., p.43

Ibid., p. 84

Ibid., p. 109
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were the religious festivals often accompanied by processions aud

caruivals~ but little else. In Provence in particular, there was

another popular pastime of the commoners that travellers mentionp

and this was the game of mall. It could be played in the streets

but games were usually held in the town ’mall’ (the avenue in fact

taking its name from the game); each player was armed with a

mallet, and the purpose of the game was to strike a wooden ball

through an iron arch in as few blows as possible, or in a fixed

number of strokes. Worcester, Skip, on, ~dward Drowne and

Locke all saw it played Lu the streets of Moutpellier, where the

finest experts in the country were said to be found.(1) i~ocke in-

deed wrote that ’the highway is] are filled with gamesters at

mall, so that walkers are in some danger of knocks’.

The leisure activities of the peasants were few and far

between, a fact dictated by the hard nature of the life that they led.

So many and so acute were their hardships and so meagre were

their recreations, that travellers not only had their ideas about

the cruelty of the regime confirmed, but sometimes were puzzled

as to how the peasants could endure a purgatorial existence without

bursting into full-scale revolution. It was Hume in particular who

(I)

i I    ii II I INN    ill iii ii ii L i ii ii ~ i ~I I i h ’ ’    ,.. M i ii i     . ii ms

Worcester, f. 10; SkLppon, p. 714; Browne, Journal, f. lIV;

i~ocke, p. 17
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pondered on this point, and he arrived at the conclusion that the

answer lay in the French character;

’one cannot but observe, how the natural gaLety

and cheerful temper of the French supports, and

renders them easy, under such pressure as would

drive a people of a more saturnLne complexion,

and a spirit more erected to liberty, to rebellion

and madness, or sink them into inconsolable

melancholy and discontent’. (I)

It is sLgnifLcant that an EnglLsh traveller of at least above-average

intelligence (Hume was a schoolmaster at ~ulwich college), could

fLnd an answer to the apparent tractabilLty of the French peasants

only by resorting yet again to the supposed ’French character’.

The poverty, the misery that controlled all too large

a segment of the French population did not, as Hume seemed to

imply leave the lower ranks of society unmoved and entirely

docile. WLthLn French society there was an appallLng crime rate,

wLth every conceivable dLstortLon of the law practised. A great

(1) Young, p. 364
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deal of tt arose from poverty, people resorting to robbery and violence

(which were endemic to the towns in particular) in order to escape

from utter destitution. There were beggars in all the large towns,

especially Paris, where there were ’so many beggars about the

streets, that a man could not pull any money out of his pocket, but

(1)he was presently surrounded by a crowd of them’; they were a

constant recruiting-ground for criminal ranks, and much of the

violence in the towns was attributable to them.

Paris suffered badly. Shaw witnessed a case of robbery

that was typical of the times, and it occurred while he was staying

in Paris. About 5.00 one morning he was woken by a pistol shot

and the clash of swords. He looked out of the window, and saw that

two ho~Jlums had wounded a passer-by and were robbing him;

coaches went past, and along the street several people were ob-

serving the attack through their windows, but nobody attempted to

help the victim. Shaw was contemptuous of the timidity of the people

(z)
watching, although he did nothing himself!

Another case of robbery (or attempted robbery), was

described by Veryard; the incident took place at Toulouse. Some

thieves planned to rifle a shop by knocking a hole in the .aide wall

(i)
(z)

A view_ of,,,Pari, s, p. 37
Shaw, p. 119
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and crawling through. While they were breaking through the wall

during the night, the people inside awoke, heard them, and lay in

wait. When the hole was made one of the thieves went through

feet-first, and was seized by the legs and held. His partners-in-

crime therefore grabbed his arms and tried to pull him out again.

While the tug-of-war was proceeding, the people inside called

for the night-watch and expected to capture at least one of the

gang; the robbers then panicked and fled, but before doing so they

cut off the head of the unfortunate thief stuck in the hole, and

carried it away to avoid his being recoguised and themselves dis-

covered.(1) In such a story there were elements of brutality and

desperation that could Leave English travellers aghast.

Indeed, throughout travel journals there is evidence

of the violence that was an integral part of French life. When at

Montpellier, Locke knew of two men, father and son, who were

notorious for their trigger-happy ways and were simply accepted

as a pair of incurable gunmen. (g) Again, at one of the houses

where he stayed at Montpellier, one of the inmates attempted to

murder his (i. e. the inmate’s) sister; it turned out that he had el-

ready killed somebody on a previous occasion, and had only escaped

ii iLn ,,    inn i i n iii               ii n [nnnn .nn,,l n I

(1) Veryard, p. 84

(Z) Locke, p. 20
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sentence because his father bribed the judges.(1) Montpellier was

desperately susceptible to violence and robbery, for it ’was so

full of idle fellows that one was not saf~ in the evening going out

in the streets, and he that carried a cloak, was not sure to bring

(z)
it home’. As well as the incidents already mentioned, Locke

knew of an Englishman’s servant who was beaten up~ and of a

’man shot dead by another ~n the street some time before’.(3)

Here then was another aspect of French society that

travellers recorded; the criminal element. In a country where

such a large section of the population lived permanently near the

bread-line, and where steady economic growth to relieve poverty

was lacking, it was no surprising phenomenon. The France of

Louis XIV that was apotheosised by contemporary writers, paEnters,

sculptors, architects and scientists to whom it gave extensive

patronage, the France that militarily was unequalled by any other

state in Europe, the France that boasted the most glorious monarch

of the century whose court lived amid legendary luxury and wealth,

was for many of his subiects no improvement on any of ~ouis’ pre-

decessors. There was still widespread misery, still tens, perhaps

i I i i ii i II Iiii i i II I I I ii i ii

Locke, pp 30, 67
Ibid. , p. 100

Ibid. , p. 31
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hundreds of thousands of lndtgeuts, still starvation, still crime on

a colossal scale, still far too many people subject to financial and

economic pressures capable of crushing them, and which the re-

gime did nothing to mitigate. No amount of boasting about the

grandeur of the regime could hide this fact, and as far as EnglLsh

travellers are concerned, their records are consistently alive to

C onclus[ orL .

French society through the eyes of English travellers

emerges Lu terms somewhat foreign to twentieth century styles of

analysis. The subject upon which travellers placed most emphasis

was usually the common life of the people whom they observed;

thus in the case of the aristocracy~ it was their leisure actLvLties

that most drew the attentLon of travellers, while tu that of the

peasants, Lt was their housing, food and pastimes, l~evertheless,

largely (although not exclusively) through the extensive observations

of Locke, a certain amount of information concerning the economic

condition of different groups in society emerges.

The scant attention paid to the middle classes Ls yet

another respect Ln which travellers’ priorities differed from those

of the present day. The private life of the bourgeoste, ’offLcLers~
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or merchants, was of little concern to them, This Ls perhaps

understandable. After all, travellers went to France to see things

and people whom they could not see in England; when they ©un-

trasted France and England, they stressed the things Ln France that

were absent from England, Therefore, when they studied French

socLety they flsed their attention primarily upon an aristocracy that

had lost its polLtlcal and financial powers, and a peasantry that to a

considerable extent lived in abject misery; both of these phenomena

belonged to France but not to England. England did possess, how-

ever, a large, influential middle class with which travellers were

familiar (several of them were in fact members of it), and they saw

little point in spending precious time in France on studying a group

that was in certain respects very similar to that in ~nglaud.

Another characteristic of travellers~ observations on

French society is the absolute terms Ln which they tend to be ex-

pressed. According to travellers, all aristocrats spent their tLme

gambling and attending performances of theatre and opera; all

peasants were subjected to dreadful poverty from which only a few

festivities afforded relief. It is now a commonplace among historians

that no such generalisations can be asserted. The conditions of the

arLstocracy and the peasantry shifted from place to place and from

decade to decade, thereby casting many travellers’ judgements as
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of doubtful or limited valLdity. Yet their tendency to generalise

does at least explain one other aspect of their observations, namely

their insistence that there was such a thing as the ’French character’.

It can now be appreciated how the myths of the French character

were propagated by travellers. Given that most of their obser-

vations were in absolute, generalLsed terms, it was almost inevitable

that they should envisage a ’typical Frenchman’. Travel, considered

by many seventeenth century educatioualists to be a source of eu-

Iightenmeut, Ln this case simply reinforced prejudice, and ensured

that Euglishmen would coutiuue to think of Frenchmen in distorted

terms.
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CONCLUSION
i

The five and a half decades of Louis XIV’s personal

reign present features of great complexity [u political, religious,

economic and social affairs. This thesis has attempted to show

what light English travellers’ records shed upon these matters, and

what contribution they make to present-day knowledge of France

during the personal reign of Louis XIV. As a result, certain

comments are provoked, first of all upon the nature of travel re-

cords and the attitudes to France that they contain.

So far as the regime is concerned, it manifests itself

at every stage of this thesis; there is not a single chapter in which

it does not exert its influence either directly or Lndirectly. It is

clear, and many travellers were conscious of the fact, that the

country increasingly was falling under the sway of the king. Travellers

to France after about 1680 went even further and att:ributed almight

power to Louis. A term that they frequently applied to the regime

was ’despotic’, and immediately a problem of interpretation arises. (1)

(1) A discussion of the problem upon which the following passage
draws is in F. Hartung and ~. MousnLer, ~Quelques probl~mes

concernant la monarchie absolue’ in ..... Relazione del X congresso
[nternazionale di scienze storiche! storia rn0derua {~irenze),

i IL I i ’ q .... ~ -    ::                             Ill I      ]

iv, pp 6-10
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the phrase with which the regime preferred to describe itself (a

/phrase often used in Louis’ hderr~otres) was ’absolute’. Absolutlsm

was a form of government wherein the power c~ the ~nouarch was

limited, whi|e despotism was a system in which the monarch was

subjected to no limits. This dlstiuctlon was commonly held by French

political theorists of the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, and while many af them sustained the merits of absolutism,

they denigrated despotism as a barbaric form of government suit-

able only for such backward states as A~ussla or Turkey. There

were considered to be only two limits to the absolute monarch’s

power: natural law an<] dlviue law. "/’his is not the place io~ au elabor-

ate excursus upon the interp~etatlon of divine and natural law; suffice

/

it to say that bou|s’ Memoires candidly acknowledge these llrnitatlous,

and ~ouis carefully claims absolute, not despotic suthortty. ~ngiish

political thinkers of the sixteenth an~J seventeenth centuries similazly

stressed the differences between absolutism and desp~tisra, and in-

deed produced arguments very close t~ those expressed iu ~rauce.

In other words~ no serious political thinker iu ~nglaud el" F~ance (1)

would confuse absolutism with ~espot|sm. Consequentl7 when certain

English travellers who pondered on the nature of Louis ~IV’s regime,

(I) F. Hartung anal ~. i~iousnter, o~. c~., ~p l~-15
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called it despotLc, they deliberately chose a word that carrLed pejor-

ative trnpltcattous; they classified France wLth ~ussia and Turkey.

It may be objected that travellers were not necessarLly

conversant with technical terms of political theory, and that they

freely tuterchauged the words *despotism* and ’absolutism*. To

this it can be answered that the two worJs do not tu fact appear tn

travel journals, only the word tdespotism*. Furthermore, two of

the journals that subject the regime to analysts, namely those of

John Nortb.leigh and Joseph ~hawp were written by people with an

active Luterest Lu political ~t’fatrs; l~orthletgh was a pro-Stuart

pamphleteer, and Shaw°s friendshLp with Anthony Ashley Cooper,

earl of ~’haftesbury, brought him Lute whtg circles. It is hLghly

likely therefore that these two travellers were £ully aware of the

meaning of the word ’despotism,*.

The accusat|on of ~espotism that is to be found in some

travel records ts of Lnterest when some rnodecn views upon ~uLs*

regime are considered. It has already been pointed out that LouLs*

¯ /
Mernoires eschew any claim to despotic power, and two prominent
~ /-’7_ .......

hLstoriaus have lent theLr support. J. ~. ~[ug’s SCience and ratLoual-~

tern tu the government of Louis ~IV (Johns Hopkins University

Studies, ~alttmore, 1947)au.d F.L. l~ussbaum’s ~rhe trtumph.0f

science and reas;ou~ 1660-!685 (New York, 1953), ar{~ue that Louts’
,. ._ .......... .    11 .i : :: 7--: I. J " :: L ":
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reg|me attempted to govern France according to rational, Cartesian

precepts (notwithstanding the fact that the regime actively dis-

couraged the teaching of Descartes’ theories in the universities),

which by their very definition could have nothing on common with

arbitrary, despotic government. It would be too much to say that

the regime adopted an ideology in the modern sense, but at the same

time it did abandon a purely pragmatic approach to the problems or"

government, and attempted to tackle them through the application of

generals rational principles. To a certain extent travel records

support this view. Several of the chapters in this study have given

evi~ieuce of the regime’s policies tu matters ~ communications,

ecouomlc affairs, religious issues and many others. I~evertheless

there is a certain body of t~’avel|~r opiuion (most of it cou/lned to

the period after about 1680) that would ~isagree with the contention

that ~.,ouis’ regime applle~ reason to government; to some travellers

whose attitudes have been analysed tu this thesis, there was little

evidence c~ the role of reason, but abundant examples o/ des~ot|sr~.

There is an interesting tension here between the 1.egtme as Lt api~-

eared to Some English travellers, an~ as it appears to two lea~:~iug

historians of the period.

l~ot only have ~uglish travellers thrown considerable

light upon the impact of the regime upon France~ but their zecords,
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as illustrated throughout this study, are informatLve upon several

aspects of French s¢~clety. ~v~ hat Ls most strange to the present

wrLter is the unexpected fashion in whLch many travellers reacted to

Lt. As a general rttte, the themes which seemed most ILkely to have

touched off partLsan attLtudes did so only to a ILmited extent, whLle

sol~e of the most heated passages in the sou~’ces that have been

studied were upon topics that are of comparatively trLvLaL importance.

The best examples are to be found in the chapters upon relLgton, and

Ln the passage upon the ~French character,(1) The the~ne of relLgLon,

~hLch the present writer expected to show considerable prejudLce on

the part of travellers, in fact turns out to be treated unemotionally,

often wLth deliberate objectivity, and only rarely in a protagouistic

spirLt. The ’French character’ on the other hand, an Lmsue o1 xnLno~-

signifLcance Ln the p~esent wrLte~’s estlmatLc~, is the subject of so~ne

of the most v itrLolic passages Ln the whole of travel ILterature durLng

the period. This is certainly one of the most curious characterLstics

of some ~nglish travellers in France, au~ at first it may leave a

historian sceptical as to the rellabLIity of the observations af travellers

of this type. It needs to be ren~embered, however, that by no means

all travellers fit this pattern. ~he journals of ±++~cke, c ,:,kippou, Dertie,

- - ii!lllll~ I . ]: ~ ~_, : ’t ..... ~. i I I |    I . :,_’., 7 -’~ : .... 11 I L_J J I1[ I J ii    Jl i II II =~_. -.-

(I) See above pp 377-81

.,,, .~ ~,    .
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and Ferrter to name but a few, are free from such eccentric

passions that could be roused by trivia yet remain quiescent over

matters of fundamental concern for France unJer Louis ~IV. Again,

If some travelIers were to be strongly roused by certain aspects of

French society, tt is acceptable froni the historian’s point of view

that their spleen should be activated by unimportant matters if tn

return they remained reasonably objective over the great issues of

the period. Cu the whole this ts what happened. The profouncJ re-

ligious problems of the later seventeenth century, the splen~td

scieutLfic work that was being performed, the way of life of certain

groups In society, are all reflected in travel journals with re-

markable objectivity and restraint. In return for this, a few shrew-

ish passages upon such a topic as the ’French character’ are a

small price to pay.

When this has been said, a further characteristic o£

travellers’ cr~mmeuts upon French society caIls for reflection, a~d

this is the aspects of society upon which they have little, t£ anythtt~g,

to say. The present writer ts conscious that in certain respects

this thesis reflects a somewhat disjointed presentation, especially

in the section upon travellers and ~’rench society, where the chapter

headings have little obvious continuity. This weakness ts the in-

evitable product of the nature of travel ~.ecords themselves. ~vith-
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out exception they deal with French society |n a piecemeal manner,

lurching from topic to topic and selecting topics in an apparently

arbitrary style. Furthermore, no travel journal or diary o£ the

period contains weighty observations upon literature, architecture

(the lonE, usually dull descriptions d churches and public buildings

that occupy so much space in travel records can In no sense be con-

sidered serious architectural observations) and paiutlng; even

~ocke’s journal, by far the most detailed of the period, remains

silent upon these themes, l~othing can be learnt about the French

literary scene, the smart *salons’, indeed the whole worlc] of the arts,

from ~nglish travellers in ~-rance. The picture of France that

travellers leave is therefore incomplete, and the historian needs to

bear this in mind when he estimates travellers as a source upon ~-’reuch

~oc|ety. It would be a mistake for a stu~!y of travellers in France to

avoid this omission tn their records, and preten,i that their obse1"v-

ations leave behind a comprehenslve analysts of French society; the

result may be a thesis that in some respects appears lop-si~ed (for

instance in the stress given to science, an area of activity in which

comparatively few Frenchmen were involved), yet that is precisely

the nature of travel journals and diaries.

~ch are the considerations that need to be borne in rnin~:~

when travel records are used as a source upon the France of ~ouis ~V.
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Throughout this study an attempt has been made not only to outline

travellerst views, but to assess their wortht suggest wherein they

might have been occasionally waut|ng, and to point to modern theories

upon the subject In question. Upon many issues seventeenth century

travellers and tweutLeth century h|storiaus are Lu substantial agree-

ment; the only major aspect of travel records that was Itable to show

basic rntsunderstandtng of France concerned the regime of ~ouis ~IV,

where the failure of travellers adequately to fathom the personality of

the monarch who played such an active part in governznent, and who

stamped his character upon tt~ was a serious omission. When

travellers’ views are collated and analysed, they turn out to be for

the most part level-headed, reasonably well balanced, au~ avoi~iuE

the worse excesses of francophobta that could so easily have befallen

them. There are el course numerous individual exceptions, but they

do not seriously mar the geueral pattern, it ts a pity, from the

historian’s standpoint, that travellers did not study ~rance tn a more

ambitious way; but they were not of course writing for the benefit of

future hLstortans, and tt would be churlish to complalu upon that score.

This indeed raises the question ,~f for whom travellers

were writing. Some, llke ~ister, Eay, the author of A view of ~arts
:_ : : " IUI I i I i I I

and others, tuteuded publishing their findings, they therefore wrote

what they thought the public wanted to know or upon subjects that were
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~’orcester. ~rowue and many more. had no intention of publishing

their diaries or letters, recorde~ what was c~ interest to them or

the people to whom they sent letters, and therefore left behind highly

personal impressions of France. It is signiflcaut that the records

that display the most pronounced prejudices are for the most part

those that were published (A succinct description of France, ~haw’s

letters, and A view of Parts, for instance, show more prejudice than

almost any set of private recordS), and a lot of the fraucophobla that

is to be found tu them was merely a selling-point to make them more

palatable to a public that became more and more anti-French as the

second half of the century passed.

This is one distinction that can be drawn; the c]tf£ereuce

between published and unpublished travel records. ~3ut the unpublished

material can be viewed in yet another way. In the first part of this

thesis reference was made to the existence of ’travel instructions’.

often privately composed, that advised the traveller ou the technique

of observlug a foreigu country. (I) It ts possible to estimate how far

unpublished journals followed the instructlons that were ~tveu (publishe~

material is less relevant since it aimed to satls£y the public, not a

(I) See above pp 8"/- 91
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the country’s topographical features, its economic condition, the

structure of society, the system of government, the role of the

church and other influential groups, an~J the structure of towns.

recalling this, and upon reflecting on the foregoing chapters, it is

clear that travel records fulfil the demands of qnstructlous’ to a

considerable extent. Travel records are on the whole strong on

factual descriptions of towns and the countryside+

upon subjects that call for an analytical approach,

less painstaking

such as the govern-

ment and the relative strengths of various groups within society, yet

are withall closely in line wtth the Instructions. It is sigui£icaut that

the topics that are absent from travel records (the sphere of the arts

being the most prominent) are also omitted from the travel Instructi~n~

that were noted earlier in the thesis. Gf course, travelle~-s did not

slavishly follow what instructions prescribed, but the general pattern

of travellers’ observations is reasonably similar to the the~laes

suggested by instructions. In other words, as far as travellers them-

selves were concerned, they could predict with a fair degree of

accuracy what it was that their diaries were going to contain even

before they set out on the tour of France. It Ls this that explains why

those themes (that have mainly b~en the subjects analysed in this

StUdy) are covered in detail and why they a~’e covered in similar ways
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by dLfferent travellers; there was a style of reportLng that was fashion-

able and wl~ch most travellers were content to adopt, the more out-

standLng journals such as those of L, ocke and .,%~tppon were the ones

that were ready to break away from the conventions and write about

topics that the average traveller did not Luclude in his observations.

The fact ts that by the end of the seveuteenth century

travel was acquiring a mystique; it was becomLng increasingly commou

to attribute somewhat excessLve benefits to travel. Travellers them-

selves sometimes expected to return from their travels iu a superior

mental condition to that in which they left ~ugland. Thomas Pensou

put it thus Ln 1690;

’.othtnG rect~Leth au<] conflrmeth more the judge-

meut of discreet a ~a cIiscreet~ gentleman in the

af~aLrs o£ the world, teacheth him knowledge of

himseH and settleth his aHecttons more sure to

(1)
his own country than travelling ~’Jothi.

Tilts Veryard~ another traveller whose journal has been used as au

tr#,portaut source for this study, precedes his remarks wLth a long

preface whereLu he descrLbes the advantages of travel. ~rhey were

threefold; travel makes a colossal contribution to education, Lt lea<]s

(l) Penson, f. 6
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to improvements in the personality of the traveller, and it enables him

the more easily to learn foreign languages.

~Ju the first of these points, Veryard launches into a

long account of the extent to which travel leads to personal ex.veriences

of the wo~ol~l, experiences that are an invaluable addition to book-

Learning. In this passage Veryard proves himself to be a champlou

c/ the modern scientific movement, for he contends that knowledge

based upon demonstrable evidence (the kind of knowledge to which

travel leads) has turned ’the learning of the Ancients .,. almost

(if not quite) useless’. He expresses immense contempt for the

Ancients for ’confining their curiosity to the narrow limits of the

school’s authority’, and for being ’content with what the iufaut-woz’k]

called "Erudition’~ ’. AS a contrast with the u~tra-conservatism of

the Ancients,

scientists),

moderu scholars (and he ts obviously referring to

’employ a profitable as well as pleasing curiosity

about the causes and affects of so many phenomena

of nature, and from thence draw rational conjectures

of things beyond the reach of vulgar capacities’.

/~ut, and it is here that travel becomes important, ’knowledge an~.]

experience are not hereditary, nor purchased without t~[l’; they

tmust be won in open field’. People must travel, they must see as
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much of the world as possible, for only through so doing can their

knowledge be based upon anything more substantial than hearsay

evidence from books. ’To deal plainly’, concludes Veryard, ’I

take travelling to conduce much more towards what we call ~good

education:~, than all the other helps we could possibly find at home’.

This argument might strike a ~.~ern reader as being son~ewhat

forced, but among his c~mtemporartes travel was con~ouly con-

sidered an invaluable means oi acqutrh3g information about the wox’ld,

arid consequently ol contributing to the new scientific movement.(1)

Verya~-d is staunchly typical of his period when he asserts the e~]uc-

atioual value c~f travel.

So far as the improving eHect of travel upon the person-

ality is concerned, Veryard again advances another- late-seveuteeuth

century argument. He maintains that at birth humans are free of

inherent characteristics, an~ their characters are £ormed by ’virtuous

or vicious, noble or ignoble impressions’. This being the case, travel

that brings the individual into contact with a variety of nations, laws

and customs, can turn him into a fuller, more mature personality.

Veryard is not over-optimlsttc upon this point; he does not see travel

as the panacea for the ’homebred churlish temper’ that he considered

This is the theme irt ~. ~, F~antz, The ~ugliS0h:tr~Ve!Ie~ and the
movement ~!deas,=1660-173z (University ,~udtes ~f the Unlvezsity
of I~ebraska, xxxtt, I?3Z) .... ~ ........
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too common among young ~nglishmen. Its effects were far more

limited. All that he could hope was that young travellers would

’improve their abilities, acquire a more becoming deportment, and

keep within the bounds of good manners’. This was obviously a sore

point with Veryard, for he lays great stress upon the dire need for

civiltsiug influences upou young English gentlemen., far too many of

w horn are.

’swayed by their own natural inclinations, are

prone to embark themselves in vicious employ-

ments. They spend their lives In intemperance,

sacrifice their estates to their brutish debauches.

and propagate little to their unfortunate off-spring

but the sad result of their epLcurisrn’.

Anything that could help to remedy this sorry state of affairs was

welcome to Veryard, and in travel he saw one possible source o~

i n~p r ore me nt.

The acqutsttl.on of a foretgn language, he considered to

be another desirable result of travel. The traveller could consequently

converse with natives o£ a foreign country and thereby improve his

education, lie should not only speak with educated people, but also

with ’the most illiterate peasants, and others of ~neau capacities. ’

for ’he may chance to discover jewels of value hid under that cubbish,
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which may prove to be of singular use, if well managed’.

Veryard’s preface to his journal expresses sentiments

that were common in the later decades af the seventeenth century.

They were sentiments that assessed the effects of travel both in

sertous terms of education in the formal sense, and in terms of the

improvement of the personality through the acquisition of social

graces. The attraction of Frauce was that it offered a great deaI

towards the fulfilment of both of these aspects o~ travel. !~urtug

the course of the century France hag gradually become the most

popular country for ~uglish travellers to visit, bare ousted Italy

from that position, rhls change in travel fashion was partly the

result of the dangers that threatened travellers in other parts of

~urope (the Thirty Years war made Germany unsafe, political

unrest and the threat to protestants diminished the attraction of

Italy, and similar reasons deterred many travellers from going to

Spain; in contrast France in the 1630’s, 1640’s and 1650’s was

politically far more stable), but it was also a response to the growing

attractions of France. The ~rench royal court became more and

more splendid, eveutuall7 outshining the courts of Italian princes;

France established its primacy as the arbiter of styles in fencing,

dancing, riding and inbreed in all the social accompltshn~euts; in the

worlds of learntu8, the arts and the sciences, France again marie
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For these

reasons, France turned itself into the most attractive proposLtion

for E, ngllsh travellers to Europe during the first half of the seven-

teenth century.(I) The personal reign of Louis /~IV saw the French

domination of social graces established beyond question, with even

greater successes achieved in the arts and sciences; culturally as

well as socially the personal reign of Louis XIV is an unparalleled

era in French history.

Yet it was precisely during the personal reign of the

French king that English travellers adopted more ambitious itin-

eraries. The post-1660 period saw the rise of the                                                 ~uropean ~ Grand

Tour that included not only France, but Italy, Germany, often Switzer-

land, and the Netherlands. The phrase ’Grand Tour’ as applied to

~urope (and here, of course, it must be distinguished from the ’Grand

Tour’ of France) was first used by Richard ~assels in I%70 in The

voyage of Italy, a book published in Paris(Z); it thereafter ~ecarne a

common term as the ~~ ~uropean tour replaced the tou~ of one country

only. Iu a sense the grow~.ug popularity of the ~uropean tour was a

retrograde step, for the quality of observations taken by travellers

tended to decline. This was particularly the case among young

_:’: : .... : - : ,, , , J H i , ,m.,., ,

(I) C. Howard, Engl!sh travellers of the renaissance (bondon,
1914), pp 101-3

(Z) Ibid., p. 145
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~uglish gentry who were prone to see the tour as an extende~ holiday

(1)rather than as an opportunity earnestly to study foreign countries.

The relevance of the point to this thesis is that even though France

couh] itself satisfy the requirements of a tour (be they a broadened

education or the Jevelopment of a maturer personality Lu the traveller),

~nglish travellers were nevertheless venturing farther afield.

~;ven so, for those travellers wh~ wishe~l to acquire

social graces on the tou~, France was inevitably the h|gh point of it.

Yet there is a curious paradox. ~ the one hand large numbers G£

~nglishmen were eager to learu French styles of dancing, fencing,

riding, ~ressing and conversing, yet on the other there was a stiff

antagonism constantly on the move in ~ugland towards things French.

This was partly a xenophobic attitude that was evi~ent, for instance,

on the London stage, but it was also the expression of a suspicion

that the kinds of educational benefits of travel that Veryard, for ex-

ample, had praised, were far less effective than they were sa~:] to

(z)
be.     It will also be remembered that among those travellers who

wrote about the ’Freuch character’, there was a pronounced tenJeucy

to decry mannerisms among the French which travellers felt to be

simply a thin veneer of politeness i~nposed upon a basically corrupt

tt ~ward, pp 142-3
Ibid. , pp 178"83
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personality, This, as ~itss Howard has shown, was exactly the

accusation that was levelled agalnst ~nglishmon who returned from

France an,-~ displayed the new ~’ashions o/clothing and conduct that

they had learned there, the fact ts that tu England there was no

common agreement on how useful the tour of France was as a device

for educating young FJnglishrnen. In the eighteenth century the forces

of criticism were to grow even stronger, but even Ln the seventeenth

there existed an extreme/y vocLferous opinion that made itsoH heard

through its attacks upon the ’English monsteurs’.

~any travellers studLed in this thesis were tn ~rance for

reasons quite unconnected with the acquisition of good manners.

People such as Edward ~rowue, Hans Sloane. ~hilip Skippon, James

Preston, John Covel, John Downes and Wtlllarn i~romley, were

serious students of France whose journals and letters are worthy

of the fullest at~entLon by historians, these travelle~’s, anJ others

like them, were in no sense gay young men-about-town whose

activities can be measured in ter~’ns of w~ne, women an~ song, nor

were they the type of traveller who would return to England proudly

displaying French manners. ~rge numbers of ~ngltsh travelle~s

tn France were steady, level-headed characters who woul~ not

childishly ape the conduct of ’bourgeois genttlshommes’.

No traveller during the period left a journal of out-
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standing merit: Certainly no single figure left records of the st~ure

of Arthur Youug’s journals tu the eighteenth century. In one sense

this is an obvious drawback for students of the period; this, the

most spectacular reign iu French history, cries out for somebody

to describe it with all the brilliance of a Young. In another sense,

however, the absence of a monumental journal that in its very

fullness reduces all others to pygmy-stature is an advautage. ~he

historLan is thereby compelled to search out the writings of large

nun~bers of travellers, to study and analyse them, an~:~ therefoz-e to

learn not just what one person thought about France during the

personal reign of L, oulx >:IV. but what two or three generations of

travellers concluded, e~ch Ires been the task of this thesis; the

present writer hopes that the gap left by the absence of a flrst-rate

English travel journal upon ~rauce during ~ou~Is XIV’s personal

reign has now to some extent been filled.
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Burnet, Gilbert (16_43-1715); this famous bishop of Salisbury was

in France on three occasions, in 1664 (for six weeks),

1683 (for two months) and !685 (for two months); during

all of his visits he stayed in Paris.

Balfour, Andrew (!630: 1694); he studied medicine, anatomy and

botany at the Jardin Royal des Plantes in Paris probably

in 166(: and received the M.D. degree at Caen in 1661 ;

he returned to France in 1668 and stayed for three years.

Be rtie,- Cha rle s ( !642- ! 71    ,1 ) ;

earl of Lindsey;

the youngest son of Montagu, second

his foreign travels were intended to

groom him for a diplomatic career, and he was in

France from 166C to 166~.

Br0rnley, Williarn (1664 173z); during the 168(:’s he spent several

years touring in Europe and reached France about !6qC;

he is remembered for his political career a~ M.P. for

Oxford University from 170~ to 1732, during which time

he was Speaker of the House in 171(, and Secretary of

State in 1713.

_Br0wne0 Edward (1644-1708);

Thoma,3 Browne;

eldest son of the celebrated Sir

he was in France from !66:3 to 1664

when he both studied and toured the country his studies
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for he was made a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1667,

a Fellow of the College of Physicians in 1675 and served

as physician to Charles II.

Browne, Thoma.s,,(1646_r1667}; brother of Edward Browne, he

travelled in France between 1660 and 166!; he "was

later a lieutenant in the Royal Navy.

Buxton, Jehn(~. 1682); son of Robert Buxton, a retiring country

squire of Chanony in Norfolk; he suffered poor health

and went to France in !680 to try and improve it;

died and was buried at Orle~ans in 1682.

he

Covel,’ J ohn,(1,6B8-1722}; in 1.670 he was sent as chaplain to the

Levant Company in Constantinople; he remained there

until 1677 when he left for England; en route he passed

through France where he stayed from October 1678 to

january 1679; later he was master of Christ’s College,

Cambridge ( 1688- t722)

Downes, John; a physician at St. Bartholomew’s and Christ’s hospit-

als in London, he had received a medical degree from the

University of Leyden in 1661; he was in France in

1664 and 1666.

Ferrier, Richard (1671-1728); he went to France in !687 before he

turned to local politics at Yarmouth (he was elected

councillor in 169’~, alderm,n in 16%4 and bailiff in
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1695; he was mayor three times) and national politics

(he was M.P. for Yarmouth in 1708, 1710 and 1713).

Ngrthlei~h, John (!657-!705); he ~tudxen law and medicine at Ox-

ford, the Middle Temple and Cambridge; he was an

ardent anglican and pro-Stuart; he travelled in Europe

in the 1690’s and wa~ in France at about the turn of

the century.

Locke, John ( !63Z-1704 ); he went to France in 1675 for reasons of

health and tourism and stayed until 1679.

Lister, Martin...(c. 1638-.17)2); physician and biologist who contributed.

regularly to the Philosophica! Tr.ansactions; his visit

to France (spent entirely in and around Paris) in 1698

was for reasons of health.

Ray, .John (1627-1705); this great botanist undertook a botanical tour

of Britain between 1658 and 1661; in 1663 he took

Francis ~filloughby, Nathaniel Bacon and Philip Skippon

on a similar tour of Europe (including France) which

lasted until 1666.

Ridley, Humphrey(1653-1708); a physician (he Jtudied at Oxford and

Leyden) who went to France in 1679.

Shaw: ,Joseph (1671-173,3);_ lawyer and author of legal works, he was

a friend of Anthony Ashley Cooper, third earl of Shaftes-

bury; he went to France just after 1706.
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~kt!~on:, Phtlip~(1641- 1:691); a skilled botarfi~t who accompanied Ray

on his tour of ]~urope from 1663 to 1666.

~]loane,.H!~ns (!66(~:..1.753); thi~ farnoue ~cienti,~t ~nd secretary of

the Royal Society wa~ in France in 1683 for education::l

reasons.
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